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CONDITIONS OF SALE - Public Auction
THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE BETWEEN BIDDER AND DANIEL F. KELLEHER AUCTIONS, LLC (“KELLEHER”)

BIDDING
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in the 
printed Catalogue. Kelleher, as agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding 
and shall determine the manner in which the bidding shall be conducted. Kelleher reserves 
the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser or 
agent), to re-offer any withdrawn lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more lots belonging 
to the same consignor or vendor, and to refuse any bid believed not made in good faith. 
Estimates of sales prices contained in the printed Catalogue reflect the best judgment of 
Kelleher and are not minimum or upset prices.
2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page (ii). (b) The highest bid 
acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a dispute arise between bidders (in-
cluding a dispute between a floor or internet bidder and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a 
mail bidder, consignor or vendor), the auctioneer alone shall determine who the successful 
bidder is and whether to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after the sale, the 
auctioneer’s sale records shall be conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission of 20% * on 
the hammer price is payable by the buyer to the auctioneer together with any sales and use 
tax or customs duties.
3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or ven-
dors) but shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to bid, how-
ever received, and whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder or agent or those 
of the auctioneer. 
(b) Lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer will implement such reserve 
price by bidding on behalf of the consignor vendor. (c) It may also be assumed that all 
consignors have been advanced monies against the sale of their consigned material and 
Kelleher therefore has a security interest in the consigned material over and above the 
normal auction commission.
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be consid-
ered as a sale subject to commissions and sales tax as applicable.
(e) Agents are responsible for the payment of the purchase price for all purchases made on 
behalf of their clients, unless other arrangements with the auctioneer have been confirmed 
in writing prior to the auction.
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
4. (a) Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Condition of Sale), 
shall be as follows:
(b) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part there of as Kelleher  shall 
require, shall be made by the purchaser in cash or bank or certified check or in such other 
manner as Kelleher may determine. The name and address of the purchaser of each lot shall 
be given to the auctioneer immediately following the sale of such lot.
(c) Mail Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased. Before Kelle-
her will send such lots, payment in full must be received by Kelleher within three (3) busi-
ness days of receipt of the aforesaid notification by the mail bidder. However, a purchaser 
known to Kelleher at its option may have purchases delivered or forwarded for immediate 
payment (by a dollar draft on a U.S. bank in the case of overseas purchasers). Mailed 
delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Kelleher of receipt of a send-
ing at the advised address shall constitute delivery. All charges for handling, delivery and 
insurance obtained by Kelleher on behalf of the purchaser shall be added to the purchase 
price; a minimum charge of $20.00 will be made.
(d) Prompt Payment Discount - Successful bidders whose payment is received within 
15 calendar days from the date of the auction, shall be entitled to a 2% prompt payment 
discount of the hammer price of each lot, regardless of the method of payment.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by Kelleher as 
agents for the consignor or vendor.
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the same 
may be modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late payment charge 
of 2% per month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not made in accordance 
with the aforesaid conditions.
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale (“Non-Com-
plying Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure to comply occurs, 
Kelleher, may, in its sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same auction or at an auc-
tion at a later time, or by private treaty at such time as Kelleher Auctions, in its sole discre-
tion, deems appropriate and the Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable for the deficiency, 
if any, between the hammer price and the net proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, 
whether at auction or by private treaty, as well as for all costs and expenses of both sales, 
all other charges due thereunder, including commissions with respect to both sales, wheth-
er payable to Kelleher or to a third party and all incidental damages. It shall be in Kellehers’ 
sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer the lot theretofore hammered-down to a 
Non-Complying Bidder at the same auction, or by private treaty in due course, or at a sub-
sequent auction conducted by Kelleher. In no event shall any surplus arising from the sale 
of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
(c) A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted Kelleher a security interest in 
property in Kellehers possession owned by such purchaser. Kelleher shall have all of the 
rights afforded a purchase money secured party under the Connecticut or Massachusetts 
Uniform Commercial Code with respect to such property and may apply against such 
obligations all monies held or received by it for the account of, or due from Kelleher to 
such purchaser. Kelleher is authorized to file a Financing Statement in order to perfect its 
rights as a secured party.
(d) If Kelleher takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the de-
faulting purchaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by Kelleher to 
secure such payment, including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’ 
fees. For purposes of this paragraph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to include any 
and all consultation by Kelleher with its attorneys with respect to all matters arising out of 
a delinquent account.
(e) Unless otherwise acceptable to Kelleher, payment is to be made only in the form of 
cash, bank check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to delivery of 
lots), credit card (AMEX, Visa, MasterCard and Discover), PayPal or a bank wire transfer. 
Payments made by credit card are accepted as a courtesy without surcharge, if paid within 
15 days of sale date. 

WIRING INSTRUCTIONS:
Please contact us for our wiring instructions.
EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITY AND AUTHENTICITY
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing. Ample opportunity is given for on 
premises inspection prior to the auction date, and, upon written request and at Kelleher 
discretion.  Live video viewing is also available, please contact our offices to arrange 
same.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description 
as modified by any specific notations in this Catalogue.
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described may be 
returned to Kelleher within two weeks of its receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Pur-
chaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by Kelleher within four weeks 
of the date of the auction; however, Kelleher may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance of 
such returned lot. If an opinion of a mutually acceptable authority is desired, the period 
of time within which a lot must be received by Kelleher will be extended in accordance 
with Condition of Sale 7(g). In the event that a dispute cannot be resolved by reference 
to a mutually acceptable authority, and Kelleher thereupon undertakes to re-offer the lot 
with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning Purchaser shall be 
liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the Returning Pur-
chaser and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well as for all costs and 
expenses of the re-sale, including commission, and all incidental damages. Any lot, the 
description of which is disputed, must be returned intact and in the original packaging 
and in the condition received (unaltered) by the purchaser. The following lots are not 
returnable except at the discretion of Kelleher: (i) lots from purchasers who attended 
the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewers; (iii) lots on account of 
their appearance, if they are illustrated in this Catalogue or online; or (iv) lots described 
as having repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v) lots containing more than ten (10) 
items. (d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared otherwise than genuine by a mutually 
recognized authority is returnable, provided such lot is received by Kelleher within four 
weeks of the date of the auction. Proof that a mutually acceptable authority declines to 
express an opinion is not grounds for the return of a lot.
(e) Expenses incurred a purchaser in the submission and the return of a lot under Con-
ditions of Sale 7 is not subject to refund.
(f) Numerical grading is subjective and is based upon the condition of each issue.  Lots 
may not be returned if a third party grades a stamp at lower than our grade.
(g) Lots with existing certificates from the Philatelic Foundation (PF) or Professional 
Stamp Experts (PSE), British Philatelic Association (BPA), Royal Philatelic Society 
(London (RPSL) and Australia (RPSA), Vincent Graves Greene Foundation (VGG) or 
any other expertizing authority as recognized by the International Association of Phila-
telic Experts (AIEP), for items within their specialty and dated within the last seven (7) 
years from the date of sale, will be offered and sold on an “as-is” basis and as so stated 
on the certificate. Such lots may not be returned for any reason, including but not limited 
to a contrary verbal or written opinion or certificate. 
SALES TAX/CUSTOMS DUTIES
8. Unless presentation of satisfactory proof that it is exempted by law, a purchaser shall 
pay to Kelleher the Connecticut, Massachusetts or any compensating use taxes of any 
other State claiming jurisdiction. Buyers outside the U.S. are responsible for all cus-
toms duties. A purchaser shall indemnify Kelleher and hold it harmless of and from 
any claims of any jurisdiction for sales taxes relating to the purchase of articles at the 
auction, whenever the same may arise. 
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
9. All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws
of the State of Connecticut without giving effect to the choice of law principles thereof. 
ARBITRATION
10. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be settled 
by arbitration in the City of New York, State of New York in accordance with the Rules 
of the American Arbitration Association and judgment upon the award rendered by the 
Arbitrator or Arbitrators may be entered in any Court having jurisdiction.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF ACTIONS
11. The purchaser at this auction (a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of the 
Courts of the State of Connecticut and of the Courts of the United States for a judicial 
district within the territorial limits of the State of Connecticut for all matters arising out 
of this auction sale, including, without limitation, any action or proceeding instituted 
for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation and liability arising under or by 
reason thereof; and (b) consents and submits to the venue of such action or proceeding 
in the City of Danbury, County of Fairfield, State of Connecticut (or such judicial dis-
trict of a Court of the United States as shall include the same, and (c) further consents 
that service of process in any action relating thereto may be effected by registered mail, 
return receipt requested address to the purchase at the address given to the auctioneer 
at the time of the sale.
BIDDING STEPS
12. Bidding Steps are as published on page (ii); bids made out of increment will be 
reduced to the next increment.  Example: $603 bid will be reduced to $600, etc.
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer.
(b) Any errors are the responsibility of the bidder.
(c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
BIDS BY FAX OR EMAIL
Bids must be received 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
FAX: (203) 297-6059 or EMAIL: bids@kelleherauctions.com 
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
Phone bidding space is limited and available on a first come, first served basis. The 
importance of reserving early cannot be overstated!
Please call us at (203) 830.2500 to reserve your phone bidding space
STAMP AUCTION NETWORK (SAN) Live internet bidding.  To bid, you must be 
registered and be approved  by both Stamp Auction Network and Kelleher. Please con-
tact us for further instructions or go to www.stampauctionnetwork.com and find the 
Kelleher link.www.kelleherauctions.com

America’s Oldest Philatelic Auction House • Established 1885

Email: info@kelleherauctions.com  

22 Shelter Rock Lane • Unit 53 • Danbury, CT 06810 
Phone: Toll Free 800.212.2830 •  Offices: 203.830.2500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions

Lot 773  1887, 3¢ vermillion  (214), a well-centered example tied by a Very Fine, 
nearly full strike of a “LA.SAL(LE) & DENVER R.P.O.” duplex cancel clearly dated 
Sep 5, 1887, preceding by 18 days the previous earliest documented use; on a cover 
to Fort Collins, Colo. and backstamped there the next day (also showing an 1887 year 
date); small opening tear at the top and reduced slightly at the left, otherwise Very 
Fine. A spectacular new EDU.
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Viewing - Limited in-person viewing. We will entertain enquiries by phone and email for further details.

Session 1
Sale 751

Tuesday, February 16, 2021
Beginning at 10 A.M.

At our offices in Danbury, CT

Lots 1 - 663

Session 1- Tuesday, Feb. 16, 2021, at 10:00 A.M.
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Postmasters’ Provisionals .................................................. 2-37
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United StateS 
ColleCtionS

 
1  P 1869-93, Group of (137) Essays, Trial Colors and Proofs, (112//P32),  neatly arranged on hingeless album pages, a 

select group of items from the 1869 Pictorials through the Columbians, plus Special Delivery, Postage Due and Newspaper 
stamps as well; several pairs sprinkled in; colors generally strong with the detail you’d expect; condition varies from 
pristine to toned, but still a magnificent, wide-ranging holding that will delight dealer and collector alike, F.-V.F. with better 
throughout, imaged in full online. Scott $7,500 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000  

PoStmaSterS’ ProviSionalS

          
                                        2                                            3                                        4                                           5 
2  E Albany, N.Y., 1847, 5¢ essay, by Gavit & Co., in green, (1Xa-E1a), die on India, die sunk on large card, printed through 

mats, in luxuriant color with albino impression of the cross-hatching, on card measuring 70 x 111 mm; a couple toned 
spots of no consequence, Very Fine. Scott $600. Brazer 1XaEa.   Estimate $300 - 400

 
3  E Albany, N.Y., 1847, 5¢ essay, by Gavit & Co., in red brown, (1Xa-E1a), die on India, die sunk on large card, printed 

through mats, an attractive print in glowing color, showing the albino impression of the cross-hatching, on card 
measuring 70 x 111 mm; light toning to bottom of card, mostly on reverse, Very Fine. Scott $600. Brazer 1XaEa.  
   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
4  E Albany, N.Y., 1847, 5¢ essay, by Gavit & Co., in scarlet, (1Xa-E1a), die on India, die sunk on large card, printed through 

mats, in fresh color with albino impression of the cross-hatching, on card measuring approximately 69 x 111 mm; a few 
light toned spots, still Very Fine. Scott $600. Brazer 1XaEa.   Estimate $300 - 400 

5  E Albany, N.Y., 1847, 5¢ essay, by Gavit & Co., with cross-hatching, (1Xa-E1b), die on India, four different colors (all 
but the yellow green), Very Fine. Scott $1,300. Brazer 1XaEb.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

   
6                         7

6  E Albany, N.Y., 1847, 5¢ essay, by Gavit & Co., in brown, (1Xa-E1b),  die on India, Very Fine. Scott $325. Brazer 1XaEb.
   Estimate $200 - 250 

 
7  E Albany, N.Y., 1847, 5¢ essay, by Gavit & Co., in yellow green, (1Xa-E1b),  die on India, Very Fine. Scott $325. Brazer 

1XaEb.   Estimate $200 - 250 
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                                                         8                                                      9                                   10                    11 
8  E Albany, N.Y., 1847, 5¢ essay, by Gavit & Co., with cross-hatching, (1Xa-E1d),  die on bond, five different colors (all 

but the violet), small stain on the green, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,875. Brazer 1XaEc.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 
 

9  E Albany, N.Y., 1847, 5¢ essay, by Gavit & Co., with cross-hatching, (1Xa-E1d),  die on bond, two different: scarlet & 
blue green, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $750. Brazer 1XaEc.   Estimate $400 - 600 

  
10  E Albany, N.Y., 1847, 5¢ essay, by Gavit & Co., with cross-hatching, in black, (1Xa-E1b),  die on India, Very Fine. Scott 

$325. Brazer 1XaEc.   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

11  E Albany, N.Y., 1847, 5¢ essay, by Gavit & Co., in blue green, (1Xa-E1d),  die on bond, Extremely Fine; with 1992 P.F. 
certificate. Scott $375. Brazer 1XaEc.   Estimate $200 - 300 

               
                           12                       13                        14                    15                       16                                   17 
12  E Albany, N.Y., 1847, 5¢ essay, by Gavit & Co., in bluish black, (1Xa-E1d),  die on bond, Very Fine; with a 1992 P.F. 

certificate. Scott $375. Brazer 1XaEc.   Estimate $200 - 300 

13  E Albany, N.Y., 1847, 5¢ essay, by Gavit & Co., in blue, (1Xa-E1d),  die on bond, Extremely Fine; with a 1992 P.F. 
certificate. Scott $375. Brazer 1XaEc.   Estimate $200 - 300 

14  E Albany, N.Y., 1847, 5¢ essay, by Gavit & Co., in brown, (1Xa-E1d),  die on bond, Extremely Fine; with a 1992 P.F. 
certificate. Scott $375. Brazer 1XaEc.   Estimate $200 - 300 

15  E Albany, N.Y., 1847, 5¢ essay, by Gavit & Co., in scarlet, (1Xa-E1d),  die on bond, Extremely Fine. Scott $375. Brazer 
1XaEc.   Estimate $200 - 300 

16  E Albany, N.Y., 1847, 5¢ essay, by Gavit & Co., in black, (1Xa-E1e),  die on white glazed paper, 34 x 36 mm, Extremely 
Fine; with a 2008 P.F. certificate. Scott $900. Brazer 1XaEc.   Estimate $400 - 600 

17  E Albany, N.Y., 1847, 5¢ essay, by Gavit & Co., in scarlet, (1Xa-E1e),  die on white glazed paper, 64 x 74 mm, couple small 
edge thins, Very Fine appearance. Scott $900. Brazer 1XaEc.   Estimate $300 - 400 
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                           18                                       19                                                20                                   21                      22  

 

     
                          23                                                24                                                 25                                                 26  

            
                                    27                           28                      29                        30                                       31 

         
                             EX 32                                               33                                           34                                     37  
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18  E New York, N.Y., 1845, 5¢ compound die proof/essay, by Rawdon, Wright & Hatch, in black, (9X1-E1a),  die on India 
on card, 53 x 116 mm with full die sinkage, Extremely Fine; with a 2014 P.F. certificate. Scott $450. Brazer 9X1Ea. 
   Estimate $250 - 350 

19  E New York, N.Y., 1845, 5¢ compound die proof/essay, by Rawdon, Wright & Hatch, in scarlet, (9X1-E1a),  die 
on India on card, large card, 86 x 131 mm with full die sinkage, Extremely Fine. Scott $450. Brazer 9X1Ea. 
   Estimate $300 - 400 

  
20  E New York, N.Y., 1845, 5¢ compound die proof/essay, by Rawdon, Wright & Hatch, in orange, (9X1-E1a),  die on India 

on card, large card, 95 x 142 mm with full die sinkage, Superb. Scott $450. Brazer 9X1Ea.   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

21  E New York, N.Y., 1845, 5¢ compound die proof/essay, by Rawdon, Wright & Hatch, in green, (9X1-E1a),  die on India 
on card, removed from card, 33 x 79 mm, Very Fine. Scott $450. Brazer 9X1Ea.   Estimate $150 - 200 

22  E New York, N.Y., 1845, 5¢ essay, by Rawdon, Wright & Hatch, vignette only, four different colors, (9X1-E1b vars.),  
die on white bond, gray black, dull scarlet, dull brown & dull blue. Brazer 9X1Eb.   Estimate $400 - 600 

23  E New York, N.Y., 1845, 5¢ compound die proof/essay, by Rawdon, Wright & Hatch, in dull brown, (9X1-E1b var., 
9X1TC5c),  die on white bond, the two halves cut apart, Very Fine. Scott $400. Brazer 9X1Ea.   Estimate $200 - 250 

  
24  E New York, N.Y., 1845, 5¢ essay, by Rawdon, Wright & Hatch, in black, (9X1-E1a), die on India, full design as issued 

plus vignette-only below, die sunk on 152 x 224 mm card; designs fresh, card lightly toned, otherwise Very Fine. Scott 
$450. Brazer 9X1Ea.   Estimate $250 - 350 

  
25  E New York, N.Y., 1845, 5¢ essay, by Rawdon, Wright & Hatch, in green, (9X1-E1a), die on India, 95 x 142 mm; hinge 

remnants and small thin on the reverse, also a barely visible crease on the front at top, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $450. 
Brazer 9X1Ea.   Estimate $200 - 300 

  
26  E New York, N.Y., 1845, 5¢ essay, by Rawdon, Wright & Hatch, in scarlet, (9X1-E1a), die on India, 95 x 143 mm; hinge 

remnants and small thin on the reverse, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $450. Brazer 9X1Ea.   Estimate $200 - 300 

27  P New York, N.Y., 5¢ deep ultramarine, trial color large die proof on thin glazed card, (9X1TC1d), with dot in “P” of 
“POST” and scar on neck, 64 x 52 mm, Very Fine. Scott $450.   Estimate $200 - 300 

  
28  P New York, N.Y., 5¢ dark brown red, trial color small die proof on India, (9X1TC2n), with dot in “P” of “POST” and 

scar on neck, Very Fine. Scott $300.   Estimate $150 - 200 
  

29  P New York, N.Y., 5¢ scarlet, trial color small die proof on bond, (9X1TC2 var), with dot in “P” of “POST” and scar on 
neck, Very Fine. An unlisted die state/color/paper combination. Scott $250+.   Estimate $200 - 250 

30  P New York, N.Y., 5¢ dull dark brown, trial color small die proof on bond, (9X1TC2s), with dot in “P” of “POST” and 
scar on neck, Very Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $250.   Estimate $200 - 250 

  
31  P Providence, R.I., 5¢ gray blue, trial color plate proof on card, (10X1TC4a),  horizontal pair from the upper left corner 

of the sheet, Extremely Fine. Scott $500+.   Estimate $300 - 400 

32  Pa Providence, R.I., 5¢, 10¢, complete set of trial color plate proofs on card all four colors, (10X1TC4, 10X2TC4),  
complete sheets of 12, a remarkable holding of all four Scott-listed trial colors: gray blue, green, brown carmine and 
brown; each proof with still-vibrant color and sharp impression; a couple spots of toning or small smudges on card 
(not affecting printing) as to be expected of 176-year-olds, Very Fine, a super addition to any collection. Scott $15,000. 
   Estimate $5,000 - 7,500 

  
33  Pa Providence, R.I., 5¢, 10¢ brown carmine, plate proof on card, (10X1TC4c, 10X2TC4c),  complete sheet of 

12, a pristine item with sharp color and clean lines; card measuring 195 x 171 mm, Very Fine. Scott $3,750. 
   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 

  
34  P New York, N.Y., 5¢ black, large die proof on bond, (9X1P1c), with dot in “P” of “POST” and scar on neck, Very Fine. 

Scott $525.   Estimate $250 - 350 
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35  P New York, N.Y., 5¢ black, plate proof on bond, (9X1P5a),  large balanced margins, Extremely Fine. Scott $175 (photo 
on web site).   Estimate $150 - 200 

36  P New York, N.Y., 5¢ black, plate proof on blue bond, (9X1P5b),  two singles, positions 4 and 5 from the original plate of 
nine; each four-margined and crisply printed on deep blue paper, Very Fine, a pretty duo. Scott $300 (photo on web site).   
Estimate $200 - 300 

 
37  Pa Providence, R.I., 5¢. 10¢ black, plate proof on card, (10X1P4, 10X2P4),  complete sheet of 12, Very Fine. Scott $3,250.

   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

1847 iSSUe trial ColorS 

                     
                38                       39                         40                         41                             42                         43                       44  
38  P 5¢ rose lake, trial color large die proof on India, (1TC1am),  ; cut to stamp size, small thin, otherwise Very Fine. 

This is possibly a small die proof in dull rose lake, though that color in only listed on bond. Scott $1,000.  
   Estimate $200 - 300

 
39  P 5¢ deep blue, trial color large die proof on bond, (1TC1be),  with cross-hatching, 30 x 37 mm, Extremely Fine. Scott 

$800.   Estimate $350 - 500 
 

40  P 5¢ dull blue green, trial color large die proof on bond, (1TC1bf),  with cross-hatching, 22.5 x 27 mm, Very Fine. Scott 
$800.   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
41  P 5¢ orange vermilion, trial color large die proof on bond, (1TC1bh),  with cross-hatching, 28 x 32.5 mm, Extremely 

Fine. Scott $800.   Estimate $350 - 500 
 

42  P 5¢ black brown, trial color large die proof on bond, (1TC1bj),  with cross-hatching, 33 x 38 mm, Extremely Fine; with 
a 2013 P.F. certificate which calls it black, see the next lot for black. Scott $800.   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
43  P 5¢ black brown, trial color large die proof on bond, (1TC1bj),  with cross-hatching, 22 x 27 mm, Very Fine to Extremely 

Fine. Scott $800.   Estimate $300 - 400 
  

44  P 5¢ black, trial color large die proof on bond, (1TC1bk),  with cross-hatching, 28.5 x 32 mm, Extremely Fine. Scott 
$800.   Estimate $350 - 500 

 

      
                                                                                  45                   46                   47  
45  P 5¢ deep blue, trial color small die proof on India, (1TC2b),  adequate, nicely balanced margins, F.-V.F. Scott $625.
   Estimate $200 - 300 

  
46  P 5¢ yellow green, trial color small die proof on India, (1TC2e),  bright and fresh with large balanced margins, Extremely 

Fine. Scott $625.   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

47  P 5¢ rose lake, trial color small die proof on bond, (1TC2g),  large balanced margins; small, very faint stain in the top 
margin, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $625.   Estimate $150 - 200 
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                     48                    49                    50                    52                         53                             54                             55 
48  P 5¢ orange, trial color plate proof on India, “SPECIMEN.” overprint, (1TC3aS),  on original card; bit of minor soiling, 

otherwise Very Fine. Scott $600 ++.   Estimate $200 - 300 

49  P 5¢ black, trial color plate proof on India, (1TC3b),  large balanced margins, Extremely Fine; with a 2013 A.P.S. 
certificate. Scott $600.   Estimate $300 - 400 

50  P 5¢ black brown, trial color plate proof on India, (1TC3 var.),  cut close with clear margins to just touching at the left; 
light horizontal crease, otherwise Fine. Unlisted color/paper combination, the paper showing clear vertical laid lines.  
    Estimate $200 - 250 

51  P 10¢ dark green, trial color large die proof on India, (2TC1ah),  cut to stamp size with small, even margins; tiny tear at 
the lower right, Fine appearance. Scott $1,000 for full size (photo on web site).   Estimate $200 - 250 

52  P 10¢ yellow green, trial color large die proof on India , (2TC1ao var.),  cut to stamp size but with  huge  margins showing 
just a rtrace of cross-hatching at the lower right, bright and fresh; small thin, Extremely Fine appearance. The yellow green 
shade is only listed on blue pelure paper. Scott $1,000.   Estimate $250 - 350 

  
53  P 10¢ deep blue, trial color large die proof on bond, (2TC1be),  with cross-hatching, 30 x 38 mm, Extremely Fine. Scott 

$800.   Estimate $400 - 600 

54  P 10¢ orange vermilion, trial color large die proof on bond, (2TC1bi),  with cross-hatching, 32 x 42 mm, Extremely Fine. 
Scott $800.   Estimate $400 - 600 

55  P 10¢ dark brown, trial color large die proof on bond, (2TC1bk),  with cross-hatching, 31 x 37 mm, Very Fine. Scott 
$800.   Estimate $300 - 400 

        
                                                                      56                     57                     58                   59 
56  P 10¢ orange vermilion, trial color small die proof on India, (2TC2e),  large balanced margins and brilliant color; small 

thin spot, Very Fine appearance. Scott $625.   Estimate $200 - 250 

57  P 10¢ rose lake, trial color small die proof on bond, (2TC2f),  large, perfectly balanced margins, Extremely Fine. Scott 
$625.   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
58  P 10¢ orange, trial color plate proof on India, “SPECIMEN.” overprint , (2TC3a),  on original card, ample to oversize 

margins, including partial sheet margin at the bottom (and right - position 100); small thin spot, Very Fine appearance; 
with a 1989 P.F. certificate identifying the position. Scott $600+.   Estimate $300 - 400 

59  P 10¢ orange, trial color plate proof on India, (2TC3a),  on original card with nice margins; horizontal surface crease in 
proof only, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $600.   Estimate $150 - 200 
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1847 iSSUe ProofS 

      
                                     EX 60                                                         EX 61                                                          62 
60  P 5¢ red brown & 10¢ black, large die proofs on India, with cross-hatching, (1P1-2P1 vars),  crisp with clean 

lines, India die sunk on gilt-edged 150 x 211 mm cards, the 10¢ remarkably fresh, Very Fine. Scott $1,600.  
   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

 
61  P 5¢ red brown & 10¢ black, large die proofs on India, (1P1-2P1),  proofs bright and sharp, die sunk on gilt-edged card 

measuring 145 x 211 mm; 5¢ small reduction at bottom left corner of india paper, Very Fine, a lovely pair for the 1847 
enthusiast. Scott $1,600.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

 
62  P 5¢ red brown, large die proof on India, (1P1),  147 x 198 mm, pristine, Extremely Fine. Scott $800.  

   Estimate $350 - 500 

               
                                          63                         64                    65                          66                        67                  68  
63  P 5¢ red brown, large die proof on white bond paper, (1P1a),  with cross-hatching, 35 x 41 mm, Extremely Fine. Scott 

$800.   Estimate $400 - 600 
 

64  P 5¢ red brown, large die proof on white bond paper, (1P1a),  cut to stamp size with four nice margins, Very Fine. Scott 
$800.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
65  P 5¢ red brown, large die proof on pink bond paper, (1P1b),  with cross-hatching, 24 x 30.5 mm, Very Fine. Scott $1,250.

   Estimate $500 - 750 
 

66  P 5¢ red brown, large die proof on white laid paper, (1P1c),  with cross-hatching, 32 x 36 mm, Very Fine. Scott $1,000 
.   Estimate $500 - 600 

 
67  P 5¢ black brown, plate proof on India, “SPECIMEN.” overprint , (1TC3S),  on original card, nice margins, Very Fine 

.   Estimate $400 - 600 
 

68  P 5¢ red brown, plate proof on India, (1P3),  on original card, large margins, Very Fine. Scott $600.  
   Estimate $250 - 350 
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69  P 5¢ dark red brown, plate proof on India, (1P3 var),  card-mounted with four large margins; small surface flaws, 
otherwise Very Fine.  dark red brown shade. Scott $600 (photo on web site).   Estimate $200 - 250 

70  P 5¢ dark brown shade, plate proof on India, (1P3 var),  four nice margins; skillfully rebacked with small “touch-up” in 
the lower right margin, Very Fine appearance.  dark brown shade,  ; with a 2013 A.P.S. certificate noting only an “inking 
flaw in LR margin”. Scott $600 (photo on web site).   Estimate $150 - 200 

      
                                                                                   71                   72                   74 
71  P 10¢ black, large die proof on white laid paper, (2P1c),  reduced to stamp size but with enormous margins, Extremely 

Fine. Scott $800.   Estimate $300 - 400 

72  P 10¢ black, plate proof on India, (2P3),  bright and fresh with small, even margins, Fine; with a 2013 A.P.S. certificate. 
Scott $900.   Estimate $250 - 350 

73  P 10¢ black, plate proof on India, “SPECIMEN.” overprint, (2P3S),  on original card; small surface break, card thin, 
otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $900+ (photo on web site).   Estimate $200 - 300 

74  P 10¢ black, plate proof on India, (2P3 var.), faint double transfer of top frame line and inscription  (not 31R1), margins 
close to just touching all around; small thin, V.G.-Fine. A nice variety for the specialist. Scott $900+.

   Estimate $200 - 250 

1875 reProdUCtionS of the 1847 iSSUe ProofS

   
                                                                               75                                                    76  
75  P 5¢ red brown, Reproduction, large die proof, (3P1),  wonderfully executed in magnificent color on India, die sunk on 

gilt-edged card; cuts to India (one through card) below and to right of design, the print unaffected, otherwise Very Fine. 
Scott $900.   Estimate $350 - 500

76  P 5¢-10¢ Reproductions complete, small die proofs, (3P2-4P2), paper very slightly yellowed, 5¢ with a small tone spot in 
the right margin, 10¢ with a small repaired hole, also in the right margin, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $850.  
   Estimate $300 - 400 
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                                                                77                                                                                 78                                     79 
77  P 5¢-10¢ Reproductions complete & 1851 Locals, plate proofs on card, (3P4-4P4, LO1P4-LO2P4),  the four brought 

together on a 257 x 180 presentation card (toned), signed by numerous officials of the American Bank Note Company, 
National Bank Note Company, Bureau of Engraving and Printing, and by Charles Steel, inventor of the grill; proofs sharp 
and bright as to be expected, with clear to full margins all around, F.-V.F.+, a one-of-a-kind item.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

 
78  P 5¢-10¢ Reproductions complete, plate proofs on card, (3P4-4P4),  fresh and crisp with nice even margins, Very Fine. 

Scott $500.   Estimate $300 - 400 

79  P 5¢-10¢ Reproductions complete, plate proofs on card, (3P4-4P4),  bright and fresh with large margins, Very Fine. Scott 
$500.   Estimate $300 - 400 

80  
80  P 10¢ black, Reproduction, large die proof, (4P1),  with expected exquisite detail, on India die sunk on gilt-edged card; 

light toning to card, proof with margin just in at lower right, F.-V.F.+. Scott $900.   Estimate $350 - 500 
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1851 iSSUe eSSayS

      
                                                                     81                                           82                                83 
81  E 1¢ Franklin essay, by Toppan, Carpenter, Casilear & Co., in black, (5-E1a), vignette only, master die shortened, die on 

India , cut to shape and mounted on thin card, F.-V.F. Unique - the item used for the Scott illustration,  Ex-”Lake Shore”; 
with a 2005 P.F. certificate mistakenly calling it a die proof on thick old proof paper (E-51b). Scott $1,500. Brazer 34aEa.
   Estimate $500 - 750

82  Ea 1¢ composite essay, by Toppan, Carpenter, Casilear & Co., in black, (5-E1Ef var.), block of 4 Franklin vignettes with 
the 2 Washingtons cut away, on wove paper; bit of very minor soiling at the bottom, Very Fine. Scott $3,500 for the block 
of 6. Brazer 34aEc.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

 
83  E 6¢ Franklin essay, by Toppan, Carpenter, Casilear & Co., in black, (5-E2),  die of complete design on India, cut to 

shape, mounted on a 50 x 62 mm card, Extremely Fine. Scott $2,750. Brazer 34aEd.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

84  
84  E 3¢ Numeral essay, by Rawdon, Wright, Hatch & Edson, original die, (11-E1),  an exciting piece of stamp production 

history, an original steel die used to produce this unadopted design essay; die’s face measures 431/2 x 38 mm, with lip at 
top for rolling under the press; engraver’s horizontal guide lines visible across top of design and at its bottom right; the 
engraving itself—somehow never cancelled—is deep and hardly worn at all; some staining to left side of die just into 
frame lines, with any pitting to the steel appearing to fall short of the design, Very Fine, an unique and amazing item. 
Brazer 33E-A.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 
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85  
85  E 3¢ Numeral essay, by Rawdon, Wright, Hatch & Edson, restrike from original die, in black, (11-E1 var.), die-sunk 

on directly on card, 65 x 55 mm; rust marks from the die outside the design as always, Very Fine,  3¢ Numeral essay, by 
Rawdon, Wright, Hatch & Edson. Brazer 33E-A.   Estimate $500 - 750 
 
According to a 2015 James Lee newsletter, where a similar example was offered, “this impression was probably pulled in 
1858 after Rawdon merged with American Bank Note Co. By that time the die had rusted as shown by the proof.”. 

86  
86  E 3¢ Numeral essay, by Rawdon, Wright, Hatch & Edson, restrike from original die, in deep brown violet, (11-E1 var.), 

die-sunk on directly on card, 65 x 79 mm; rust marks from the die outside the design as always, Very Fine. Brazer 33E-A.
   Estimate $500 - 750 
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87                                                          88 

87  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Rawdon, Wright, Hatch & Edson, in black, (11-E2a), die on India, Post Office fresh 
showing full impression of the die; mounted on annotated album page, Very Fine. Scott $4,500. Brazer 33E-B. 
   Estimate $2,500 - 3,500  

88  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Rawdon, Wright, Hatch & Edson, in black, (11-E2b),  die on proof paper, 40 x 51 mm on a 
44 x 60 mm card, Very Fine. Scott $4,500.   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000 

      
                                           89                                                   90                                                           91 
89  E 3¢ Franklin essay, by Gavit & Co., in blue green, (11-E3a), die on India, die sunk on card, in strong color providing great 

depth of detail; a few spots of minor toning to card, Very Fine. Scott $800. Brazer 33E-Ca.   Estimate $400 - 600 
  

90  E 3¢ Franklin essay, by Gavit & Co., in scarlet, (11-E3a), die on India, die sunk on card, with strikingly rich color 
and fresh India, the card on which it’s sunk remarkably fresh as well, Very Fine. Scott $800. Brazer 33E-Ca.  
   Estimate $400 - 600 

91  E 3¢ Franklin essay, by Gavit & Co., in warm black, (11-E3a), die on India, die sunk on card, proof that black is still 
the best color for printing; sharp and fresh on a gray-tinted India; sunk on 151 x 228 mm card; card with light edge 
toning and a few extraneous spots, Very Fine nonetheless, a handsome black “Russian Ben”. Scott $800. Brazer 33E-Ca. 
   Estimate $500 - 750 
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                              92                                                93                                                      94                                             95  
92  E 3¢ Franklin essay, by Gavit & Co., six different colors, (11-E3c),  die on India, cut to shape, black, dark green, yellow 

green, dark blue, scarlet & orange brown,  the last not listed on India paper, Very Fine. Scott $1,500. Brazer 33E-Caa var.
   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

 
93  E 3¢ Franklin essay, by Gavit & Co., six different colors, (11-E3c),  die on India, cut to shape, black, brown, light blue, 

dark blue, violet & scarlet, first three with card backing (black only partial), F.-V.F. Scott $1,500. Brazer 33E-Caa var. 
   Estimate $500 - 750 

94  E 3¢ Franklin essay, by Gavit & Co., five different colors, (11-E3d),  die on bond, all but the orange brown, Extremely 
Fine. Scott $1,250. Brazer 33E-Cb.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

 
95  E 3¢ Franklin essay, by Gavit & Co., in black, (11-E3e),  die on white glazed paper, 42 x 53 mm, Very Fine. Scott $750. 

Brazer 33E-Ca.   Estimate $350 - 500 

      
                                                                        96                                          97                           EX 99 
96  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Gavit & Co., in black, (11-E4a), die on India, die sunk on card, attractive design with razor-

sharp clarity and clean color, die sunk on full-size 149 x 222 mm card; wonderfully fresh, Very Fine. Scott $750. Brazer 
33E-Da.   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
97  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Gavit & Co., in black, (11-E4a),  die on India, die sunk on card, 59 x 89 mm with full die 

sinkage, wonderfully fresh, Extremely Fine. Scott $750. Brazer 33E-Da.   Estimate $400 - 600 

98  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Gavit & Co., selection of six colors, (11-E4 vars),  each on card background, neatly 
presented on attractive French album page; colors run black, brown, orange, scarlet, red violet and dull blue; all 
margins clear of design’s frame lines, Very Fine, a pretty presentation. Scott approximately $2,400 (photo on web site). 
   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

 
99  E 3¢ Washington essay, select group of three on India, (11-E4b, 11-E7b, 11-E8b),  comprising #11-E4a in blue green, 

#11-E7a in scarlet and #11-E8a in black, each fresh off the press with jumbo margins; neatly mounted on an annotated 
album page, along with an engraving of the Houdon bust used as the model for the stamp design, Very Fine. Scott $1,100. 
Brazer 33E-Db, 33E-Gb, 33E-Hb.   Estimate $400 - 600 
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                                       100                                       101                                 102                                              103 
100  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Gavit & Co., six different colors, (11-E4b),  die on India, cut small, orange, blue green, dull 

blue, red violet, deep red orange & black; the last with a minor thin, the green cut close, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $2,400. 
Brazer 33E-Db.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

 
101  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Gavit & Co., in yellow green, (11-E4b),  die on India, cut small, 25 x 32 mm; small mounting 

thin, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $400. Brazer 33E-Db.   Estimate $150 - 200 
 

102  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Gavit & Co., in black, (11-E4d),  die on white glazed paper, 64 x 66 mm, exceptionally fresh, 
Very Fine. Scott $900. Brazer 33E-Dd.   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
103  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Gavit & Co., in cool black, (11-E4e), die on proof paper, spectacularly fresh and clean print on 

pristine, snow-white paper measuring 100 x 128 mm, Extremely Fine, a top-line essay. Scott $475. Brazer 33E-De.
   Estimate $350 - 500 

         
                                                  104                    105                     106                                    107 
104  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co., in violet black, (11-E5b), on card, bright and fresh with large 

margins, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,250. Brazer 33E-Eb.   Estimate $500 - 750 
 

105  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co., in blue, (11-E5c), die on stiff bond, exceptionally fresh with large 
margins, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,250. Brazer 33E-Ea var.   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
106  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Draper, Welsh & Co., in black, (11-E6), surface printed on card, 26 x 31 mm, Very Fine. Scott 

$750. Brazer 33E-Fa.   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

107  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Draper, Welsh & Co., in black, (11-E7a), die on India, die sunk on card, 2 different designs 
in pair, composite with #11-E8; wonderfully pristine without a hint of toning; “splotches” in designs are part of the 
actual engraving (not post-production faults), Extremely Fine, a real looker. Scott $1,500. Brazer 33E-Ga.  
   Estimate $750 - 1,000 
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                            108                                    109                                 110                                     111                             112 

       
                          113                                              114                                          115                             116                         117  

           
                 118                                    119                                             120                                121                                122 

108  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Draper, Welsh & Co., in black, (11-E8c),  die on white glazed paper, 64 x 70 mm with full die 
sinkage, Very Fine. Scott $750. Brazer 33E-Hc.   Estimate $300 - 400 

109  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Draper, Welsh & Co., in dark brown, (11-E8c),  die on white glazed paper, 30 x 35 mm. Scott 
$750. Brazer 33E-Hc.   Estimate $300 - 400 
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110  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Draper, Welsh & Co., in scarlet, (11-E8c),  die on white glazed paper, 63 x 72 mm, Very Fine. 
Scott $750. Brazer 33E-Hc.   Estimate $350 - 500 

 
111  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Draper, Welsh & Co., in dark carmine, (11-E9b), vignette only, single line frame, die on India, 

41 x 50 mm, hinged on card, Very Fine. Scott $300. Brazer 33E-He.   Estimate $200 - 250 
 

112  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Draper, Welsh & Co., in brown, (11-E9c), vignette only, with imprint, die on India ; couple 
small mounting thins, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $300. Brazer 33E-He var.   Estimate $150 - 200 

 
113  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Danforth, Bald & Co., in black, (11-E10a), die on India, die sunk on card, striking proof in 

magnificent color, on card measuring 148 x 225 mm; light toning and a lower left corner bend to card, neither affecting the 
proof, Very Fine. Scott $750. Brazer 33E-Ia.   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
114  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Danforth, Bald & Co., in black, (11-E10a), die on India, die sunk on card, an immaculate print 

in impressively strong color; card fresh; light crease and penciled signature at lower left, Very Fine. Scott $750. Brazer 
33E-Ia.   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
115  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Danforth, Bald & Co., in red brown, (11-E10a), die on India, die sunk on card, a razor-sharp 

impression in eye-popping color on fresh India; card with slight markings at top at light creases at left (not affecting print), 
Very Fine. Scott $750. Brazer 33E-Ia.   Estimate $350 - 500 

 
116  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Danforth, Bald & Co., five different colors, (11-E10b),  die on India, off card, black, scarlet, 

brown, green & blue; couple with small mounting thins, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,000. Brazer 33E-Iaa.  
   Estimate $350 - 500 

 
117  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Danforth, Bald & Co., in dark brown, (11-E10d),  die on white glazed paper, 57 x 72 mm, Very 

Fine. Scott $750. Brazer 33E-Id.   Estimate $350 - 500 
 

118  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Danforth, Bald & Co., in black, (11-E11), vignette only, die on India, 32 x 34 mm on 41 x 43 
mm card, Very Fine. Scott $325. Brazer 33E-Ib.   Estimate $150 - 200 

 
119  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Danforth, Bald & Co., in black, (11-E12a), die on India, die sunk on card, Washington without 

any dots in forehead; a pristine proof in all respects, the card measuring 149 x 225 mm; lightly rounded card corners, Very 
Fine, a pretty piece. Scott $750. Brazer 33E-Ja.   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
120  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Danforth, Bald & Co., in brown, (11-E12a),  die on India, die-sunk on card, 62 x 84 mm with 

full die sinkage, Very Fine. Scott $750. Brazer 33E-Ja.   Estimate $350 - 500 
 

121  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Danforth, Bald & Co., in green, (11-E12a),  die on India, die-sunk on card, 60 x 82 mm with 
full die sinkage, Very Fine. Scott $750. Brazer 33E-Ja.   Estimate $350 - 500 

 
122  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Danforth, Bald & Co., in scarlet, (11-E12a),  die on India, die-sunk on card, 60 x 83 mm with 

full die sinkage, Very Fine. Scott $750. Brazer 33E-Jb.   Estimate $350 - 500 
 

123  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Danforth, Bald & Co., six different colors, (11-E12b),  die on India, black, scarlet, deep 
scarlet, brown, green & blue, fresh colors; all but the brown with small mounting thins, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,800. 
Brazer 33E-Jb (photo on web site).   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

124  
124  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Danforth, Bald & Co., five different colors, (11-E12b),  die on India, black, deep scarlet, 

green, dark blue & ultramarine blue, all bright and fresh with nice margins; but each with a (mostly) small, inconspicuous 
flaw, Very Fine appearance. Scott $1,500. Brazer 33E-Jb.   Estimate $400 - 600 
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                             133                                                134                                                135                                          136  

125  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Danforth, Bald & Co., in black, (11-E12b),  die on India, 34 x 38 mm, Very Fine. Scott $300. 
Brazer 33E-Jb.   Estimate $150 - 200 

126  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Danforth, Bald & Co., in brown, (11-E12b),  die on India, 41 x 41 mm, Very Fine. Scott $300. 
Brazer 33E-Jb.   Estimate $150 - 200 

127  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Danforth, Bald & Co., in black, (11-E12d),  die on white glazed paper, 57 x 70 mm, an 
exceptional example, Extremely Fine. Scott $750. Brazer 33E-Jd.   Estimate $350 - 500 
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128  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Danforth, Bald & Co., in blue, (11-E12d),  die on white glazed paper, 64 x 74 mm 
with nearly full die sinkage; 6mm sealed tear at the right edge, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $750. Brazer 33E-Jd. 
   Estimate $300 - 400 

129  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Danforth, Bald & Co., in dark brown, (11-E12d),  die on white glazed paper, 54 x 75 mm, 
fresh and clean, Extremely Fine. Scott $750. Brazer 33E-Jd.   Estimate $350 - 500 

130  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Danforth, Bald & Co., in scarlet, (11-E12d),  die on white glazed paper, 64 x 77 mm, Very 
Fine. Scott $750. Brazer 33E-Ja.   Estimate $350 - 500 

 
131  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Danforth, Bald & Co., in black, (11-E13a), re-engraved die on India, die-sunk on card, 

removed from card, 62 x 66 mm, Very Fine and choice. Scott $750. Brazer 33E-Ia.   Estimate $350 - 500 
 

132  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Danforth, Bald & Co., in brown, (11-E13a), re-engraved die on India, die sunk on card, 68 x 
73 mm, Very Fine. Scott $750. Brazer 33E-Ka.   Estimate $350 - 500 

133  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Danforth, Bald & Co., in brown red, (11-E13a), re-engraved die on India, die sunk on card, 
removed from card but full size: 67 x 72 mm, Very Fine. Scott $750. Brazer 33E-Ka.   Estimate $350 - 500 

 
134  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Danforth, Bald & Co., in scarlet, (11-E13a),  re-engraved die on India, die sunk on card, grand 

proof in magnificent color, sunk on lightly toned card; penciled notes below sinkage, diagonal mark above, F.-V.F. Scott 
$750. Brazer 33E-Ka.   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
135  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Danforth, Bald & Co., in black, (11-E13b), re-engraved die on white glazed paper, 64 x 73 

mm, fresh and choice, Extremely Fine. Scott $750. Brazer 33E-Kb.   Estimate $350 - 500 
 

136  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Danforth, Bald & Co., in blue, (11-E13b), re-engraved die on white glazed paper, 52 x 62 mm, 
Very Fine. Scott $750. Brazer 33E-Kb.   Estimate $350 - 500 

   
                                              137                                                                                 138  
137  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Danforth, Bald & Co., in scarlet, (11-E13b), re-engraved die on white glazed paper, 64 x 77 

mm, Very Fine. Scott $750. Brazer 33E-Kb.   Estimate $350 - 500 
 

138  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Bald, Cousland & Co., group, (11-E14Ab,c/E16a,b),  E14Ab+E16a, India on card in black, cut 
individually from the strip of 3; and E14Ac+E16b, blue green on bond in a pair from the strip of 3, Very Fine. Scott $900 
Estimate. Brazer 33E-La.   Estimate $400 - 600 

139  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Bald, Cousland & Co., five different colors, (11-E14Ab vars.),  die on India, complete 
Washington design only, black, red brown, brown, yellow green, green & rose pink, all but the last cut to shape; the yellow 
green cut close and mounting on card, red brown with a small thin, makes an attractive display. Scott $3,300 for strips of 
3. Brazer 33E-La (photo on web site).   Estimate $350 - 500 

140  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Bald, Cousland & Co., three different colors, (11-E14Ab vars.),  die on India, complete 
Washington design only, scarlet (still on card), brown & green; brown cut close, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,650 for 
strips of 3. Brazer 33E-La (photo on web site).   Estimate $250 - 350 
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141  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Bald, Cousland & Co., with complete top & bottom labels, (11-E14A vars.),  die on bond, 
the center design from the strip of 3, all five colors, Very Fine. Brazer 33E-Lb.   Estimate $500 - 750 

142  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Bald, Cousland & Co., in black, (11-E14Ad),  die on white glazed paper of 3 different designs, 
64 x 78 mm, Very Fine. Scott $1,150.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

143  E 3¢ Numeral essay, by Bald, Cousland & Co., without “U.” & “S.”, in green, (11-E15a),  die on India, die-sunk on card, 
removed from card but with nearly full die sinkage, 68 x 54 mm, Very Fine. Scott $750. Brazer 33E-Ma.  
   Estimate $350 - 500 

144  E 3¢ Numeral essay, by Bald, Cousland & Co., without “U.” & “S.”, in red brown, (11-E15a),  die on India, die-sunk 
on card, removed from card but with full die sinkage, 74 x 53 mm, Very Fine. Scott $750. Brazer 33E-Ma.  
   Estimate $350 - 500 

145  E 3¢ Numeral essay, by Bald, Cousland & Co., without “U.” & “S.”, in scarlet, (11-E15a),  die on India, die-sunk 
on card, removed from card but with full die sinkage, 72 x 52 mm, Very Fine. Scott $750. Brazer 33E-Ma.  
   Estimate $350 - 500 

146  E 3¢ Numeral essay, by Bald, Cousland & Co., without “U.” & “S.”, five different colors, (11-E15b),  die on bond, all 
but the slate, Very Fine. Scott $875. Brazer 33E-Mb.   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
147  E 3¢ Numeral essay, by Bald, Cousland & Co., without “U.” & “S.”, in black, (11-E15c), die on ivory glazed paper, die 

on white glazed paper, 52 x 44 mm, Very Fine. Scott $750. Brazer 33E-Mc.   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

148  E 3¢ Numeral essay, by Bald, Cousland & Co., without “U.” & “S.”, in blue, (11-E15c),  die on white glazed paper, 52 x 
50 mm, Very Fine. Scott $750. Brazer 33E-Mc.   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
149  E 3¢ Numeral essay, by Bald, Cousland & Co., without “U.” & “S.”, in dark brown, (11-E15c),  die on white glazed 

paper, 63 x 68  mm, Very Fine. Scott $750. Brazer 33E-Mc.   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

150  E 3¢ Numeral essay, by Bald, Cousland & Co., without “U.” & “S.”, in scarlet, (11-E15c),  die on white glazed paper, 52 
x 44 mm, Very Fine. Scott $750. Brazer 33E-Mc.   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
151  E 3¢ Numeral essay, by Bald, Cousland & Co., in light red, (11-E16a), die on India, cut small, die on India, die sunk on 

card, 47 x 34 mm, Very Fine. Scott $275. Brazer 33E-Na var.   Estimate $150 - 200 
 

152  E 12¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter, Casilear & Co., in brown violet, (17-E2), nearly complete design, die on 
India, cut close, incredibly fresh with four clear margins, Very Fine. Scott $900. Brazer 36E-B.   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
153  E 12¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter, Casilear & Co., in brown violet, (17-E2),  die on India of almost complete 

design, cut close as always with virtually complete frame lines; shallow thin, Very Fine appearance. Scott $900. Brazer 
36E-B.   Estimate $250 - 350 

1857 iSSUe eSSayS (inClUding 1875 rePrintS) 

   
154                      155

154  E 24¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter, Casilear & Co., in black, (37-E1),  die on India, large margins; corner 
crease & small scissor cut at the lower right, Very Fine appearance. Scott $2,500. Brazer 52E-A.   Estimate $400 - 600

155  E 30¢ Franklin essay, by Toppan, Carpenter, Casilear & Co., in black, (38-E2),  die on India, cut to stamp size, Very Fine. 
Scott $2,250. Brazer 53E-A.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 
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EX 156
156  E ca. 1855, Rawdon, Wright, Hatch & Edson essay, Washington vignette, proof on India,  a striking, fancifully framed 

portrait of Washington taken from a 1792 painting by Trumbull, with “Rawdon, Wright, Hatch & Edson, New York” 
imprint below; India die sunk on 128 x 203 mm with handstamped “Index Copy” and numerous penciled notations; the 
design was later used on the Bank of West Tennessee $100 bank note of 1859, and was the inspiration for the vignettes of 
#39 and 72; included with the proof are an example of the $100 bill mentioned, plus a 1994 APS Convention souvenir card 
(#SC142) double-perfined “Specimen/5.10.94/ABN SECOL”, Very Fine, a ready-made start to an exhibit.  
   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

1857 iSSUe trial ColorS (inClUding 1875 rePrintS) 
 

157  
157  P 90¢ black, trial color large die proof on India, (39TC1af),  a gorgeous item in crisp, rich color on fresh India, affixed to 

card (40 x 45 mm); engraver’s guide lines visible at left of design, Very Fine, as handsome, and as difficult, as the issued 
stamp; with 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott $6,000.   Estimate $3,000 - 4,000  
 
Photo on the back cover.

      
                                                                                158                 159                   160 
158  P 90¢ orange red, trial color plate proof on wove, (39TC5c),  Extremely Fine. Scott $625.   Estimate $300 - 400  

159  P 90¢ sepia, trial color plate proof on wove, (39TC5e),  Very Fine. Scott $625.   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

160  P 90¢ dark violet brown, trial color plate proof on wove, (39TC5g),  three huge margins, just clear at the top (bit of 
adjacent stamp visible at the bottom), Very Fine. Scott $625.   Estimate $300 - 400 
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             161                162                                       163                                               164                                             165 
161  P 1¢ Reprint, “Atlanta” trial color plates proof on card, four different colors, (40TC4a, c, d, e),  all but the scarlet, 

bright and fresh with large margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $420.   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

162  P 1¢, 3¢, 10¢, 12¢ & 24¢ Reprints, brown “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, (40TC4c//45TC4c),  nice margins 
except 12¢ cut just to frame line at the bottom, F.-V.F. Scott $500.   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
163  Pa 1¢ orange vermilion, Reprint, trial color plate proof on wove, (40TC5a),  an extraordinarily large block of 15, fresh 

and with margins all around; hinge remnants on the reverse, some reinforcing tears at top, and there is a small thin on one, 
otherwise Very Fine,  scarce as singles and quite rare as such a large multiple,  with Ashbrook’s plate positions in pencil 
on the back of each stamp. Scott $4,125 as singles.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 

 
164  P 1¢ light brown, Reprint, trial color plate proof on wove, (40TC5e var.),  gummed, a choice horizontal pair with full top 

sheet margin; left stamp with a light vertical crease. Unlisted color - not orange brown. Scott $550+.
   Estimate $200 - 300 

165  P 1¢ violet, Reprint, trial color plate proof on wove, (40TC5g),  pair, a choice horizontal pair with full left sheet margin, 
Extremely Fine. Scott $550+.   Estimate $300 - 400 

         
                                                            166                     EX 167                 EX 168                   EX 169 
166  P 3¢ red, Reprint, trial color plate proof on India on card, (41TC3),  position 58, without gum as issued, margins all 

around, Fine,  extremely rare,  listed but not priced in Scott; with 2020 P.S.E. certificate graded F 70, plus 1990 P.F. 
certificate.   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
167  P 10¢ Reprint, “Atlanta” trial color plate proof on card, complete set of five colors, (43TC4a-e),  a choice set, Very Fine 

to Extremely Fine. Scott $520.   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

168  P 30¢ Reprint, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, four different colors, (46TC4a-d),  all but the blue, bright and 
fresh with large margins, Extremely Fine. Scott $420.   Estimate $200 - 300 

169  P 90¢ scarlet, Reprint, “Atlanta” trial color plate proof on card, (47TC4b-e),  all but the black, wonderfully fresh and 
bright; the last three close of barely shaved at the bottom, F.-V.F. Scott $400.   Estimate $200 - 250 

Please Visit Our Website
www.kelleherauctions.com

You can view images of every lot, bid directly online and search for what you’re looking for.
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1857 iSSUe ProofS (inClUding 1875 rePrintS) 
 

         
                                    170                    171                                     172                                                173 
170  P 12¢ black, plate III, plate proof on India, (36BP3),  fresh and bright with excellent margins except lower left corner 

slightly rounded, F.-V.F. Scott $1,250.   Estimate $350 - 500

171  P 24¢ gray lilac, imperf proof on stamp paper, (37P5),  three large margins, cut in at the bottom, Fine; with a 2017 Crowe 
certificate. Scott $1,500.   Estimate $200 - 300 

172  P 30¢ orange, hybrid large die proof on India, (38P1), double transfer of the upper left frame line, 72 x 87 mm; lower right 
corner bent, otherwise Very Fine. The large die proof is unpriced by Scott; the India plate proof itself catalogs $1,250.  

   Estimate $400 - 600 
 

173  P 90¢ blue, large die proof on India, (39P1), complete design, die on proof paper, printed through a mat, absolutely 
pristine, die sunk on card measuring 114 x 187 mm, Extremely Fine,  unpriced in the catalog,  a real beauty.  
   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

            
                         EX 174               EX 175                EX 176                                         177                                          178 
174  P 1¢-90¢ Reprints complete, plate proofs on India, (40P3-47P3),  a fresh, choice set with large to oversize margins, Very 

Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $790.   Estimate $400 - 600 
 

175  P 1¢-90¢ Reprints complete, plate proofs on India, (40P3-47P3),  bright fresh colors and mostly large margins; 24¢ with 
a light crease, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $790.   Estimate $300 - 400 

176  P 1¢-90¢ Reprints complete, plate proofs on card, (40P4-47P4),  fresh and bright with large margins, Very Fine. Scott 
$425.   Estimate $300 - 400 

177  P 1¢-90¢ Reprints complete, plate proofs on card, (40P4-47P4),  hand selected quality with generous to large margins, 
Very Fine to Extremely Fine a choice set. Scott $425.   Estimate $300 - 400 

178  P 1¢ bright blue, Reprint, imperf proof on stamp paper, (40P5),  fresh and bright, privately gummed, F.-V.F.; with a 2009 
Weiss certificate as former Scott 40Pa. Scott $750.   Estimate $250 - 350 
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                             179                                             180                                            181                                                182 
179  Pa 5¢ orange brown, Reprint, plate proof on India, (42P3),  horizontal block of 8, nice margins to barely touching; small, 

inconspicuous flaws affecting 5 stamps, otherwise Very Fine,  multiples are rare,  ; with a 2005 P.F. certificate. Scott 
$1,100+.   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
180  Pa 24¢ blackish violet, Reprint, plate proof on India, (45P3),  lower right corner margin block of 4 still on card, l, remarkably 

fresh, Extremely Fine. Scott $400+.   Estimate $250 - 350 

181  P 30¢ yellow orange, Reprint, large die proof on India, (46P1),  137 x 218 mm, pristine, Extremely Fine; with 2008 P.F. 
certificate. Scott $325.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
182  P 90¢ deep blue, Reprint, large die proof on India, (47P1),  hybrid die, wonderfully fresh with exceptional color; card 

equally clean, Very Fine; with 2008 P.F. certificate. Scott $325.   Estimate $250 - 350 

1861-1866 iSSUe eSSayS 

183  E 1¢ Franklin essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., nine different colors, (63-E1a), vignette only, die on proof paper, all 
full size, approximately 65 x 65 mm; one with light hinge stains top & bottom, Very Fine. Scott $675 (photo on web site).
   Estimate $400 - 600

184  E 1¢ Franklin essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., first three states, all in carmine, (63-E1a, E2a, E3d),  die on proof 
paper, all full size, approximately 65 x 65 mm, Very Fine. Scott $260 (photo on web site).   Estimate $150 - 200 

   
                                                                                  185                                                         186 
185  E 1¢ Franklin essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., two: black & green, (63-E1c), vignette only, die on green bond, 

approximately 46 x 47 mm, Very Fine. Scott $250.   Estimate $150 - 200 

186  E 1¢ Franklin essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in black, (63-E2b), outer oval line missing, die on old proof paper, Very 
Fine. Scott $1,000.   Estimate $600 - 800 
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187  E 1¢ Franklin essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in black, (63-E3a), vignette plus side ornaments, die on proof paper, 
remarkably fresh, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,250.   Estimate $500 - 750 

188  E 1¢ Franklin essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., collection of nine different Schernikow reprints, (63-E9e//i),  five on 
proof paper, one on “Walls of Troy” watermarked paper, one on “double-scallop” watermarked paper, and two on green 
bond, Very Fine. An excellent lot. Scott $1,150 (photo on web site).   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

189  E 1¢ Franklin essay, group of five Schernikow die proofs, (63-E9e, f), completed design, four on proof paper: one yellow 
brown and three ultramarine; and one on bond in dismal blue green, F.-V.F. Scott $525.   Estimate $350 - 500 

190  E 1¢ Franklin essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., two: dismal carmine & dismal dark green, (63-E9i), completed 
design, die on green bond, Very Fine. Scott $250.   Estimate $150 - 200 

191  E 1¢ Franklin essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in brown orange, (63-E9j), completed design, die on pinkish pelure, 
62 x 64 mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $300.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
192  E 1¢ Franklin essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in dull blue green, (63-E9j), completed design, die on pinkish pelure, 

40 x 39 mm. Scott $300.   Estimate $200 - 250 
 

193  E 1¢ Franklin essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in violet, (63-E9j), completed design, die on pinkish pelure, 40 x 39 
mm, Very Fine. Scott $300.   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
194  E 1¢ Bowlsby coupon essay, in black, (63-E13a),  die on India, die sunk on card, removed from card, 41 x 66 mm, Very 

Fine. Scott $1,750.   Estimate $600 - 800 
 

195  E 1¢ Bowlsby coupon essay, in blue green, (63-E13a),  die on India, die-sunk on card, removed from card, 48 x 69 
mm, fresh and bright; small sealed staple holes in the upper left margin, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,750.  
   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
196  E 1¢ Bowlsby coupon essay, in brown, (63-E13a),  die on India, die sunk on card, removed from card, 42 x 61 mm; couple 

tiny thins, Very Fine appearance. Scott $1,750.   Estimate $400 - 600 
 

197  E 1¢ Bowlsby coupon essay, in black, (63-E13b),  die on white glazed paper, 64 x 77 mm, Very Fine. Scott $1,750.
   Estimate $800 - 1,200 

 
198  E 1¢ Bowlsby coupon essay, in red, (63-E13c), plate on pelure paper, gummed, horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Extremely 

Fine. Scott $600.   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

199  E 1¢ Bowlsby coupon essay, in red, (63-E13d, e), plate on white paper, with & without grill, gummed, o.g., Very Fine to 
Extremely Fine. Scott $600.   Estimate $250 - 350 

200  E 1¢ Bowlsby coupon essay, in red, (63-E13d), plate on white paper, horizontal strip of 3 with left sheet margin, o.g., lightly 
hinged, Extremely Fine. Scott $750+.   Estimate $350 - 500 

 
201  E 1¢ Bowlsby coupon essay, in red, (63-E13e), plate on white paper, grilled, horizontal pair, o.g., very lightly hinged, 

Extremely Fine. Scott $700+.   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

202  Ea 1¢ Bowlsby coupon essay, in blue, (63-E13f), plate on white paper, perf. all around and between, gummed, top sheet 
margin block of 4, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh; light diagonal crease at the upper left affecting the upper left label, 
F.-V.F. Scott $700 ++.   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
203  Ea 1¢ Bowlsby coupon essay, in red, (63-E13f), plate on white paper, perf. all around and between, a choice block of 4, o.g., 

lightly hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $700 as singles.   Estimate $400 - 600 
 

204  Ea 1¢ Bowlsby coupon essay, in red, (63-E13g),  plate on white paper, perf. all around, imperf between stamp and coupon, 
bottom margin vertical block of 6, disturbed o.g., a lovely position piece with deep color and clean lines on immaculate 
paper, F.-V.F., a scarce multiple. Scott $1,050.   Estimate $600 - 800 
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205  E ca. 1863-64, National Bank Note Co. 3¢ Experimental Papers & Inks, (65TC),  collection of 31 perforated and 18 
imperf singles and two imperf pairs on various colored, tinted, or treated wove or laid papers; nice variety, though some 
duplication, mostly with o.g. and virtually all Fine-Very Fine. A very scarce group, rarely offered in large groups. Brazer 
65TC-A/C (photo on web site).   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000 
 
While traditionally listed by Brazer and sold as trial colors, these were more likely 1867 experiments for preventing re-use 
as per the 1867 grills and Scott’s #79-E listings.  

         
                           EX 206                                            EX 207                                       208                                        EX 209 
206  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., 11 different Schernikow reprint die proofs, (65-E1a), vignette 

only, die on proof paper, includes an unlisted brown shade plus a duplicate dark blue (12 in all), all full size, approximately 
65 x 65 mm, Very Fine. Scott $900.   Estimate $600 - 800  

207  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., 10 different Schernikow reprint die proofs, (65-E2b), incomplete 
design, die on proof paper, printed through a mat, all full size, approximately 65 x 65 mm; one with a slight mounting 
stain, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $850.   Estimate $600 - 800 

 
208  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., two: dusky green & black-blue, (65-E2d), incomplete design, die 

on dull pale gray blue thin wove, approximately 50 x 49 mm; green with a light marginal corner crease, otherwise Very 
Fine. Scott $600.   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
209  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., six different Schernikow reprint die proofs, (65-E3c), incomplete 

design, die on proof paper, printed through a mat, comprises orange, yellow brown, dark brown (unlisted), light green, 
green & violet blue, all full size, approximately 65 x 65 mm, Very Fine. Scott $540.   Estimate $350 - 500 

      
                                   210                                                                 211                                                              212  
210  E 3¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in dismal red, (65-E3f), incomplete design, die on thin pink wove, 

64 x 65 mm, usual wrinkles, Very Fine. Scott $300.   Estimate $200 - 250 
 

211  E American Bank Note Co. Washington die essay as a sample, in dark green, (65-E7A var.),  Bald, Cousland & Co. 
vignette, labels filled in, die on India, mounted on card, corners read “A” - “B” - “N” - “Co”, labels “American Bank Note/ 
Company New York”, with die no 25869, full 6” x 9” card handstamped “Index Copy”, Very Fine.   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
212  E 3¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in black, (65-E11b), vignette only, die on white glazed paper, 64 x 70 mm, Very 

Fine. Scott $750.   Estimate $350 - 500 
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                                            213                      214                       215                      216                          217  
213  E 3¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in deep orange red, (65-E15b), complete design, die on semi-transparent stamp 

paper, 24.5 x 30 mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $750.   Estimate $300 - 400 

214  E 3¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in dim deep red, (65-E15b), complete design, die on semi-transparent stamp 
paper, 21.5 x 26.5 mm, Very Fine. Scott $750.   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
215  E 3¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in dim red, (65-E15b), complete design, die on semi-transparent stamp paper, 

23 x 28 mm; two small edge thins, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $750.   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

216  E 3¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in dull pink, (65-E15b), complete design, die on semi-transparent stamp paper, 
22 x 27 mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $750.   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
217  E 3¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in dim deep red, (65-E15d), complete design, small die on white wove, on gray 

card from “Roosevelt” album, Extremely Fine. Scott $325.   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

218  E 5¢ Jefferson essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., 10 different Schernikow reprint die proofs, (67-E1b), vignette only, 
die II on proof paper, all full size, approximately 65 x 65 mm, Very Fine. Scott $750 (photo on web site).  
   Estimate $500 - 750 

         
                            219                                                  220                                              222                                          223 
219  E 5¢ Jefferson essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in six different colors, (67-E2a),  incomplete design, die II on proof 

paper, vignette plus labels, die II on proof paper, printed through a mat (1903), large margins, fresh and clean, a lovely 
group of these Schernikow printings, Very Fine. Scott $570.   Estimate $350 - 500 

 
220  E 5¢ Jefferson essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in orange brown, (67-E2c), incomplete design, die II on green bond, 

full size, approximately 65 x 65 mm, Very Fine. Scott $160 (photo on web site).   Estimate $150 - 200 
 

221  E 5¢ Jefferson essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in ultramarine, (67-E2c), incomplete design, die II on green bond, 
full size, approximately 65 x 65 mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $160 (photo on web site).   Estimate $150 - 200 

 
222  E 5¢ Jefferson essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in black, (67-E2d), incomplete design, die I on old proof paper, 52 x 

47 mm, Very Fine. Very rare. Scott $2,000.   Estimate $800 - 1,200 
 

223  E 5¢ Jefferson essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in black, (67-E2d), incomplete design, die II on old proof paper, 52 x 
64 mm with full die sinkage, Very Fine. Scott $2,000.   Estimate $800 - 1,200 
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224  E 5¢ Jefferson essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., nine different Schernikow reprint die proofs, (67-E3a), complete 
design, die I on proof paper, printed through a mat, one slightly reduced, the rest full size, approximately 65 x 65 mm, Very 
Fine. Scott $1,125.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

225  E 5¢ Jefferson essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in dark brown, (67-E3a var.), complete design, die II vignette  on 
proof paper, printed through a mat, 55 x 65 mm; minor mounting flaws, still Very Fine. This frame die, with unfinished 
corners, is not listed with vignette die II.     Estimate $250 - 350 

 
226  E 5¢ Jefferson essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., group of 12 different, (67-E3a),  complete design, die I on proof 

paper, printed through a mat, enjoy one a month; each sound with strong vibrant color and varying-sized margins around 
the die impression, Very Fine. Scott $1,500.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

 
227  E 5¢ Jefferson essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., two: orange red on buff & on light yellow, (67-E3e), complete 

design, die I on colored card . Scott $350.   Estimate $200 - 250 
 

228  E 5¢ Jefferson essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., three different Schernikow reprint die proofs, (67-E3f), complete 
design, die I on green bond, scarlet, brown & green, Very Fine. Scott $480.   Estimate $250 - 350 

229  E 5¢ Jefferson essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in blue, (67-E3g), complete design, die I on yellow pelure, full size, 
approximately 65 x 65 mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $350.   Estimate $250 - 350 

230  E 5¢ Jefferson essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in brown, (67-E3g), complete design, die I on yellow pelure, full size, 
approximately 65 x 65 mm; couple very light creases in the bottom margin, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $350.  
   Estimate $200 - 250 

 
231  E 5¢ Jefferson essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in dark orange, (67-E3h), complete design, die I on bond, Walls of 

Troy watermark, full size, approximately 65 x 65 mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $250.   Estimate $200 - 250 
 

232  E 5¢ Jefferson essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in dark blue green, (67-E3i), complete design, die I on bond, double-
scallops watermark, 60 x 64 mm with full die sinkage; small tear in upper right margin, Very Fine. Scott $250.

   Estimate $200 - 250  

233  E 5¢ Jefferson essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in brown, (67-E4b), complete design, die II on brown toned paper, cut 
to shape, a choice example, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,000.   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
234  E 5¢ Jefferson essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., collection of (11) different Schernikow reprint die proofs, (67-E4f),  

complete design, die II on proof paper, printed through a mat, plus two duplicates, all full size, approximately 65 x 65 mm; 
couple with minor mounting stains, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,375 (photo on web site).  
   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

 
235  E 5¢ Jefferson essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., four different Schernikow reprint die proofs, (67-E4f), complete 

design, die II on proof paper, printed through a mat, dark carmine, green, black blue & ultramarine, various sizes, Very 
Fine. Scott $500.   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
236  E 5¢ Jefferson essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., group of 13, (67-E4f),  complete design, die II on proof paper, printed 

through a mat, complete design, die II on old Ivory paper, near-complete set of available colors, each crisp and bright; 
some thinning from previous hingeing in top or bottom selvage, still Very Fine, no triskaidekaphobia allowed. Scott 
$1,625.   Estimate $800 - 1,200 

 
237  E 5¢ Jefferson essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in deep orange, (67-E4j), complete design, die II on bond, double-

scallops watermark, showing a tiny die crack at the right edge, 59 x 62 mm, Very Fine. Scott $250.   Estimate $150 - 200 
 

238  E 5¢ Jefferson essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in dark green, (67-E4k), complete design, die II on greenish pelure, 
full size, approximately 65 x 65 mm, Very Fine. Scott $350.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
239  E 5¢ Jefferson essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in olive brown, (67-E4k), complete design, die II on greenish pelure, 

showing a tiny die crack at the right edge, full size, approximately 65 x 65 mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $250.  
   Estimate $200 - 250 

 
240  E 5¢ Jefferson essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in orange, (67-E4k), complete design, die II on greenish pelure, 40 x 

45 mm, Very Fine. Scott $350.   Estimate $200 - 250 
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                                               246                                                                            247                                                   248   

         
                     EX 249                                        EX 251                                          EX 252                                            253 
241  E 5¢ Jefferson essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in red brown, (67-E4l), complete design, die II on bluish 

pelure, showing a tiny die crack at the right edge, full size, approximately 65 x 65 mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $250. 
   Estimate $200 - 250 

242  E 5¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in black, (67-E9a),  complete design, die on India, mounted on card, 94 x 127 
mm, bright and fresh, Very Fine. Scott $2,500.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 
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243  E 5¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in brown, (67-E9b), complete design, small die on white wove, on gray card from 
“Roosevelt” album, Extremely Fine. Scott $325.   Estimate $200 - 300 

  
244  E 5¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in brown, (67-E9d), complete design, small die on pale cream soft wove, 

with a blue trial cancel in the upper left corner, three large margins, barely shaved at the top, Very Fine. Scott $250. 
   Estimate $200 - 250 

 
245  Ea 5¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in brown, (67-E9d), complete design, plate essay on India on card, block 

of 4, fresh and bright with good margins on three sides but just touching at the bottom, Very Fine. Scott $1,000 ++. 
   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
246  E 10¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in black, (68-E1b var),  vignette only, die on India, in black, the design 

reversed to normal (where Washington faces left); clean print on fresh India, sunk on 149 x 163 mm card; light spotting to 
card, Very Fine, an intriguing item. Scott $1,000 (for normal).   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
247  E 10¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in dark green, (68-E3),  incomplete design, die on India, in yellowish green, 

113 x 142 mm; a couple fint tone specks on front are all that keeps this from being immaculate, Very Fine overall. Scott 
$1,000.   Estimate $350 - 500 

 
248  E 12¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in black, (69-E1a), vignette only, die II on old proof paper, 43 x 

47 mm; shallow thin in the upper left corner, Very Fine. Scott $650.   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

249  E 12¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., group of 14, (69-E1b),  vignette only, die I on proof paper, 
each crisp and bright, with die impression fully margined; a few with hinge remnants or residue, Very Fine. Scott $840. 
   Estimate $600 - 800 

 
250  E 12¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., three different, (69-E2a), vignette plus labels, die II on proof 

paper, green, red violet & violet, all full size, Very Fine. Scott $225 (photo on web site).   Estimate $150 - 200 
 

251  E 12¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., three different Schernikow reprint die proofs, (69-E2a),  die II 
vignette plus labels on proof paper, printed through a mat, black, carmine & lilac, all with full die sinkage; first & last with 
slight mounting stains, Very Fine. Scott $225.   Estimate $150 - 200 

 
252  E 12¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., group of 14, (69-E3a),  incomplete design, die on proof paper, 

lovely group of 13 different colors (black blue appears duplicated), designs lacking numerals and lower “flowers”; clean 
colors and solid impressions; green with vertical tear at top stopping short of design, Very Fine overall. Scott $1,750. 
   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

 
253  E 12¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in black, (69-E3b), incomplete design, die on old proof paper, full 

size, approximately 65 x 65 mm, Very Fine. Scott $800.   Estimate $400 - 600 

    
254                                              255

254  E 12¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in black, (69-E3b var.), incomplete design, die on stiff old 
ivory paper, 50 x 48 mm, Very Fine. Not listed by Scott with full top on stiff old ivory paper. Scott $800 est.  
   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
255  E 12¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in bluish black, (69-E3d), incomplete design, die on stiff old Ivory 

paper, 49 x 48 mm, Very Fine. Scott $800.   Estimate $400 - 600 
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256  E 12¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in ultramarine, (69-E3i),  incomplete design, die I on old proof 
paper, 47 x 47 mm, Very Fine. Scott $1,000.   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
257  E 12¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in dark red, (69-E3o), incomplete design, die I on thin pale yellow 

wove, 64 x 65 mm, Very Fine. Scott $750.   Estimate $400 - 600 
 

258  E 12¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in blue, (69-E3p), incomplete design, die I on thin pink wove, 50 
x 50 mm, Very Fine. Scott $750.   Estimate $400 - 600 

259  E 12¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in black, (69-E4a), complete design, die on India, mounted on 
card, on original card 60 x 75 mm, wonderfully fresh and clean, Extremely Fine. Scott $800.   Estimate $400 - 600 

260  E 12¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in black, (69-E4b), complete design, die on India, cut to 
shape, plus three different 1903 Schernikow 12¢ die essays: 69-E1b, E2a & E3a, all in black, Very Fine. Scott $760. 
   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
261  E 12¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in black, (69-E5b), vignette only, die on Ivory paper, 42 x 50 mm, Very Fine. 

Scott $500.   Estimate $250 - 350 

262  E 12¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in black, (69-E6a), complete design, die on India, mounted on card, 
removed from card and cut to size, but with large balanced margins, Very Fine. Scott $2,500 for full card.  
   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
263  E 12¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in scarlet, (69-E6a), complete design, die on India, mounted on card, with 

National Bank Note Co. imprint and die number 444 on 92 x 113 mm card, bright and fresh but for some light soiling in 
the bottom margin of the card only, Very Fine. Scott $2,500.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

264  E 12¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in black, (69-E6b),  complete design, small die on white wove, on gray card 
from “Roosevelt” album, Extremely Fine. Scott $450.   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
265  E 12¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in black, (69-E6d), complete design, plate on India, bright and fresh with nice 

margins, Very Fine. Formerly Scott 59P3; with a 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $350.   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

266  E 24¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in carmine, (70-E1a, E2a, E3a, E4f),  all four states of the die , 
all approximately 65 x 65 mm, Very Fine. Scott $345 (photo on web site).   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
267  E 24¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., three: black, red brown & violet, (70-E1b), vignette only, 

die II on green bond, first two reduced to die size (47 x 50 mm), last slightly smaller, Very Fine. Scott $450.  
   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
268  E 24¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., four different Schernikow reprint die proofs, (70-E1c), vignette 

only, die II on colored card, dull red on ivory, red violet on buff (unlisted - not brown red), yellow brown on light pink 
(unlisted - not brown orange), and blue on pale green; all reduced to approximately die size (47 x 50 mm), Very Fine. Scott 
$600.   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
269  E 24¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., three: black, yellow brown & lilac, (70-E2a), vignette plus label, 

die II on proof paper . Scott $180 (photo on web site).   Estimate $150 - 200 
 

270  E 24¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in yellow brown, (70-E2f), vignette plus label, die I on dull pale 
green blue thin wove, full size, approximately 65 x 65 mm; small natural paper inclusion, Very Fine. Scott $300.  
   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
271  E 24¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., all three listed colors, (70-E3d), vignette plus frame, die on green 

bond, all approximately die size (48 x 48 mm), Very Fine. Scott $525.   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

272  E 24¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., six different, (70-E4f), complete design, die on proof paper, 
printed through a mat, black, scarlet, red brown, yellow brown, brown & black-blue; brown with small thin and crease, 
otherwise Very Fine. Scott $750 (photo on web site).   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
273  E 24¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in brown, (70-E4g), complete design, die on blue pelure, full size, 

approximately 65 x 65 mm; couple very light creases, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $300.   Estimate $200 - 250  
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274  E 24¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in dark carmine, (70-E4g), complete design, die on blue pelure, 
full size, approximately 65 x 65 mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $300.   Estimate $200 - 250 

275  E 24¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in blue, (70-E4h), complete design, die on bond, 64 x 65 mm, Very 
Fine. Scott $175.   Estimate $150 - 200 

 
276  E 24¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in dark red, (70-E4i), complete design, die on green bond, full 

size, approximately 65 x 65 mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $250.   Estimate $200 - 250 
 

277  E 24¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in deep orange red, (70-E4k), complete design, die on bond, 
double-scallops watermark, 60 x 60 mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $300.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
278  E 24¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in light blue, (70-E4k), complete design, die on bond, double-

scallops watermark, reduced to 30 x 37 mm; witha 2006 P.F. certificate as “ultramarine shade”. Scott $300 (photo on web 
site).   Estimate $150 - 200 

 
279  E 24¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in dull dark blue, (70-E4l), complete design, die on light blue 

colored card, printed through a mat, 58 x 64 mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $150 (photo on web site).   Estimate $150 - 200 

280  E 24¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in black, (70-E6), nearly complete design, die on India, die-sunk on card, 25 
x 27.5 mm, Very Fine. Scott $900.   Estimate $350 - 500 

281  E 30¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in black, (71-E2a), on India, die sunk in card, with die no. 446 and National 
Bank Note Co. imprint, 58 x 66 mm with full die sinkage, Very Fine. Scott $1,750.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

282  E 30¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in black, (71-E2a), on India, die sunk in card, without die no., removed from 
card, 42 x 54 mm, Very Fine. Scott $1,750.   Estimate $500 - 750 

283  E 30¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in dull gray blue, (71-E2a),  on India, die sunk in card, 63 x 75 mm; hinge 
remnants and mounting adherences on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $1,750.   Estimate $600 - 800 

284  E 30¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in dull rose, (71-E2a),  on India, die sunk in card, 46 x 58 mm (reduced); hinge 
remnants and pencil notes on the reverse, F.-V.F. Scott $1,750.   Estimate $500 - 750 

285  E 30¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in deep red orange, (71-E2b), complete design, plate on India, fresh, rich 
color with large balanced margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with a 1980 P.F. certificate as former Scott 61P3. Scott 
$500.   Estimate $250 - 350 

286  E 30¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in black, (71-E2c), complete design, plate on thin split card, exceptionally 
fresh with nicely balanced margins, Very Fine. Scott $500.   Estimate $250 - 350 

287  E 30¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in deep red orange, (71-E2e),  complete design, plate on semi-transparent 
stamp paper, margins all around, good color, Very Fine. Scott $1,250.   Estimate $500 - 750 

288  E 30¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in lemon yellow, (71-E2e),  complete design, plate on semi-transparent stamp 
paper, margins all around, good color, Very Fine. Scott $1,250.   Estimate $500 - 750 

289  E 90¢ Washington essay, four different Schernikow die proofs, (72-E1a, E2a, E3a, E5d),  on proof paper, a fresh, choice 
set. Scott $500.   Estimate $300 - 400 

290  E 90¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in carmine, (72-E1a, E2a, E3a, E4c),  the four states of the die, 
on proof paper, all full size, approximately 65 x 65 mm, bright and fresh, Very Fine. Scott $500.   Estimate $300 - 400 

291  E 90¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., four different Schernikow reprint die proofs, (72-E1b), vignette 
only, die on colored card, Very Fine. Scott $660.   Estimate $300 - 400 

292  E 90¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., three different Schernikow reprint die proofs, (72-E1c), vignette 
only, die on dull light blue green bond, all full size, approximately 65 x 65 mm, Very Fine. Scott $495 (photo on web site).
   Estimate $250 - 350 

293  E 90¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., 19 Schernikow reprint die proofs, (72-E2a), vignette plus blank 
labels, die on proof paper, the complete set of 15 different colors plus four duplicates; nearly all full size, approximately 
65 x 65 mm; few minor flaws, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,900.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 
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294  E 90¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., two different Schernikow reprint die proofs, (72-E2b), vignette 
plus blank labels, die on green bond, dull orange & dull orange brown, full size, approximately 65 x 65 mm, Extremely 
Fine. Scott $300.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
295  E 90¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., 14 different Schernikow reprint die proofs, (72-E3a), vignette 

plus top label, die on proof paper, missing yellow and green from the Scott-listed colors, but including an unlisted orange, 
nearly all full size, approximately 65 x 65 mm; couple very minor flaws, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,875.  
   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

 
296  E 90¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., three different Schernikow reprint die proofs, (72-E3b), vignette 

plus top label, die on buff colored card, orange red on light yellow, violet on pale green & orange brown on pale pink, Very 
Fine. Scott $555.   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
297  E 90¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., all three listed colors, (72-E3c), vignette plus top label, die on 

green bond, each about 45 x 45 mm. Scott $525.   Estimate $250 - 350 

298  E 90¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in gray olive, (72-E3c var.), vignette plus top label, die on green 
bond, full size, approximately 65 x 65 mm, Extremely Fine. The gray olive is not listed on green bond. Scott $175+.

   Estimate $150 - 200 
 

299  E 90¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in orange brown, (72-E5d), complete design, die on proof paper, 
printed through a mat, full size, approximately 65 x 65 mm, Very Fine. The orange brown is listed only on bond. Scott 
$175+.   Estimate $150 - 200 

 
300  E 90¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in dark carmine, (72-E5d), complete design, die on proof paper, 

printed through a mat, full size, approximately 65 x 65 mm, Very Fine. Scott $175.   Estimate $150 - 200 
 

301  E 90¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in yellow brown, (72-E5d), complete design, die on proof paper, 
printed through a mat, full size, approximately 65 x 65 mm, Very Fine. Scott $175.   Estimate $150 - 200 

 
302  E 90¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in red brown, (72-E5f), complete design, die on green bond, full 

size, approximately 65 x 65 mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $225.   Estimate $150 - 200 
 

303  E 90¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in brown, (72-E5g var.), complete design, die on bond, full size, 
approximately 65 x 65 mm, Extremely Fine. Scott lists only the orange brown on bond paper. Scott $250+.

   Estimate $200 - 250 
 

304  E 90¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in orange brown, (72-E5g), complete design, die on bond, 65 x 65 
mm, Very Fine. Scott $250.   Estimate $200 - 250 

 
305  E 90¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in green, (72-E5g. var.), complete design, die on bond, 54 x 56 

mm, Very Fine. Scott lists only the orange brown on bond paper. Scott $250+.   Estimate $200 - 250 
 

306  E 90¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in orange brown, (72-E5i), complete design, die on bond, “Bond 
No. 2” watermark, 65 x 65 mm; tiny corner crease, Very Fine. Scott $350.   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
307  E 90¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in scarlet, (72-E5l), complete design, die on bond, double-scallops 

watermark, 60 x 60 mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $300.   Estimate $250 - 300 
 

308  E 90¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in blue, (72-E7 var), complete design, plate on  horizontally laid paper , large 
margins all around with clear laid lines, bright and fresh; small faults including surface abrasions, Very Fine.

   Estimate $600 - 800 
 

309  E 90¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in blue, (72-E6), incomplete design, die on India on card, light shade, 54 x 63 
mm with penciled “no. 14” in the lower left margin, Very Fine, Ex-Finkelburg. Scott $1,000.   Estimate $500 - 750 
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310  E 90¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in blue, (72-E6), incomplete design, die on India, 53 x 55 mm, penciled “No 
15” at the lower left; small thin in top margin, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,000.   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
311  E 90¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in blue, (72-E7b), complete design, die on India, 67 x 80 mm, Very Fine. Scott 

$1,350.   Estimate $600 - 800 
 

312  E 90¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in blue, (72-E7b),  complete design, die on India, 69 x 78 mm, deep rich color 
and clean back, Very Fine. Scott $1,350.   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
313  E 90¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in blue, (72-E7e), complete design, plate on India, bright and crisp with nice 

margins including a partial right sheet margin, Very Fine. Scott $500.   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

314  E 90¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in blue, (72-E7e/72-E7g),  complete design, plate on India, group of five single 
essays: plate on India in blue, on card in black and on semi-transparent stamp paper with one in blue (no gum) and two in 
blue green; margins clear to large margins, all mounted on attractive French album page, F.-V.F., a scarce group (photo on 
web site).   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

 
315  E 90¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in blue green, (72-E7g), complete design, plate on stamp paper, pair, four 

singles, without gum; one with small thin, one cut close, other two Very Fine. Scott $1,100 (photo on web site).  
   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
316  Ea 2¢, 5¢ and 10¢ “Woodcut” essays, in blue, (73-E3a - 75-E3a),  plate on white wove, composite sheet of 9; hinged to card, 

F.-V.F. Scott $270.   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

317  Ea 2¢, 3¢ and 5¢ “Woodcut” essays, in all 5 known colors, (73-E3c, 73-E4c, 73-E5c),  plate on yellow wove, full se-tenant 
sheets of 9, a fresh, clean set, Extremely Fine. Scott $2,250.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

 
318  Ea 2¢, 3¢ and 5¢ “Woodcut” essays, in green, (73-E3f, 73-E4f, 73-E5f),  plate on green laid, full se-tenant sheet of 9, 

pristine, Extremely Fine. Scott $450 as singles.   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

319  Ea 2¢, 3¢ and 5¢ “Woodcut” essays, in carmine, (73-E3f, 73-E4f, 73-E5f),  plate on green laid, full se-tenant sheet of 9, 
pristine, Extremely Fine. Scott $450 as singles.   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
320  Ea 2¢, 3¢ and 5¢ “Woodcut” essays, in dull violet, (73-E3f, 73-E4f, 73-E5f),  plate on green laid, full se-tenant sheet of 9, 

pristine, Extremely Fine. Scott $450 as singles.   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

321  E 10¢ “Woodcut” Indian essay, in black, (73-E6a),  die on proof paper, 60 x 62 mm, Very Fine. Scott $200.  
   Estimate $150 - 200 

 
322  E 10¢ “Woodcut” Indian essay, in violet, (73-E6a),  die on proof paper, full size, approximately 60 x 87 mm; minor 

mounting thin, Very Fine. Scott $200.   Estimate $150 - 200 
 

323  Ea 10¢ “Woodcut” Indian essay, in black, (73-E6c), plate on soft cream card, pane of 4, 59 x 71 mm; small, shallow 
mounting thin, Extremely Fine appearance. Scott $600.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
324  Ea 10¢ “Woodcut” Indian essay, in red violet, (73-E6c), plate on soft cream card, a choice pane of 4, Extremely Fine. Scott 

$600.   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

325  Ea 1871, Unlisted 50¢ Lincoln essay, black decalcomania, perforated, goldbeater’s skin paper, block of 4, o.g., top label 
reads “Patd. Dec. 5, 1871”, hinged onto a white backing; small faults, Fine. A rare and interesting non-philatelic item for 
the Lincoln specialist.     Estimate $300 - 400 
 
Its patent, No. 121,475, was for “An Improvement in the Mode of Applying Tints to Photographs.”.  

 
326  E 3¢ Eagle & Coin essay by Butler & Carpenter, set of four colors, (Brazer 56E-Gb), on ivory paper, three 

virtually full size, black a little smaller (57 x<NBS64> mm); scarlet with a minor corner bend, Very Fine.  
   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000  
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327  E 3¢ Eagle & Coin essay by Butler & Carpenter, in red brown, (Brazer 56E-G var.), on thin bond, 54 x 62 mm, Very 

Fine. Unlisted.     Estimate $400 - 600 

328  E 3¢ Eagle & Coin essay by Butler & Carpenter, in red brown, (Brazer 56E-Gc), on stamp paper, perf 12 & gummed, 
o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and beautifully centered, Very Fine.   Estimate $350 - 500 
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329  E 3¢ Eagle & Coin essay by Butler & Carpenter, in dark brown, (Brazer 56E-G var.), on thin bond, 37 x 52 mm, Very 
Fine. An ulisted color.     Estimate $400 - 600 

330  E 3¢ Eagle & Coin essay by Butler & Carpenter, in scarlet, (Brazer 56E-Gc), on stamp paper, perf 12 & gummed, o.g., 
bright and well centered, Very Fine.   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
331  E 3¢ Eagle & Coin essay by Butler & Carpenter, in brownish black, (Brazer 56E-Gb), on ivory paper, 44 x 52 mm, Very 

Fine.   Estimate $500 - 750 

332  E 3¢ Eagle & Coin essay by Butler & Carpenter, in black, (Brazer 56E-Gb), on ivory paper, 60 x 75 mm with nearly full 
die sinkage, Extremely Fine.   Estimate $500 - 750 

333  E 3¢ Eagle & Coin essay by Butler & Carpenter, in blue, (Brazer 56E-Gb), on ivory paper, 56 x 62 mm, Extremely Fine.
   Estimate $400 - 600 

334  E 3¢ Eagle & Coin essay by Butler & Carpenter, in dark brown, (Brazer 56E-G var.), on thin bond with a dark brown 
safety paper underprint, gummed, with a chemical “cancel” at the bottom, where it is cut a little close, Very Fine. Unlisted;  
with a 1991 P.S.E. certificate.   Estimate $300 - 400 

335  E 3¢ Eagle & Coin essay by Butler & Carpenter, in scarlet, (Brazer 56E-Gb), on ivory paper, 56 x 63 mm with nearly 
full die sinkage, Very Fine.   Estimate $400 - 600 

336  E 3¢ Eagle & Coin essay by Butler & Carpenter, in red brown, (Brazer 56E-Gc), on stamp paper, perf 12 & gummed, 
o.g., fresh and well centered, chemical “cancel” has caused the color to bleed slightly, F.-V.F.   Estimate $350 - 500 

337  E 3¢ Eagle & Coin essay by Butler & Carpenter, in dark brown, (Brazer 56E-G var.), on thin bond with a dark brown 
safety paper underprint, gummed, from right edge of sheet with the underprint short-printed, o.g., Very Fine. Unlisted. 

    Estimate $350 - 500 

338  E 3¢ Eagle & Coin essay by Butler & Carpenter, in scarlet, (Brazer 56E-G var.), on thin bond with a dark brown safety 
paper underprint, gummed, o.g., Very Fine. Unlisted.     Estimate $350 - 500 

339  E 3¢-90¢ Lowenberg decalcomania essays, (79-E65P5a//79-E72P5a),  plate proof on goldbeater’s skin paper, a near-
complete set of 13, including several duplicates and a breathtaking 3¢ blue; most with close margins but all designs 
complete; neatly arranged on a French album page, Very Fine. Scott approximately $1,975 (photo on web site).

   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

340  Ea 3¢ rose, Lowenberg decalcomania essay, imperf, (79-E65P5a),  plate proof on goldbeater’s skin paper, vertical block 
of 10 with partial  bottom margin imprint & plate no. 19 ; cut in at the lower left, otherwise Very Fine. A very scarce 
Lowenberg plate number multiple. Scott $500+ (photo on web site).   Estimate $250 - 350 

341  Ea 3¢ Lowenberg decalcomania essay, in rose, imperf, (79-E65P5a), plate proof on goldbeater’s skin paper, bottom margin 
block of 6 with partial imprint & plate no. 19; usual small faults. Scott $300 ++.   Estimate $300 - 400 

342  Ea 3¢ Lowenberg decalcomania essay, in blue, perforated, (79-E65P5b), plate proof on goldbeater’s skin paper, horizontal 
block of 8, perfectly centered and completely sound! Extremely Fine. Scott $600+.   Estimate $200 - 300 

343  Ea 3¢ Lowenberg decalcomania essay, in rose, perforated, (79-E65P5b), plate proof on goldbeater’s skin paper, bottom 
margin imprint block of 8, o.g.; usual wrinkles, F.-V.F. Scott $600+.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

344  Ea 5¢ Lowenberg decalcomania essay, in brown, (79-E67P5), plate proof on goldbeater’s skin paper, horizontal block of 8, 
large margins all around; minor flaws as virtually always, still Very Fine. Scott $600.   Estimate $200 - 300 

345  E 24¢ Lowenberg decalcomania essay, in lilac on pale green, (79-E70P5b), plate proof on goldbeater’s skin paper, ample 
to large margins, Very Fine. Scott $500.   Estimate $200 - 300 

346  Ea 24¢ Lowenberg decalcomania essay, in lilac on pale green, (79-E70P5b), plate proof on goldbeater’s skin paper, a 
choice block of 4 with large margins all around, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,000+.   Estimate $500 - 750 

347  Ea 30¢ Lowenberg decalcomania essay, in orange, (79-E71P5a),  plate proof on goldbeater’s skin paper, bottom sheet 
margin block of 4, ample to oversize margins; typical diagonal crease at the lower left, still Very Fine. Scott $400.

   Estimate $250 - 350 
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348  E 30¢ Lowenberg decalcomania essay, in orange, (79-E71P5a, 79-E71P5b),  plate proof on goldbeater’s skin paper, 
comprising a single on blue green paper (#79-E71P5b), plus a single and a vertical block of six on white (#79-E71P5a), 
neatly mounted on an annotated quadrille page, Very Fine, an interesting printing experiment—including a scarce multiple. 
Scott $950 as singles (photo on web site).   Estimate $300 - 400 

      
                                  349                                                    350                                                                    351  
349  Ea 90¢ Lowenberg decalcomania essay, in dark blue, (79-E72P5), plate proof on goldbeater’s skin paper, a choice block of 

4 with huge margins, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine. Scott $300+.   Estimate $250 - 350 

350  Ea 2¢ Lowenberg decalcomania essay, in black, (79-E73P5a),  plate proof on goldbeater’s skin paper, top margin block of 
16, a remarkable large multiple, fresh and clean for these difficult and fragile items; a few creases as to be expected, still 
Very Fine. Scott $1,200 as singles.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

351  Ea 3¢ Re-use prevention essay, in black, (79-E7A),  map design, on thick white paper, rouletted, block of 9, a true once-in-
a-lifetime opportunity, the printing fresh and paper bright, the roulettes nicely centering the designs; the block with equal-
sized margin at left, Very Fine,  unique; unpriced (dashed) in Scott. 

    Estimate $5,000 - 7,500 

352  E 3¢ Experimental paper/ink essays, group of eight items, (79-E65P5, etc.),  mostly Lowenberg decalcomanias including 
perf & imperf strips of 4, but including an albino impression, perf 12 & gummed; condition varies, as usual on this fragile 
material, but is mostly Fine (photo on web site).   Estimate $300 - 400  

353  
353  E 10¢ J.M. Sturgeon essay, top & bottom labels blank, in dark carmine, (79-E10a var.), clear impression, die on thin 

bond, gummed, double “CANC ELED”, appears to have had “U.S. POSTAGE” penciled into the top label and mostly 
erased, Extremely Fine.   Estimate $300 - 400 

354  E 10¢ J.M. Sturgeon essay, top & bottom labels blank, in dark carmine, (79-E10b),  die on wove, rough impression, 
double “CANC ELED”, two examples plus one with two lines in the top label & one in bottom (79-E10c), the three 
affixed to a fragment of orange paper (likely from an envelope); one of each type creased, otherwise Very Fine. A unique 
combination  (photo on web site).   Estimate $350 - 500 
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355  E 10¢ J.M. Sturgeon essay, in dark green, (79-E10b var.), die on wove, rough impression, double “Revenue”, 32 x 36 mm, 

ungummed, Very Fine.   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

356  E 10¢ J.M. Sturgeon essay, in blue green, (79-E10b var.), die on wove, rough impression, double “Revenue”, 44 x 36 mm, 
ungummed, Very Fine.   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
357  E 10¢ J.M. Sturgeon essay, in carmine, (79-E10c), die on thick paper, rough impression, gummed, double “CANC ELED”, 

large margins. Scott $450.   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

358  E 10¢ J.M. Sturgeon essay, lines in top & bottom labels, in dull red violet, (79-E10c var.),  die on thick paper,  clear 
impression, gummed, double “CANC ELED”, o.g., large margins, Very Fine. Scott $200.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
359  E 10¢ J.M. Sturgeon essay, in dark green, (79-E10c var.), die on thick paper, rough impression, gummed  and perf 12, 

double “CANC ELED”, Very Fine. Scott $200+.   Estimate $150 - 200 
 

360  E 10¢ J.M. Sturgeon essay, in dull red violet, (79-E10c),  die on thick paper, rough impression, gummed, “CANC ELED” 
double, 30 x 31 mm, Very Fine. Scott $200.   Estimate $150 - 200 

      
                                  361                         362                                                                    363 
361  E 10¢ J.M. Sturgeon essay, lines in top & bottom labels, in green, (79-E10c var.),  die on thick paper, rough impression, 

gummed, with diagonally crossed “INTERNAL” and “REVENUE” pre-printed cancels on part of a bank check, Very Fine.
   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
362  E 10¢ J.M. Sturgeon essay, lines in top & bottom labels, in green, (79-E10c var.),  die on thick paper, rough impression, 

gummed, with diagonally crossed “INTERNAL” and “REVENUE” pre-printed cancels, large margins, Very Fine.  
   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
363  E 10¢ J.M. Sturgeon essay, clear impression, in dark purple, (79-E10g var.), on white paper in center of wide strip with 

a pale blue safety paper underprint, exceptionally fresh, cut in at top & bottom as usual, Very Fine. Unlisted color and 
paper.     Estimate $350 - 500 
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                                 364                                                                                   365                                                                366  
364  E 10¢ J.M. Sturgeon essay, clear impression, in dark purple, (79-E10h var.), pair from the row of five designs on thick 

white-surfaced paper with a pale carmine safety paper underprint, exceptionally fresh, cut in at top & bottom as usual, 
Very Fine. Unlisted paper. Scott $1,250 for the strip of 5.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
365  E 10¢ J.M. Sturgeon essay, in black, (79-E10h var.), strip of 3 from the row of five designs on thick white paper with a lilac 

safety paper underprint, cut in at top & bottom as usual; right stamp rejoined after having been torn off through the left 
side of the design, otherwise Very Fine. Unlisted paper. Scott $1,250 for strip of 5.   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
366  E 10¢ J.M. Sturgeon essay, in black, (79-E10h var.), single from the row of five designs on thick white paper with a 

lilac safety paper underprint, cut in at bottom only, Very Fine. Unlisted paper. Scott $1,250 for the strip of 5. 
   Estimate $200 - 300 

   
                                             367                                                                                                  368  
367  E 10¢ J.M. Sturgeon essay, in dark carmine, (79-E10h var.), strip of 3 from the row of five designs on thick white paper, 

double “CANC ELED”, large margins all around, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,250 for the strip of 5.   Estimate $400 - 600 

368  E 10¢ J.M. Sturgeon essay, in dark purple, (79-E10h),  strip of 4 from the row of five designs on thick white paper with 
a lilac safety paper underprint, cut in at top & bottom as usual; vertically creased in the center, Very Fine. Unlisted paper. 
Scott $1,200 for the strip of 5.   Estimate $400 - 600 

      
                                                     369                                                     370                                               371 
369  E 10¢ J.M. Sturgeon essay, in dark purple, (79-E10h),  pair from the row of five designs on thick white paper with a 

lilac safety paper underprint, cut in at top & bottom as usual, Very Fine. Unlisted paper. Scott $1,200 for the strip of 5. 
   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
370  E 2¢ & 3¢ A.B.N.C. “Columbia” essay, all four colors, (79-E11d), engraved plate on stamp paper, perforated and gummed, 

o.g. hinge remnants except the blue, F.-V.F. Scott $700.   Estimate $300 - 400 

371  E 2¢ & 3¢ A.B.N.C. “Columbia” essay, in black, (79-E11d), engraved plate on stamp paper, perforated and 
gummed, horizontal pair, o.g., lightly hinged, exceptionally fresh and well centered for this, Very Fine. Scott $350. 
   Estimate $200 - 300 
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                                                372                                              373                                                 374  
372  E 2¢ & 3¢ A.B.N.C. “Columbia” essay, in blue, (79-E11d), engraved plate on stamp paper, perforated and gummed, corner 

margin horizontal pair, o.g.,  never hinged(!), bright and fresh, F.-V.F. Scott $350.   Estimate $200 - 300 

373  Ea 2¢ & 3¢ A.B.N.C. “Columbia” essay, in blue green, (79-E11d), engraved plate on stamp paper, perforated and gummed, 
block of 4, o.g., fresh and well centered; hinge-reinforced, tiny perf tear lower left stamp, otherwise Very Fine. Scott 
$700+.   Estimate $350 - 500 

 
374  Ea 2¢ & 3¢ A.B.N.C. “Columbia” essay, in rose scarlet, (79-E11d), engraved plate on stamp paper, perforated and gummed, 

corner block of 4 missing a piece of selvage, o.g., small hinge remnants, bright and fresh, Very Fine. Scott $700+.
   Estimate $350 - 500 

      
                                                                         375                                                             376                           377  
375  E N.B.N.C. “3” grill essay, (79-E13e), colorless 12mm grilled circle on tan wove, horizontal strip of 4, o.g.,  never hinged, 

exceptionally fresh; weak perfs, light horizontal crease, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $800+.   Estimate $350 - 500 
 

376  E N.B.N.C. “3” grill essay, (79-E13f), colorless 12mm grilled circle on yellow wove, impressed  sideways  on the right two 
“stamps” in a strip of with the  grilling device apparently inked and applied as an experimental “cancel”, part o.g. with 
mounting remnants; horizontal crease, otherwise F.-V.F., Ex-Finkelburg. Scott $400 ++.   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
377  E N.B.N.C. grill essay, allover grill of small squares, points down, on 3¢ rose, (79-E15a),  o.g., never hinged, large even 

margins, deep rich color, Extremely Fine. Scott $250.   Estimate $250 - 350 
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                                                  378                                 379                     380                                      382  
378  Ea N.B.N.C. grill essay, allover grill of small squares, points down, on 3¢ rose, (79-E15a),  block of 4, o.g.,  never hinged, 

wonderfully fresh, Fine. Scott $1,000 ++.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

379  E N.B.N.C. grill essay, allover grill of small squares, points up, on 3¢ black, perf’d, (79-E15b),  with trial cancellation, 
Very Fine. Scott $200+.   Estimate $200 - 300 

380  E N.B.N.C. grill essay, allover grill of small squares, points up, 3¢ black, (79-E15b), perforated and gummed, o.g., fresh 
and well centered, Very Fine. Scott $200.   Estimate $200 - 300 

381  E N.B.N.C. grill essay, allover grill of small squares, points up, on 3¢ black, perf’d, (79-E15b),  a fresh horizontal pair, 
o.g., hinge remnant, V.G.-Fine. Scott $400 (photo on web site).   Estimate $200 - 300 

382  Ea N.B.N.C. grill essay, allover grill of small squares, points up, on 3¢ black, perf’d, (79-E15b),  a remarkably fresh lower 
left corner margin block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, reasonably well centered for this, F.-V.F. Scott $800+.

   Estimate $500 - 750 

      
                                                        383                                            384                                            386 
383  Ea N.B.N.C. grill essay, allover grill of small squares, points up, on 3¢ black, perf’d, (79-E15b),  block of 4, o.g., unusually 

fresh, Fine. Scott $800+.   Estimate $500 - 750 
 

384  E N.B.N.C. grill essay, allover grill of small squares, points up, on 3¢ lake, imperf, (79-E15c),  pair, o.g., lightly hinged, 
Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $500.   Estimate $300 - 400 

385  Ea N.B.N.C. “C” grill essay, points down, (79-E15g var.),  on white wove paper, stamp size,  imperf  and gummed, sheet 
margin block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged; bit of light toning along the bottom margin, F.-V.F. Not listed imperforate  (photo 
on web site).   Estimate $200 - 300 

386  Ea N.B.N.C. “C” grill essay, points down, (79-E15g), on white wove paper, stamp size, perf’d and gummed, block of 4, o.g., 
never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $400+.   Estimate $200 - 300 
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                 387                              388                                  389                                         390                                           391   
387  Ea N.B.N.C. “C” grill essay, points down, (79-E15g), on white wove paper, stamp size, perf’d and gummed, a fresh 

vertical block of 8 with sheet margin, o.g., left stamps never hinged; perfs a bit weak, Very Fine. Scott $800+.  
   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
388  E 3¢ N.B.N.C. shield-design grill essay, in black, (79-E18a), grill with points down, die on thick white paper, gummed, 49 

x 74 mm; gum removed, small flaws, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $1,000.   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

389  E 3¢ N.B.N.C. shield-design grill essay, in black, (79-E18e),  die on yellow wove, gummed, fresh and choice, Extremely 
Fine. Scott $1,000.   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
390  E 3¢ N.B.N.C. shield-design grill essay, in black, (79-E18f),  die on orange wove, 72 x 76 mm, couple small flaws, Very 

Fine appearance. Scott $1,000.   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

391  E 1867, 3¢ N.B.N.C. colorless embossed shield-design grill essay, (79-E18k), on white wove stamp paper, perforated 
and gummed, a choice horizontal pair, o.g.,  never hinged, remarkably fresh, Extremely Fine. Scott $700+.  
   Estimate $300 - 400 

   
                                                                                392                                                                        393 
392  E 3¢ N.B.N.C. shield-design grill essay, engraved, in green, (79-E19a), proof paper on card, strip of 3, wonderfully fresh, 

Very Fine. Very rare. Scott $3,000.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 

393  E 3¢ N.B.N.C. shield-design grill essay, lathework frame, in blue, (79-E21c), on thin wove, allover diagonal grill, imperf 
and gummed, 42 x 50 mm, o.g., Very Fine. Scott $500.   Estimate $350 - 500 

394  E 3¢ typographed Washington essay, in dim red, (79-E23i var.), plate on white wove, imperf and gummed,  with allover 
grill , two singles and a pair, o.g., Very Fine (photo on web site).   Estimate $200 - 300 
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                                                 395                                                         397                                                  400  
395  E 3¢ typographed Washington essay, in scarlet, (79-E24c), vignette only, face lined, solid background, 76 x 100 mm with 

full die sinkage, Very Fine. Scott $500.   Estimate $350 - 500 

396  E 3¢ typographed Washington essay, group of 13 different, grilled, (79-E25 vars),  presented on a French album page, 
a lovely assortment in varying ink shades and on differing paper colors; generally fresh, F.-V.F., an interesting study lot 
(photo on web site).   Estimate $300 - 400 

397  Ea 3¢ typographed Washington essay, in dim red, (79-E25b),  plate on more opaque white wove, full pane of 100, a 
remarkable full lower right pane with strong color on surprisingly bright paper; some edge wear; a manuscript “B” crossing 
positions 40 & 50, F.-V.F. Scott $5,000 as singles.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 

398  Ea 3¢ typographed Washington essay, in dim red, (79-E25b),  plate on more opaque white wove, full right pane of 100, 
without gum as issued, a jaw-dropper of a survivor, the paper still clean and color fresh and strong; edge flaws, some 
stamps faulty, but still has to be called Very Fine for simply still existing; even faulty, an exhibition-worthy item. Scott 
$5,000 as singles (photo on web site).   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

399  E 3¢ typographed Washington essay, seven different colors, (79-E25c), plate on Gibson patent starch-coated white paper, 
ungummed, all in blocks of 4, including two distinct shades of gray (neither of which is listed), Very Fine. Scott $700 
(photo on web site).   Estimate $300 - 400 

400  Ea 3¢ typographed Washington essay, in bright red violet, (79-E25 var.),  on thin yellowish wove, block of 4, Extremely 
Fine.  Unlisted .     Estimate $150 - 200 

401  E 3¢ typographed Washington essay, 17 different perforated, (79-E25h, j, i), plate on white paper, gummed, four ungrilled, 
six with grill points up, seven with grill points down; includes a couple unlisted colors and a few without gum, generally 
F.-V.F. Scott $515 (photo on web site).   Estimate $250 - 350 

402  Ea 3¢ typographed Washington essay, eight blocks of 4, (79-E25h), plate on white paper, perforated and gummed, five 
different colors: red (2), light red (2), pale red, dull g-b blue, & gray blak (2), o.g., fresh colors; typical centering, Fine. 
Scott $800 (photo on web site).   Estimate $250 - 350 

403  Ea 3¢ typographed Washington essay, five different colors, (79-E25j), plate on white paper, points-down grill, perforated 
and gummed, all in blocks of 4, including two distinct shades of green, o.g., Very Fine. Scott $500+ (photo on web site).

   Estimate $250 - 350 

404  E 3¢ typographed Washington essay, group of 10 perforated, (79-E25j & i), plate on white paper, grilled and gummed, 
six with points down, four up, includes three duplicates, generally Fine. Scott $310 (photo on web site).

   Estimate $200 - 300 

405  Ea 3¢ typographed Washington essay, in pale rose & in deep red orange, (79-E25L), plate on white paper, points-up grill, 
perf’d and gummed, 3 blocks of 4 (two pale rose), o.g. (one of the pale rose blocks is never hinged), Very Fine. Scott $480 
(photo on web site).   Estimate $200 - 300 
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                                                 406                                            407                                408                        409  
406  E Safety Network essay, type A on 3¢ dull violet, (79-E26d), perf 12, gray overprint, a choice horizontal pair, o.g., 

remarkably fresh and exceptionally well centered, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,100+.   Estimate $500 - 750 
 

407  E Unlisted 1¢ N.B.N.C.(?) engraved compound large die essay, in green on India, (79-E?),  52 x 31 mm, Very Fine. An 
unrecorded design.     Estimate $750 - 1,000 

 
408  E Safety Network essay, type C on 3¢ rose red, (79-E26f), perf 12, gray blue overprint, a fresh, beautifully centered right 

margin single, Very Fine. Scott $550.   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

409  E Safety Network essay, type C on 3¢ dull violet, (79-E26f), perf 12, gray tan overprint, o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and 
mathematically centered with right sheet margin, Extremely Fine. Scott $550.   Estimate $250 - 350 

         
                                           410                                                            411                                    412                           413 
410  E 3¢ Numeral essay, in yellow orange, (79-E28b),  untrimmed die on India with 2¢ design, both embossed, 96 x 52 mm; 

hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine,  signed Edmund Oldham in pencil and possibly unique thus. Scott $1,000.
   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

411  E 3¢ Numeral essay, in green, (79-E28H),  2 designs, untrimmed die on wove, 68 x 40 mm; hinge remnants and thins on 
the reverse, Very Fine appearance,  very rare. Scott $1,250.   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
412  E 3¢ Liberty essay, in blue green, (79-E30c), vignette only, on proof paper, 47 x 60 mm, Very Fine. Scott $600.  

   Estimate $250 - 350 

413  E 3¢ Liberty essay, in bright blue, (79-E30c), vignette only, on proof paper, 48 x 57 mm, Very Fine. Scott $600.  
   Estimate $250 - 350 

   
                                                                           414                                          415  
414  E 3¢ Liberty essay, in deep blue green, (79-E30e), complete design, on proof paper, 40 x 42 mm, Very Fine. Scott $750.
   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
415  E 3¢ Liberty “Rainbow” essay six different color combinations, (79-E30o), color blend, plate on wove, imperf, complete 

design, on stiff yellowish wove, ungummed, bright and fresh, Very Fine. Scott $900.   Estimate $400 - 600 

416  E 2¢ black, Francis patent experimental re-use prevention essays, group, (73-E),  strip of 3 and three singles, one of 
which is badly damaged, V.G.-Fine (photo on web site).   Estimate $300 - 400 
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                             417                                                              418                                                419                               420 

         
                                            421                                           422                                423                                    424 

         
                                                       425                          426                            427                           428  

        
                      429                                                  430                                                   431                                           432  
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417  Ea 3¢ rose, plate proof on Francis patent experimental greenish blue wove, (79-E65 var.),  top sheet margin block of 
6, o.g., exceptionally fresh with large margins all around; tiny vertical  pre-printing paper crease  upper right stamp, 
Extremely Fine.   Estimate $200 - 300 

418  Ea 3¢ Francis Patent essay, in rose on bluish paper, (79-E var.),  using the regular 3¢ die on specially prepared reuse 
prevention paper, imperf and gummed, block of 24, o.g., mostly never hinged; horizontal crease through the entire bottom 
row, ending in a small sealed tear, otherwise F.-V.F.,  a major rarity, unlisted in Scott.     Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

 
419  E 5¢ bicolor essay, in buff & blue, (79-E35a),  untrimmed die on thin white paper, 44 x 60 mm (full size); hinge remnants 

on the reverse, F.-V.F.,  rare. Scott $2,000.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

420  E 5¢ bicolor essay, in black, (79-E35c),  lithographed frame only, die on Ivory paper, 63 x 76 mm (full size); hinge remnants 
on the reverse, Very Fine,  rare. Scott $2,000.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

421  E 5¢ bicolor essay, in black, (79-E35e), vignette only, on white glazed paper, full size, 63 x 72 mm; tiny, shallow thin in each 
top corner, Very Fine. Scott $2,000.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

 
422  E 5¢ bicolor essay, in black, (79-E35e), vignette only, on white glazed paper, 31 x 41 mm; tiny shallow thin in each top 

corner, Very Fine appearance. Scott $2,000.   Estimate $400 - 600 
 

423  E 5¢ bicolor essay, in blue, (79-E35e), vignette only, on white glazed paper, 36 x 41 mm, Very Fine. Scott $2,000.
   Estimate $600 - 800 

 
424  E 5¢ bicolor essay, in dark brown, (79-E35e), vignette only, on white glazed paper, 37 x 43 mm; small, shallow thin spot, 

Very Fine appearance. Scott $2,000.   Estimate $400 - 600 

425  E 5¢ bicolor essay, in scarlet, (79-E35e), vignette only, on white glazed paper, 40 x 46 mm, Very Fine. Scott $2,000.
   Estimate $600 - 800 

 
426  E 5¢ bicolor essay, in black, (79-E36a), vignette with “United States” on white glazed paper, 36 x 74 mm, Very Fine. Scott 

$450.   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

427  E 5¢ bicolor essay, in dark brown, (79-E36a), vignette with “United States” on white glazed paper, 28 x 32 mm, Very Fine. 
Scott $450.   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
428  E 5¢ bicolor essay, in green, (79-E36a), vignette with “United States” on white glazed paper, 29 x 33 mm, Very Fine. Scott 

$450.   Estimate $250 - 350 

429  E  5¢ bicolor essay, vignette &  United States, in scarlet, (79-E36a),  die II on white glazed paper, 51 x 52 mm, Very Fine. 
Scott $450.   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
430  E 5¢ bicolor essay, in black, (79-E37b),  vignette only, die on India, 114 x 150 mm; a few light soil spots on front and hinge 

remnant on the reverse, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $350.   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

431  E 5¢ bicolor essay, in black, (79-E37b), vignette only, die on India, 37 x 47 mm, Very Fine. Scott $350.
   Estimate $200 - 250 

 
432  E 5¢ bicolor essay, in green , (79-E37b), vignette only, die on India, 51 x 61 mm; tiny India paper “airhole” to the left of the 

vignette, otherwise Very Fine. Unlisted in green on India. Scott $350.   Estimate $200 - 300 
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                                        433                                      434                             435                       436                       438  
433  E 5¢ bicolor essay, in black, (79-E37c), vignette only, die on white glazed paper, full size, 51 x 64 mm, Very Fine. Scott 

$350.   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

434  E 5¢ bicolor essay, in blue, (79-E37c), vignette only, die on white glazed paper, 51 x 64 mm. Scott $350.  
   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
435  E 3¢ N.B.N.C. “Z” grill essay, on yellow paper, in black, (85C-E var.),  o.g., Fine. Unlisted.     Estimate $150 - 200 

 
436  E 12¢ N.B.N.C. “Z” grill essay, on salmon paper, in black, (85E-E1b),  perf. 12, unused without gum; tiny hole in grill, 

otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2005 P.F. certificate. Scott $250. Brazer 85eTC6b.   Estimate $150 - 200 

437  E 12¢ N.B.N.C. “Z” grill essay, six different, (85E-E1c//h),  perf. 12; scarlet on green paper creased, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott 
$1,500 (photo on web site).   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

438  E 12¢ N.B.N.C. “Z” grill essay, on straw paper, in green, (85E-E1e),  perf. 12, o.g., wonderfully fresh, F.-V.F. Scott $250.
   Estimate $150 - 200 

1861-1866 iSSUe trial ColorS 
 

   
                                                                               439                                            440 
439  Pa 3¢ orange red, First Design, trial color large die proof on India, (56TC1),  complete design, plate on semi-transparent 

stamp paper, perf’d and gummed, block of 4, now catalogued as #65-E15h, o.g., never hinged, a grand multiple, fresh with 
strong color and detail; slightest hint of oxidation to very top of top two stamps, F.-V.F. Scott $1,900 as hinged singles. 
   Estimate $500 - 750

 
440  P 5¢ brown, First Design die essay in black, on India die sunk on card, (57TC1),  now listed as #67-E9a, with stupendous 

color depth and magnificent detail; plate number “442” and National Bank Note Co. N.Y. imprint below; toned spot cannot 
detract, Very Fine. Scott $2,500.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 
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                                    441                                         EX 442                                                             443 
441  P 1¢ black, trial color large die proof, (63TC1ae),  a simply spectacular example, day-one fresh, with lightly printed plate 

number “440” below design, and albino “National Bank Note Co.” imprint at bottom of India, Very Fine, a real beauty, 
ex-Finkleburg, Lake Shore. Scott $2,500.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 

 
442  Pa 1¢ Wyckoff patent trial color plate proofs on wove, imperf, five different colors, (63TC5b//l),  all in blocks of 4, 

incredibly fresh and bright with large margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $800 ++.   Estimate $400 - 600 
 

443  P 1¢ light blue, Wyckoff patent trial color plate proof on wove, imperf, (63TC5o),  bottom margin imprint & plate no. 
27 strip of 3, wonderfully bright and fresh with huge margins all around, a Superb showpiece; with a 1992 P.F. certificate. 
Scott $160 ++.   Estimate $250 - 350 

      
                                                EX 444                                          445                                                 446 
444  Pa 1¢ Wyckoff patent trial color plate proofs on wove, perforated and gummed, four different colors, (63TC6a//l),  

mostly never hinged, typical poor centering  as listed, F.-V.F. Scott $800.   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

445  P 3¢ rose pink, trial color large die proof, with black “Specimen” overprint, (65TC1aq var),  fresh and clean on India, 
affixed to 143 x 193 mm National Bank Note Company salesman’s sample card with company details in green, Very Fine. 
Scott $2,500+.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

 
446  P 3¢ dark rose, trial color large die proof overprinted “SPECIMEN”, (65TC1ar var.),  on 126 x 190 mm card from a 

National Bank Note Co. salesman’s sample book with appropriate N.B.N.Co. imprint at the bottom, fresh and clean, Very 
Fine; with a 1993 P.F. certificate as “rose lake”. Scott $2,500+.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 
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                                          447                                 448                                  449                                           450  
447  P 3¢ dark rose, trial color large die proof, with blue “SPECIMEN” overprint, (65TC1ar var),  lovely proof on India, 

affixed to 143 x 193 mm National Bank Note Company salesman’s sample card; fresh with square corners, Very Fine; with 
1995 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,500+.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

448  P 3¢ scarlet on green, N.B.N.C. experimental proof on wove paper tinted with sensitive inks, imperf, (65TC5 var.),  
ungummed, large margins, fresh, Very Fine. Brazer 65TC-Ad.   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
449  Pa 3¢ dark carmine, trial color plate proof on thin stamp paper, perf 12, (65TC6a), perf 12 and gummed, a remarkably 

fresh block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Unpriced.     Estimate $400 - 600 

450  P 90¢ black, trial color large die proof with red “Specimen” overprint, (72TC1ae var),  a beautiful proof from a National 
Bank Note Company salesman’s sample book; with the company’s information printed in matching red below, Very Fine; 
with 1985 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,500 regular.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 

         
                                     451                          452                                   453                                              454 
451  P 2¢ Jackson, five plate proofs on India, black plus four different trial colors, (73TC3e, h, i, j, 73P3),  blue 

green, dull red, dull rose & gray black; blue green cut close, gray black thinned, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,150. 
   Estimate $350 - 500 

 
452  P 2¢ trial color plate proofs on India, three: dull red, dull rose & gray black, (73TC3h-j). Scott $750.  

   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

453  P 3¢ scarlet, trial color large die proof, (74TC1a),  a magnificent proof in heart-pounding color, on India die sunk on 134 
x 194 mm card; as fresh as they come, Very Fine. Scott $2,250.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

 
454  Pa 3¢ scarlet, trial color plate proof on India, (74TC3),  block of 4, large margins, fresh, Very Fine. Scott $725.  

   Estimate $300 - 400 
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EX 455                                                                                                457

455  P 1¢-90¢ “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card complete, (102TC-111TC4),  a breathtaking complete set, all on stark 
white card and sporting deep, fresh color and exceptional margins; one or two individual toned spots only, Very Fine,  rare 
complete set,  a grand group. Scott $5,015.   Estimate $3,000 - 4,000 

456  P 2¢ Re-issue, three different “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, (103TC4a),  black, scarlet & blue, all bright and 
fresh with large balanced margins, Extremely Fine. Scott $280 (photo on web site).   Estimate $150 - 200 

 
457  P 10¢ Re-issue, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, all 5 colors complete, (106TC4a-e),  huge margins, a choice 

set with dazzling bright colors, Extremely Fine. Scott $460.   Estimate $250 - 350 

1861-1866 iSSUe ProofS 
 

      
458                                   459                                    462

458  P 10¢ dark green, First Design, plate proof on India, (62BP3),  a choice bottom margin single with partial bottom sheet 
margin imprint, Extremely Fine; with a 2011 Weiss certificate. Scott $375+.   Estimate $200 - 300

459  P 10¢ dark green, First Design, plate proof on India, (62BP3),  a lovely four margin horizontal pair, Very Fine; with a 
1988 P.F. certificate as former Scott 58P3. Scott $750 as singles.   Estimate $400 - 600 

460  P 1¢ to 90¢, 8 different plate proofs on India, (63P3//78P3)  (all P3): 63, 65, 68, 69, 71, 72, 76 & 78, a choice group with 
bright colors and mostly huge margins (the 24¢ a little close at the right), Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $510 (photo 
on web site).   Estimate $250 - 350 

461  P 1¢ to 90¢, plate proofs on India complete, (63P3-72P3),  a choice set with ample to mostly large margins, Very Fine to 
Extremely Fine. Scott $715 (photo on web site).   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
462  P 1¢ to 90¢, plate proofs on India complete, (63P3-72P3),  bright and fresh with mostly large margins; 2¢ with a small 

hole below the “S” of “POSTAGE”, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $715.   Estimate $200 - 300 

463  
463  P 1¢ to 90¢, plate proofs on card, (63P4//77P4),  set of 10 values including the scarce 24¢ red lilac (70P4), large margins 

and bright colors, Very Fine. Scott $685.   Estimate $300 - 400 
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                               EX 464                 EX 465                           466                                                    467  
464  P 1¢ to 90¢, plate proofs on card complete, (63P4-72P4),  all with bright colors and large balanced margins, Extremely 

Fine. Scott $535 (photo on web site).   Estimate $250 - 350 

465  P 1¢ to 90¢, plate proofs on card complete, (63P4-72P4),  all with bright colors and large balanced margins; the 30¢ with 
a tiny natural paper inclusion in the lower left margin, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $535.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
466  P 3¢ rose, large die proof, overprinted “SPECIMEN”, (65P1 var.),  42 x 50 mm, bright and fresh, Extremely Fine and 

rare. From a National Bank Note Co. salesman’s sample book. Scott $1,000+.   Estimate $500 - 750 
 

467  P 3¢ rose, hybrid large die proof, (65P1 var),  an enticing item with strong color on fresh India trimmed around design 
(just shaving ball at lower right corner), this on larger India which is die sunk on a near-pristine 143 x 226 mm card, Very 
Fine,  unlisted in Scott. Scott $1,000.   Estimate $350 - 500 

  
                                                                             468                                                  469  
468  Pa 3¢ rose, plate proof on India, (65P3),  a choice left sheet margin block of 4 still on original card, Superb. Scott $550. 

   Estimate $300 - 400 

469  Pa 3¢ rose, plate proof on India, (65P3),  lower right corner margin block of 4 on original card; small natural paper inclusion 
at the top center, otherwise Extremely Fine. Scott $550.   Estimate $250 - 350 
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                                                                           470                                                                        471  
470  Pa 3¢ rose, plate proof on India, (65P3),  right margin horizontal block of 48, a heart-racing, never-seen multiple, looking 

like it just came off the press; affixed to card, Extremely Fine, a simply magnificent piece that would crown any collection. 
Scott $6,600 as blocks of four.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 

 
471  P 3¢ rose, plate proof on stamp paper, (65P5),  a choice, right sheet margin pair, ungummed, incredibly fresh with 

exceptionally large margins, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $1,000.   Estimate $400 - 600 

   
                                                                   472                                                           473  
472  P 10¢ green, large die proof, (68P1 var.),  on 112 x 134 mm card with embossed National Bank Note Co. seal and 

manuscript “Specimen” , Very Fine. From a National Bank Note Co. salesman’s sample book, likely unioque. Scott 
$500+.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

 
473  P 10¢ green, large die proof, (68P1),  an immaculate proof in strong, deep color on lovely India; die sunk on 145 x 225 mm 

card (fore edge gilded); barest start to toning around card’s edges, Very Fine. Scott $650.   Estimate $300 - 400 
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                             474                                                 475                                             476                                          477 

         
                                      478                                  479                                  480                                                481  

     
                          482                                              483                                              484                                                485 
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474  P 10¢ green, large die proof, (68P1),  in sylvan color with National Bank Note Co. N.Y. imprint below, sunk on a lovely 
cream card measuring 151 x 202 mm, Very Fine, fresh and sound. Scott $650.   Estimate $250 - 350 

475  P 12¢ black, large die proof, overprinted “Specimen”, (69P1),  92 x 134 mm, with full National Bank Note Co. imprint; 
hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine,  not priced in Scott with the specimen overprint. Scott $700 as normal.  
   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
476  P 12¢ black, large die proof, (69P1),  with National Bank Note Co. imprint, 73 x 70 mm with full die sinkage, Very Fine. 

Scott $700.   Estimate $250 - 350 

477  P 12¢ black, hybrid large die proof, (69P1 var.),  a choice example, 86 x 102 mm with full die sinkage, Extremely Fine. 
Scott $700 for a normal large die.   Estimate $200 - 300 

478  P 12¢ black, large die proof, (69P1),  a grand example of this popular issue, on India die sunk on top-cut gilt-edged card 
(toned), F.-V.F.+. Scott $700.   Estimate $200 - 300 

479  P 24¢ red lilac, plate proof on card, (70P4),  bright and fresh with large margins, Very Fine. Scott $500.  
   Estimate $200 - 300 

480  P 30¢ orange, large die proof, with black “Specimen” overprint, (71P1 var),  the stamp design pristine and bright, 
without a hint of oxidation; from a salesman’s sample book, with National Bank Note Company inscription at bottom of 
page in blue gray; light toning around edges of page, Very Fine; with 1985 P.F. certificate.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

481  P 30¢ orange, large die proof, (71P1),  on India, die sunk in card, 120 x 156; hinge remnants on the reverse and some barely 
perceptible soiling on the front, almost Very Fine. Scott $500.   Estimate $300 - 400 

482  P 30¢ orange, large die proof, (71P1), die-sunk on 126 x 190 mm card, Very Fine. Scott $500.   Estimate $250 - 350 

483  Pa 30¢ orange, plate proof on India, (71P3),  bottom margin plate no. 7 block of 8, large margins all around, Very Fine. A 
rare and attractive proof plate block. Scott $1,500.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

484  P 90¢ blue, large die proof, with red “Specimen” overprint, (72P1 var),  from a National Bank Note Company salesman’s 
sample book; the proof pristine, with the company’s information printed in brown copper at page bottom; just a few toned 
flecks at top of page, Very Fine; with 1985 P.F. certificate.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

485  P 90¢ blue, large die proof, (72P1),  immaculately pulled in exquisite color; on India die sunk on 127 x 190 mm card; one 
spot of adhesive residue below proof, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $500.   Estimate $300 - 400 

486  
486  Pa 90¢ blue, plate proof on India, (72P3),  left sheet margin block of 4, Extremely Fine and choice. Scott $250.  

   Estimate $150 - 200 
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                                                   487                                                488                                               489  
487  P 2¢ black, die I, large die proof, with red “Specimen” overprint, (73P1 var),  a clean-cheeked Jackson, the India affixed 

to a National Bank Note Company salesman’s sample book (page removed unevenly), with the company’s information in 
green at bottom, Very Fine.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 

  
488  P 2¢ black, die II, large die proof, (73P1),  154 x 230 mm, nearly pristine, Extremely Fine. Scott $2,500.  

   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

489  P 2¢ black, die II, large die proof, (73P1a),  with National Bank Note Co. imprint and die number 1030, die-sunk on card 
(117 x 152 mm); slight abrasion along the left edge where it was previously bound into a sample book, few tiny, faint tone 
spots on card at the top, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $2,500.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

   
                                                                               490                                                                       491  
490  P 2¢ black, die I, plate proof on India, (73P3),  a gorgeous horizontal strip of 5, incredibly fresh with huge balanced 

margins; middle stamp with a tiny airhole (a natural India paper flaw) between “S” & “T” of “POSTAGE”, otherwise 
Extremely Fine. Scott $750+.   Estimate $350 - 500 

491  Pa 2¢ black, die I, plate proof on India, (73P3),  a choice right sheet margin block of 4, wonderfully fresh with large margins 
all around, Extremely Fine. Scott $750.   Estimate $300 - 400 

492  P 5¢ brown, large die proof, (76P1),  in magisterial color with incredible depth of impression; on India die sunk on gilt-
edged card (reduced at top); toning reaching to the India, the design seemingly unaffected, F.-V.F. Scott $700 (photo on 
web site).   Estimate $250 - 350 
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                                   493                                           494                                      495                                        496  
493  P 15¢ black, large die proof, with red “Specimen” overprint, (77P1 var),  a splendidly pulled proof on near-pristine 

National Bank Note Company’s salesman’s sample book page; company information below in red, Very Fine.
   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 

 
494  P 15¢ black, large die proof, (77P1),  an unblemished proof on India, die sunk on 147 x 225 mm card, Very Fine, a choice 

item. Scott $1,400.   Estimate $500 - 750 
 

495  P 15¢ black, small die proof, (77P2),  on gray card from Roosevelt Album, Very Fine. Scott $500.   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

496  Pa 15¢ black, plate proof on India, (77P3),  top sheet margin block of 4 with partial imprint, fresh and bright with large 
balanced margins, Very Fine. Scott $250.   Estimate $200 - 300 

        
                           497                                               499                                              500                                             501 
497  P 24¢ lilac, hybrid large die proof, (78P1 var.),  a choice example, 81 x 100 mm with full die sinkage, Extremely Fine.  does 

not exist as a normal large die proof.     Estimate $250 - 350 
 

498  P 24¢ lilac, small die proof, (78P2),  unusually dark shade, on gray card from Roosevelt Album, Extremely Fine. Scott $225 
(photo on web site).   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
499  Pa 24¢ lilac, plate proof on India, (78P3),  an exceptional block of 4, wonderfully fresh and bright with generous margins 

all around, Extremely Fine; with a 1993 P.F. certificate for a block of 8 of former Scott number 60P2. Scott $400.
   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
500  Pa 24¢ lilac, plate proof on card, (78P4),  a pretty block of 4, bright and fresh with large balanced margins, Extremely Fine. 

Scott $375.   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

501  P 3¢ rose, C. grill, imperf proof on stamp paper, (83P5),  horizontal pair, bright and fresh with large margins, Very Fine 
to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,750.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 
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1869 PiCtorial iSSUe 
1869 PiCtorial iSSUe eSSayS 

 

            
                502                          503                               504                                       506                                           EX 510  
502  E Grant essay, by George T. Jones, in black & light violet, (112-E1b),  die on India, cut to stamp size, Very Fine. Scott 

$3,250. Brazer 112E-Ab.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000  
 
Photo on the front cover.

503  E Grant essay, by George T. Jones, in black & light violet, (112-E1b), die on India, cut to stamp size; hinge remnants on 
the reverse, Very Fine,  rare. Scott $3,250. Brazer 112E-Ab.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000  

 
504  E 1¢ Franklin essay, small numerals, in black, (112-E4a),  die on India, die sunk on card, neatly reduced to 39 x 35 mm, 

Very Fine. Scott $1,250. Brazer 112E-Db.   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

505  E 1¢ Franklin essay, small numerals, various, (112-E4b, c, d), plate on stamp paper, imperf: block of 4 in orange brown; 
perf 12 without grill: in buff; with grill: buff, red brown (block of 4), black brown (block of 4) and dull red, o.g., F.-V.F. 
Scott $1,375. Brazer 112E-Dc, d, e (photo on web site).   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
506  Ea 1¢ Franklin essay, small numerals, in deep orange brown, (112-E4b),  plate on stamp paper, imperf, gummed, 

bottom margin block of 4, o.g., very lightly hinged, quite fresh, Extremely Fine. Scott $400. Brazer 114E-Cd.  
   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
507  E 1¢ Franklin essay, small numerals, in varying colors, (112-E4b,c,d),  plate on stamp paper, imperf, perf’d and/or grilled, 

a group of 5 singles and a block of 4, o.g., hinged (the grilled block is without gum), F.-V.F. Scott $930 (photo on web site).
   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
508  E 1¢ Franklin essay, small numerals, in 9 different shades or colors, (112-E4d),  plate on stamp paper, perf’d, 

gummed and grilled, o.g., hinged, bright fresh colors, F.-V.F. Scott $765. Brazer 112E-De (photo on web site).  
   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
509  E 1¢ Franklin to 12¢ Steamer essays and plate proofs, group of 14, (112-E4d//117-E2e),  plate on stamp paper, perf’d, 

gummed and grilled, a lovely look at what might have been; all but the two 5¢ die proofs grilled and perforated; hinged 
on a French album page; all colors bright; a couple items toned, the 3¢ green with pulled or trimmed perforations, F.-V.F. 
Scott $1,800 (Owner’s). Brazer 112E-Dd//117E-Ce (photo on web site).   Estimate $300 - 400 

510  E 1¢ Franklin essay, small numerals, in 9 different colors, (112-E4d),  plate on stamp paper, perf’d, gummed and grilled, 
horizontal pairs, o.g., hinged, fresh colors, F.-V.F., a nice lot for the specialist. Scott $1,560. Brazer 112E-De.  
   Estimate $500 - 750 
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                                 511                                                512                                               513                                        514  
511  Ea 1¢ Franklin essay, small numerals, in deep orange brown, (112-E4d),  plate on stamp paper, perf’d, gummed and 

grilled, top margin block of 4, o.g., 2 stamps never hinged, fresh bright color, F.-V.F. Scott $440. Brazer 112E-De.  
   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
512  Ea 1¢ Franklin essay, small numerals, in green, (112-E4d),  plate on stamp paper, perf’d, gummed and grilled, block of 4, 

o.g., hinge remnants, fresh, Fine. Scott $440. Brazer 112E-De.   Estimate $150 - 200 

513  Ea 1¢ Franklin essay, small numerals, in rose red, (112-E4d),  plate on stamp paper, perf’d, gummed and grilled, block of 4, 
o.g., lightly hinged (light gum crease at bottom), an attractive, fresh and well centered block, Very Fine. Scott $440. Brazer 
112E-De.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
514  E 1¢ Franklin essay, with flags & shield, in brown, (112-E5d var.),  die on India, cut to shape, an  unlisted  rich brown 

shade mounted on small card, Very Fine. Scott $300. Brazer 112E-Eb.   Estimate $300 - 400 

         
                                   515                                                  516                                  EX 517                                  518 
515  Ea 2¢ Postrider essay, small numerals, in brown, (113-E3e),  plate on stamp paper, perf’d, gummed and grilled, block of 4 

(weak perfs), o.g., hinged, fresh and well centered, Very Fine. Scott $320. Brazer 113E-De.   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

516  Ea 2¢ Postrider essay, small numerals, in orange, (113-E3f),  plate on stamp paper, perf’d and gummed, with double grill, 
block of 4, handsome block in deep color, the double grill visible even on the stamps’ face (especially position 1); thin 
paper leading to grill thins, F.-V.F., an attractive multiple. Scott $1,200 as singles. Brazer 113E-Df.   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
517  E 3¢ Locomotive essay, small numerals, in 5 different shades, (114-E6b),  plate on stamp paper, imperf, gummed, 

including brown rose and shades of rose; the four lighter rose shades are neatly identified, Very Fine, a very useful lot for 
the specialist. Scott $425. Brazer 114E-Cf.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
518  Ea 3¢ Locomotive essay, small numerals, in ultramarine, (114-E6b),  plate on stamp paper, imperf, gummed, block 

of 41/2, large part o.g., huge margins; small thin, Extremely Fine appearance. Scott $500. Brazer 114E-Cf.  
   Estimate $200 - 300 
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                                                 519                                                   520                                                    521 
519  Ea 3¢ Locomotive essay, small numerals, in black brown, (114-E6d var.),  plate on stamp paper, perf’d, gummed and 

grilled, corner margin block of 4, interesting “dry print” at left, o.g., never hinged, fresh and well centered, Very Fine, a 
nice variety for the specialist. Scott $320. Brazer 114E-Ch.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
520  Ea 3¢ Locomotive essay, small numerals, in dull violet, (114-E6d),  plate on stamp paper, perf’d, gummed and grilled, 

margin block of 4, o.g., 5 stamps never hinged, bright fresh color; hinge remnant at top reinforcing perf separations, Fine. 
Scott $720. Brazer 114E-Ch.   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
521  Ea 3¢ Locomotive essay, small numerals, in green, (114-E6d),  plate on stamp paper, perf’d, gummed and grilled, margin 

block of 4, o.g., never hinged, well centered, with bright fresh color, Very Fine. Scott $320. Brazer 114E-Ch.  
   Estimate $150 - 200 

        
                                                          522                                                 523                                           524 
522  Ea 3¢ Locomotive essay, small numerals, in rose red, (114-E6d),  plate on stamp paper, perf’d, gummed and grilled, margin 

block of 8, o.g., never hinged, bright pristine color, F.-V.F. Scott $640. Brazer 114E-Ch.   Estimate $250 - 350 

523  E 3¢ Locomotive grill essay, in ultramarine, (114-E7b), imperf and gummed, with National Bank Note Co. circular 
“postmark”, large margins; small thin spot at the lower left, Very Fine appearance; with a 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott 
$1,100. Brazer 114E-Da.   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
524  E 5¢ Washington essay, large lettering, in black, (115-E1b),  a real stunner, with plate nails present at top and bottom of 

India; die sunk on large card that is remarkably clean, Very Fine, a handsome addition to any collection. Scott $600. Brazer 
115aE-Eb.   Estimate $500 - 750 
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                       525                                   526                                     527                      528                   529                    530  
525  E 5¢ Washington essay, large lettering, in black, (115-E1b),  42 x 65 mm, fresh and pristine, Extremely Fine. Scott $600. 

Brazer 115aE-Eb.   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

526  E 5¢ Washington essay, large lettering, in black brown, (115-E1b),  an attractive piece, flawlessly printed with India die 
sunk on fresh card, Very Fine; with 2006 P.F. certificate. Scott $600. Brazer 115aE-Eb.   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
527  E 5¢ Washington essay, large lettering, in black brown, (115-E1b), on India, die-sunk on card, 46 x 72 mm, Very Fine. 

Scott $600. Brazer 115aE-Eb.   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

528  E 5¢ Washington essay, large lettering, in carmine, (115-E1b),  41 x 65 mm (full size); hinged and small thin on the 
reverse, otherwise Extremely Fine. Scott $600. Brazer 115aE-Eb.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
529  E 5¢ Washington essay, large lettering, in dusky blue, (115-E1b),  completed die on India, die sunk on card, 38 x 48 mm, 

bright color; hinge remnants on the reverse, F.-V.F. Scott $600. Brazer 115aE-Eb.   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

530  E 5¢ Washington essay, large lettering, in dusky slate blue, (115-E1b),  41 x 66 mm, deep rich color; paper hinge remnants 
on the reverse showing as faint stains on the front, also a small thin, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $600. Brazer 115aE-Eb.   
Estimate $200 - 300 

   
531                                            532 

531  E 5¢ Washington essay, large lettering, in green, (115-E1b),  a showstopper with pulsating color on immaculate India; 
evidence of a one-time paperclip at top of card, still Very Fine. Scott $600. Brazer 115aE-Eb.   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
532  E 5¢ Washington essay, large lettering, in orange, (115-E1b),  in radiant color without a hint of oxidation; card toned and 

marked, Very Fine proof. Scott $600. Brazer 115aE-Eb.   Estimate $400 - 600 
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                             533                                     534                                                  535                                              536  

           
                         537                                   538                                  539                                 540                                  541 

            
                                       542                         543                              544                              545                         546 

               
                         547                                  548                                 549                                   550                                   551  
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533  E 5¢ Washington essay, large lettering, in orange, (115-E1b),  completed die on India, die sunk on card, 38 x 48 mm, fresh 
bright color; hinge remnant on the reverse, F.-V.F. Scott $600. Brazer 115aE-Eb.   Estimate $200 - 300 

534  E 5¢ Washington essay, large lettering, in red brown, (115-E1b), on India, die-sunk on card, 44 x 70 mm, Very Fine. Scott 
$600. Brazer 115aE-Eb.   Estimate $300 - 400 

535  E 5¢ Washington essay, large lettering, in scarlet, (115-E1b),  a glorious proof in mind-blowing color, India die sunk on 
near-pristine card, Very Fine, even Rhett would care. Scott $600. Brazer 115aE-Eb.   Estimate $500 - 750 

536  E 5¢ Washington essay, large lettering, in scarlet, (115-E1b),  completed die on India, die sunk on card, 38 x 50 mm, F.-V.F. 
Scott $600. Brazer 115aE-Eb.   Estimate $200 - 300 

537  E 5¢ Washington essay, large lettering, in black, (115-E1c), die on proof paper, 40 x 65 mm (full size), fresh and 
bright; heavy hinge remnant and thin on the reverse, otherwise Extremely Fine. Scott $600. Brazer 115aE-Ec.  
   Estimate $200 - 300 

538  E 5¢ Washington essay, large lettering, in blue, (115-E1d), die on pink bond, 37 x 37 mm; hinge remnant on the reverse, 
Very Fine. Scott $600. Brazer 115aE-Ee.   Estimate $250 - 350 

539  E 5¢ Washington essay, large lettering, in brown, (115-E1d), die on pink bond, 37 x 39 mm, fresh color; hinge remnant on 
the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $600. Brazer 115aE-Ee.   Estimate $250 - 350 

540  E 5¢ Washington essay, large lettering, in orange, (115-E1d), die on pink bond, 40 x 38 mm, fresh and attractive; small 
hinge remnant on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $600. Brazer 115aE-Ee.   Estimate $250 - 350 

541  E 5¢ Washington essay, large lettering, in brown, (115-E1g), die on cream wove, 34 x 32 mm; small hinge thin on the 
reverse at top, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $600. Brazer 115aE-Eh.   Estimate $200 - 300 

542  E 5¢ Washington essay, large lettering, in blue, (115-E1h), die on clear white bond, 29 x 32 mm, fresh color and a clean 
back, F.-V.F. Scott $600. Brazer 115aE-Ei.   Estimate $200 - 300 

543  E 5¢ Washington essay, large lettering, in orange, (115-E1h), die on clear white bond, 29 x 29 mm, F.-V.F. Scott $600. 
Brazer 115aE-Ei.   Estimate $200 - 300 

544  E 5¢ Washington essay, large lettering, in red orange brown, (115-E1h), die on clear white bond, 38 x 39 mm; hinge 
remnant on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $600. Brazer 115aE-Ei.   Estimate $300 - 400 

545  E 5¢ Washington essay, large lettering, in black, (115-E1i), die on thick cloudy bond, 33 x 38 mm; hinged on the reverse, 
Very Fine. Scott $600. Brazer 115aE-Ej.   Estimate $250 - 350 

546  E 5¢ Washington essay, large lettering, in blue, (115-E1i), die on thick cloudy bond, 32 x 34 mm, Very Fine. Scott $600. 
Brazer 115aE-Ej.   Estimate $250 - 350 

547  E 5¢ Washington essay, large lettering, in red, (115-E1i), die on thick cloudy bond, 45 x 43 mm, fresh color and a clean 
back, Very Fine. Scott $600. Brazer 115aE-Ej.   Estimate $250 - 350 

548  E 5¢ Washington essay, large lettering, in reddish brown, (115-E1i), die on thick cloudy bond, 36 x 38 mm, Very Fine. 
Scott $600. Brazer 115aE-Ej.   Estimate $250 - 350 

549  E 5¢ Washington essay, large lettering, in black, (115-E1k), die on glazed paper, 42 x 47 mm, bright intense color; hinge 
remnant on the reverse, Extremely Fine. Scott $550. Brazer 115aE-El.   Estimate $300 - 400 

550  E 5¢ Washington essay, large lettering, in blue, (115-E1k), die on glazed paper, 41 x 40 mm, beautifully bright and fresh; 
heavy hinge remnant on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $550. Brazer 115aE-El.   Estimate $250 - 350 

551  E 5¢ Washington essay, large lettering, in scarlet, (115-E1k), die on glazed paper, 42 x 49 mm, fresh bright color; small 
hinge remnant on the reverse, Extremely Fine. Scott $550. Brazer 115aE-El.   Estimate $300 - 400 
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           EX 552                             553                                       554                                        555                                       556 
552  E 5¢ Washington essay, small lettering, in 6 different colors, (115-E2c,d),  plate on wove, 5 are imperf, 1 is perf’d, o.g., 

hinged or hinge remnant, mostly good color and margins; the perf’d orange shows a hint of oxidition at top, F.-V.F. Scott 
$670.   Estimate $250 - 350 

553  Ea 5¢ Washington essay, small lettering, in deep red violet, (115-E2c),  plate on wove, imperf and gummed, block of 4, o.g., 
lightly hinged, large even margins, Extremely Fine. Scott $320. Brazer 115aE-Fc.   Estimate $200 - 300 

554  Ea 5¢ Washington essay, small lettering, in green, (115-E2c),  plate on wove, imperf and gummed, block of 4, o.g., lightly 
hinged, large margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $320. Brazer 115aE-Fc.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
555  Ea 5¢ Washington essay, small lettering, in red brown, (115-E2c),  plate on wove, imperf and gummed, imprint block of 4, 

o.g., stamps never hinged, hinged in selvage only, Very Fine. Scott $320+. Brazer 115aE-Fc.   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

556  Ea 5¢ Washington essay, small lettering, in orange, (115-E2d),  plate on wove, perf’d and gummed, block of 4, a brightly 
colored quartet, on fresh paper with completely sound perforations; bottom stamps never hinged; hint of light oxidation to 
top pair, F.-V.F.+, a tough essay. Scott $800 as singles. Brazer 115aE-Fd.   Estimate $350 - 500 

               
                    557                            558                             559                           560                            561                            562 
557  E 5¢ Washington safety essay, underprint design 2, orange on black, (115-ESP7),  die on India, 30 x 30 mm, Very Fine. 

Formerly Scott 115-E4a. Scott $3,250. Brazer 115aE-Fd.   Estimate $1,200 - 1,800 
 

558  E 5¢ Washington safety essay, underprint design 3, orange on brown, (115-ESP13),  die on India, 32 x 30 mm, faults 
including a repaired tear. Formerly Scott 115-E5a. Scott $3,250. Brazer 115aE-Fd.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

559  E 5¢ Washington safety essay, underprint design 5, orange on violet, (115-ESP2),  die on India, 27.5 x 32 mm, Extremely 
Fine. Formerly Scott 115-E7a. Scott $3,250. Brazer 115aE-Fd.   Estimate $1,200 - 1,800 

560  E 10¢ Lincoln safety essay, underprint design 14, blue on scarlet, (116-ESP14),  die on India, 28 x 30 mm, Extremely 
Fine. Formerly Scott 116-E12b. Scott $5,500. Brazer 116aE-Fd.   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000  
 

Photo on the front cover. 
 

561  E 5¢ Washington safety essay, underprint design 14, carmine on scarlet, (115-ESP14),  die on India, 27.5 x 28 mm, 
Extremely Fine. Formerly Scott 115-E12b. Scott $4,000. Brazer 115aE-Fd.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000  

 
562  E 5¢ Washington safety essay, underprint design 24, carmine on scarlet, (115-ESP25),  die on India, 27.5 x 29 mm, 

Extremely Fine. Formerly Scott 115-E19a. Scott $3,250. Brazer 115aE-Fd.   Estimate $1,200 - 1,800 
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                                  563                               564                                565                                                566  
563  E 10¢ Lincoln essay, in red violet, (116-E1c), complete die on India, die-sunk on card, removed from card, 51 x 64 mm, 

Very Fine. An unlisted color. Scott $1,100. Brazer 116E-Da.   Estimate $400 - 600 
 

564  E 10¢ Lincoln essay, in black, (116-E1c),  complete die on India, 48 x 63mm, removed from card, bright and fresh; hinge 
remnants on the reverse, F.-V.F. Scott $1,100. Brazer 116E-Da.   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
565  E 10¢ Lincoln essay, in black, (116-E1c),  complete die on India, 49 x 65 mm; hinge remnants on the reverse and minuscule 

thin spot, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,100. Brazer 116E-Da.   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

566  E 10¢ Lincoln essay, in brown black, (116-E1c),  complete die on India, die sunk on card, both India and card remarkably 
pristine, the design crisp and strong, with National Bank Note Co., N.Y. imprint below, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,100. 
Brazer 116E-Da.   Estimate $500 - 750 

         
                                             567                                         568                                   569                                  570 
567  E 10¢ Lincoln essay, in brown red, (116-E1c), complete die on India, die sunk on card, with National Bank Note Co. 

imprint, 76 x 79 mm with full die sinkage; small natural paper inclusion across the bridge of Lincoln’s nose, Very Fine. 
Scott $1,100. Brazer 116E-Da.   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
568  E 10¢ Lincoln essay, in scarlet, (116-E1c), complete die on India, die-sunk on card, with National Bank Note Co. imprint, 

removed from card, 43 x 66 mm; couple small thins, Very Fine appearance. Scott $1,100. Brazer 116E-Da.  
   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
569  E 10¢ Lincoln essay, in carmine, (116-E1c),  complete die on India, 58 x 63 mm, removed from card, bright rich color and 

clean back; tiny natural paper inclusion, F.-V.F. Scott $1,100. Brazer 116E-Da.   Estimate $350 - 500 
 

570  E 10¢ Lincoln essay, in deep blue, (116-E1c),  complete die on India, 52 x 60 mm, removed from card, bright fresh color; 
hinge remnant on the reverse, F.-V.F. Scott $1,100. Brazer 116E-Da.   Estimate $350 - 500 
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                571                                  572                                  573                                               574                                          575 

             
                    576                                      577                                    578                                    579                                   580 

 

              
                                 581                                                 582                            583                          584                              585  
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571  E 10¢ Lincoln essay, in deep red, (116-E1c),  complete die on India, 67 x 72 mm, removed from card, bright rich color; 
hinge remnant on the reverse, F.-V.F. Scott $1,100. Brazer 116E-Da.   Estimate $350 - 500 

 
572  E 10¢ Lincoln essay, in green, (116-E1c),  complete die on India, 54 x 68 mm, removed from card, bright fresh color and 

clean back; natural paper inclusion at left, F.-V.F. Brazer 116E-Da.   Estimate $350 - 500 
 

573  E 10¢ Lincoln essay, in orange, (116-E1c), complete die on India, die-sunk on card, removed from card, 52 x 56 mm, Very 
Fine. Scott $1,100. Brazer 116E-Daa.   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
574  E 10¢ Lincoln essay, in red violet, (116-E1c),  complete die on India, die sunk on card, sensational print in wondrous color, 

with doubled National Bank Note Co., N.Y. imprint below; card showing just a hint of toning at edges, Very Fine, an 
attractive piece. Scott $1,100. Brazer 116E-Da.   Estimate $600 - 800 

575  E 10¢ Lincoln essay, in dark chocolate, (116-E1d), die on proof paper, 40 x 68 mm, Very Fine. Scott $1,000. Brazer 116E-
Db.   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
576  E 10¢ Lincoln essay, in black, (116-E1d), die on proof paper, 65 x 60 mm, bright and fresh; hinged on the reverse and with 

tiny thin, Very Fine appearance. Scott $1,000. Brazer 116E-Db.   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

577  E 10¢ Lincoln essay, in orange, (116-E1d), die on proof paper, 56 x 69 mm, bright rich color; hinge remnant on the reverse, 
Very Fine. Scott $1,000. Brazer 116E-Db.   Estimate $350 - 500 

 
578  E 10¢ Lincoln essay, in orange red, (116-E1d), die on proof paper, 54 x 63 mm, pristine, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,000. 

Brazer 116E-Db.   Estimate $400 - 600 
 

579  E 10¢ Lincoln essay, in carmine, (116-E1d), die on proof paper, 42 x 56 mm; hinge remnants on the reverse and tiny hinge 
thins, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,000. Brazer 116E-Db.   Estimate $250 - 350 

580  E 10¢ Lincoln essay, in all 4 listed colors, (116-E1e), die on ivory paper, ample margins for the issue, bright and fresh; 
black value with hinge remnants on the reverse, a Very Fine set. Scott $4,000. Brazer 116E-Dc.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 

 
581  E 10¢ Lincoln essay, in scarlet, (116-E1e), die on ivory paper, with sharp detail and clean color, National Bank Note Co., 

N.Y. imprint on ivory paper below; die sunk on 150 x 226 mm card; a few spots of toning or stains at card edge, otherwise 
Very Fine, a pretty design. Scott $1,000. Brazer 116E-Dc.   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
582  E 10¢ Lincoln essay, in light red brown, (116-E1f),  die on clear white thin bond, 35 x 45 mm, Extremely Fine. Scott 

$1,000. Brazer 116E-Dd.   Estimate $400 - 600 
 

583  E 10¢ Lincoln essay, in black, (116-E1g),  die on cloudy cream bond, 31 x 35 mm, Extremely Fine, Ex-Finkelberg. Scott 
$1,100. Brazer 116E-De.   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
584  E 10¢ Lincoln essay, in light red brown, (116-E1g),  die on cloudy cream bond, 35 x 35 mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,100. 

Brazer 116E-De.   Estimate $400 - 600 
 

585  E 10¢ Lincoln essay, in light red brown, (116-E1g),  die on cloudy cream bond, 41 x 29 mm, Very Fine. Scott $1,100. 
Brazer 116E-Dd.   Estimate $350 - 500 

      
586                     587                 588 

586  E 10¢ Lincoln essay, in red orange, (116-E1g), die on cloudy cream bond, 22 x 22 mm, Very Fine. Scott $1,100. Brazer 
116E-De.   Estimate $350 - 500 

 
587  E 10¢ Lincoln essay, in red orange, (116-E1h), die on pink bond, 25 x 26 mm, Very Fine. Scott $1,000. Brazer 116E-Df. 

   Estimate $400 - 600 
 

588  E 10¢ Lincoln essay, in dark brown, (116-E1i), die on pale greenish gray bond, 24 x 27 mm, Very Fine. Scott $1,050. 
Brazer 116E-Dg.   Estimate $500 - 750 
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589  Ea 10¢ Lincoln essay, in light ultramarine, (116-E1k), plate on stamp paper, imperf and gummed, top & bottom imprint 
blocks of 4, o.g., bright and fresh with large margins, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,000 as singles. Brazer 116E-Dj.  
   Estimate $500 - 750 

590  Ea 10¢ Lincoln essay, in blue, (116-E1k),  plate on stamp paper, imperf and gummed, block of 4, o.g., hinge remnants, ample 
to large margins, Very Fine. Scott $500. Brazer 116E-Dj.   Estimate $250 - 350 

591  Ea 10¢ Lincoln essay, in ultramarine, (116-E1k),  plate on stamp paper, imperf and gummed, block of 4, o.g., previously 
hinged, small gum thins; light natural crease at upper left, Extremely Fine. Scott $500. Brazer 116E-Dj.  
   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
592  Ea 10¢ Lincoln essay, in dark ultramarine, (116-E1k),  plate on stamp paper, imperf and gummed, block of 4, o.g., lightly 

hinged. Scott $500. Brazer 116E-Dj.   Estimate $300 - 400 

593  Ea 10¢ Lincoln essay, in green, (116-E1k), plate on stamp paper, imperf and gummed, a choice block of 4, o.g.,  never 
hinged, Extremely Fine. Scott $600. Brazer 116E-Dj.   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
594  Ea 10¢ Lincoln essay, in deep green, (116-E1k),  plate on stamp paper, imperf and gummed, block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, 

large margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $600. Brazer 116E-Dj.   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

595  E 10¢ Declaration of Independence essay, in brown, (116-E2a),  die on India, die sunk on card, 122 x 84 mm with full die 
sinkage; few tiny, faint tone spots on card, Very Fine. Scott $4,250. Brazer 116E-Ea.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 

 
596  E 10¢ Declaration of Independence essay, in red orange, (116-E2a), die on India, 50 x 44 mm, removed from card, 

bright fresh color; couple barely visible thins, otherwise F.-V.F.,  quite rare. Scott $4,250. Brazer 116E-Ea.  
   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

 
597  E 12¢ S.S. Adriatic essay, small numerals, in dark red brown, (117-E2c), complete die on India, die-unknown on card, 

reduced to 38 x 42 mm; slight thinning on card only, Very Fine. Scott $1,350. Brazer 117E-Cb.   Estimate $400 - 600 
 

598  E 12¢ S.S. Adriatic essay, small numerals, in dull orange, (117-E2c), complete die on India, die-unknown on card, removed 
from card, 44 x 50 mm, Very Fine. Scott $1,350. Brazer 117E-Cb.   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
599  Ea 12¢ S.S. Adriatic essay, small numerals, in blue, (117-E2e),  plate on stamp paper, perf’d, gummed and grilled, corner 

margin block of 4, very slightly disturbed (sweated) o.g., F.-V.F. Scott $500. Brazer 117E-Ce.   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

600  E 12¢ S.S. Adriatic essay, small numerals, in 7 different colors, (117-E2e),  plate on stamp paper, perf’d, gummed and 
grilled, o.g., hinged, V.G.-Fine. Scott $875. Brazer 117E-Ce.   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
601  Ea 12¢ S.S. Adriatic essay, small numerals, in red brown, (117-E2e),  plate on stamp paper, perf’d, gummed and grilled, 

block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $500. Brazer 117E-Ce.   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

602  Ea 12¢ S.S. Adriatic essay, small numerals, in yellow brown, (117-E2e),  plate on stamp paper, perf’d, gummed and grilled, 
block of 4, large part o.g., Fine. Scott $500. Brazer 117E-Ce.   Estimate $150 - 200 

 
603  E 12¢ S.S. Adriatic essay, typographed, group of eight, (117-E3),  lovely array of paper and ink combinations, six on 

wove, two on laid, all neatly arranged on a French album page, Very Fine. Brazer 117E-D (photo on web site).  
   Estimate $1,200 - 1,800 

 
604  E Rawdon, Wright, Hatch & Edson vignette of the Declaration of Independence, (120 var.), die on India mounted 

on card, 60 x 55 mm, similar to the right-hand portion of the vignette of the issued stamp, Very Fine,  rare and possibly 
unique,  a great item for the 1869 issue specialist.   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
605  E 24¢ Declaration of Independence essay, small numerals, in black, 2 different, (120-E2c,d),  plate on red salmon 

tinted paper and on orange buff tinted paper, immaculate, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $450. Brazer 120E-Cc,d. 
   Estimate $250 - 350 
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606  E 24¢ Declaration of Independence essay, large numerals, in violet & red, (120-E3a),  vignette mounted in place, die on 
India, mounted on card, an exquisite hybrid, mounted on pristine India with National Bank Note Co., N.Y. imprint in violet 
below, all die sunk on full-sized card showing just a few spots of toning, Very Fine. Scott $4,500. Brazer 120E-Da.   
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500 

 
607  E 30¢ Burgoyne essay, vignette only, in black, (121-E1 var.),  on card, 135 x 68 mm; hinge remnants and mounting 

adherences on the reverse, otherwise Very Fine, a nice collateral item.   Estimate $300 - 400 

608  E 30¢ Burgoyne essay, in black, (121-E1a), die on India, die sunk on card, 91 x 70 mm; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very 
Fine. Brazer 121E-Ca.   Estimate $300 - 400 

609  E 30¢ Burgoyne essay, in blue, (121-E1a), die on India, die sunk on card, day-one fresh with exceptional color and National 
Bank Note Co., N.Y. imprint below, a grand little item. Scott $800. Brazer 121E-Ca.   Estimate $500 - 750 

610  E 30¢ Burgoyne essay, in blue, (121-E1a), die on India, die sunk on card, 80 x 60; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine. 
Scott $800. Brazer 121E-Ca.   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
611  E 30¢ Burgoyne essay, in brown orange, (121-E1a), die on India, die sunk on card, 95 x 77 mm, immaculate, Extremely 

Fine. Scott $800. Brazer 121E-Ca.   Estimate $400 - 600 

612  E 30¢ Burgoyne essay, in carmine, (121-E1a), die on India, die sunk on card, 90 x 69 mm, immaculate, Extremely Fine. 
Scott $800. Brazer 121E-Ca.   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
613  E 30¢ Burgoyne essay, in red violet, (121-E1a), die on India, die sunk on card, 80 x 74 mm, bright color; hinge remnants 

on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $800. Brazer 121E-Ca.   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

614  E 30¢ Burgoyne essay, in orange, (121-E1a), die on India, die sunk on card, 82 x 65 mm, couple hinge remnants on the 
reverse, Very Fine. Brazer 121E-Ca.   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
615  E 30¢ Burgoyne essay, in yellow brown, (121-E1a), die on India, die sunk on card, 82 x 63 mm; just a bit soiled at top right, 

otherwise Very Fine. Scott $800. Brazer 121E-Ca.   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

616  E 30¢ Burgoyne essay, in black, (121-E1f), die on proof paper, 41 x 39 mm, immaculate, Very Fine. Scott $500. Brazer 
121E-Cb.   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
617  E 30¢ Burgoyne essay, in black, (121-E1g), die on ivory paper, 65 x 60 mm, with NBNC imprint; hinge remnants on the 

reverse, F.-V.F. overall. Scott $1,000. Brazer 121E-Cc.   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

618  E 30¢ Burgoyne essay, in scarlet, (121-E1g), die on ivory paper, 65 x 50 mm, nice bright color; couple shallow thins, 
otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,000. Brazer 121E-Cc.   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
619  E 30¢ Burgoyne essay, in black, (121-E1i), die on clear white bond, 38 x 37 mm (full size), pristine, Extremely Fine. Scott 

$600. Brazer 121E-Cd.   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

620  E 30¢ Burgoyne essay, in light red brown, (121-E1i), die on clear white bond, 41 x 38 mm, immaculate, Very Fine. Scott 
$600. Brazer 121E-Cd.   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
621  E 30¢ Burgoyne essay, in orange, (121-E1i), die on clear white bond, die on yellowish cloudy bond, 41 x 37 mm, immaculate, 

Very Fine. Scott $600. Brazer 121E-Ce.   Estimate $300 - 400 
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                                                      622                     623                           624                               625  
622  E 30¢ Burgoyne essay, in blue, (121-E1j), die on yellowish cloudy bond, 35 x 35 mm; hinge remnants on the reverse, 

covering a vertical tear at bottom right, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $600. Brazer 121E-Ce.   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

623  E 30¢ Burgoyne essay, in light red brown, (121-E1j), die on yellowish cloudy bond, 32 x 41 mm, with NBNC imprint; 
hinge remnant on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $600. Brazer 121E-Ce.   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
624  E 30¢ Burgoyne essay, in orange, (121-E1j), die on yellowish cloudy bond, 47 x 34 mm, immaculate, Very Fine. Scott 

$600. Brazer 121E-Ce.   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

625  E 30¢ Burgoyne essay, in dim orange red, (121-E1l), die on pink bond, 50 x 45 mm, immaculate, Very Fine. Scott $600. 
Brazer 121E-Ccc.   Estimate $300 - 400 

626  
626  Ea 30¢ Burgoyne essay, in black on blue, (121-E1p),  plate on thin surface-tinted paper, full wide top margin block of 20 

with imprint, in deep color with full margins all around, Very Fine, a remarkable—and scarce—multiple. Scott $5,500 as 
singles. Brazer 121E-Ck.   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000 
 
 Photo on the back cover. 

      
                          627                                                     628                                                                     629  
627  E 30¢ Burgoyne essays, 2 different, in black on pale gray and on salmon red, (121-E1p),  plate on thin surface-tinted 

paper, nice margins, Very Fine. Scott $450. Brazer 121E-Ck.   Estimate $250 - 350  
 

628  Ea 30¢ Burgoyne essay, in black on pale green, (121-E1p),  plate on thin surface-tinted paper, bottom left corner margin 
block of 16, fresh and bright, pristinely printed with full margins at top and right; full press sheet showing end of surface 
coloring at left, Very Fine,  a rare large multiple,  a showpiece for sure. Scott $4,400 as singles. Brazer 121E-Ck.  
   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 

629  Ea 30¢ Burgoyne essay, in black on salmon red, (121-E1p),  plate on thin surface-tinted paper, bottom margin block of 
20 with imprint, an eye-socking magnificent multiple, fresh as the day it was printed; full margin at top, with complete 
side and wide bottom sheet selvage; light, natural wrinkling below stamps, Very Fine,  a rarely seen large multiple. Scott 
$3,500 as singles. Brazer 121E-Ck.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 
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                                   630                                                            631                                                          632  
630  E 30¢ Burgoyne essay, in dull red violet, (121-E1s),  plate on bond, with red bands at top and bottom, horizontal margin 

pair, choice, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $700. Brazer 121E-Co.   Estimate $350 - 500 
 

631  E 90¢ Washington essay, small numerals, in black & pale orange red, (122-E2b),  plate on stamp paper, imperf, corner 
margin pair, huge margins, Extremely Fine. Scott $550. Brazer 122E-Cc.   Estimate $300 - 400 

  
632  E 90¢ Pictorial frame essay, small numerals, three different colors, (122-E3), plate on India paper, imperf, dark blue, dull 

violet & orange; small faults. Scott $675. Brazer 122E-Cd.   Estimate $200 - 300 

   
                                                                                        633                              634  
633  Ea 90¢ Pictorial frame essay, small numerals, in dull violet, (122-E3),  plate on stamp paper, imperf, bottom right corner 

margin block of 20, on clean paper in soft color with full to large margins surrounding; faults, including hinge-sealed tear 
affecting positions 14 & 18, otherwise Very Fine appearance, a scarce multiple. Scott $4,500 as singles. Brazer 122E-Cd.
   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 

 
634  E 90¢ Lincoln essay, small numerals, in black, (122-E4b),  vignette only, plate on rough pitted thick gray paper, large 

margins all around; torn, rejoined and partly rebacked (the paper is, after all, very fragile), Extremely Fine centering, 
definitely unusual. Scott $500. Brazer 122E-Db.   Estimate $200 - 300 

1869 PiCtorial iSSUe trial ColorS 
 

     
                                                                                          635                                          636 
635  P 15¢ dull red brown, type I, trial color large die proof, (118TC1ag),  a magnificent monochrome Landing, as sharp and 

clean as you want, with weak National Bank Note Co., N.Y. imprint below; a few toned spots of no real consequence, Very 
Fine. Scott $2,500.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

636  P 30¢ dull orange red & deep green, trial color large die proof, (121TC1al),  cut to stamp size and mounted on card; 
small faults, Very Fine appearance. Very rare. Scott $3,500 for full size.   Estimate $250 - 350 
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   EX 637  

637  P 1¢-90¢ “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card complete (less #132TC4g), (123TC4-132TC4),  a wonderful set, 
fresh, clean, and most with full to large margins; bicolors offering some striking “could have beens”, Very Fine. Scott 
$24,400.   Estimate $7,500 - 10,000 

 

       
                                                            638                                                                                   639      
638  P 2¢, 3¢, 6¢, 10¢ and 12¢ scarlet, 1875 Re-issue, 5 different “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, (124TC4b-

128TC4b),  each with large margins, bright colors and clean backs, Very Fine. Scott $750.   Estimate $300 - 400 

639  P 2¢, 3¢, 6¢, 10¢ and 12¢ green, 1875 Re-issue, 5 different “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, (124TC4b-
128TC4b),  each with large margins and bright colors; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $750.  
   Estimate $300 - 400 

 

      
                                                                   640                                641                                642   
640  P 15¢ blue & green, Re-issue, type III, “Atlanta” trial color plate proof on card, (129TC4l),  large margins, immaculate, 

Extremely Fine. Scott $375.   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

641  P 90¢ blue & brown, 1875 Re-issue, “Atlanta” trial color plate proof on card, (132TC4j),  large margins and bright 
colors; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $550.   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
642  P 90¢ blue & green, 1875 Re-issue, “Atlanta” trial color plate proof on card, (132TC4k),  large margins and bright 

colors; hinge remnant on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $550.   Estimate $250 - 350 
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1869 PiCtorial iSSUe ProofS 
 

      
                                                           EX 643                                   EX 644                                 645  
643  P Pictorials complete, large die proofs, (112P1-122P1),  nice set of proofs on India, die sunk on gilt-edged cards; toning 

varies from none to heavy, F.-V.F., imaged in full online. Scott $8,000.   Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
 

644  P 1¢-90¢, large die hybrid proofs, selection of eight, (112P1//122P1),  the set complete less the 3¢ and 6¢ values; each 
fresh and sharp, the bi-colors in exquisite registration, the 30¢ and 90¢ with truly eye-popping color, Very Fine, ex-Moore. 
Scott $7,100.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 

 
645  P 1¢ buff, large die proof, (112P1),  47 x 74 mm with full die sinkage; small natural paper flaw, Very Fine. Scott $750. 

   Estimate $250 - 350 

               
               EX 646               EX 647             EX 648                         EX 649                                     EX 650                            EX 651 
646  P Pictorials complete, “Roosevelt” small die proofs, (112P2-122P2),  a choice set with excellent color and margins, Very 

Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $4,575.   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000 
 

647  P Pictorials complete, plate proofs on India, (112P3-122P3),  10 values, a choice set with ample margins and bright fresh 
colors, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $855.   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
648  P Pictorials complete, plate proofs on India, (112P3-122P3),  10 values, a nice set with ample margins and bright fresh 

colors, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $855.   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

649  Pa Pictorials complete, plate proofs on India, (112P3//122P3, 129P3),  blocks of 4, comprising proofs of #112-117, 119-
122 and 129, each with lovely color and exquisite detail, all with solid margins; 6¢ and 10¢ with pinhole or tiny thin; #129 
corner crease at upper left, still Very Fine, grand blocks from this iconic series; with 1983 P.F. certificate for #129P3. Scott 
$5,460.   Estimate $2,500 - 3,500 

 
650  Pa Pictorials complete, plate proofs on India, (112P3-122P3),  10 values, 15¢ is type II only, blocks of 4, nice margins, 

good colors and mostly clean backs, a Very Fine to Extremely Fine set. Scott $3,860.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 
 

651  P Pictorials complete, plate proofs on card, (112P4-122P4),  10 values, mostly nice margins and bright colors; hinge 
remnants on the reverse, generally Very Fine. Scott $1,015.   Estimate $350 - 500 
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652                                                                                         653 

652  P Pictorials complete, plate proofs on card, (112P4-117P4, 120P4-122P4, 129P4),  bright and fresh, large margins except 
the 2¢ a bit close at the left, F.-V.F. Scott $1,015.   Estimate $300 - 400 

653  P Pictorials complete, plate proofs on card, (112P4-117P4, 120P4-122P4, 129P4),  mostly large margins; 1¢ slightly thin, 
10¢ oxidized, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,015.   Estimate $200 - 300 

  

      
                                             654                                                     655                                                    656 
654  P 2¢ brown, large die proof, (113P1),  105 x 95 mm, brilliantly fresh color; hinge remnant on the reverse, Very Fine to 

Extremely Fine. Scott $750.   Estimate $300 - 400 

655  P 6¢ ultramarine, large die proof, (115P1),  crisply printed, with a spot of extraneous ink impinging on the “6”; the India 
die sunk on gilt-edged card which is toned, near Very Fine. Scott $900.   Estimate $250 - 350 

656  Pa 6¢ ultramarine, plate proof on India, (115P3),  plate block of 6, large margins, Very Fine,  scarce as a plate block. Scott 
$270 as singles.   Estimate $250 - 350 

657  Pa 6¢ ultramarine, plate proof on card, (115P4),  right arrow block of 4, Very Fine. Scott $375+ (photo on web site). 
   Estimate $200 - 300 

 

      
658                                           659  

658  Pa 15¢ brown & blue, type II, plate proof on India, (119P3),  block of 4, ample to large margins; hinge remnants on the 
reverse, Very Fine. Scott $600.   Estimate $300 - 400 

  
659  Pa 24¢ green & violet, plate proof on India, (120P3),  block of 4, large margins, Very Fine. Scott $625.
   Estimate $300 - 400 
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                                                                      660                                                              661  
660  P 30¢ blue & carmine, large die proof, (121P1),  on India, hinged to original 146 x 181 mm die sunk card; design with 

bright colors in near-perfect registry; albino belted National Bank Note Co., N.Y. emboss below design; card lightly foxed 
and soiled, not affecting India, Very Fine; with 2007 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,250.   Estimate $500 - 750 

661  P 30¢ blue & carmine, large die proof, (121P1),  on India, die sunk on gilt-edged card (with interleaving behind); a 
simply breathtaking print, with exact registration and a light blue that practically shines; card toned and spotted, a 
few spots just affecting the bottom edge of the India, still Very Fine or better, a gorgeous item. Scott $550.  
   Estimate $250 - 350 

    
                                                                          662                                            663 
662  P 30¢ blue & carmine, small die proof, (121P2),  immaculate and choice, Extremely Fine. Scott $450.  

   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

663  Pa 30¢ blue & carmine, plate proof on India, (121P3),  block of 4, large margins all around, bright color; hinge remnant on 
the reverse, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $625.   Estimate $300 - 400 
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Including the Following Important Holdings

Buy • Sell • Consign
stamps@kelleherasia.com • www.kelleherasia.com

USA Office: Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions
22 Shelter Rock Ln., Unit 53, 

Danbury CT 06810
T: +1.203.830.2500  F: 203.297.6059

Laurence Gibson started in 
the stamp business 
professionally in the early 
1980s with Earl P.L. 
Apfelbaum. Laurence 
became Far Eastern 
specialist, and heavily 
involved in theinvolved in the Asian 
Philatelic market. Laurence 
oversaw many important 
“One Owner” sales and 
brokered the famous “Sun” 
collection of Red Revenues

for $2.5 million to a collector. Other notable single owner 
collections that Gibson has worked with include The Lois Evans 
Exhibition Collection, The “Knight” Sale of Select Rarities from 
China, The Fred Freilicher Collection of Hong Kong, The 
Michael Eugene Ruggiero Collection of Classic Japan, The 
Bruce Lee Memorabilia Collection, The Lee Yuen Wong 
Collection of China and The Dr. Steven J. Berlin Collection of 
Karl Lewis Covers. His experience and knowledge in the Karl Lewis Covers. His experience and knowledge in the 
industry sets him apart in the philatelic market place.

Buy • Sell • Consign
stamps@kelleherasia.com • www.kelleherasia.com

Hong Kong  Office: Kelleher & Rogers, Ltd.
5/F Central Plaza • 18 Harbour Rd. • Wan Chai • Hong Kong

T: +1.852.2593.1107  F: 852.3153.5543

USA Office:  Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions
22 Shelter Rock Ln., Unit 53, Danbury, CT, 06810

T: +1.203.830.2500  F: 203.297.6059

In 1996, David Coogle 
co-founded, with Andrew 
Levitt, the Nutmeg Stamp 
Sales mail auction firm. In 
2004, Greg Manning 
purchased the Nutmeg brand 
and later merged the H.R. 
Harmer and Nutmeg Harmer and Nutmeg 
companies, positioning David 
as President. During this 
period, John Bull Stamp 
Auctions (amongst other 
firms) were acquired by the 
Manning firm and under the 

Philatelic Divisions Management Team which included 
David. He began calling auctions in Hong Kong for the 
newly founded Dynasty Auctions Company, Ltd., with 
his friend and business Partner Laurence Gibson as 
co-owners and enjoys being an owner Director and 
Auctioneer at Kelleher & Rogers, Ltd.

Keeeher & Rogee, Ltd. 
Fine Asian Auctions

Every now and again, a truly special collection from 
long-ago resurfaces to capture the imagination and 
rekindle the collecting passions of days gone by. 

Such is the case of the remarkable “Legend of the Dragon” 
collection. 
     As the name would suggest, the overriding emphasis 
of this stellar collection is based around the iconic Large 
Dragon issues of the Ching Dynasty. The collection, which 
has not seen the light of day in well over a generation, begins 
with a splendid array of the Large Dragon first issues proper, 
featuring sheets and blocks of the 1878 thin paper issues—in 
addition to a multitude of select quality mint sets for the 
1878 issue, as well as representation of the 1882 Wide Mar-
gin and 1883 thick paper printings. 
     Not to be outdone, the 1885 and 1888 Second Customs 
Small Dragon Issues feature wonderful coverage, include 
panes, dual panes, a superb showing of mint blocks of 4, rare 
imperforate proofs, in addition to lovely Small Dragon sur-
charges, which feature numerous sets of blocks of the Small 
Figure issues, in addition to a lovely and rare set of blocks of 
4 of the Large Figure surcharges. 
Perhaps the most fascinating portion of the ample Small 
Dragon section are the nearly dozen lots of the elusive 
“Taiwan Postage Stamp” or “Formosa” issues, which feature 
multiples, varieties etc. 
     Following the Customs Issues is a specialized section of 
the 1894-1897 Empress Dowager Issues including a rare, 
complete set of First Printing Large Mother Die Proofs 
in addition to outstanding Black Second print proofs of 
re-drawn designs, exquisite “cigarette” paper proofs, Second 
print proofs on white paper etc. A wonderful study of the 
9ca tete-beche pairs are noted, including a lovely block of 4, 

as well as examples of all six types. Impressive surcharges also. 
     A powerful section of the 1897 Red Revenue issue is 
included, highlighted by select quality examples of the Small 
4c surcharge as well as the $5 value. 
     Perhaps the most extraordinary portion of this legendary 
collection lies in the remarkable assembly dedicated to the 
incomparably diverse and wide ranging 1897-1914 postal 
history of the Coiling Dragon issues. Within the approxi-
mately 110 individual lots, we will find some of the finest 
sections of Large & Small Dollar Chops, Pa-kua cancels, Sun 
& Moon chops, Tomb stone cancels and Railway postmarks 
ever offered in one place. The usages and varieties of this 
issue, in addition to the enormous range of postmarks, des-
ignate these issues as some of the most significant in Chinese 
postal history. 
     The second portion of the Kelleher & Rogers lineup 
features issues of the Peoples Republic of China formed by 
a lady presently residing in New York City. In addition to 
a fine offering of scarce issues, we often find duplicated of-
ferings of the ever-popular miniature sheets, along with full 
sheets of select issues etc. 
     The collection was formed contemporaneously to the 
time of issue, and includes five positional blocks of four of 
the 1981 Monkey New Year issue, imperforate, marginal 
Mei Lan-tang issues, and a choice block of 4 of the second 
Military Stamp issue. 
      Without any doubt, this K&R fabulous February Public 
Auction is of such pre-eminent importance that it will clearly 
set the pace for China philately in 2021. Send for your free 
catalog today.
     All inquiries for these two sales should be directed to 
Laurence Gibson at Kelleher’s Danbury offices.

presents
Two Special and Profoundly Serious China Auctions 

at our Danbury, CT Galleries in March 2021
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Session 2
Sale 751

Wednesday, February 17, 2021
Beginning at 10 A.M.

At our offices in Danbury, CT

Lots 664 - 1274
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1870-1888 iSSUe eSSayS 
 

         
                                           664                                              665                               667                                  668 
664  E 2¢ Jackson, N.B.N.C. essay, in dull violet, (146-E7a), complete unadopted design, die on India, on card, 62 x 69 mm; 

slight surface flaws in right margin, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,000. Brazer 115aE-Fd.   Estimate $500 - 750

665  E 1870, 2¢ Jackson (N.B.N.C. essay), in scarlet, (146-E7b),  complete unadopted design, die on ivory paper, 40 x 46 mm; 
small thin, inclusion, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,000. Brazer 115aE-Fd.   Estimate $250 - 350 

666  E 1870, 2¢ Jackson (N.B.N.C. essay), in green, (146-E12 var.),  nearly complete adopted design, die on thick paper 
(or thin card), large margins; couple tiny pinholes, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,250 as normal (photo on web site). 
   Estimate $200 - 300 

667  E 1870, 2¢ Jackson (N.B.N.C. essay), in orange, (146-E12),  nearly complete adopted design, die on India, not on card (as 
listed in Scott); fresh India with generally strong and bright color; light oxidation in front of Jackson, otherwise Very Fine. 
Scott $1,250. Brazer 115aE-Fd.   Estimate $300 - 400 

668  Ea 1870, 3¢ Washington (N.B.N.C. essay), in brown, olive gray underprint, (147-E13a),  complete design, on thick paper, 
perf’d and gummed, block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, with strong color and solid perforations; top two stamps with areas 
of what appear to be oxidation, shown, but not mentioned, on accompanying certificate (noted here for accuracy), F.-V.F.; 
with 2010 P.F. certificate. Scott $600 as singles. Brazer 115aE-Fd.   Estimate $250 - 350 

EX 669 
669  E ca. 1870, set of five Lincoln vignette die essays,  each crisply printed on India, sunk on 153 x 229 mm card signed by 

engraver Charles Schlecht; colors comprise black, slate green, red, slate blue and ultramarine; all India fresh, a few cards 
with varying degrees of light, localized toning, Very Fine, a pretty set for the Lincoln or Bank Note enthusiast

.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 
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                     670                           671                              672                             673                        674                             675 
670  E ca. 1870, 6¢ Lincoln unadopted essay, in black, (148-E var.),  vignette only, die on India, die sunk on card, 75 x 95 

mm, signed in pencil by the engraver (Charles Schlecht), Extremely Fine, a useful item for the Bank Note era specialist.
   Estimate $200 - 300 
 
This may have been intended for Revenue usage. Compare Turner Revenue essay 15.  

 
671  E 1870, 6¢ Lincoln (N.B.N.C. essay), in black brown, (148-E7),  incomplete design, die on India, 31 x 34 mm, removed 

from card, rich bright color; hinge remnants and thin on the reverse, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,000. Brazer 115aE-Fd. 
   Estimate $250 - 350  

 
672  E 1870, 6¢ Lincoln (N.B.N.C. essay), in blue green, (148-E7),  incomplete design, die on India, 40 x 48 mm, removed from 

card, rich bright color; hinge remnants and small thin on the reverse, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,000. Brazer 115aE-Fd.
   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
673  E 1870, 6¢ Lincoln (N.B.N.C. essay), in dark red violet, (148-E7),  incomplete design, die on India, mounted on card, 

bright rich color; hinge remnants, thins and ink notes on the reverse, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,000. Brazer 115aE-Fd. 
   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
674  E 1870, 6¢ Lincoln (N.B.N.C. essay), in yellow brown, (148-E7),  incomplete design, die on India, on card, 32 x 38 mm, 

bright rich color; hinge remnants and ink notes on the reverse, F.-V.F. Scott $1,000. Brazer 115aE-Fd.
   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
675  E 1870, 6¢ Lincoln (N.B.N.C. essay), in yellow green, (148-E7),  incomplete design, die on India, 40 x 47 mm, bright color; 

some minor India paper irregularities, Very Fine overall. Scott $1,000. Brazer 115aE-Fd.   Estimate $350 - 500 

  
676                                           677  

676  E 1870, 7¢ Stanton (N.B.N.C. essay), in dark brown, (149-E6),  nearly complete adopted design, die on India, die sunk on 
card, 122 x 137 mm; faint water stain on front at top left, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $500. Brazer 115aE-Fd.

   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

677  E 1870, 7¢ Stanton (N.B.N.C. essay), in ultramarine, (149-E6),  nearly complete adopted design, die on India, die sunk on 
card, bright, fresh and clean, with lively color on immaculate India; card with light toning; “1st state/M” penciled at lower 
right, Very Fine. Scott $500. Brazer 115aE-Fd.   Estimate $300 - 400 
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                        678                         679                      680                       681                    682                         683                    684  

         
                                            685                                        686                          687                                  688 

   
                                                              690                                                                                  692 

      
                                                EX 694                                                         EX 695                                          EX 696   
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678  E 1870, 12¢ Clay (N.B.N.C. essay), in red violet, (151-E5),  vignette only, die on India, die sunk on card, a compelling Clay, 
in the deepest shade imaginable, pristinely pulled with three-dimensional detail; India sunk on 69 x 81 mm card; the few 
toned spots at edges barely deserve mention, Very Fine, a great addition to any collection. Scott $600. Brazer 115aE-Fd.   
Estimate $300 - 400 

679  E 1870, 12¢ Clay (N.B.N.C. essay), in deep orange brown, (151-E7a),  complete unadopted design, die on India, 32 x 39 
mm, deep rich color; hinge remnants on the reverse and small thin, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $900. Brazer 115aE-Fd.

   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

680  E 1870, 12¢ Clay (N.B.N.C. essay), in violet, (151-E7a), complete unadopted design, die on India, mounted on card, 
removed from card, 39 x 41 mm, Very Fine. Scott $900. Brazer 115aE-Fd.   Estimate $350 - 500 

681  E 1870, 12¢ Clay (N.B.N.C. essay), in slate blue, (151-E9a),  nearly complete design, die on India, die sunk on card, 35 x 
40 mm; hinge remnants on the reverse, F.-V.F. Scott $650. Brazer 115aE-Fd.   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
682  E 1870, 12¢ Clay (N.B.N.C. essay), in carmine, (151-E9a),  nearly complete design, die on India, 40 x 47 mm, rich bright 

color; thinned at top right, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $650. Brazer 115aE-Fd.   Estimate $200 - 250 
 

683  E 1870, 12¢ Clay (N.B.N.C. essay), in light blue, (151-E9a),  nearly complete design, die on India, 38 x 46 mm; small 
shallow thin, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $650. Brazer 115aE-Fd.   Estimate $200 - 250 

 
684  E 1870, 12¢ Clay (N.B.N.C. essay), in orange brown, (151-E9a),  nearly complete design, die on India, die sunk on card, 

28 x 35 mm; hinge remnants on the reverse, F.-V.F. Scott $650. Brazer 115aE-Fd.   Estimate $250 - 350 

685  E 1870, 24¢ Scott (N.B.N.C. essay), in dark orange brown, (153-E3),  vignette only, die on India, die sunk on card, 70 x 
150 mm; hinge remnants and detailed pencil notes on the reverse, Very Fine,  probably unique in this form. Scott $600. 
Brazer 115aE-Fd.   Estimate $500 - 750 

686  E 1870, 24¢ Scott (N.B.N.C. essay), in deep brown, (153-E4),  nearly complete design, die on India, 62 x 75 mm, deep rich 
color; thinned on the reverse showing as a light stain on front at top, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $650. Brazer 115aE-Fd.

   Estimate $200 - 300 

687  E 1870, 24¢ Scott (N.B.N.C. essay), in yellow brown, (153-E4),  nearly complete design, die on India, 42 x 46 mm; thinned 
and hinge remnants on the reverse showing as a light stain on front at top, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $650. Brazer 115aE-Fd.
   Estimate $200 - 300 

688  E 1870, 30¢ Hamilton (N.B.N.C. essay), in dark red brown, (154-E5),  incomplete engraved vignette only, die on India, 
die sunk on card, 98 x 111 mm; slight stain on the reverse just barely shows on the front, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $700. 
Brazer 115aE-Fd.   Estimate $350 - 500 

689  E 1873, C.B.N.C., Experimental J. grill essay, (156c-E),  single impression on card cut to stamp size (photo on web site).   
Estimate $150 - 200 

690  E 1876, Experimental ink & paper essays, 1¢ to 10¢, 4 different, (156-E2, 158-E1, 161-E1, 178-E1),  1¢ blue, 3¢ 
green, 10¢ brown and 2¢ vermilion, all on pale rose, o.g., hinge remnants, Fine. Scott $600.  Estimate $250 - 350 
 
Printed in normal colors of regularly issued designs, on horizontally laid paper coated with sensitive inks. Removing the 
cancellation caused the secondary ink to leave the paper and show the erasure.  

691  E 1876, 3¢ Experimental ink & paper essay, in green on deep red Schwoble varnish paper, (158-E2 var.),  bottom 
margin horizontal pair, unused without gum, Extremely Fine,  unusual; with 2012 P.F. certificate. Scott $200 (photo on 
web site).   Estimate $150 - 200  

692  Ea 1876, 3¢ Experimental ink & paper essay, in green on paper covered with pink varnish, (158-E2),  margin block of 8, 
o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $800.   Estimate $250 - 350 

693  E 1876, 10¢ brown, four experimental ink & paper essays, brown on deep yellow, (161-E1 & vars.),  two on thick laid 
and two on chemically treated, the last two heavily darked, one badly damaged, otherwise Very Fine, Ex-Finkelberg. Scott 
$600. Brazer 115aE-Fd (photo on web site).   Estimate $200 - 300 
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694  E 1877, 1¢-90¢ Washington (P.B.N.C. essay), in orange, (182-E2a - 190-E1c),  frames only, die on white pelure, set of 
nine on five pieces, on India, all as compound pairs as printed, less the 3¢ printed singly; good color throughout; 3¢ lightly 
reduced, light hinge translucency as normal, Very Fine,  very scarce, especially as a set. Scott $1,475. Brazer 182E-Ac - 
190E-Ac.   Estimate $500 - 750 

695  E 1877, 1¢ & 2¢ Washington (P.B.N.C. essay), in 6 different colors, (182-E2d),  frames only, die on proof paper, printed 
through a mat, horizontal pairs, rich colors; hinge remnants on the reverse, occasionally showing as slight stains on the 
front, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $600.   Estimate $200 - 300 

696  E 1877, 1¢ to 7¢ Washington (P.B.N.C. essay), 12 different in various colors, (182-E3b//186a-E2b),  plate on stamp paper, 
perf’d and (not) gummed, nice color; a few small faults, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $525.   Estimate $200 - 300 

      
                            697                                                            698                                                                    699 
697  Ea 1877, 1¢ to 90¢ Washington (P.B.N.C. essay), in red brown, (182-E3e),  plate on old glazed paper, perf’d and gummed, 

with imprint, sheet of 20, o.g., hinged in places, attractive overall although oxidation is beginning at the far right, otherwise 
Fine. Scott $700.   Estimate $350 - 500 

698  Ea 1877, 1¢ to 90¢ Washington (P.B.N.C. essay), in dull deep violet red, (182-E3d, 183-E2d),  plate on old glazed paper, 
imperf and gummed, with imprint, sheet of 36, o.g., never hinged, handsome design in attractive color; “Regular” penciled 
on gum; gum staining to three edges, spot of printing ink position 4 3¢, two tiny pinholes (below position 2 2¢, in hair of 
position 2 6¢), otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,400 as individual sheets.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

 
699  Ea 1877, 1¢ to 90¢ Washington (P.B.N.C. essay), in dull deep violet red, (182-E3d, 183E2d),  plate on old glazed paper, 

imperf and gummed, with imprint, composite stone sheet of 36, o.g., stamps never hinged, hinged in selvage only, clean 
and fresh with strong color; small thin lower left from hinge removal; “Wet down” penciled on gum, Very Fine, see note 
after #182-E33 in Scott. Scott $1,400 as individual sheets.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 
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                                                         700                                                     701                                            702  
700  Ea 1877, 1¢ to 90¢ Washington (P.B.N.C. essay), in scarlet, (182-E3d, 183-E3d), plate on old glazed paper, imperf and 

gummed, with imprint, composite stone sheet of 20 and 16, o.g., never hinged, a tough-to-find composite, most separated 
into the individual panes; broad-brushed ink on reverse with “Regular” penciled (inverted) at upper left; edge flaws, some 
spotting and wrinkling/creasing, F.-V.F. Scott $1,400 as individual panes.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

 
701  Ea 1877, 1¢ to 90¢ Washington (P.B.N.C. essay), in ultramarine, (182-E3e),  plate on old glazed paper, perf’d and gummed, 

with imprint, sheet of 20, a pretty composite sheet, with strong color and generally fresh paper; positions 1-4, 8, 12, 17 & 
20 hinged; light edge faults, some separations at position 1, Fine centering. Scott $700.   Estimate $300 - 400 

702  Ea 1877, 2¢ to 30¢ Washington (P.B.N.C. essay), in deep brown orange, (183-E2e), plate on old glazed paper, perf’d and 
gummed, with imprint, sheet of 16, o.g., hinged in places, fresh and well centered, Very Fine. Scott $500.

   Estimate $300 - 400 

      
                                               703                                   EX 704                                                 705 
703  Ea 1877, 2¢ to 30¢ Washington (P.B.N.C. essay), in dull deep violet red, (183-E2e), plate on old glazed paper, perf’d 

and gummed, with imprint, block of 8, o.g., hinge remnants; one stamp with small thin, otherwise F.-V.F.  
   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
704  Ea 1877, 2¢ to 30¢ Washington (P.B.N.C. essay), in both colors, (183-E2e), plate on old glazed paper, perf’d and gummed, 

with imprint, sheets of 16, of dull deep violet red and deep brown orange; stamps nicely centered on fresh paper; sheet 
margins uneven as often; deep violet red with toning; various separations hinge-reinforced, F.-V.F.+. Scott $1,000. 
   Estimate $350 - 500 

 
705  Ea 1877, 2¢ to 30¢ Washington (P.B.N.C. essay), in yellow brown, (183-E2e), plate on old glazed paper, perf’d and gummed, 

with imprint, sheet of 16, o.g., hinge remnants, fresh, nicely centered, F.-V.F. Scott $500.   Estimate $250 - 350 
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                                               EX 706                                 EX 707                                             708 

      
                                            709                                                   710                                                     711 

         
                                       712                                             713                              EX 714                             EX 717  

         
                                 718                                              EX 720                                       EX 721                              EX 722 
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706  E 1877, 3¢ Washington (P.B.N.C. essay), in 9 different colors, (184-E1b), frame only, die on proof paper (1903), rich 
colors; hinge remnants on the reverse, F.-V.F. Scott $900.   Estimate $300 - 400 

707  E 1877, 3¢ Washington (P.B.N.C. essay), group of 30, (184-E4), pretty group, neatly arranged, appearing to cover all colors 
listed in Scott; various papers, some mounted with color notations below, Very Fine, see the entire offering online.   
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

 
708  Ea 1877, 3¢ Washington (P.B.N.C. essay), in bright ultramarine & carmine, (184-E4c var),  plate on stamp paper, imperf, 

tête-bêche sheet of 18, in immaculate colors on fresh paper; vertical fold down the center of no consequence, Very Fine, 
see note in Scott following #184-E4c. Scott $1,400.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

 
709  Ea 1877, 3¢ Washington (P.B.N.C. essay), in camine & green, (184-E4c var), plate on stamp paper, imperf, tête-bêche sheet 

of 18, all in strong colors with alluring detail; vertical fold between panes, other light creases, and a tear at side affecting 
position 7 of the green, otherwise Very Fine,  scarce,  see note in Scott following #184-E4c, ex Brazer. Scott $1,400.   
Estimate $750 - 1,000 

710  Ea 1877, 3¢ Washington (P.B.N.C. essay), in blue green, (184-E4e), plate on stiff white wove, with imprint, sheet of 9, 
unused without gum. Scott $300.   Estimate $150 - 200 

711  Ea 1877, 3¢ Washington (P.B.N.C. essay), in carmine, (184-E4f), plate on glazed thin wove, tête-bêche sheets of 9, in 
strong color, clean as the day it came off the press; penciled “This is a legitimate essay sheet” with Scott Stamp & 
Coin Co. straightline handstamp in violet on reverse; light corner crease, Very Fine. Scott $600 as individual sheets. 
   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
712  Ea 1877, 3¢ Washington (P.B.N.C. essay), in carmine, (184-E4f), plate on glazed thin wove, sheet of 9, bright and fresh; 

couple insignificant margin flaws, Very Fine overall. Scott $300.   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

713  Ea 1877, 3¢ Washington (P.B.N.C. essay), in deep carmine, (184-E4i), die on glazed wove, corner margin block of 6 with 
imprint; small faults including light creases, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,200.   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
714  E 1877, 3¢ Washington (P.B.N.C. essay), group of 12 different colors, (184-E4k), die on proof paper, a dozen tasty dishes 

of this attractive design; refresh your palette as you move from greens and olives to blues and violets, to reds, to the old 
sturdy standby of black; we’ll let you match the shades to Scott (all are attached to cards with color codes at the bottom); 
fresh and clean—and a fun addition to any collection, Very Fine, fully imaged online. Scott $900. Brazer 115aE-Fd.

   Estimate $500 - 750 
 

715  E 1903, 3¢ Washington (P.B.N.C. essay), five different, (184-E5 group), large die proof in brown on proof paper (E5b) and 
in scarlet on yellow card (E5c); and plate proofs in deep orange, scarlet & red violet on yellowish wove paper  in blocks of 
4  (E5h), Very Fine. Scott $550. Brazer 115aE-F group (photo on web site).   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
716  E 1877, 3¢ Washington (P.B.N.Co. essay), four different colors, (184-E5e), plate on proof paper, black, dark carmine, 

brown & deep ultramarine, all in  horizontal strips of 5, positions 11-16 from the sheets of 25,  showing the plate scratch 
between positions 11-12, bright and fresh with large margins, Extremely Fine. Scott $300+. Brazer 115aE-Fd (photo on 
web site).   Estimate $150 - 200 

 
717  Ea 1877, 3¢ Washington (P.B.N.C. essay), group of 6 in in 4 different colors, (184-E5e), plate on proof paper (1903), 

blocks of 4, mostly nice color and margins; one orange block is a bit oxidized, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $360.  
   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
718  Ea 1877, 3¢ Washington (P.B.N.C. essay), in carmine, (184-E5g), plate on green bond, complete sheet of 25, a lovely full 

sheet with clear print and watermark, showing start of plate crack between positions 11 & 12; light vertical wrinkle in left 
selvage, hinge remnants on reverse, Very Fine. Scott $625 as singles.   Estimate $400 - 600 
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719  
719  E 1877, 3¢ Lincoln (P.B.N.C. essay), in brown, (184-E7), frame with vignette mounted in place, die on card, an attractive 

design, the colors crisp and lines sharp, on thin glazed card; margins close to just in at top, otherwise Very Fine; with 2002 
P.S.E. certificate.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 
 
Scott footnote reads, “There is some doubt whether No. 184-E7 exists as a genuine essay. The editors would like to see 
authenticated evidence of its existence.” Here it is.  

720  E 1877, 6¢ & 7¢ Washington (P.B.N.C. essay), group of 13, (186-E1b), frames only, die on proof paper, printed through a 
mat, horizontal pairs, clean and bright holding, all different, each day-one fresh, F.-V.F., a near-complete set; see them all 
on our website. Scott $1,300.   Estimate $500 - 750  

 
721  E 1877, 12¢ & 24¢ Washington (P.B.N.C. essays), in 9 different colors, (188a-E1b), frames only, die on proof paper, 

printed through a mat (1903 Schernikow printing), horizontal pairs, fresh colors; hinge remnants on the reverse and a 
couple small thins, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $900.   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
722  E 1903, 30¢ & 90¢ Washington (P.B.N.C. essay), eight different colors/shades, (190-E1c), frames only, die on proof 

paper, printed through a mat, horizontal pair, black, dark carmine, dim scarlet, green, dark blue, dark navy blue & two 
slightly different shades of violet (2), Very Fine. Scott $800. Brazer 115aE-Fd.   Estimate $400 - 600 

723  E 1879, 1¢ Franklin C.B.N.C. essay, in black, (182-E4b), die on proof paper, 37 x 38 mm; hinge remnant and small thin on 
the reverse, showing as a stain on the front, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $500. Brazer 115aE-Fd (photo on web site).  
   Estimate $150 - 200 

               
                          724                    725                      726                       727                                728                               729 
724  E 1879, 1¢ Franklin C.B.N.C. essay, in dull green, (182-E4b), die on proof paper, 29 x 34 mm, fresh color and clean back, 

Very Fine. Scott $500.   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

725  E 1879, 1¢ Franklin C.B.N.C. essay, in scarlet, (182-E4c), die on white glazed paper, 32 x 37 mm; hinge remnants and 
small thin on the reverse, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $750.   Estimate $200 - 300 

726  E 1879, 3¢ Washington C.B.N.C. essay, in dull blue, (184-E10b), completed design, die on proof paper, 32 x 39 mm, good 
color; thinned, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $350.   Estimate $150 - 200 

 
727  E 1879, 3¢ Washington C.B.N.C. essay, in dull green, (184-E10b), completed design, die on proof paper, 32 x 39 mm, Very 

Fine. Scott $350.   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

728  E 1879, 3¢ Washington C.B.N.C. essay, in black, (184-E10c), completed design, die on white glazed paper, 51 x 56 mm, 
fresh color and impression; mounting adherences on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $600.   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
729  E 1879, 3¢ Washington C.B.N.C. essay, in black, (184-E10c), completed design, die on white glazed paper, 29 x 34 mm; 

hinge remnants on the reverse, F.-V.F. Scott $600.   Estimate $200 - 300 
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                    730                         731                       732                                    733                                                734  
730  E 1879, 3¢ Washington C.B.N.C. essay, in blue, (184-E10c), completed design, die on white glazed paper, 42 x 46 mm, a 

choice item with good color and a clean back, Very Fine. Scott $600.   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

731  E 1879, 3¢ Washington C.B.N.C. essay, in scarlet, (184-E10c), completed design, die on white glazed paper, 44 x 50 mm, 
pristine, Very Fine. Scott $600.   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
732  E 1879, 3¢ “Liberty” C.B.N.C. essay, in black, (184-E11c), die on white glazed paper, 25 x 31 mm, Very Fine. Scott $750.

   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

733  E 1879, 3¢ Washington C.B.N.C. essay, in brown, (184-E12a), complete unadopted design, die on India, die sunk on card, 
on fresh India in strong color, sunk on full-size 151 x 238 mm card; card with light toning and vertical fold at far right, 
Very Fine. Scott $650.   Estimate $350 - 500 

 
734  E 1879, 3¢ Washington C.B.N.C. essay, in dull scarlet, (184-E12a), complete unadopted design, die on India, die sunk on 

card, pristine pull of the design, the India sunk on full-size 150 x 238 mm card; card lightly toned and with small bump at 
bottom, Very Fine, a pretty piece. Scott $650.   Estimate $350 - 500 

      
                                                       735                                                   736                                           737 
735  E 1879, 3¢ Washington C.B.N.C. essay, in black, (184-E13b), complete unadopted design, die on 64 x 58 mm white glazed 

paper; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $750.   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

736  Ea 1879, 3¢ Washington C.B.N.C. essay, in dark green, (184-E13c), complete unadopted design, plate on India, mounted 
on card, a choice block of 4, Extremely Fine. Scott $400.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
737  Ea 1879, 3¢ Washington C.B.N.C. essay, in black, (184-E13d), complete unadopted design, plate on stamp paper, perf’d and 

gummed, a lovely block of 4, o.g., hinged, well centered, Very Fine. Scott $300.   Estimate $150 - 200 
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                         738                                             739                                        740                                                 741 
738  Ea 1879, 3¢ Washington C.B.N.C. essay, in dull scarlet, (184-E13d), complete unadopted design, plate on stamp paper, 

perf’d and gummed, corner margin block of 4, o.g., hinged, choice, Very Fine. Scott $300. Brazer 115aE-Fd.  
   Estimate $150 - 200 

 
739  E 1879, 3¢ Washington C.B.N.C. essay, in blue, (184-E14b), THREE above CENTS, die on white glazed paper, 52 x 62 

mm, Very Fine. Scott $500.   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

740  E 1879, 3¢ “Indian Maiden” C.B.N.C. essay, in dull brown, (184-E15b), “PORTAGE”, die on proof paper, 37 x 35 mm, 
fresh color and clean back, Very Fine. Scott $500.   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
741  E 1879, 3¢ “Indian Maiden” C.B.N.C. essay, in scarlet, (184-E15c), “PORTAGE”, die on glazed white paper, 64 x 59 mm, 

unusual fine die crack printed in top margin, Very Fine. Scott $750. Brazer 115aE-Fd.   Estimate $350 - 500 

            
                     742                                 743                                 744                                 745                                      746 
742  E 1877, 30¢ Hamilton C.B.N.C. essay, in dull blue, (190-E3a), die on proof paper, 28 x 34 mm; slight hint of discoloration, 

F.-V.F. Scott $500.   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

743  E 1877, 30¢ Hamilton C.B.N.C. essay, in dull brown, (190-E3a), die on proof paper, 34 x 36 mm, bright and clean, Very 
Fine. Scott $500.   Estimate $250 - 350 

744  E 1877, 30¢ Hamilton C.B.N.C. essay, in dull green, (190-E3a), die on proof paper, 35 x 37 mm, bright color and clean 
back, Very Fine. Scott $500.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
745  E 1877, 30¢ Hamilton C.B.N.C. essay, in gray black, (190-E3a), die on proof paper, 34 x 37 mm, Very Fine. Scott $500.
   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
746  E 1877, 30¢ Hamilton C.B.N.C. essay, in scarlet, (190-E3b), die on white glazed paper, 41 x 46 mm, large margins; hinge 

remnants and mounting adherences on the reverse showing as a faint discoloration on the front, otherwise Very Fine. Scott 
$750.   Estimate $200 - 300 
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                                                 747                                   748                              749                                  750 
747  E 1882, 5¢ Garfield A.B.N.C. essay, green, (205-E3a),  vignette only (in beaded oval), die on India, die sunk on card, a jaw-

droppingly pretty essay, crisp and bright, die sunk on 152 x 215 mm cream card; a couple small spots on the India, Very 
Fine+, one cool cat. Scott $750.   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
748  E 1881-82, 5¢ Garfield A.B.N.C. essay, in dark bluish green, (205-E3a),  vignette only (in beaded oval), die on India, die 

sunk on card, 34 x 37 mm, large margins; small thin, Very Fine appearance. Scott $750. Brazer 115aE-Fd.  
   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
749  E 1881-82, 5¢ Garfield A.B.N.C. essay, in black, (205-E3b),  vignette only (in beaded oval), die on 39 x 43 mm white 

glazed paper; faint hinge mark on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $750. Brazer 115aE-Fd.   Estimate $350 - 500 
 

750  E 1881-82, 5¢ Garfield A.B.N.C. essay, in scarlet, (205-E3b),  vignette only (in beaded oval), die on white glazed paper, 36 
x 41 mm, Very Fine. Scott $750. Brazer 115aE-Fd.   Estimate $350 - 500 

      
                                          751                                            752                                                         754  
751   1881, 1¢ & 3¢, plus 1883 2¢, reversed engraving, (206, 207, 210),  the three designs, engraved in reverse, and printed on 

soft white cardboard in a single sinkage measuring 80 x 115 mm; each design is approximately 0.5 mm shorter than the 
actual design, and each shows additional differences in detail; the print immaculate, the card lightly toned; accompanied 
by photocopy of article in  The Essay Proof Journal  #177, p. 15. Very Fine, and a wonderful counterfeit item for your Bank 
Note exhibit. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
   

752  E ca. 1881, Liberty essay, in green, (206E var.),  large die on glazed paper, 92 x 85 mm, using an unadopted design 
somewhat similar to the obverse of the then-current Morgan dollars, Very Fine,  rare and unlisted,  possibly an A.B.N.C. 
sample.   Estimate $200 - 300 

753  E 1881, A.B.N.C. Liberty head plate essay, in black,  on wove, perf 12 horizontally, and gummed, horizontal strip of 5, 
utilizing the same vignette as Scott #206-E3, o.g., light bend between 3rd & 4th stamps, Very Fine (photo on web site). 
   Estimate $150 - 200 

754  Ea 1881, 1¢ Franklin & 3¢ Washington and 1883 2¢ Washington, compound plate “essay”, (206-E, 210-E),  block of 
8 consisting of three 1¢, four 2¢ & one 3¢, a sample made using a German steam press, reversed designs printed in red 
brown on the gummed side of thin wove paper, Very Fine.   Estimate $300 - 400 
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                                            EX 755                              756                                                 757  
755  E 1881-82, 1¢ Lincoln A.B.N.C. essay, in all 5 listed colors, (206-E5),  typographed vignette only, margins somewhat 

reduced, varying from 40 x 47 mm up to 50 x 62 mm, excellent colors; hinge remnants or hinged on the reverse, F.-V.F., 
ex Ainsworth. Scott $2,250.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

756  E 1881-82, 1¢ beardless Lincoln A.B.N.C essay, in black, (206-E var.),  engraved vignette with oval frame, die on India on 
card, 75 x 85 mm with full die sinkage, Very Fine. Brazer 115aE-Fd.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
757  Ea 1881, 3¢ blue green, Douglas patent 8-hole punch on double paper, (207 var.),  block of 12, o.g., good color; many 

separations (hardly surprising), F.-V.F. overall. Scott $2,640.   Estimate $500 - 750 

            
                                                       758                                                           759                   760                    761                  762 
758  E 1881-82, 3¢ “Peace” A.B.N.C. essay, 8 different colors, handstamped “Specimen”, (207-E2 var.),  perf’d and gummed 

(never hinged), with typical specimen punch holes, F.-V.F.   Estimate $300 - 400 
 
The vignette is known but the SPECIMEN frame is unlisted in Scott or Brazer.  

 
759  E 1881-82, 10¢ Franklin A.B.N.C. essay, in dim blue green, (209-E4a),  engraved vignette only, die on India, 37 x 38 mm; 

small thin at bottom, Very Fine appearance. Scott $575. Brazer 115aE-Fd.   Estimate $200 - 300  
 

760  E 1881-82, 10¢ Washington A.B.N.C. essay, in black, (209-E6a),  engraved vignette only, die on India, 39 x 43 mm; hinge 
remnant on the reverse and thins at top, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $600. Brazer 115aE-Fd.   Estimate $150 - 200 

 
761  E 1881-82, 10¢ Washington A.B.N.C. essay, in blue, (209-E6a),  engraved vignette only, die on India, 41 x 46 mm; hinge 

remnant on the reverse and thins at top, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $600. Brazer 115aE-Fd.   Estimate $150 - 200 

762  E 1881-82, 10¢ Washington A.B.N.C. essay, in dim blue green, (209-E6a), engraved vignette only, die on India measuring 
34 x 44 mm; hinge remnant on the reverse and thins at top, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $600. Brazer 115aE-Fd.  
   Estimate $150 - 200 
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                                                         763               764                      765                                766  
763  E 1881-82, 10¢ Washington A.B.N.C. essay, in dull brown, (209-E6a),  engraved vignette only, die on India, 37 x 41 mm; 

hinge remnant on the reverse and thins at top, otherwise Very Fine. Brazer 115aE-Fd.   Estimate $150 - 200 
 

764  E 1881-82, 10¢ Washington A.B.N.C. essay, in dusky red violet, (209-E6a),  engraved vignette only, die on India, 29 x 33 
mm, Very Fine; with 1992 P.F. certificate. Scott $600. Brazer 115aE-Fd.   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
765  E 1881-82, 10¢ Washington A.B.N.C. essay, in dusky carmine, (209-E6b),  engraved vignette only, die sunk on white ivory 

paper, 55 x 67 mm; small thin, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $800. Brazer 115aE-Fd.   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

766  E 1887, 1¢ Franklin A.B.N.C. essay, in ultramarine, (212-E4a),  complete right facing design, die on India, die sunk on 
card, in clean color, India sunk on 149 x 226 mm card with “Issue 1887” in brown and “American Bank Note Company” 
in green at bottom; toning, F.-V.F. Scott $600.   Estimate $400 - 600 

1870-1888 iSSUe trial ColorS 
 

   
                                                                      767                                                        768 
767  P 1870, 1¢ yellow orange, trial color large die proof, (145TC1ae), die-sunk on 110 x 125 mm card, Very Fine; with a 2005 

P.F. certificate. Scott $600.   Estimate $300 - 400

768  Pa 1870, 3¢ deep red brown, trial color plate proof on wove, (147TC5a),  block of 6, ample to large margins, immaculate, 
F.-V.F. Scott $750.   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
769  P 1870, 10¢ bister, trial color large die proof, five different colors, (150TC1), on India, removed from card and cut close: 

ultramarine, blue green, carmine, brown orange and violet,  the last unlisted, bright and fresh; the ultramarine with a 
shallow mounting thin, Very Fine. A pretty group. Scott $2,750 for full size (photo on web site).   Estimate $300 - 400 

770  P 1870, 10¢ dull pale blue, trial color large die proof, (150TC1af),  57 x 72 mm; some small stain spots, otherwise Very 
Fine. Scott $550 (photo on web site).   Estimate $150 - 200 

 
771  P 1870, 10¢ yellow brown, trial color large die proof, (150TC1am),  55 x 69 mm, good color; large thins on the reverse 

that are visible on front, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $550 (photo on web site).   Estimate $150 - 200 
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772  
772  Pa 1873, 1¢ black, trial color plate proof on India, (156TC3a),  full left pane of 100, plate number 8 and imprint at 

top and bottom, a majestic half-sheet, with deep color, clean paper and remarkably well preserved; a few faults at 
top and bottom selvage edges hardly detract, Very Fine, a remarkable large multiple. Scott $1,625 as blocks of four. 
   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

   
EX 773                 EX 774  

773  P 1873, C.B.N.C. Issue, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, 8 different, in black, (156TC4//166TC4,179TC4),  
an attractive group with nice color and margins, Very Fine. Scott $440.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
774  P 1873, C.B.N.C. Issue complete, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, in green, (156TC4-166TC4,179TC4),  

most with large margins, F.-V.F. or better. Scott $585.   Estimate $200 - 300 
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       EX 775                  EX 776                                                                                   777 
775  P 1873, C.B.N.C. Issue almost complete, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, in brown, (156TC4-166TC4), 

missing the 5¢, most with large margins (1¢ is a shorty) and bright colors, generally Very Fine. Scott $510.
   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
776  P 1873, C.B.N.C. Issue almost complete, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, in blue, (156TC4-166TC4), missing 

the 5¢, large margins and deep rich colors, Very Fine. Scott $510.   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

777  Pa 1873, 1¢ black, “Atlanta” trial color plate proof on card, (156TC4a), bottom margin plate number 298 block of 20 with 
imprint, a pretty stamp even more striking in black; from the lower right pane, with part-arrow at left and full sheet margins 
bottom and right, Very Fine, a lovely, fresh item. Scott $1,100 as singles.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

778  Pa 1873, 3¢ black, “Atlanta” trial color plate proof on card, (158TC4a), 3 blocks of 4 in subtly different shades, Very Fine. 
Scott $720 (photo on web site).   Estimate $200 - 300 

               
                          779                                  780                             781                            782                           783                    784  
779  Pa 1873, 7¢ black, trial color plate proof on India, (160TC3a), block of 4, large even margins and fresh color; hinge 

remnant on the reverse and a tiny blue stain in the top margin, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $325.   Estimate $150 - 200 
 

780  P 1873, 15¢ dull red, “Goodall” trial color small die proof, (163TC2f), interesting color - oxidized or just heavy ink? Very 
Fine. Scott $600.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
781  P 1873, 30¢ brown, large die trial color proof on horizontally laid paper, (165TC var.), 34 x 38 mm, immaculate, 

Extremely Fine, a scarce and interesting unlisted variety.   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

782  P 1873, 30¢ dull red, “Goodall” trial color small die proof, (165TC2f), Very Fine. Scott $600.   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

783  P 1879, 3¢ ultramarine, trial color proof on stamp paper, perf’d, (184TC6a), o.g., hinge remnant, beautifully well 
centered, Extremely Fine. Scott $300.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
784  P 1879, 3¢ brown, trial color proof on stamp paper, perf’d, (184TC6d), o.g., hinged, fresh and well centered; small thin, 

Extremely Fine appearance. Scott $300.   Estimate $150 - 200 
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                                    785                                    786                                    787                                             788  
785  P 1879, 30¢ black, trial color large die proof on India, (190TC1ae), incredibly fresh with rich color and ivory India, die 

sunk on 138 x 219 mm card annotated “Black” in pencil with penned “Duplicate June 4/89” with initials, Very Fine, ex 
Brazer. Scott $1,000.   Estimate $500 - 750 

786  P 1879, 90¢ dark brown, trial color large die proof on India, (191TC1af), removed from card, 52 x 66 mm, Very Fine. 
Scott $1,000.   Estimate $350 - 500 

 
787  P 1882, 10¢ chestnut brown, trial color large die proof on India, (209TC1ai), clean impression with remarkable detail 

and rich color, all on fresh India lightly sunk on 139 x 218 mm card; annotated “Brown” in pencil and with initialed 
“Duplicate June 4/89” in pen at bottom; a few light toned spots, Very Fine. Scott $1,000.   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
788  P 1883, 2¢ chestnut brown, trial color large die proof on India, (210TC1ag), 114 x 132 mm, bright rich color; hinge 

remnant and pencil notes on the reverse, a couple faint tone specks on front in the margins, otherwise Very Fine. Scott 
$1,000.   Estimate $350 - 500 

         
                                                789                        790                       791                                    792 
789  P 1883, 2¢ indigo, trial color large die proof on India, mounted on card, (210TC1ai), 46 x 62 mm, Very Fine. Scott 

$1,000.   Estimate $400 - 600 

790  P 1883, 2¢ black, trial color large die proof on India, (210TC1aj), 45 x 52 mm, Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
   Estimate $350 - 500 

 
791  P 1883, 2¢ pale ultramarine, trial color large die proof on India, (210TC1ak), 45 x 62 mm; small shallow thin spot, 

otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,000.   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

792  P 1883, 2¢ olive green, trial color large die proof on India, (210TC1al), 112 x 134 mm, rich color; hinge remnant and pencil 
notes on the reverse, a couple faint toned specks on front in the margins, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,000.  
   Estimate $350 - 500 
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1870-1888 iSSUe ProofS 
 

      
                                               EX 793                   EX 794                                               795  
793  P 1870-73, Bank Notes complete, small die proofs, (145P2,157P2-166P2), a fresh set in choice condition, Very Fine or 

better. Scott $2,025.   Estimate $750 - 1,000
 

794  P 1870, N.B.N.C. Issue complete, plate proofs on India, (145P3-155P3), a choice set with large margins, bright fresh 
colors and clean backs, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, ex-Ward. Scott $311.   Estimate $200 - 300 

  
795  Pa 1870, 1¢ ultramarine, plate proof on India, (145P3), a beautifully choice top plate block of 12, with large margins and 

bright fresh color, Extremely Fine. Scott $750.   Estimate $350 - 500 

   
                                                 796                                                                             797 
796  P 1870, 2¢ red brown, large die proof, (146P1), 86 x 99 mm, excellent color; hinged and with pencil notes on the reverse, 

Very Fine. Scott $250.   Estimate $200 - 300 

797  P ca. 1879, 2¢ dark brown, trial color plate proof on India, (183P4 var.), without secret mark but clearly showing the 
American Bank Note Co. imprint, plate number and imprint strip of 7, excellent color and margins; hinge remnants on the 
reverse, Very Fine,  a rare and unlisted item.     Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

798  
798  P 1871, 7¢ vermilion, large die proof, (149P1), crisp impression in glowing color with National Bank Note Co., N.Y. 

imprint below, the India sunk on 140 x 195 mm card; a few spots on India away from die, still Very Fine. Scott $250. 
   Estimate $200 - 250 
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799  P 1870, 10¢ brown, large die proof, (150P1), 90 x 102 mm, rich bright color; a few tiny tone specks on the front and lightly 
hinged on the reverse, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $300 (photo on web site).   Estimate $150 - 200 

800  
800  Pa 1870, 10¢ brown, plate proof on India, (150P3), top margin plate number 48 block of 30 with imprint, lovely block from 

the top right pane, with arrow at left, and full, even margins at left and bottom; light soiling to upper right selvage corner, 
Very Fine, Scott as plate block of 12, two blocks of four and ten singles. Scott $2,730.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

      
                                801                                                                    802                                                                  803 
801  P 1870, 15¢ orange, large die proof, (152P1), 89 x 109 mm, beautifully fresh and bright; the front is immaculate, lightly 

hinged on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $300.   Estimate $150 - 200 
 

802  Pa 1870, 24¢ purple, plate proof on India, (153P3), bottom plate no. 21 block of 12, bright and fresh with large margins; 
minor wrinkles, tiny thin in lower right selvage, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $750.   Estimate $500 - 750 

803  P 1870, 90¢ carmine, large die proof, (155P1), 140 x 215 mm, Very Fine. Scott $300.   Estimate $200 - 300 
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EX 804
804  P 1873, C.B.N.C. Issue & Officials complete, large die proofs in John Jay Knox Presentation Book, (156P1-166P1, 

O1P1-O93P1), a magnificent item, containing proofs of the then-current Bank Note and Official issues (up to and 
including the $20 Department of State); each sunk on three-gilt-edged, linen-hinged 140 x 227 mm page and specially 
bound; book with blind- and gold-tooled leather over boards, spine bound over cords; wear to book’s hinges and spine; 
pages foxed to varying degrees, some affecting the proofs, F.-V.F.,  a unique compilation. See our flip-through video of the 
contents online. Scott approximately $15,000.   Estimate $4,000 - 6,000 
 
John Jay Knox (1828-92) served in various positions at the US Treasury before becoming president of the National Bank 
of the Republic in New York City. He authored the draft of the Coinage Act of 1873 and wrote several books, among them 
United States Notes (1887).  

   
                                                                                         EX 805                            EX 807 
805  P 1873, C.B.N.C. Issue complete, large die proofs, (156P1-166P1), a beautiful series, each on fresh and bright 

India, die sunk on gilt-edged card; some minor toning, but incredibly clean overall, Very Fine. Scott $4,400.  
   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000  

806  P 1873, C.B.N.C. Issue complete, large die proofs, (156P1-166P1), 63 x 75 mm proofs die sunk on 147 x 227 mm cards 
(top, fore and bottom edges gilt), each with original interleaving; toning, mostly away from printed designs, otherwise 
Very Fine. Scott $5,650 (photo on web site).   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 

 
807  P 1873, C.B.N.C. Issue complete, plate proofs on India, (156P3-166P3), nice margins, fresh colors and clean backs, a 

Very Fine set. Scott $598.   Estimate $300 - 400 
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                                                                 EX 808                         EX 809                         EX 811  
808  P 1873, C.B.N.C. Issue complete, plate proofs on India, (156P3-166P3), most with large margins and bright color; 15¢ 

orange is starting to oxidize, generally Very Fine. Scott $598.   Estimate $250 - 350 

809  Pa 1873, C.B.N.C. Issue complete, plate proofs on India, (156P3-166P3), blocks of 4, large margins and mostly fresh 
colors (15¢ orange is a bit oxidized), a generally Very Fine set. Scott $2,770.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 

810  P 1873, C.B.N.C. Issue complete, plate proofs on card, (156P4-166P4), a top-of-the-line choice set, each with heart-
stoppingly clear and strong color on the cleanest paper you could hope for; flawlessly margined, and not a hint of a prior 
hinge on any of them, Extremely Fine, simply gorgeous. Scott $1,220 (photo on web site).   Estimate $500 - 750 

811  P 1873, C.B.N.C. Issue complete, plate proofs on card, (156P4-166P4), large margins and bright fresh colors; hinge 
remnants or minor hinge stains on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $1,220.   Estimate $300 - 400 

812  P 1873, 2¢ brown, large die proof, (157P1), on original card, 63 x 71 mm; small natural paper flaw in left margin, otherwise 
Very Fine. Scott $350 (photo on web site).   Estimate $200 - 300 

     
                               813                                                        814                                                                  815 
813  P 1873, 3¢ green, large die proof, (158P1), as fresh as you like, with strong color and clean India sporting the National 

Bank Note Co., N.Y. imprint as well; die sunk on 136 x 196 mm gilt-edged card, Very Fine, a lovely piece. Scott $350. 
   Estimate $200 - 300 

  
814  Pa 1873, 3¢ green, plate proof on India, (158P3), block of 12, large margins, immaculate, Extremely Fine, ex Brazer. Scott 

$660.   Estimate $250 - 350 

815  Pa 1873, 3¢ green, plate proof on India, (158P3), plate block of 14, nice margins, great color; small hinge remnant on the 
reverse, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,150.   Estimate $500 - 750 
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                                     816                                817                                                             818 
816  P 1873, 6¢ rose, large die proof, (159P1), fresh and clean with warm color and exceptional detail; on India die sunk on 116 

126 mm card; two small fingerprint stains at right of card, Very Fine. Scott $2,000.   Estimate $600 - 800 
 

817  Pa 1873, 6¢ pink, plate proof on India, (159P3), block of 4, margins all around, bright color, F.-V.F. Scott $525.  
   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
818  P 1873, 7¢ orange, plate proof on India, (160P3), plate number and imprint strip of 7, nice color and margins; diagonal 

crease affecting the 5th and 6th stamps, natural paper inclusion on the 3rd stamp, hinge remnant on the reverse, otherwise 
Very Fine. Scott $245 as singles.   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
819  Pa 1873, 7¢ orange, plate proof on India, (160P3), lower left corner sheet margin block of 6, wonderfully fresh and bright 

with large margins, Extremely Fine. Scott $235+ (photo on web site).   Estimate $150 - 200 

820  
820  P 1873, 10¢ brown, large die proof, (161P1), sharply impressed in deep color on fresh India, die sunk on full-sized 150 x 

240 mm card; trivial edge wear and foxing not affecting the proof, Very Fine. Scott $450.   Estimate $200 - 300 

821  P 1873, 10¢ brown, plate proof on India, (161P3), imprint & plate no. 18 strip of 5, exceptionally fresh with large margins; 
bit of light, nearly unnoticeable creasing, small thin in selvage, Extremely Fine appearance. Scott $300 ++ (photo on web 
site).   Estimate $300 - 400 

   
                                                           822                                                                          823 
822  P 1873, 10¢ brown, plate proof on India, (161P3), plate number and imprint strip of 7 (sort of), nice margins and color; 

completely separated between the 6th and 7th stamps, with hinge remnants on the reverse, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $420 
as singles.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
823  Pa 1873, 10¢ brown, plate proof on India, (161P3), top margin plate number 18 block of 20 with imprint, from 

the top right pane; stamps as fresh as the day they were pulled, with sharp detail and clean paper; hinge staining in 
top margin, plus tear between “Bank” and “Note” of imprint (hinge-sealed), otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,720. 
   Estimate $750 - 1,000 
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                                            824                                                 825                                                              826 
824  P 1873, 12¢ blackish violet, large die proof, (162P1), flawlessly printed in sumptuous color on India, deeply sunk on 

gilt-edged card; surface abrasion (or lightened pen mark?) just crossing the lower left corner of the design, otherwise 
Very Fine,  the owner felt that this was in black without any trace of violet; of interest to any Bank Noter. Scott $200. 
   Estimate $150 - 200 

 
825  P 1873, 15¢ yellow orange, large die proof, (163P1), in bold color with clean lines, India die sunk on 89 x 102 mm card; 

some toning to card, affecting proof, F.-V.F. Scott $400.   Estimate $150 - 200 
  

826  Pa 1873, 15¢ yellow orange, plate proof on India, (163P3), upper left corner margin block of 6, fresh and bright with large 
margins, Extremely Fine. Scott $380+.   Estimate $200 - 250 

         
                                 827                                              828                                                      829                                    EX 830  
827  P 1873, 30¢ gray black, large die proof, (165P1),  0 x 103 mm, immaculate, Extremely Fine. Scott $400.
   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
828  P 1879, 2¢ vermilion, large die proof, (183P1), boldly printed with National Bank Note Co., N.Y. imprint below; India sunk 

on 85 x 108 mm card; partly oxidized, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $300.   Estimate $150 - 200 
 

829  P 1879, 2¢ vermilion and 5¢ blue, “Roosevelt” small die proofs, (183P2, 185P2), each with nice margins, 5¢ with excellent 
color; 2¢ with a novel bicolor not normally seen on this issue (ah yes oxidation - “better things for better living through 
chemistry”), otherwise Very Fine. Scott $415.   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
830  P 1879-88, A.B.N.C. printings nearly complete, plate proofs on card, (183P4//218P4), 16 values, missing only the 

rare #212P4, nice margins and bright fresh colors; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott approximately $750. 
   Estimate $300 - 400 
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                     831                                                     832                                                                               833 
831  Pa 1879, 3¢ green, imperf proof on stamp paper, (184P6), bottom left corner margin block of 4, unused without gum, large 

margins; top 2 stamps have been stapled, otherwise Extremely Fine. Scott $1,000.   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

832  Pa 1879, 3¢ green, plate proof on India, (184P3), top plate #342 Imprint block of 14, large margins and deep rich color; two 
small thins and top margin adjusted, otherwise Very Fine.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 
 
Unlisted by Scott in this form. A nice specialist’s item.  

 
833  Pa 1879, 3¢ green, plate proof on India, (184P3), bottom plate #342 Imprint block of 14, large margins and deep rich color; 

two small thins, otherwise Very Fine.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

         
                                      834                                                  835                                              EX 836                              EX 837 
834  P 1879, 5¢ blue, large die proof, (185P1), with bright color on clean India, die sunk (with sink matching the missing lower 

left corner of the India) on 144 x 223 mm card; two small spots of toning at bottom of card, Very Fine, a handsome piece. 
Scott $450.   Estimate $300 - 400  

835  P 1879, 90¢ carmine, imperf proof on stamp paper, (191P5), a lovely horizontal pair, o.g., hinged, with large margins 
and fresh color, Very Fine,  quite rare; with 1993 P.F. certificate as the old Scott number 191b imperf. Scott $2,500. 
   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

 
836  P 1882, 5¢ Garfield, yellow brown & indigo group, (205P2,3,4, 216P2,3,4), small die proof, India & card plate proof 

of each, indigo small die proof removed from card; India plate proof with small thin, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $570. 
   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
837  P 1882-83, six different, “Roosevelt” small die proofs, (205P2-211P2), a lovely group with fresh colors, Very Fine. Scott 

$1,400.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 
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                                        EX 838                               EX 839                                                     840  
838  P 1873 1¢ Continental and 1881 1¢ American, re-engraved, lot of proofs, etc., (156P/206P etc.), ten different: #156-E2 

(two, sensitive paper and laid paper), 156TC4a, 206P1 (71 x 83 mm with full die sinkage), 206P4 (four slightly different 
shades), 206S-D, and 206 with 8-hole Douglas patent punch, F.-V.F. Scott $1,190.   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
839  P 1881-88, 1¢ to 90¢, 12 different plate proofs on card, (206P4//218P4), missing the rare #212P4, nice margins and color; 

30¢ with hinge remnant on the reverse, otherwise clean backs, a Very Fine group. Scott $490.   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

840  P 1881, 1¢ blue, re-engraved, plate proof on card, (206P4), top imprint & plate no. 423 strip of 6, Very Fine and rare. The 
plate block of 12 is unpriced. Scott $120 ++.   Estimate $150 - 200 

      
                                   841                                                           843                                                                 844 
841  P 1881, 3¢ blue green, large die proof, (207P1), an absolutely pristine proof, with glowing color, creamy India and spots-

free card measuring 114 x 124 mm, Extremely Fine, a top-line item. Scott $375.   Estimate $200 - 300 

842  P 1¢ to 90¢, 9 different plate proofs on card, (210P4-218P4),  neatly hinged on a quadrille album page, each with eye-catching 
color and flawless impression, plus nicely balanced margins, Very Fine. Scott $3,095 (photo on web site).  
   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

 
843  P 1883, 2¢ red brown, large die proof, (210P1), 145 x 222 mm; minor stain on front at top left, otherwise Very Fine. Scott 

$400.   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

844  P 1883-87, 2¢-90¢, Eight plate proofs on card, (210-211P4, 213-218P4). Scott $345.   Estimate $150 - 200 
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                                                           845                            EX 846                           847                              848 
845  P 1887, 1¢ ultramarine, large die proof, (212P1), huge die proof might be a better term as it is 147 x 215 mm, close to 

pristine, very bright and fresh, Extremely Fine. Scott $650.   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

846  P 1887-88, A.B.N.C. Issue complete, “Roosevelt” small die proofs, set of seven, (212P2-218P2), a choice set with 
excellent colors, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,340.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

 
847  Pa 1887, 1¢ ultramarine, plate proof on India, (212P3),  block of 4, F.-V.F. Scott $600.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
848  P 1887, 1¢ ultramarine, plate proof on card, (212P4), large even margins; light horizontal crease, otherwise Very Fine. 

Scott $2,750.   Estimate $500 - 750 

849  
849  Pa 1887, 2¢ green, plate proof on India, (213P3), top margin block of 6, very bright and fresh, Very Fine. Scott $475. 

   Estimate $200 - 300 

850  Pa 1888, 4¢ carmine, plate proofs on India and on card, (215P3, 215P4), blocks of 4, Very Fine. Scott $700 (photo on web 
site).   Estimate $300 - 400 

851  
851  P 1888, 30¢ orange brown, imperf proof on stamp paper, (217P5), horizontal pair, o.g., lightly hinged; light crease at 

bottom, right stamp with a trivial natural paper inclusion, Very Fine appearance; with 1992 and 1976 P.F. certificates, 
identifying it as #217a imperf. Scott $1,750.   Estimate $500 - 750 
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1890 iSSUe trial ColorS 
 

            
                        852                                  853                                   854                                  855                                   856  
852  P 1890, 4¢ orange brown, trial color plate proof on wove, (222TC5a), horizontal pair, o.g., slightly disturbed by hinge 

removal, large even margins, Very Fine. Scott $240.   Estimate $150 - 200

853  P 1890, 4¢ brown, trial color plate proof on wove, (222TC5c), horizontal pair, unused without gum, Extremely Fine. Scott 
$240.   Estimate $150 - 200 

 
854  Pa 1890, 4¢ brown, trial color plate proof on wove, (222TC5c), block of 8, unused without gum, Very Fine. Scott $960. 

   Estimate $300 - 400 

855  Pa 1890, 5¢ black brown, trial color plate proof on wove, (223TC5c), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, unpriced 
in Scott; with 1990 P.F. certificate.   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
856  P 1890, 6¢ olive green, trial color plate proof on wove, (224TC5d), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine. 

Scott $240.   Estimate $150 - 200 

1890 iSSUe ProofS 
 

857  
857  P 1890, 1¢ to 90¢ nearly complete, small die proofs, (219P2//229P2), without #219DP2; on rare full original Roosevelt 

album pane; a little light toning and facial scuff on 90¢, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $2,200.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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             EX 858               EX 859                                          860                                                                      861  
858  P 1890, 1¢ to 90¢ complete, plate proofs on India, (219P3-229P3), large margins, bright colors, Very Fine to Extremely 

Fine. Scott $789.   Estimate $350 - 500 
 

859  P 1890, 1¢ to 90¢ almost complete, plate proofs on India, (219P3//229P3), missing only the 2¢ carmine, 8¢ cut close and 
with small stain, otherwise large margins, 5¢ with large natural paper inclusion, generally F.-V.F. Scott $489.  
   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
860  P 1890, 1¢ to 90¢ complete less the 2¢ carmine, plate proofs on card, (219-219DP4, 221-229P4), large margins and fresh 

colors, Very Fine. Includes the original envelope in which they were distributed. Scott $595.   Estimate $400 - 600 

861  P 1890, 1¢ to 90¢ complete, plate proofs on card, (219P4-229P4), large margins and fresh colors, Very Fine. Scott $785. 
   Estimate $350 - 500 

862  P 1890, 1¢ to 90¢ complete, plate proofs on card, (219P4-229P4), Choice Extremely Fine. Scott $785 (photo on web site).
   Estimate $350 - 500 

863  Pa 1890, 2¢ lake, imperf proof on stamp paper, (219DP5), bottom margin imprint block of 8, o.g.; paper lightly “browned”, 
small surface tear in selvage only, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $320+ (photo on web site).   Estimate $200 - 300 

         
                  864                                        865                                                   866                                                     867  
864  Pa 1890, 2¢ carmine, plate proof on card, (220P4), block of 4, large margins, Extremely Fine. Scott $825.  

   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

865  Pa 1890, 4¢ dark brown, plate proof on card, (222P4), block of 16, bright and fresh; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very 
Fine. Scott $440.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
866  Pa 1890, 5¢ chocolate, plate proof on card, (223P4), block of 16, very bright and fresh; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very 

Fine. Scott $440.   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

867  Pa 1890, 6¢ brown red, plate proof on card, (224P4), block of 16, nice margins and fresh bright color; hinge remnant on the 
reverse, Very Fine. Scott $340.   Estimate $200 - 300 
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                                   868                                                           869                                                                     870  
868  P 1890, 6¢ brown red, imperf proof on stamp paper, (224P5), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine,  unpriced 

never hinged. Scott $225.   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

869  Pa 1893, 8¢ lilac, plate proof on India, mounted on card, (225P3), top right corner margin block of 6, very bright and fresh; 
corner crease at top right (far from design), otherwise Very Fine. Scott $360.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
870  P 1890, 10¢ green, imperf proof on stamp paper, (226P5), horizontal pair, o.g., barely hinged at left, Extremely Fine; with 

1987 P.F. certificate. Scott $325.   Estimate $200 - 300 

      
                                                        871                                                          872                                            873
871  Pa 1890, 15¢ indigo, plate proof on India, mounted on card, (227P3), block of 8, Extremely Fine. Scott $360.  

    Estimate $200 - 300 

872  P 1890, 15¢ indigo, imperf proof on stamp paper, (227P5), horizontal pair, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott $625 
.   Estimate $350 - 500 

 
873  P 1890, 30¢ black, imperf proof on stamp paper, (228P5), horizontal pair, o.g., hinged, large margins all around, Very 

Fine. Scott $1,000.   Estimate $500 - 750 
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                                                                    874                                                       875  
874  P 1890, 90¢ orange, large die proof, (229P1), 103 x 122 mm, immaculate, Extremely Fine. Scott $300.  

   Estimate $200 - 300 
  

875  Pa 1890, 90¢ orange, plate proof on India, mounted on card, (229P3), block of 6, large margins all around; the color at top 
is just beginning to faintly oxidize, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $360.   Estimate $200 - 300 

1893 ColUmbian iSSUe eSSayS 
 

      
                                                                           876                                                   877 
876  E 1893, 4¢ Columbian, large die essay of incomplete design, in dim dark o-yellow orange (brown), (233-E2b), on thin 

card, 74 x 61 mm, Ridgway 13k/1 color. Scott $800.   Estimate $500 - 750
 

877  E 1893, 4¢ Columbian, large die essay of incomplete design, in smoky dark o-yellow orange (dark brown), (233-E2b), 
on thin card, 74 x 61 mm with full die sinkage, Ridgway 13k/4 color; tone spot at the left, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $800.
   Estimate $350 - 500 

   
                                                                              878                                              879  
878  E 1893, 15¢ Columbian, large die essay of incomplete design, in black brown, (238-E4), India on card, 74 x 61 mm 

74x61mm; India wrinkling in top margin, F.-V.F. Very rare. Scott $1,000.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 
 

879  E 1893, $1 Columbian, ferrotype plate essay of unfinished adopted vignette, in red, (241-E2), on stiff white card with 
rounded corners, 551/2 x 43 mm, Very Fine,  a rare example of a Dollar-Value Columbian Essay showing engraved outline 
of vignette.     Estimate $500 - 750 
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1893 ColUmbian iSSUe trial ColorS 
 

      
                                                   EX  880                                                                 881                                             882 
880  P 1893, 5¢ Columbian, trial color large die proofs, eight different, (234TC1a), India on card, each reduced to 

approximately 43x39mm showing die number and A.B.N.Co. imprint, colors are black, dark violet, brown violet, deep 
ultramarine, deep green, dark olive green, deep orange and black brown; deep green with stain, otherwise fresh and Very 
Fine group. Scott $6,800.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

 
881  P 1893, 5¢ Columbian, trial color large die proof, in bright rose red, (234TC1at), on India on card, with A.B.N.Co. 

imprint and die number “C-265”, 89 x 75 mm with full die sinkage, Extremely Fine. Scott $850.   Estimate $500 - 750 
  

882  P 1893, 10¢ Columbian, trial color large die proof, in bright rose red, (237TC1ae), on India on card, with A.B.N.Co. 
imprint and die number “C-267”, 73 x 62 mm; small, light stain at the lower right, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,250. 
   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

1893 ColUmbian iSSUe ProofS 
 

EX 883
883  P 1893, 1¢-$4 Columbians, large die proofs, (230P1-244P1), a stunning group, each with magnificent color depth and 

detail, all with American Bank Note Company imprint and the respective die number printed below; sunk on 110 x 95 mm 
card; toning throughout (most light), but overall a fresh holding, Very Fine. Scott $14,600.   Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

EX 884
884  P 1893, Columbians complete, plate proofs on card, (230P4-245P4), a stunning set with strong colors and clean 

impressions, all on bright card with full margins; hinged on French homemade quadrille page; a couple toned spots along 
card edges, mentioned solely for accuracy, Very Fine, a set of Columbians to wake you up. Scott $2,110.  
   Estimate $750 - 1,000 
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EX 885                         EX 886

885  P 1893, Columbians complete, plate proofs on card, (230P4-245P4), a sweet 16 with deep color on sound card, all fully 
margined; a few toned spots or light edge scuffs, still Very Fine overall, a handsome addition to any collection. Scott 
$2,110.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

 
886  P 1893, Columbians complete, plate proofs on card, (230P4-245P4), with solid colors and impressions (the 8¢ a real 

attention-grabber); each toned to varying degrees, F.-V.F., a great opportunity for the savvy buyer. Scott $2,110.
   Estimate $500 - 750 

887  
887  P 1893, 1¢-50¢ Columbian plate proofs on card, (230P4-240P4), o.g., bright fresh colors; 5¢ with a small, light tone spot 

in the top margin, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $860.   Estimate $350 - 500 

EX 888
888  P 1893, 3¢-30¢ Columbian, large die proofs on thin card, (232P1-239P1 vars), a rarely seen group of these sought-after 

proofs, printed directly on card with outstanding color and the American Bank Note Company imprint below; cards 
measure 216 x 144 mm; card-edge toning, and foxing to varying degrees, F.-V.F., see footnote in Scott following #245P4; 
imaged fully online. Scott $2,800.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 
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                                    889                                                        890                                                         891 
889  P 1893, 5¢ Columbian, large die proof, die sunk on card, (234P1), 225 x 150 mm, pristine, Extremely Fine. Scott $900. 

   Estimate $500 - 750 
 

890  P 1893, 5¢ Columbian, large die proof, die sunk on card, (234P1), proof positive that dark chocolate wins out; 
an immaculate impression with the deepest color possible, showing die number C-265 and American Bank Note 
Company imprint below; on India, its card cut to size, Extremely Fine, a simply breathtaking item. Scott $900.  
   Estimate $400 - 600 

891  Pa 1893, 5¢ Columbian, plate proof on card, (234P4), block of 4, large margins all around including sheet margin, Extremely 
Fine. Scott $360.   Estimate $200 - 300 

         
                                  892                                           893                                            894                                                895  
892  Pa 1893, 6¢ Columbian, plate proof on India, (235P3), block of 4, large margins all around, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. 

Scott $550.   Estimate $300 - 400 
  

893  P 1893, 8¢ Columbian, small die proof, (236P2), a gorgeous proof in ravishing color on fresh wove with magnificent 
margins, from a Roosevelt Album; gray backing partially removed, but leaving the wove undamaged, Very Fine+; with 
2005 P.F. certificate. Scott $325.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
894  Pa 1893, 8¢ Columbian, plate proof on India, (236P3), block of 4, ample to large margins all around, Very Fine. Scott $550.

   Estimate $250 - 350 
  

895  P 1893, 8¢ Columbian, plate proof on card, (236P4), 2 corner margin vertical pairs, Very Fine. Scott $600.
   Estimate $300 - 400 
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                                              896                                                    897                                                       898 
896  P 1893, 10¢ Columbian, large die proof, die sunk on card, (237P1), 215 x 140 mm; with original interleaving strip at top, 

Very Fine. Scott $900.   Estimate $350 - 500 
 

897  Pa 1893, 10¢ Columbian, plate proof on card, (237P4), block of 4, large margins all around including sheet margin, Very 
Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $425.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
898  Pa 1893, 15¢ Columbian, plate proof on India, (238P3), block of 4, ample to large margins all around, Very Fine. Scott 

$550.   Estimate $250 - 350 

      
                                 899                                                                    900                                                               901 
899  P 1893, $1 Columbian, large die proof, printed directly on card, (241P1), 215 x 142 mm, Very Fine. Scott $1,150. 

   Estimate $350 - 500 
 

900  P 1893, $1 Columbian, large die proof, die sunk on card, (241P1), 220 x 142 mm; mounting adherences on the reverse 
otherwise almost pristine, Very Fine. Scott $1,150.   Estimate $350 - 500 

 
901  P 1893, $2 Columbian, large die proof, die sunk on card, (242P1), lovely proof in glowing color on spotless India with 

die number C-2725 and American Bank Note Company imprint below, die sunk on gilt-edged, linen-hinged 139 x 214 
mm card; odd toning to page most likely due to ribbon bookmark, not affecting the die, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,150. 
   Estimate $300 - 400 

           
                                                         902                                                   903                                             904 
902  P 1893, $2 Columbian, plate proof on card, (242P4), vertical imprint pair, Very Fine. Scott $350+.  

   Estimate $250 - 350 

903  Pa 1893, $2 Columbian, plate proof on card, (242P4), a fresh block of 4, nice margins, Very Fine. Scott $1,050.  
   Estimate $400 - 600 

904  P 1893, $3 Columbian, plate proof on India, (243P3), large even margins, Extremely Fine. Scott $350.  
   Estimate $200 - 300 
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                         905                                      906                                                         907                                              908  
905  P 1893, $3 Columbian, plate proof on India, (243P3), vertical pair, large margins all around, Extremely Fine. Scott $700.   

Estimate $300 - 400 
 

906  P 1893, $3 Columbian, plate proof on card, (243P4), vertical imprint pair; light horizontal crease at bottom, otherwise 
Very Fine. Scott $450.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
907  P 1893, $4 Columbian, dull red large die proof, die sunk on card, (244P1 var), an intriguing, unlisted proof color, 

measuring 74 x 61 mm on 178 x 131 mm card; design immaculate, card with toning and light crease at upper right corner, 
otherwise Very Fine, an alluring $4 Columbian, ex-Brazer. Scott $1,150 as normal.   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
908  P 1893, $5 Columbian, plate proof on card, (245P4), large even margins, Extremely Fine. Scott $375.  

   Estimate $200 - 300 

1894 iSSUe eSSayS 
 

         
                                        909                                         910                                           911                                       912   
909  E 1894, 2¢ medium deep red, type I, essay, (250-E7), incomplete engraving of entire design, large die proof on India, die 

sunk on card, 150 x 200 mm, pristine, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,000.   Estimate $400 - 600

910  E 1894, 3¢ Bureau essay, complete design but type II triangles, large die proof, in dark red violet, (253-E1a), on India die-
sunk on card, 64 x 67 mm with full die sinkage; small stain at the top edge, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,000.  
   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
911  E 1890, 3¢ Bureau essay, in dark red violet, (253-E1a), engraved vignette as issued but with type II triangles, die on 

India, die sunk on card, wonderfully printed with strong color; card with evidence of prior photo corners, small spot of 
discoloration to India clear of design, Very Fine. Scott $1,000.   Estimate $500 - 750 

912  E 1890, 3¢ Bureau essay, in dusky red violet, (253-E1a), engraved vignette as issued but with type II triangles, die on India, 
die sunk on card, 51 x 56 mm, Very Fine. Scott $1,000.   Estimate $400 - 600 
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913  
913  E 1894, 4¢ Bureau essay, unfinished design, large die proof, in black brown, (254-E3), on India die-sunk on card, with 

American Bank Note Co. imprint & die no. “C - 226”, 65 x 66 mm with full die sinkage, Very Fine. Scott $1,500.  
   Estimate $500 - 750 

1894 iSSUe ProofS 
 

        
                  EX 914                                   915                                                  916                                             EX 917  
914  P 1894, 1st Bureau issue (unwatermarked) nearly complete, large die proofs, (246P1-263P1), 16 in total, the 2¢ 

pink being #248P4, and missing the 2¢ carmine Type III, a lovely compilation of this First Bureau, each with clean, 
sharp color; a few with light toning, mostly to edge of cards, Very Fine, inspect them all online. Scott $6,075.  
   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

 
915  P 1894, 1¢ blue, large die proof, (247P1), with intense color on flawless India, die sunk on equally pristine 152 x 195 mm 

card, Very Fine. Scott $250.   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

916  P 1894, 1¢ blue, large die proof, (247P1), 112 x 136 mm, signed by the engraver, very bright and fresh; hinged and tiny 
stain on the reverse only, Very Fine overall. Scott $250.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
917  P 1894, 1¢ to $5, large die proofs, (246P1//263P1), pretty set comprising #246P1, 247P1, 250P1, 253AP1, 254P1-260P1, 

261AP1, 262P1 and 263P1; all on India, and all but the $5 sunk on card; 15¢ and up surprisingly fresh, the lower values 
lightly toned, the 1¢ (#246), 5¢, 8¢ and 10¢ with foxing to varying degrees, still generally Very Fine and attractive. Scott 
$5,300.   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000 

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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                         EX 918                                          919                                           920                                                  921   

            
                     922                                     923                                924                                   925                                        926 

            
                             927                                                       928                                          929                                     930 
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918  P 1894, 1¢-$5, large die proofs, nearly complete, (247P1-263P1), comprising the blue 1¢ Franklin, 2¢ pink Washington, 
and the 3¢ to $5 values ($1 #261AP1); all but the $2 refreshingly bright and foxing free, each sunk on 152 x 200 mm card, 
Very Fine, a great catch. Scott $5,125.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 

919  Pa 1894, 1¢ blue, plate proof on card, (247P4), block of 4, large even margins, Extremely Fine. Scott $450.  
   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
920  P 1894, 2¢ carmine, type I, large die proof, (250P1), in majestic color with die number C-224 and American Bank Note 

Company imprint below, engraver’s guide lines at right and bottom; India sunk on 152 x 202 mm card; “outflow” of ink 
from design at right, still Very Fine. Scott $250.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
921  P 1894, 2¢ carmine, type I, large die proof, (250P1), 132 x 162 mm, pristine, Extremely Fine. Scott $250.  

   Estimate $200 - 250 

922  Pa 1894, 2¢ carmine, type I, plate proof on card, (250P4), block of 4, nice margins, Very Fine,  a scarce item that is unlisted 
and unpriced in Scott,  ; with 2001 P.F. certificate.   Estimate $400 - 600 

923  P 1894, 3¢ purple, type I, large die proof, (253P1), 70 x 69 mm, notation “after Re Ent.” at bottom; hinge remnants on the 
reverse, Very Fine. Scott $750.   Estimate $300 - 400 

924  P 1894, 3¢ purple, type I, large die proof, (253P1), India on card, 53 x 53 mm, Very Fine. Scott $750.  
   Estimate $250 - 350 

925  P 1894, 3¢ purple, type II, large die proof, (253AP1), a gorgeous example on India, die sunk on full-sized, sharp-cornered 
card, Very Fine. Scott $325.   Estimate $200 - 300 

926  Pa 1894, 4¢ dark brown, plate proof on stamp paper, (254P5), a pretty block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, large margins all 
around, Very Fine. Scott $575.   Estimate $200 - 300

 
927  P 1894, 5¢ chocolate, large die proof, (255P1), 117 x 129 mm, signed by the engraver, excellent color; hinged and tiny 

stain on the reverse only, Very Fine overall. Scott $250.   Estimate $200 - 300 

928  P 1894, 6¢ brown, large die proof, (256P1), an immaculate proof and card, the design with plate number “C-228” below 
design, Very Fine. Scott $250.   Estimate $200 - 250 

929  P 1894, 6¢ dull brown, plate proof on card, (256P4), large margins, Extremely Fine. Scott $450.   Estimate $250 - 350 

930  P 1894, 8¢ violet brown, large die proof, printed directly on card, (257P1), 112 x 150 mm; hinge remnants on the reverse 
and a couple tiny spots on the front, otherwise Very Fine, ex-Whitpain. Scott $250.   Estimate $200 - 250 

   
                                                                               931                                                      932  
931  P 1894, 10¢ dark green, imperf proof on stamp paper, (258P5), top margin imprint & plate no. 63 strip of 3, o.g., bright 

and fresh; margin just clear at the right, otherwise Very Fine. Scott prices the plate block of 6 at $9,500. Scott $750+.
   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
932  P 1894, $1 black, type II, large die proof on India, die sunk on card, (261AP1), 68 x 68 mm; a tiny hint of toning at 

bottom right is all that keeps this from perfection, still Very Fine. Scott $500.   Estimate $250 - 350 
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                                         933                                                 934                                  935                                 936  
933  P 1894, $2 dark blue, large die proof, (262P1), absolutely fresh; on 48 x 84 mm India, in 50 x 113 mm sink on 155 x 199 

mm card; control number 324485 in blue on reverse, Very Fine, ex Wunderlich. Scott $500.   Estimate $300 - 400 

934  P 1894, $2 dark blue, large die proof, (262P1), 120 x 150 mm, signed the engravers in pencil in the margins, rich color; 
hinge remnants and mounting adherences on the reverse, along with pencil notes, and some toning on the front, otherwise 
Very Fine. Scott $500.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
935  P 1894, $2 dark blue, plate proof on card, (262P4), large even margins; hinge remnant on the reverse, Extremely Fine. 

Scott $450.   Estimate $200 - 300 
  

936  Pa 1895, 2¢ carmine, type III, imperf proof on stamp paper, (267P5), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, bright and 
fresh with gorgeous color; few light natural paper wrinkles, otherwise Extremely Fine,  only 500 issued. Scott $550. 
   Estimate $200 - 300 

1898 tranS-miSSiSSiPPi iSSUe eSSayS 
 

         
                                    EX 937                                           EX 938                              EX 939                                         940 
937  E 1898, Trans-Miss. bicolor essays, 1¢ to $2 complete, (285-E8-293-E7), each in “original colors” with black vignettes; 

on India die sunk on card; proofs pristine with strong colors; card edges lightly toned, Very Fine, lovely examples of this 
ever-popular issue. Scott $6,500.   Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

 
938  E 1898, Trans-Miss. bicolor essays, 1¢ to $2 complete, (285-E8 - 293-E7), clean with deep colors in perfect registration; on 

India die sunk on card cut down to approximately 76 x 64 mm card; one or two spots, Very Fine, a pretty set. Scott $6,750.
   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 

 
939  E 1898, 1¢ Trans-Miss., 3 photo essays, (285-E), large size, Very Fine.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
940  E 1898, 1¢ Trans-Miss. bicolor essay, dark yellow green frame with black vignette, (285-E8), die on India, die sunk on 

card, 70 x 59 mm; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $750.   Estimate $250 - 350 
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                                                     941                                             EX 942                                          943   
941  E 1898, 4¢ Trans-Miss., essay of central vignette, in black, (287-E1), large die proof on India, die sunk on card, 200 x 150 

mm, Very Fine. Scott $3,000.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 
 

942  E 1898, 4¢ Trans-Miss., 4 photo essays in black, (287-E), large size, Very Fine.   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

943  E 1898, 5¢ Trans-Miss. bicolor essay, dim dusky blue frame with black vignette, (288-E5), die on India, die sunk on card, 
205 x 152 mm, pristine, Extremely Fine. Scott $750.   Estimate $350 - 500 

       
                                        944                                    945                                       946                                          947   
944  E 1898, 8¢ Trans-Miss. photo essay, black, (289-E1 var.), vignette only of unadopted design, mounted on worksheet, Very 

Fine,  rare and possibly unique,  ex-Brazer.   Estimate $500 - 750 
 
The listed #289-E1, an engraved rather than a photo essay, catalogs $7,500.  

 
945  E 1898, 8¢ Trans-Miss. photo essay, black, (289-E1 var.), engraved vignette only of unadopted design, on glossy stock cut 

approximately 31 x 24 mm; paper fresh, the design lighter than the engraved original but crisp and clear, Very Fine, Scott 
prices the engraved essay at $7,500 (italicized); this a bargain at our price, ex Brazer.   Estimate $300 - 400  

 
946  E 1898, 8¢ Trans-Miss. bicolor essay, dark red frame with black vignette, (289-E4), die on India, die sunk on card, 

Ridgway “5m/0” in pencil on the reverse, which translates to “dusky o-orange-red”, on a full 6” x 8” card, Very Fine. Scott 
$2,750.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

 
947  E 1898, 8¢ Trans-Miss. bicolor essay, dark red frame with black vignette, (289-E4), die on India, die sunk on card, 71 x 

59 mm, immaculate, Very Fine. Scott $750.   Estimate $400 - 600 

   
                                                                                  948                                            949  
948  E 1898, 10¢ Trans-Miss. bicolor essay, dull dusky violet blue frame with black vignette, (290-E4), die on India, die sunk 

on card, 190 x 135 mm, nice bright color, Very Fine. Scott $750.   Estimate $300 - 400 
  

949  E 1898, $2 Trans-Miss. photo essay, dusky violet & black, (293-E1 var.), vignette of issued 50¢, 72 x 63 mm, Very Fine,  
rare and possibly unique,  ex-Brazer.   Estimate $500 - 750 
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                                                                           950                                             951  
950  E 1898, $2 Trans-Miss. bicolor essay, dusky orange red frame with black vignette, (293-E7), die on India, die sunk on 

card, 60 x 49 mm mounted on 69 x 52 mm card; light India wrinkling, F.-V.F. Scott $750.   Estimate $250 - 350 
  

951  E 1898, $2 Trans-Miss. bicolor essay, dusky orange red frame with black vignette, (293-E7), die on India, die sunk 
on card, exquisitely printed on fresh India, the colors perfectly registered; die sunk on 176 x 125 mm card; frame color 
oxidized; toning to reverse of card (though not affecting sinkage area), still Very Fine, a handsome example of this popular 
item. Scott $3,000.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

1898 tranS-miSSiSSiPPi iSSUe ProofS 
 

   
                                                                EX 952                                                                 EX 953  
952  P 1898, 1¢ to $1 Trans-Miss., large die proofs, (285P1-292P1),  pretty group of monochrome proofs as issued, the printing 

crisp and colors strong; on India die sunk on 202 x 126 mm card; light toning, mostly to card, Very Fine. Scott $6,950.
   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

953  P 1898, Trans-Miss. complete, small die proofs, (285P2-293P2 var),  grand set of small dies on white wove measuring 
approximately 41 x 30 mm, with strong colors (the 2¢ and 10¢ particularly fetching), and exquisite detail (see the $1 
value); 5¢ with toned spot at bottom, several with hinge thins, still Very Fine,  a unique opportunity,  ; each with 2015 P.F. 
and/or 2018 P.S.E. certificate(s), each stating that the proofs are “of unknown origin” or “on white wove, but printed for a 
purpose other than placement in a Roosevelt Album”. Scott $6,750 as P2s.   Estimate $3,000 - 4,000 

      
                                                     954                                                  955                                            956  
954  P 1898, 5¢ Trans-Miss., large die proof, (288P1),  170 x 100 mm, just about pristine, with brilliant color, Extremely Fine 

and choice. Scott $850.   Estimate $300 - 400 

955  P 1898, 8¢ Trans-Miss., large die proof, (289P1),  202 x 152 mm, pristine, Extremely Fine. Scott $850.
   Estimate $350 - 500 

956  P 1898, 10¢ Trans-Miss., small die proof, (290P2),  immaculate, Very Fine. Scott $750.   Estimate $350 - 500 
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1902-1920 iSSUeS 
 

      
                                                   957                                                 958                                                959  
957  E 1903, 4¢ black, die proof on India, die sunk on card, (303-E2),  a stunning Grant in black, the proof and India pristine, 

sunk on 152 x 202 mm card; control number 60085 on back in blue; toning to card at corners plus a few additional spots, 
Very Fine+, a truly handsome item. Scott $2,000.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

958  P 1903, 15¢ olive green, large die proof, (309P1),  93 x 107 mm, a very dark color, almost black; couple faint tone specks 
on the front and hinge remnants on the reverse, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,750.   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
959  P 1903, 50¢ orange, large die proof, (310P1),  in grand color on large India, die sunk on 89 x 102 mm card; a few 

inconsequential toned spots, Very Fine. Scott $1,750.   Estimate $400 - 600 

      
                                  960                                                                EX 961                                                            962  
960  P 1903, $2 blue, large die proof, (312P1),  a magnificent proof in cool, crisp color providing exceptional detail; on India die 

sunk on 92 x 98 mm card; three small spots of toning well away from the design, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a marvelous 
Madison. Scott $2,500.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

 
961  P 1904, Louisiana Purchase complete, large die proofs, (323P1-327P1),  each in luxuriant color, cleanly pulled on pristine 

India; each die sunk on 202 x 152 mm card; control numbers in blue on reverse (in order: 132139, 132686, 133418, 
134167, 134608); light toning to card edges, and the occasional internal spot, Very Fine, this set screams, “Buy me!” Scott 
$7,000.   Estimate $4,000 - 6,000  
 
Photo on the back cover. 

 
962  P 1904, 3¢ Louisiana Purchase, large die proof, (325P1),  165 x 140 mm, pristine, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,400.  

   Estimate $500 - 750  
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963  E 1908-09, 2¢ to $1 Washington, set of 11 photo essays, (332-342), each the entire design printed on glossy photo paper 
measuring 89 x 102 mm; penned notation of catalogue number and year at bottom of each; some light toning to edges, 
Very Fine, an uncommon group.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

 
964  E 1908, 5¢ blue, die printed directly on card, (335-E1), engraving of design as adopted except “FIVE CENTS” at bottom; 

die measures 75 x 89 mm, sunk on 151 x 201 mm card; a few specks of toning of no consequence, Very Fine. Scott $1,500.
   Estimate $600 - 800 

 
965  E 1913, 2¢ Panama-Pacific, photo essay, (398-E1), in black, mounted on card, with the design of the adopted 5¢, 88 x 64 

mm (design 35 x 22 mm), Very Fine,  rare; with 1993 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $2,500.   Estimate $500 - 750 

966  E 1913, 5¢ Panama-Pacific, photo essay of wash drawing, in brown, similar to adopted design, with vignette pasted 
in, (399-E1), 118 x 88 mm, with a cut out from the original essay, in pencil, mounted on back, “Approved July 16, 1912, 
F.H.H.”, Very Fine. Scott $1,500.   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
967  E 1913, 10¢ Panama-Pacific, photo essay, (400-E3 var.), in black, mounted on card, 75 x 56 mm, similar to the listed essay 

but larger, Very Fine, ex-Johl.   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

968  E 1914, 7¢ to 30¢ Washington-Franklins, group of six photo essays, (430//439), comprising the 7¢, 9¢, 11¢, 12¢, 20¢ and 
30¢ values; each design razor-sharp on glossy photo paper measuring 89 x 101 mm; penned number and year at bottom of 
each; some toning or staining to edges of paper only, Very Fine, a great addition to your Washington-Franklin collection.

   Estimate $400 - 600 

969  E 1918, $2 Franklin vignette in black, (523-E3b), on wove, die sunk on 203 x 151 mm card; reverse with “845967” control 
and “JUL -7 1917” date handstamps in blue; soiling to bottom of card, otherwise Very Fine,  a very rare Washington-
Franklin essay. Scott $1,000.   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
970  E 1919, 2¢ Victory, photo essay of an unadopted design, (537-E), trimmed to 24 x 30mm and actually  used postally  on 

a Jun 3, 1919 local cover from Springfield, Mass., Very Fine,  a unique item.     Estimate $250 - 350 
 

971  P 1908, 2¢ golden yellow, trial color large die proof, (332TC1aj), on India, die sunk on card, 84 x 107 mm, fresh; trimmed 
at right, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $750.   Estimate $350 - 500 

 
972  P 1908, 2¢ blue, trial color large die proof, (332TC1ap), in lovely shade with full saturation on immaculate India; die sunk 

on full-size 151 x 199 mm card; a few toned spots and light soiling (at bottom) on card, Very Fine. Scott $850.  
   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
973  P 1908, 2¢ orange brown, trial color large die proof, (332TC1ay), in clean color, the India sunk on full-size 151 x 201 mm 

card; light overall toning, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $850.   Estimate $500 - 750 
 

974  P 1919, 13¢ light ultramarine, trial color large die proof, (513TC1ah), 85 x 95 mm, very bright and fresh; tiny hinge 
remnant on the reverse, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $650.   Estimate $350 - 500 

 
975  P 1919, 13¢ salmon red, trial color large die proof, (513TC1ar), 85 x 97 mm, bright and fresh; tiny tone speck on front, 

otherwise pristine, Very Fine. Scott $650.   Estimate $350 - 500 
 

976  P 1919, 13¢ brown carmine, trial color large die proof, (513TC1as), 85 x 97 mm, bright fresh color, Extremely Fine. Scott 
$650.   Estimate $350 - 500 

 
977  P 1919, 13¢ gray, trial color large die proof, (513TC1aw), 85 x 97 mm, brilliant fresh color and close to pristine, Extremely 

Fine. Scott $650.   Estimate $350 - 500 
 

978  P 1908, 3¢ deep violet, large die proof, (333P1), 66 x 86 mm, Very Fine. Scott $1,250.   Estimate $500 - 750 
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                                                                   979                                                     980  
979  P 1909, 50¢ violet, large die proof, (341P1),  72 x 76 mm with blue control no. 390582 on the back; small abrasion at the 

upper right affects the stamp, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,250.   Estimate $300 - 400 

980  P 1920, 5¢ Pilgrim, large die proof, (550P1),  with bright color and detailed impression, India in full die sink on cream 
card (202 x 151 mm); blue control number 1063074 on reverse; discoloration to India not affecting the print, Very Fine 
nonetheless, a pretty piece. Scott $1,250.   Estimate $500 - 750 

1922-1991 iSSUeS

      
                                               981                                                  982                                                   983  
981  P 1925, 1/2¢ olive brown, large die proof on India, (551P1),  a storming Hale, exquisitely printed on breathtakingly white 

India, die sunk on cream-colored card measuring 146 x 197 mm; control number 70059 in black on reverse; a few spots 
on card well removed from the die, Very Fine. Scott $1,500.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

  
982  P 1923, 1¢ deep green, large die proof on India, (552P1),  a bodacious Ben in glowing green, printed on white India and 

sunk on 146 x 197 mm light cream card; typed and signed approval of design by John H. Bartlett, Nov. 1, 1922, below; 
truncated control number 1181454 in blue on reverse, Very Fine. Scott $1,000.   Estimate $600 - 800 

 
983  P 1923, 2¢ carmine, large die proof on India, (554P1),  in blazing color on pristine India, on oversized sink on 152 x 202 

mm card; control number 331970 in deep blue on reverse; light toning, Very Fine, ex Roosevelt Collection. Scott $1,000.   
Estimate $600 - 800 

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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984  
984  E 1922 Fourth Bureau Issue, 3¢ Harrison, Stevenson photographic essay of an unaccepted design, (555-E), design size 

67 x 76 mm, initialed “JSS” (John S. Stevenson) in the bottom margin, Extremely Fine.   Estimate $250 - 350 

985  E 1922 Fourth Bureau Issue, 3¢ Harrison, Stevenson photographic essay of an unaccepted design, (555-E), reduced to 
stamp size, overall size 73 x 78 mm; tiny tone spot in the top margin, otherwise Very Fine (photo on web site).

   Estimate $200 - 300 

      
                                        986                                                  987                                                             988  
986  P 1923, 3¢ violet, large die proof on India, (555P1), an eye-catching proof on clean India, die sunk on 146 x 196 mm card; 

interleaving (linen-hinged to card at left) folded behind card; card with just a hint of toning and a light to middling scuff 
at upper left, still Very Fine. Scott $1,250.   Estimate $600 - 800 

 
987  P 1923, 4¢ yellow brown, large die proof on India, (556P1), with printing that jumps off the page, in warm, rich color; 

India in oversized sink on 152 x 202 mm light cream card; control number 331873 on reverse; light horizontal crease at 
bottom of card, otherwise Very Fine, Martha’s never looked more fetching. Scott $1,200.   Estimate $600 - 800 

 
988  E 1922, 5¢ dark blue, vignette essay in black, (557), handsomely printed on pristine India, with “W.O. Marks” at lower 

right; India centered in slightly larger sink on 201 x 151 mm cream card; handstamps on reverse comprise control number 
683053A, “MODELING” (crossed out in pencil) and initialed “Engraver’s Stock Proof/Authorized by”; the few toned 
spots to card hardly worth mentioning, Very Fine.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

 
989  E 1922, 5¢ dark blue, group of three rejected design essays, (557), each enlarged designs and initialed “JSS” (JS Stevenson, 

the designer) at lower left in pencil, neatly presented on a quadrille page, Very Fine, an uncommon trio (photo on web site).
   Estimate $400 - 600 
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990  E 1922 Fourth Bureau Issue, 5¢ T. Roosevelt, Stevenson photographic essay of an unaccepted design, (557-E), reduced 
to stamp size, overall size 86 x 90 mm, Very Fine.   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
991  E 1922, 10¢ Roosevelt, photo essay, (557-E),  n black, mounted on card, 74 x 85 mm, Very Fine.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
992  E 1922, 5¢ Roosevelt, photo essay, (557-E), in black, mounted on card, 78 x 88 mm, Very Fine.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
993  E 1922 Fourth Bureau Issue, 5¢ T. Roosevelt, Stevenson photographic essay of a second unaccepted design, (557-E), 

reduced to stamp size, overall size 73 x 78 mm, Very Fine.   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

994  E 1922 Fourth Bureau Issue, 5¢ T. Roosevelt, Stevenson photographic essay of a second unaccepted design, (557-E), 
reduced to stamp size, overall size 85 x 93 mm, Extremely Fine.   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
995  P 1922, 5¢ dark blue, large die proof on India, (557P1), with bright color and crisp detail, India sunk on 151 x 201 mm 

card, Postmaster General Work’s approval and signature below; control number 1176106 in blue on reverse, Very Fine. 
Scott $1,000.   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
996  P 1922, 5¢ dark blue, large die proof on India, die sunk on card, (557P1), 95 x 112 mm, numbered 70061 on 

the reverse, very bright and fresh; minor scrape in margin at top right, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,000.  
   Estimate $350 - 500 

 
997  P 1922, 6¢ red orange, large die proof on white wove, (558P1a), in glowing color on fresh paper; die sunk on 152 x 201 

mm card; control number 70067 in black on reverse; light scuff to lower right corner of paper, card lightly toned. Scott 
$700.   Estimate $400 - 600 

998  P 1923, 7¢ black, large die proof on India, (559P1), beautifully executed, with oversized sink, the India and card both 
pristine; control number 332720 in blue on reverse, Very Fine. Scott $1,000.   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
999  P 1923, 8¢ olive green, large die proof on white wove, (560P1a), attractive hybrid, the stamp-sized design affixed to 

paper sunk on 149 x 196 mm card with linen hinge at left; toning to card, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $700.  
   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
1000  P 1923, 9¢ red orange, trial color large die proof, (561-TC1ae), pristine proof with amazing color and not a breath of 

oxidation, on India in full sinkage on 152 x 202 mm card; blue control number 332070 on reverse; slight damage to lower 
right corner of card, Very Fine+, ex FDR Collection; with 2020 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,250.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

 
1001  P 1923, 9¢ rose, large die proof on white wove, (561P1a), intense color on fault-free paper, die sunk on 151 x 201 mm 

card with Postmaster General Hubert Work’s signed approval of the design below; control number 1184456 in light blue 
on reverse, Very Fine. Scott $700.   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
1002  P 1923, 12¢ brown violet, large die proof on India, (564P1), with meticulous detail and strong color, die sunk on cream 

card (130 x 182 mm); control number 70075 in black on reverse; just a few toned spots to card, Very Fine, Cleveland’s 
always looked better in brown violet. Scott $1,000.   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
1003  P 1923, 14¢ dark blue, large die proof on white wove, (565P1a), a flawless proof, die sunk on 151 x 203 mm cream card; 

light blue control number 1208103 on reverse; penciled notations at lower left, blue crayon check at lower right, still Very 
Fine. Scott $700.   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
1004  E 1922, 15¢ gray, two different photo essays, (566), each on matte stock, the original model measures 86 x 98 mm, the 

smaller retouched essay 72 x 79 mm; accompanied by detailed homemade album page, Very Fine.   Estimate $500 - 750 
 

1005  E 1923, 20¢ cobalt blue, unadopted vignette die on India, die sunk on card, (567-E2), the vignette showing Yosemite, 
with the unadopted engraved frame cut away; die sunk on 151 x 201 mm card; penciled “Nov 23-22” at lower right; 
control number 1184382 in light blue on reverse; top of card heavily toned, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,750. 
   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 
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1006  E 1923, 20¢ black, unadopted vignette on India, die sunk on card, (567), a magnificent enlarged-size engraving of 
the unadopted Yosemite vignette, the India in oversized sink on 152 x 204 mm rough-surfaced cream card; penciled 
“12027” at lower right; handstamped blue control number 437776 with matching crayon check mark alongside on 
reverse; serpentine line of extraneous ink at left edge of card noted for accuracy, Very Fine, an exquisite piece.  
   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
1007  E 1922 Fourth Bureau Issue, 20¢ Niagara Falls, Stevenson photographic essay of an unaccepted design, (567-E), 

overall size 63 x 78 mm; small ink line in left margin, otherwise Very Fine.   Estimate $250 - 350 

1008  E 1922 Fourth Bureau Issue, 20¢ Niagara Falls, Stevenson photographic essay of an unaccepted design, (567-E), 
reduced to stamp size, overall size 80 x 86 mm, Very Fine.   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
1009  E 1923, 20¢ Yosemite, unadopted photo essay, (567-E), in black, mounted on card, 77 x 89 mm, Very Fine.  

   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

1010  E 1923, 20¢ Golden Gate, photo essay, (567-E), in black, mounted on card, 73 x 82 mm, similar to adopted design except 
vertical, Very Fine.   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
1011  E 1923, 20¢ carmine rose, photo essay of unadopted design, (567), fully framed landscape of Mt. Rainier, on glossy 

photo stock approximately 78 x 96 mm, mounted on card cut to size; penciled “X” above and “1 3/4” below, Very Fine, 
unlisted in Scott.   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
1012  P 1922, 25¢ deep green, large die proof on India, (568P1), doctor’s orders: you much check this one out; the engraving 

is so refined the falls look like they’ve been painted in; India is pristine and overflows the die sink on this 202 x 151 
mm cream card with rounded corners; penciled “Sept 26-22” at lower right; blue control number 1174688 on reverse; 
two toned spots on card; pinhole at bottom of India below left “2”, Very Fine nonetheless, no prescription needed. Scott 
$1,000.   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
1013  E 1922, 40¢ Arlington Amphitheater, Huston photographic essay of an unaccepted design for an unadopted value, 

(570-E), design size 76 x 66 mm, initialed on the back “cab” (Clair Aubrey Huston), Very Fine.   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

1014  E 1922 Fourth Bureau Issue, 50¢ U.S. Capitol, Stevenson photographic essay of an unaccepted design, (570-E), 
reduced to stamp size, overall size 73 x 78 mm; light surface break to the upper left of the design, otherwise Very Fine. 
   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
1015  E 1922 Fourth Bureau Issue, 50¢ U.S. Capitol, Stevenson photographic essay of an unaccepted design, (570-E), reduced 

to stamp size, overall size 81 x 90 mm, Very Fine.   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

1016  E 1922, 50¢ lilac, Bureau photo essay, (570E), 87 x 75 mm, Very Fine.   Estimate $200 - 300 

1017  E 1922, $1 Lady Liberty, Stevenson photographic essay of an unaccepted design, (571-E), design size 61.5 x 75 mm, 
initialed “JSS” (John S. Stevenson) in the bottom margin, Extremely Fine.   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
1018  E 1922, $1 Lady Liberty, Stevenson photographic essay of an unaccepted design, (571-E), reduced to stamp size, overall 

72 x 87 mm, Very Fine.   Estimate $350 - 500 
 

1019  P 1923, $1 violet brown, large die proof on India, (571P1), in glowing color on fresh India, sunk on rough-surfaced cream 
card measuring 202 x 152 mm; blue control number 1189547 on reverse; India with scuff through to underlying card at 
upper left; card corners slightly rounded, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,500.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

 
1020  P 1923, $1 violet brown, large die proof on white wove, (571P1a), 62 x 50 mm, fresh; hinged on the reverse, Very Fine. 

Scott $700.   Estimate $250 - 350 
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1021  P 1923, $2 deep blue, large die proof on India, (572P1), in majestic color on flawless India, die sunk on 197 x 147 mm 
cream card with Hubert Work’s signed approval below; control number 154040 in blue on reverse; bottom corners lightly 
bumped—easily overlooked, Very Fine. Scott $2,500.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 

  
1022  E 1922 Fourth Bureau Issue, $5 “America”, Stevenson photographic essay of an unaccepted design, (573-E), design 

size 665 x 76 mm, initialed “JSS” (John S. Stevenson) in the bottom margin, Extremely Fine.   Estimate $500 - 750 
  

1023  P 1926, 13¢ green, large die proof on India, (622P1), in the boldest color imaginable, the India die sunk on 146 x 197 mm 
card; black control number 70077 on reverse; a few light scuffs or small toned spots, still Very Fine. Scott $1,000.

   Estimate $500 - 750 
  

1024  P 1926, 5¢ Ericsson, large die proof on white wove, die sunk on card, (628P1a), with alluring color and three-dimensional 
detail, the India sunk on 154 x 201 mm rough-surfaced cream card with Postmaster General Harry S. New’s signed 
approval at bottom; control number 1393524 in blue on reverse; lower left corner of card clipped, Very Fine, full steam 
ahead when bidding. Scott $1,000.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

  
1025  E 1930, 2¢ Braddock’s Field, group of four photo essays, (688), three unadopted designs, plus as issued, hinged to a 

homemade page including the actual stamp and a page with technical data, Very Fine (photo on web site).
   Estimate $600 - 800 

1026  P 1932, 5¢ Washington Bicentennial, large die proof on India, die sunk on card, (710P1), an immaculate proof in 
oversized sink on 153 x 183 mm cream card; control number 70098 in black on reverse, Very Fine, a lovely item for the 
Washington enthusiast. Scott $1,000.   Estimate $500 - 750 

1027  E 1932, Summer Olympics, set of four submitted designs, (718-E1, 719-E1 vars), comprising the two Scott-listed essays, 
plus two rejected designs submitted by C.A. Huston, each artwork-sized, mounted on homemade exhibit page, Very Fine. 
Scott $2,500+ (photo on web site).   Estimate $800 - 1,200 

  
1028  E 1932, 2¢ Summer Olympics, Bureau photo essay of the classical Greek Discus Thrower statue, (718-E), drawing on 

thick artist’s card, in black and white, with labels different from the final design, 26 x 29 mm, Very Fine,  extremely rare,  
ex-Alvin Hall.   Estimate $250 - 350 

  
1029  E 1932, 2¢ Summer Olympics, Bureau photo essay, similar to the adopted design, (718-E), drawing on thick artist’s card, 

in black and white, 26 x 29 mm, Very Fine,  extremely rare,  ex-Alvin Hall.   Estimate $250 - 350 
  

1030  E 1932, 2¢ Summer Olympics, unadopted Bureau photo essay of a runner, (718-E), drawing on thick artist’s card, in 
black and white, 26 x 29 mm, Very Fine,  extremely rare,  ex-Alvin Hall.   Estimate $250 - 350 

  
1031  E 1932, 2¢ Summer Olympics, unadopted Bureau photo essay of a hurdle jumper, (718-E), drawing on thick artist’s 

card, in black and white, 26 x 29 mm, Very Fine,  extremely rare,  ex-Alvin Hall.   Estimate $250 - 350 
  

1032  E 1932, 2¢ Summer Olympics, unadopted Bureau photo essay of a Winged Nike, (718-E), drawing on thick artist’s card, 
in black and white, 27 x 28 mm, Very Fine,  extremely rare,  ex-Alvin Hall.   Estimate $250 - 350 

  
1033  E 1932, 2¢ Summer Olympics, unadopted Bureau photo essay of a Winged Nike, (718-E), drawing on thick artist’s card, 

in black and white, 26 x 29 mm, Very Fine,  extremely rare,  ex-Alvin Hall.   Estimate $250 - 350 
  

1034  E 1932, 2¢ Summer Olympics, unadopted Bureau photo essay of a shot putter, (718-E), drawing on thick artist’s card, in 
black and white, 27 x 29 mm, Very Fine,  extremely rare,  ex-Alvin Hall.   Estimate $250 - 350 

  
1035  E 1932, 2¢ Summer Olympics, unadopted Bureau photo essay of a stylized runner, (718-E), drawing on thick artist’s 

card, in black and white, 26 x 30 mm, Very Fine,  extremely rare,  ex-Alvin Hall.   Estimate $250 - 350 

1036  E 1932, 5¢ Summer Olympics, set of seven photo essays, (719), neatly arranged on a presentation page, a set of stamp-
sized essays ranging from the sporting to the allegorical; accompanied by page of technical details on the issue, Very Fine, 
go on and bid: you have a sporting chance (photo on web site).   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 

  
1037  E 1933, 5¢ Kosciuszko, page of 12 photo essays, (734), lovely holding of BEP stamp-sized essays, including the design as 

issued plus varieties we never got to see; clean and fresh, hinged to an album page, Very Fine, ex Alvin Hall (photo on web 
site).   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 

1038  E 1934, 1¢ Yosemite National Park, Bureau photo essay, (740-E), 190 x 236 mm, Very Fine, with a signed note by Harold 
Ickes, then-Secretary of the Interior, that this view was actually used for the design of the issued stamp.

   Estimate $500 - 750 
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1039  E 1934, 2¢ Grand Canyon National Park, Bureau photo essay, (741-E), 200 x 245 mm, Very Fine. The lot also contains 
a signed note by Harold Ickes, then-Secretary of the Interior, that this view was actually used for the design of the issued 
stamp.   Estimate $500 - 750 

  
1040  E 1934, 3¢ Mt. Rainier National Park, Bureau photo essay, (742-E), 198 x 245 mm, Very Fine. The lot also contains a 

signed note by Harold Ickes, then-Secretary of the Interior, that this view was actually used for the design of the issued 
stamp.   Estimate $500 - 750 

  
1041  E 1934, 3¢ Mt. Rainier National Park, transparency essay, (742-E), preliminary design of vignette only showing Mt. 

Rainier and Mirror Lake, in violet on acetate, signed in the engraving below the image by Bureau engraver, J.C. Benzing, 
Very Fine.   Estimate $400 - 600 

         
                                  1042                                   1043                                           1044                                        1045  
1042  E 1934, 3¢ Mt. Rainier National Park, Bureau photo essay, (742-E), 45 x 30 mm, Very Fine.   Estimate $200 - 300 

1043  E 1934, 4¢ Mesa Verde National Park, Bureau photo essay, (743-E), 45 x 30 mm, Very Fine.   Estimate $200 - 300 

1044  E 1934, 8¢ Zion National Park, two similar Bureau photo essays, (747-E), each 30 x 45 mm, Very Fine.
   Estimate $350 - 500 

1045  E 1934, 9¢ Glacier National Park, Bureau photo essay, (748-E), 45 x 30 mm, Very Fine.   Estimate $200 - 300 

            
                                                     1046                                                                     1048                                              1050 
1046  E 1934, 10¢ Great Smoky Mountains, 6 different Bureau photo essays, (749-E), each about 45 x 30 mm (or 30 x 45 mm 

if vertical), Very Fine, ex-Alvin Hall.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

1047  E 1935, 3¢ California Pacific Expo, selection of six photo essays, (773), neatly arranged on an album page, five close to 
the issued stamp, one an attractive outlier; accompanied by page of technical details on the stamp, Very Fine, ex Alvin Hall 
(photo on web site).   Estimate $800 - 1,200 

1048  E 1935, 3¢ California Pacific Expo, Bureau photo essay, (773-E), drawing on thick artist’s card, 44 x 29 mm, in black and 
white, Very Fine.   Estimate $250 - 350 

1049  E 1935, 3¢ Boulder Dam, group of eight photo essays, (774), presented on an album page, a handsome array of stamp-
sized proposed designs, including as issued lightly tinted and three that would have broken the mold for stamp formats at 
the time, Very Fine, ex Alvin Hall (photo on web site).   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 

1050  E 1935, 3¢ Boulder Dam, Bureau photo essay, similar to adopted design, (774-E), drawing on thick artist’s card, in black 
and white, 29 x 45 mm, Very Fine.   Estimate $250 - 350 

1051  E 1935, 3¢ Boulder Dam, Bureau photo essay, (774-E), drawing on thick artist’s card, in black and white, 38 x 45 mm; 
hinged on the reverse, Very Fine. (photo on web site)   Estimate $250 - 350 
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                                        1052                                       1054                                                       1055  
1052  E 1935, 3¢ Boulder Dam, Bureau photo essay, (774-E), 30 x 45 mm, Very Fine.   Estimate $200 - 300 

1053  E 1936, 3¢ Texas Statehood, official compound photo of two different unaccepted designs, (776-E), Very Fine (photo on 
web site).   Estimate $250 - 350 

1054  E 1936, 3¢ Texas, unadopted Bureau photo essay, (776-E), drawing on thick artist’s card, in black and white, 45 x 29 mm, 
Very Fine.   Estimate $250 - 350 

1055  E 1936, 3¢ Texas, unadopted Bureau photo essay, (776-E), drawing on thick artist’s card, in black and white, 44 x 29 mm, 
Very Fine.   Estimate $250 - 350 

      
                                        1056                                                                1057                                                          1058 
1056  E 1937, 3¢ Constitution, photo essay in black on photographic paper, (798-E), light corner creases at bottom left, Very 

Fine.   Estimate $200 - 300 
  

1057  P 1937, 3¢ Constitution, die proof on India, die sunk on card, (798P1), attractive and fresh, the sinkage showing the plate 
screws, on card measuring 202 x 150 mm; control number 70033 in black on reverse, Very Fine. Scott $1,500.  
   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

 
1058  E 1938 Presidential Issue (?) compound essay by August Dietz, Sr., (803E), stamp-size 1¢, 2¢, 7¢ & 10¢ designs 

typographed in black on a white glossy card; signed by Dietz and inscribed by him, “Designed, but never submitted.” Very 
Fine. An interesting and attractive piece of Prexie collateral.     Estimate $750 - 1,000 
 
A similar card is pictured in a John Hotchner article in  Linn’s, Mar 18, 2019; that one did not have the “Designed...” 
inscription.  
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          1059                             1060                                  EX 1061                                     1062                                          1063 

              
                 1064                                     1065                                           1066                                      1067                         1068 

        
                             1069                                            1070                                         1071                                        1072 

 

         
                                             1073                                      1074                             1076                                 1077 
1059  E 1938, 1¢ Washington, Brazer essay, (804-E), 255 x 300 mm (huge!) and mounted on card (photo is reduced a bit), Very 

Fine,  believed to be unique.     Estimate $750 - 1,000  
 

1060  E 1938, 1¢ Washington, Brazer essay, (804-E), 55 x 300 mm (huge!) and mounted on card (photo is reduced a bit), Very 
Fine,  believed to be unique.     Estimate $750 - 1,000 

1061  E 1938, 18¢ Grant, 2 Bureau photo essays, one similar to the final design, (823-E), drawing on thick artist’s card, in black 
and white, 81 x 94 mm and 78 x 108 mm, Very Fine.   Estimate $300 - 400 
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1062  P 1938, 3¢ Constitution Ratification, die proof on yellowish wove, (835P2), remarkably detailed and refined, the proof 
affixed to a hole-punched card measuring 188 x 136 mm; control number 550291 in blue on reverse, over which is taped 
an initialed “Engraver’s Stock Proof/Authorized by” handstamped strip of paper; toned; card with 13 mm horizontal tear 
at right, F.-V.F., pretty nonetheless. Scott $1,500.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

1063  P 1938, 3¢ Northwest Territory, dark purple, large die on India, die sunk on card, (837TC1ae), an immaculate proof 
with sharp lines and deep color, the India within oversized sink on 153 x 203 mm card; “999” penciled at lower right; 
control number 557330 in dark blue with light blue initialed “Engraver’s Stock Proof/Authorized by” handstamp on 
reverse, Very Fine, about as fresh as they come. Scott $1,500.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

1064  E 1938, 3¢ Iowa Territory, unadopted Bureau photo essay, (838-E), drawing on thick artist’s card, in black and white, 44 
x 29 mm, Very Fine.   Estimate $200 - 300 

1065  E 1938, 3¢ Iowa Territory, unadopted Bureau photo essay, (838-E), drawing on thick artist’s card, in black and white, 44 
x 29 mm, Very Fine.   Estimate $200 - 300 

  
1066  E 1938, 3¢ Iowa Territory, Bureau photo essay, (838-E), 45 x 30 mm, Very Fine.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
1067  P 1940, 1¢ Longfellow, die proof on India, die sunk on card, (864P1), a stunner with immense color and incredible detail, 

all on immaculate India in oversized sink on 153 x 203 mm cream card; “P.O. 1030” penciled at lower right; reverse with 
control number 622460A and “Engraver’s Stock Proof/Authorized by” handstamps in blue; one toned spot at lower right 
of card, Very Fine, ride hard for this one. Scott $1,500.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

  
1068  P 1940, 5¢ Whitman, die proof on white wove, die sunk on card, (867P2), a lyrical proof on pristine India, in oversized 

sink showing die plate’s nails, on 136 x 190 mm hole-punched card; reverse with control number 622531A in blue 
taped on, matching handstamped “Engraver’s Stock Proof/Authorized by”, and taped-on plastic interleaving; card toned, 
otherwise Very Fine, salute your captain and bid high. Scott $1,500.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

1069  P 1940, 10¢ Riley, die proof on India, die sunk on card, (868P1), crisply printed with strong color, India on oversized sink 
showing plate nails, on 136 x 178 mm hole-punched card; blue control number 621267A and “Engraver’s Stock Proof/
Authorized by” handstamps; two small punches through “0”s of denomination; India lightly wrinkled when adhered to 
card (only at horizontal center; top and bottom loose), stains at front right, F.-V.F.+, an uncommon find. Scott $1,500.

   Estimate $750 - 1,000 
  

1070  P 1940, 5¢ Willard, die proof on India, die sunk on card, (872P1), fresh and bright, the India on oversized sink on 153 x 
203 mm card; reverse with handstamped “Engraver’s Stock Proof/Authorized by”, “DEC 14 1939” and control number 
622591A, all in blue, Very Fine; with 2008 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,500.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

1071  P 1940, 5¢ Daniel French, die proof on India, die sunk on card, (887P1), day-one fresh, the India in oversized sink on 152 
x 203 mm card; blue “Engraver’s Stock Proof/Authorized by” and control number 627028A handstamps; pencil erasures 
at bottom, still Very Fine; with 2008 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,500.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

 
1072  P 1940, 10¢ Frederic Remington, die proof on India, die sunk on card, (888P1), artfully produced, the card signed 

“Harry R. Rollins” at bottom right; reverse bears control number 626309A and “Engraver’s Stock Proof/Authorized by” 
handstamps in blue, Very Fine. Scott $1,500.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

 
1073  P 1940, 3¢ Coronado Expedition, large die proof on India paper, die sunk on wove, (898P1), 180 x 137 mm, with filing 

punch holes at top, Very Fine. Scott $1,500.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

1074  E 1943, 2¢ Allied Nations, unadopted Bureau photo essay, (907-E), drawing on thick artist’s card, in black and white, 28 
x 30 mm, Very Fine.   Estimate $200 - 300 

1075  E 1943, 2¢ Allied Nations, unadopted Bureau photo essay, (907-E), drawing on thick artist’s card, in black and white, 27 
x 30 mm, Very Fine. (photo on web site)   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
1076  E 1943, 2¢ Allied Nations, unadopted Bureau photo essay, (907-E), drawing on thick artist’s card, in black and white, Very 

Fine.   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

1077  E 1943, 2¢ Allied Nations, unadopted Bureau photo essay, (907-E), drawing on thick artist’s card, in black and white, 27 
x 29 mm, Very Fine.   Estimate $200 - 300 
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                  1078                                                               1079                                                                                 1080 
1078  E 1943, 2¢ Allied Nations, Bureau photo essay, (907-E), 25 x 30 mm, Very Fine.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
1079  E 1943-44, Overrun Countries complete, Bureau photo essays, (909E-921E), mounted on printer’s card, Very Fine,  

unique.     Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 
 

1080  E 1943-44, Overrun Countries, frame-only die essay in black, (909-921-E1b), the frame as accepted, with powerful 
color and heart-pounding detail, on India die sunk on cream card measuring 101 x 87 mm (larger than what Scott lists for 
this); absolutely pristine without a speck of discoloration; light crease to card across top of die sink mentioned solely for 
accuracy, Very Fine, a beautiful thing to behold. Scott $1,500.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

 
1081  E 1944, 3¢ Motion Pictures, group of six photo essays, (926), all of a theme, showing servicemen and women watching a 

movie in the field; each stamp-sized and absolutely spotless, hinged to album page, Very Fine, your close encounter of the 
philatelic kind (photo on web site).   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

 

   
                                                                        1082                                                              1083 
1082  E 1945, 3¢ Florida Statehood, unadopted Bureau photo essay, (927-E), drawing on thick artist’s card, in black and white, 

44 x 29 mm, Very Fine.   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

1083  E 1945, 3¢ Florida Statehood, unadopted Bureau photo essay, (927-E), drawing on thick artist’s card, in black and white, 
45 x 29 mm, Very Fine.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
1084  E 1948, 3¢ Four Chaplains, official photos of two different unaccepted designs, (956-E), Very Fine (photo on web site).   

Estimate $200 - 300 
 

1085  E 1948, 3¢ Francis Scott Key, official photos of four different unaccepted designs, (962-E), Very Fine (photo on web 
site).   Estimate $300 - 400 

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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                                   1086                                                            1087                                                              1088 
1086  P 1951, 3¢ Landing of Cadillac, die proof on wove paper, die sunk on card, (1000P1a),  a lovely example with strong, 

warm color; paper blemishless, in oversized sink on hole-punched 203 x 153 mm card; reverse with blue control number 
38637B and violet “Engraver’s Stock Proof/Approved by” handstamps, plus penciled “S Brooks/1250 B249R” and “C”-
shaped security punch held in place by tape, Very Fine. Scott $1,500.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

  
1087  P 1952, 3¢ Betsy Ross, die proof on white wove, die sunk on card, (1004P1a),  with exceptionally strong lines and 

color that glows, in oversized sink on 203 x 153 mm hole-punched card; reverse with control number 60742B in blue, 
“Engraver’s Stock Proof/Approved by” handstamp in violet, penciled “1259 R141R Brooks” and “C”-shaped security 
punch held in place by tape, Very Fine. Scott $1,500.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

1088  P 1952, 3¢ Lafayette, die proof on wove paper, die sunk on card, (1010P1a),  a true marquis proof, with exquisite color 
and detail; wove in oversized sink on 203 x 153 mm card; blue control number 77049B and violet “Engraver’s Stock Proof/
Authorized by” handstamp on reverse; “C”-shaped security punch held in place by tape; light dings to corners, with toning 
to reverse, still Very Fine and uncommon. Scott $1,500.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

       
                                   1089                                                             1090                                                             1091 
1089  P 1952, 3¢ Civil Engineering, die proof on wove, die sunk on card, (1012P1a),  the proof in immaculate condition 

with blueprint-precise lines, in oversized sink on 203 x 153 mm card; blue control number 91935B, violet “Engraver’s 
Stock Proof/Authorized by” handstamp and “C”-shaped security punch covered by tape; bumped corners and edge stains, 
otherwise Very Fine. Really —we have a bridge to sell you. Scott $1,500.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

  
1090  P 1952, 3¢ Women in Armed Services, die proof on wove, die sunk on card, (1013P1a),  one to wax lyrical about, with 

crisp detail and clean color; in oversized sink on 203 x 153 mm card; reverse with blue control number 92881B and violet 
“Engraver’s Stock Proof/Authorized by” handstamp, plus unsecured “C”-shaped security punch; corners lightly rounded, 
Very Fine. Scott $1,500.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

1091  E 1952, 3¢ Red Cross, deep blue, die on wove, die sunk on card, (1016-E1),  as issued, but with a “C”-shaped security 
punch (secured by tape on back) in place of the cross; card hole-punched; blue control number 103120B, violet “Engraver’s 
Stock Proof/Authorized by” handstamp, and penciled “1274 B277R Brooks.” on reverse, Very Fine. Scott $2,500. 
   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 
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                                                                    1092                                                          1094  
1092  P 1953, 3¢ Trucking Industry, die on wove, die sunk on card, (1025P1a),  in deep, rich color, in oversized sink on 203 

x 153 mm card; reverse with control number 130091B in blue, “Engraver’s Stock Proof/Authorized by” handstamp in 
violet, and “C”-shaped security punch secured by tape; lightly toned at left, Very Fine. Scott $1,500.  
   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

 
1093  P 1953, 3¢ General Patton, die on wove, die sunk on card, (1026P1a),  BEP fresh proof signed by engraver Matthew 

D. Fenton; in oversized sink on 203 x 153 mm card; reverse bears control number 130352B in blue and “Engraver’s 
Stock Proof/Authorized by” handstamp in violet; light edge wear; card thinned on reverse by removal of tape 
holding “C”-shaped security punch in place (still secure), otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,500. (photo on web site) 
   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

 
1094  P 1953, 3¢ New York City, die proof on wove, die sunk on card, (1027),  with powerful color and deep lines, in oversized 

sink on 203 x 153 mm card; blue control number 131380B, violet “Engraver’s Stock Proof/Authorized by” handstamp and 
tape-secured “C”-shaped security punch on reverse; light toning, mostly to back, Very Fine, unlisted in Scott—don’t sleep 
on this one.   Estimate $800 - 1,200 

 

             
                                                  1095                                           1096                                               EX 1099 

1095  P 1954, 3¢ Lewis & Clark Expedition, large die proof on wove paper, die sunk on card, (1063P1a),  200 x 150 mm, with 
“Engraver’s Stock Proof ” handstamp on the reverse; 3 archival punch holes at top, Very Fine. Scott $1,500.  
   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

1096  P 1957, 3¢ Coast & Geodetic Survey, large die proof on wove paper, die sunk on card, (1088P1a),  202 x 152 mm, with 
“Engraver’s Stock Proof ” handstamp on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $1,500.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

 
1097  E 1959, 8¢ World Trade, official photos of four different unaccepted designs plus the final design, (1129-E),  Very Fine 

(photo on web site).   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

1098  E 1962, 4¢ Higher Education, group of 11 design photo essays, (1206),  neatly presented on two thoroughly annotated 
quadrille pages, the designs celebrating either “Higher Education” or the Centenary of Land Grant Colleges, Very Fine, a 
group that would be difficult to duplicate (photo on web site).   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
1099  E 1967, 5¢ National Grange, group of ten different photo essays, (1323),  on three fully annotated quadrille pages that 

take the reader through the design selection process, the designs showing a range of images and themes, Very Fine, an 
interesting lot.   Estimate $400 - 600 
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1100  E 1969, 6¢ John W. Powell, 14 different photo esays, (1374-E), about 40 x 60 each (if vertical), mounted on exhibition 
pages with copious interesting notes, Very Fine (photo on web site).   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
1101  Pa 1989, 25¢ Montana Statehood, proof, (2401), two imperforate blocks of four, one unused, one First Day cancelled, both 

affixed to 1989 USPS presentation page, Very Fine, a rarely seen item, not listed in Scott (photo on web site).
   Estimate $500 - 750 

1102  
1102  P 1991, 30¢ Cardinal, die proof on chromaline paper, (2480), presented in a 152 x 203 mm top-bound black folder, the 

design visible through a passepartout of coated card stock, Very Fine, a most uncommon offering.   Estimate $350 - 500 

airmail

      
                                  1103                                                              1104                                                               1105  
1103  E ca. 1950, essay based on U.N. 5¢ design, purple & olive green, four singles perforated and inscribed “Air Mail” and 

“United States Postage” but with the U.N. symbol and “United Nations” repeated in the background; affixed to sunken-
framed card measuring 210 x 149 mm; stamps printed by Orell Füssli in Zurich; card with light edge toning, Very Fine, an 
attractive color combination.   Estimate $500 - 750

 
1104  E ca. 1950, essay based on U.N. 5¢ design, gray blue & violet, four singles perforated and inscribed “Air Mail” and “United 

States Postage” but with the U.N. symbol and “United Nations” repeated in the background; affixed to sunken-framed card 
measuring 210 x 149 mm; stamps printed by Orell Füssli in Zurich; card with light edge toning, one toned spot in bottom 
panel of card, Very Fine, a great looking item.   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
1105  E ca. 1950, essay based on U.N. 5¢ design, blue & green, four singles, tightly placed (appears a block of four), perforated 

and inscribed “Air Mail” and “United States Postage” but with the U.N. symbol and “United Nations” repeated in the 
background; affixed to sunken-framed card measuring 210 x 149 mm; stamps printed by Orell Füssli in Zurich; light 
adhesive stains to card (stamps unaffected), Very Fine, an intriguing item.   Estimate $500 - 750 
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                                1106                                                                 1107                                                               1108 
1106  E ca. 1950, essay based on U.N. 5¢ design, red & orange and red & olive green (shades), four singles (identical designs, 

differing color printings), perforated and inscribed “Air Mail” and “United States Postage” but with the U.N. symbol and 
“United Nations” repeated in the background; affixed to sunken-framed surfaced card measuring 210 x 149 mm; stamp 
signatures centered and show only the printers, Orell Füssli in Zurich; bottom panel of card with albino “Art. Institut Orell 
Füssli Zürich” emboss; accompanied by original presentation folder (heavily stained and toned); spots of adhesive stains, 
Very Fine, a grand item awaiting further research.   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
1107  E ca. 1950, essay based on U.N. 5¢ design, violet & olive green, four singles perforated and inscribed “Air Mail” and 

“United States Postage” but with the U.N. symbol and “United Nations” repeated in the background; affixed to sunken-
framed card measuring 210 x 149 mm; stamps printed by Orell Füssli in Zurich; spots of adhesive stains, just affecting 
several perforations, Very Fine, uncommon.   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
1108  E ca. 1950, essay based on U.N. 5¢ design, red & orange, four singles perforated and inscribed “Air Mail” and “United 

States Postage” but with the U.N. symbol and “United Nations” repeated in the background; affixed to sunken-framed card 
measuring 210 x 149 mm; stamps printed by Orell Füssli in Zurich; card with light edge toning, Very Fine, eye-catching.   
Estimate $500 - 750 

   
1109                                                                   1113

1109  E 1959, 11th Inter-American Conference, Quito, Ecuador, unadopted photoessay, in black & white, 103 x 77 mm, Very 
Fine, definitely unusual - we have never seen another.     Estimate $350 - 500 

1110  E 1960, 10¢ Liberty Bell, official photos of four different unaccepted designs plus the final design, (C57-E), Very Fine 
(photo on web site).   Estimate $250 - 350 

1111  E 1959, 15¢ Statue of Liberty, official photos of four different unaccepted designs, (C58-E), Very Fine (photo on web 
site).   Estimate $200 - 300 

1112  E 1959, 25¢ Lincoln, official photos of five different unaccepted designs plus the final design, (C59-E), Very Fine (photo 
on web site).   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
1113  P 1923, 24¢ carmine, large die proof, (C6P1), 200 x 150 mm, pristine, Extremely Fine. Scott $4,750.  

   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000 
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airmail SPeCial delivery

1114  
1114  P Airmail Special Delivery, 1934, 16¢ dark blue, small die proof, (CE1P2), a near-perfect example of this rare proof; 

lightly hinged on the reverse, Extremely Fine. Scott $4,000.   Estimate $2,500 - 3,500 

SPeCial delivery

   
                                                       1115                                                                                   1116  
1115  P 1885, 10¢ dark brown, trial color large die proof on India, (E1TC1af), a gorgeous proof (we like it better than the 

issued blue), crisp, clean and sharp on immaculate India, die sunk on 203 x 147 mm card with light toning well clear of 
the sink, Very Fine,  this  is what brown can do for you. Scott $3,000.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1116  P 1885, 10¢ blue and 10¢ orange, small die proofs, (E1P2-E6P2), group of five pristine proofs, on full-sized Roosevelt 
Album page, which retains its original “frame”; a few toned spots to page and a scuff at upper left corner of frame, still 
Very Fine. Scott $1,300+.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

1117  
1117  P 1944, 13¢ blue, small die proof, (E17P2), a near-perfect example of this very scarce proof; hinge remnant on the reverse, 

Extremely Fine. Scott $3,000.   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000 
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PoStage dUe

      
                           1118                                                   1119                                                                      1120 

              
                      1121                        1122                     EX 1123                   1124                           1125                              1127   

           
                               1128                             1129                              1130                                 1131                          1132    

         
                                     EX 1133                  EX 1134                                   EX 1135                                   EX 1136  

         
                                                   1137                                EX 1138                         EX 1139                   EX 1140  
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1118  E 1879, 1¢ A.B.N.C. “Unpaid Postage” essay, in dark red violet, (J1-E1a), India on card, with die number “C.10”, 79 x 
97 mm with full die sinkage, Very Fine. Scott $850.   Estimate $400 - 600

1119  E 1879, 2¢, 3¢ and 5¢ A.B.N.C. “Unpaid Postage” essays, in dull red, (J2,3,4-E1b), complete design, die on India, cut 
small, nice margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $900.   Estimate $350 - 500 

 
1120  E 1879, 2¢, 3¢ and 5¢ A.B.N.C. “Unpaid Postage” essays, in dull green, (J2,3,4-E1b), complete design, die on India, cut 

small, nice margins; 2¢ and 3¢ with small thins, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $900.   Estimate $200 - 300 

1121  E 1879, 5¢ A.B.N.C. “Unpaid Postage” essay, in black, (J4-E1d), complete design, die on white ivory paper, die sunk, 54 
x 59 mm; minor faults including hinge remnants and small thin on the reverse, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $700.  
   Estimate $250 - 350 

1122  E 1879, 5¢ A.B.N.C. “Unpaid Postage” essay, in scarlet, (J4-E1d), complete design, die on white ivory paper, die sunk, 44 
x 50 mm; hinged on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $700.   Estimate $300 - 400 

1123  E 1930, 1/2¢ to $5 complete, flat plate printing, photo essays, (J69-J78), in black, each value on approximately 89 x 102 
mm photo paper, with notations at bottom; accompanied by unused or used complete set of issued stamps; a few essays 
with light edge toning, Very Fine, an uncommon offering.   Estimate $500 - 750 

1124  P 1879, 1¢ black, trial color large die proof on India, (J1TC1ae), 43 x 55 mm; minor natural India paper wrinkle at top, 
Very Fine overall. Scott $500.   Estimate $250 - 350 

1125  Pa 1879, 1¢ black, “Atlanta” trial color plate proof on card, (J1TC4a), block of 6, large margins, Very Fine. Scott $330.
   Estimate $200 - 250 

1126  P 1879, 2¢ black, trial color large die proof on India, (J2TC1ae), 45 x 53 mm; hinge remnant and small thin on the 
reverse, just showing through to front, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $500 (photo on web site).   Estimate $200 - 300 

1127  P 1879, 2¢ orange, trial color large die proof on India, (J2TC1aj), 48 x 60 mm; flaws including a small shallow thin, a 
faint crease and the orange color is partly oxidized, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $500.   Estimate $200 - 300 

1128  P 1879, 3¢ A.B.N.C. trial color large die proof, in olive green, (J3TC1 var.), India on card, with die number “C.24 A”, 57 
x 66 mm with full die sinkage, Very Fine. A rare unlisted color. Scott $500.   Estimate $300 - 400 

1129  P 1879, 5¢ red orange, trial color large die proof on India, die sunk on card, (J4TC1ak), 58 x 66 mm, pristine, Extremely 
Fine. Scott $500.   Estimate $250 - 350 

1130  P 1879, 30¢ gray black, trial color large die proof, (J6TC1af), 64 x 69 mm, fresh; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very 
Fine. Scott $500.   Estimate $300 - 400 

1131  P 1879, 30¢ blue green, trial color large die proof, (J6TC1ah), 63 x 69 mm, close to pristine, Extremely Fine. Scott $500.
   Estimate $300 - 400 

1132  P 1879, 30¢ olive bister, trial color large die proof on India, mounted on card, (J6TC1ak), 45 x 52 mm; light wrinkle 
barely visible on front and hinge remnants on the reverse, F.-V.F. Scott $500.   Estimate $200 - 300 

1133  P 1879, 1¢-50¢ complete, large die proofs, (J1P1-J7P1), on India die sunk on cut-down cards; each fresh and clean, the 1¢ 
through 5¢ each with plate notation above design, Very Fine. Scott $1,750.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

1134  P 1879, 1¢-50¢ complete, “Roosevelt” small die proofs, (J1P2-J7P2), a beautiful fresh set; lightly hinged on the reverse, 
Extremely Fine. Scott $700.   Estimate $400 - 600 

1135  P 1879-91, 1¢-50¢ complete, plate proofs on card, (J1P4-J28P4), 3 different complete issues, nice margins and fresh 
colors; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $359.   Estimate $200 - 300 

1136  P 1891, 1¢ to 50¢ complete, small die proofs, (J22P2-J28P2), nice margins and color; each with mounting adherences on 
the reverse, Very Fine overall. Scott $875.   Estimate $500 - 750 

1137  P 1891, 1¢ bright claret, imperf proof on stamp paper, (J22P5), horizontal pair, o.g., hinged, nice margins, Very Fine. 
Scott $425.   Estimate $200 - 300 
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1138  P 1894, 1¢-50¢ complete, large die proofs, (J31P1-J37P1), 2¢ and 3¢ dies measure approximately 48 x 49 mm, all others 
approximately 48 x 100 mm, on India die sunk on cards approximately 142 x 199 mm; proofs pristine; a couple cards show 
light, inconsequential soiling on front and hinge sheen on reverse, Very Fine. Scott $1,155.   Estimate $500 - 750 

1139  P 1894, 1¢ to 50¢ complete, large die proofs, (J31P1-J37P1), margins vary from abut 98 x 142 mm (1¢ through 
30¢) down to 64 x 118 mm (50¢), fresh bright colors; hinge remnants on the reverse, F.-V.F. Scott $1,155.  
   Estimate $300 - 400 

1140  P 1894, 1¢-50¢ complete, “Roosevelt” small die proofs, (J31P2-J37P2), on original cards, a lovely set; minor mounting 
adherences on the reverse, Very Fine overall,  only 85 sets issued. Scott $840.   Estimate $400 - 600 

offiCialS trial ColorS 
 

EX 1141
1141  P Agriculture Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card complete, (O1TC4-O9TC4),  an immaculate 

set with outstanding color, each on fresh card, most fully margined, Very Fine+. Scott $1,783.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

 

1142  
1142  P Agriculture Dept., 1873, 3¢ black, trial color large die proof, (O3TC1ae), 147 x 235 mm; hinge remnants on the 

reverse, Very Fine. Scott $500.   Estimate $300 - 400 

EX 1143
1143  P Executive Dept., 1873, 1¢-10¢ “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card complete, (O10TC4-O14TC4), like-new 

complete set of all five colors, with solid margins throughout, Very Fine. Scott $955.   Estimate $500 - 750 
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                                            EX 1144                         EX 1145                        EX 1146                           EX 1147 
1144  P Interior Dept., 1873, 1¢ to 90¢ black, “Goodall” trial color small die proofs, (O15TC2b-O24TC2b), nice margins and 

colors; hinge remnants on the reverse, a Very Fine set. Scott $3,000.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 
 

1145  P Interior Dept., 1873, 1¢ to 90¢ deep green, “Goodall” trial color small die proofs, (O15TC2c-O24TC2c), nice margins 
and colors; hinge remnants on the reverse, a Very Fine set. Scott $3,000.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

 
1146  P Interior Dept., 1873, 1¢ to 90¢ deep brown, “Goodall” trial color small die proofs, (O15TC2e-O24TC2e), nice 

margins and colors; hinge remnants on the reverse, a Very Fine set. Scott $3,000.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 
 

1147  P Interior Dept., 1873, 1¢ to 90¢ dull red, “Goodall” trial color small die proofs, (O15TC2f-O24TC2f), nice margins 
and colors; hinge remnants on the reverse, 12¢ India only (removed from card), a F.-V.F. set. Scott $3,000.  
   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

      
                                         EX 1148                                            EX 1149                                             EX 1150 
1148  P Interior Dept., 1873, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card complete, (O15TC4-O24TC4), sharply printed in lively 

colors; generally fresh and clean, though a few stained from previous hinges, Very Fine overall. Scott $2,063.  
   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

 
1149  P Interior Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ complete, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, in black, (O15TC4a-O24TC4e), 

large margins; most with hinge remnants on the reverse, a Very Fine to Extremely Fine set. Scott $430.
   Estimate $200 - 300 

  
1150  P Justice Dept., 1873, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card complete, (O25TC4-O34TC4), Post Office fresh with 

vibrant colors and clear, balanced margins, Very Fine, lock these up and we’ll have Sheriff deliver them into your hands. 
Scott $2,063.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

1151  
1151  P Justice Dept., 1873, 3¢ deep green, trial color large die proof, (O27TC1af), in striking color on India, die sunk on full-

size 148 x 235 mm card; card with light edge toning, India soiled below design, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $500.  
   Estimate $300 - 400 
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                                                                  EX 1152                                            EX 1153                1154                 1155  
1152  P Navy Dept., 1873, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card complete, (O35TC4-O45TC4), the issue in all five 

colors produced; color immensely strong and crisp; a few lightly toned or cut close or just in, but a great complete set 
nonetheless, F.-V.F., much better. Scott $2,254.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

1153  P Navy Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ complete, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, in blue, (O35TC4a-O45TC4e), an 
attractive set with nice margins and bright colors; most with hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. 
Scott $407.   Estimate $200 - 300 

1154  P Navy Dept., 1873, 2¢ deep brown, trial color large die proof on India, die sunk on card, (O36TC1af), 95 x 108 mm, 
bright intense color; some toning in margin at top right and some on the reverse, also hinge remnants and pencil notes on 
the reverse, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $500.   Estimate $300 - 400 

1155  P Navy Dept., 1873, 2¢ deep green, trial color plate proof on wove, perf’d, (O36TC6a), part o.g., unusually well centered, 
Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $250.   Estimate $200 - 300 

      
                                                 EX 1156                                                                         EX 1157                                      EX 1158  
1156  P Post Office Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢, “Goodall” trial color small die proofs complete, (O47TC2-O56TC2), a rarely offered 

complete set, the color on each fresh as the day it was pulled; bright paper with immense margins; several stained or 
thinned from previous hingeing, still Very Fine overall, a grand set. Scott $15,000.   Estimate $6,000 - 8,000 

 
1157  P Post Office Dept., 1873, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card complete, (O48TC4-O56TC4), the complete set of 

nine, in each of the five colors, with immaculate detail on glow-white paper, Very Fine. Scott $1,719.
   Estimate $800 - 1,200 

 
1158  P Post Office Dept., 1873, 2¢-90¢ complete in blue, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, (O48TC4e-O56TC4e), 

large margins, fresh, a Very Fine set. Scott $333.   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

          
                                       1159                        EX 1160                                                EX 1161 
1159  P State Dept., 1873, 1¢ light ultramarine, trial color large die proof, (O57TC1af), a lovely item with cool color, clean 

lines and fresh India, die sunk on an equally refreshing 146 x 236 mm card, Very Fine. Scott $500.   Estimate $300 - 400 

1160  P State Dept., 1873, 1¢ to 90¢ dull gray blue, “Goodall” trial color small die proofs, (O57TC2c-O67TC2c), nice margins 
and colors; hinge remnants on the reverse, a Very Fine set. Scott $3,300.   Estimate $1,200 - 1,800 

1161  P State Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card complete, (O57TC4-O67TC4), all five 
color sets mounted on White Ace pages, each with sumptuous color on pristine card, Very Fine. Scott $2,254.  
   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 
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                                    EX 1162               EX 1164                                                      EX 1165 
1162  P State Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ values, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, in brown, (O57TC4a-O67TC4e), nice 

margins, bright colors and clean backs, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $407.   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

1163  P State Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ in green, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, (O57TC4d-O67TC4d), Very Fine to 
Extremely Fine. Scott $407 (photo on web site).   Estimate $150 - 200 

 
1164  P Treasury Dept., 1873, 1¢ to 90¢ black, “Goodall” trial color small die proofs, (O72TC2b-82TC2b), 6¢, 7¢, 10¢, 15¢ 

and 90¢ are full size; 1¢, 2¢, 3¢ and 24¢ are trimmed small; hinge remnants on the reverse, F.-V.F. Scott $3,300.  
   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

 
1165  P Treasury Dept., 1873, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card complete, (O72TC4-O82TC4), complete group of 55 

in all produced colors; an immaculate set with immense colors and most all wonderfully centered (2¢ black even capturing 
part of a guide arrow at top right), Very Fine. Scott $2,254.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

         
                                        EX 1166    EX 1167                             1168                                          EX 1169 
1166  P Treasury Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ complete, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, in blue, (O72TC4a-O82TC4e), 

nice margins and bright colors; all with hinge remnants on the reverse, a Very Fine set. Scott $407.   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

1167  P Treasury Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ complete, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, in scarlet, (O72TC4a-O82TC4e), 
nice margins and bright colors; all with hinge remnants on the reverse, a Very Fine set. Scott $407.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
1168  P Treasury Dept., 1873, 2¢ black, trial color large die proof, (O73TC1ae), an eye-catching proof in sumptuous color with 

magnificent depth; clean India sunk on 148 x 237 mm card; card with light edge toning, Very Fine, a beauty. Scott $500.   
Estimate $300 - 400 

 
1169  P Treasury Dept., 1873, 12¢, 15¢, 30¢ and 90¢ dull red, “Goodall” trial color small die proofs, (O78TC2f//O82TC2f), 

nice margins; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $1,200.   Estimate $500 - 750 
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                                                                  EX 1170                                                                    1172 
1170  P War Dept., 1873, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card complete, (O83TC4-O93TC4), mounted on White Ace 

pages, an exceptionally fresh and clean complete set of all five colors, without a hint of toning or staining, wondrously 
centered with compelling color and detail, Very Fine. Scott $2,254 (photo on web site).   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

1171  P War Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card complete, (O83TC4-O93TC4), all in immense 
color and with sculptural detail; fresh and well-margined throughout, Very Fine. Scott $2,254 (photo on web site).

   Estimate $800 - 1,200 

1172  P War Dept., 1873, 3¢ deep green, trial color large die proof on India, die sunk on card, (O85TC1af), 95 x 108 mm, 
brilliantly fresh intense color and note the faint printed number at top right; a few faint tone specks on the reverse only, 
otherwise Extremely Fine, ex Lobdell.   Estimate $350 - 500 

offiCialS ProofS 
 

          
                                         EX 1173                                                1174                                            EX 1175 
1173  P Agriculture Dept., 1873, 1¢-30¢ complete, large die proofs, (O1P1-O9P1), each on India sunk on card with gilt top, fore 

and bottom edges; impressions sharp with deep color; foxing, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $965.   Estimate $400 - 600
 

1174  P Agriculture Dept., 1873, 1¢ to 30¢ complete, small die proofs, (O1P2-O9P2), the full set in warm orange, still affixed 
to original Roosevelt Album page; proofs pristine; lower left corner of album page damaged, still Very Fine, a pretty piece. 
Scott $900.   Estimate $500 - 750 

1175  Pa Agriculture Dept., 1873, 1¢-30¢ complete, plate proofs on India, (O1P3-O9P3), blocks of 4, large margins, bright fresh 
color and clean backs; one 30¢ has a faint black smudge, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $720.   Estimate $400 - 600 

1176  P Officials, 1873 issues complete, plate proofs on India, (O1P3-O93P3), all with deep, intense color on snow-white paper; 
margins vary, but most with full, well-balanced margins; a few with thins from hinge removal, still Very Fine overall, your 
cabinet at the ready. Scott $1,675 (photo on web site).   Estimate $800 - 1,200 
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1177  Pa Officials, 1873 issues, plate proofs on India, (O1P3//O93P3), blocks of 4, complete less the 90¢ Agriculture; all but 
dollar-value State issues affixed to card; fresh and sound throughout, 2¢ Treasury with guide arrow capture, 3¢ Treasury 
with part plate number and imprint capture, Very Fine, a lovely grouping, and difficult as blocks. Scott $6,495 (Owner’s) 
(photo on web site).   Estimate $2,500 - 3,500 

1178  P Officials, 1873 issues complete, plate proofs on card, (O1P4-O93P4), an exceptional all-Officials set, each issue except 
Treasury  accompanied by its “Proof Specimens” envelope ; all values present, with most fresh and well-centered; a few 
spots of toning, a few stamps (Executive and Navy) appear facially rubbed, but generally sound; envelopes with small 
tears of no real consequence, Very Fine, a neat “how they came” holding. Scott $1,036+ (photo on web site).  
   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

1179  P Officials, 1873 issues complete, plate proofs on card, (O1P4-O93P4), every Department carded in full (including State 
to the $20 value) and mounted on White Ace pages; to the last, mathematically centered with intense color and flawless 
impression on like-new card without a hint of toning or oxidation, Very Fine+, a magnificent lot. Scott $1,036 (photo on 
web site).   Estimate $500 - 750 

   
                                                                             1180                                                            EX 1181 
1180  P Executive Dept., 1873, 1¢-10¢ complete, small die proofs, (O10P2-O14P2), Very Fine. Scott $500.  

   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

1181  P Interior Dept., 1873, 1¢ to 90¢ complete, large die proofs, (O15P1-O24P1), each in pulsating color on India die sunk 
on 145 x 226 mm gilt-edged card; toned, mostly to card, but affecting a couple Indias (24¢ particularly), F.-V.F., see each 
page online. Scott $800.   Estimate $300 - 400 

1182  
1182  P Interior Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ complete, small die proofs, (O15P2-O24P2), mounted on a remarkably intact  full-

size  Roosevelt presentation album page; sound and generally fresh, Very Fine,  only 85 albums produced,  a wonderful 
opportunity to own the set as they were meant to be presented. Scott $1,000 as individual items.   Estimate $500 - 750 
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                     EX 1183                            EX 1184                                                       1185                                           EX 1187 
1183  Pa Interior Dept., 1873, 1¢ to 90¢ complete, plate proofs on card, (O15P4-O24P4), blocks of 4, a fantastic set with 

glorious color, fresh card, and each wonderfully margined, Very Fine, a handsome group of multiples. Scott $500.  
   Estimate $350 - 500 

 
1184  P Justice Dept., 1873, 1¢ to 90¢ complete, large die proofs, (O25P1-O34P1), with grand color throughout, on fresh India 

sunk on 152 x 242 mm card; a few cards with light bump or stain to top, but amazingly fresh and bright overall, Very Fine, 
fully imaged online. Scott $800.   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
1185  P Justice Dept., 1873, 1¢ to 90¢ complete, small die proofs, (O25P2-O34P2), each fresh with magnificent color saturation, 

mounted on original Roosevelt Album page; light toning to page not affecting proofs, Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
1186  Pa Justice Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ complete, plate proofs on India, (O25P3-O34P3), blocks of 4, bright and fresh; a few cut a 

little close on one side, F.-V.F. Scott $1,000 (photo on web site).   Estimate $400 - 600 
 

1187  Pa Navy Dept., 1873, 1¢ to 90¢ complete (less 30¢ #O44P4), plate proofs on card, (O35P4//O45P4), blocks of 4, lovely 
group, each on bright card; some fading to blue on 3¢, 6¢ and 24¢ blocks; toned spot on 3¢ upper right stamp and 12¢ 
below upper left stamp, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $500.   Estimate $200 - 300 

   
                                                                         EX 1188                                         1189  
1188  P Post Office Dept., 1873, 1¢ to 90¢ complete, large die proofs, (O47P1-O56P1), about 74 x 88 mm (reduced), very bright 

and fresh, F.-V.F. Scott $800.   Estimate $300 - 400 

1189  P Post Office Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ complete, small die proofs, (O47P2-O56P2), on gray card from “Roosevelt” album, 
Very Fine. Scott $1,000.   Estimate $500 - 750 

1190  P Post Office Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ complete, plate proofs on India, (O47P3-O56P3), horizontal pairs, a lovely set with 
large margins, bright colors and clean backs, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $400 (photo on web site).  
   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
1191  Pa Post Office Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ complete, plate proofs on India, (O47P3-O56P3), blocks of 4 except the 3¢ only a pair, 

a choice group with large margins all around, Extremely Fine. Scott $940 (photo on web site).   Estimate $300 - 400 
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                             1192                                EX 1194                     EX 1195                            EX 1196                           EX 1197 
1192  Pa Post Office Dept., 1873, 1¢ black, plate proof on bond, (O47P3 var.), margin block of 4, Extremely Fine,  a scarce item 

that is unlisted in Scott on this paper.     Estimate $200 - 300 
 

1193  P State Dept., 1873, 1¢ to $20 nearly complete, “Roosevelt” small die proofs on white wove paper, (O57P2//O71P2), 
missing only the $5 value, nice colors and large margins, $2 mounted on card; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine. 
Scott $1,250 (photo on web site).   Estimate $500 - 750 

1194  P State Dept., 1873, 1¢-$20 complete, plate proofs on India, (O57P3-O71P3), nice colors and margins, F.-V.F. Scott $625.
   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
1195  P Treasury Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ complete, large die proofs, (O72P1-O82P1), on India sunk on card with three gilt edges; 

proofs sharp and fresh; some light toning to cards of no real consequence, Very Fine. Scott $880.   Estimate $400 - 600 
 

1196  P Treasury Dept., 1873, 1¢ to 90¢ complete, “Roosevelt” small die proofs, (O72P2-O82P2), a fresh attractive set with 
excellent color and clean backs, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,100.   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
1197  P War Dept., 1873, 1¢ to 90¢ complete, large die proofs, (O83P1-O93P1), each with crisp color and clean lines, on India 

die sunk on 150 x 203 mm card (a few with minor spots of soiling away from the proof), Very Fine. Scott $880.  
   Estimate $350 - 500 

 

        
                                                          EX 1198                                           1199                              EX 1200 
1198  Pa War Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ complete, plate proofs on India, (O83P3-O93P3), blocks of 4, large margins and fresh bright 

colors; hinge remnants on the reverse, a Very Fine set. Scott $880.   Estimate $350 - 500 

1199  Pa War Dept., 1873, 1¢ rose, plate proof on India, (O83P3), full pane of 100, an incredible survivor, clearly carefully stored 
and handled, with pristine color on fresh India; partial plate “No 48” (?) above positions 5 & 6; faint diagonal crease at 
position 91, light horizontal crease crossing rows 7 & 8, Very Fine nonetheless, add a page to your exhibit. Scott $2,500 
as blocks of four.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

1200  P War Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ complete, “Roosevelt” small die proofs, (O83P2-O93P2), an attractive set with clean backs, 
Very Fine to Extremely Fine,  only 85 sets produced. Scott $1,100.   Estimate $500 - 750 
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1201 

1201  Pa War Dept., 1873, 6¢ rose, plate proof on India, (O86P3), full pane of 100, remarkably fresh and sound, looking like it 
was printed yesterday; partial plate above positions 5 & 6, with full “selvage” all around; light creases, several small thins, 
and a hinge-repaired tear at position 30, Very Fine nonetheless, a rarely offered large multiple. Scott $2,500 as blocks of 
four.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

newSPaPer StamPS eSSayS 
 

1202  
1202  E 1865, 5¢ N.B.N.C. essay, in blue, (PR5-E1), typographed design as issued except lacking imprint at bottom, die on wove, 

nice margins and color; small faults including tears, creases and a small repair, Very Fine appearance,  a rare essay that is 
listed but unpriced in Scott; with 2003 P.F. certificate.   Estimate $750 - 1,000

newSPaPer StamPS trial ColorS 
 

1203  
1203  P 1865, 5¢ green, trial color large die proof on India, (PR1TC1ah), 88 x 116 mm (slightly reduced), immaculate front 

with great color; hinge remnants on the reverse, F.-V.F. Scott $2,000.   Estimate $500 - 750
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         EX 1204                             EX 1205                                    EX 1206             EX 1207         EX 1208         EX 1209         EX 1210 
1204  P 1865, 10¢ value, trial color plate proofs on wove, in all 4 listed colors, (PR2TC5a-d),  each with hinge remnants on the 

reverse, dull red with thins, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $340.   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

1205  P 1865, 10¢ black, 10¢ lake and 10¢ blue, trial color plate proofs on thick cream wove paper, (PR2TC5a,b,d), horizontal 
pairs, fresh colors; 10¢ black with a light crease, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $510.   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
1206  P 1865, 25¢ value, trial color plate proofs on wove, in all 4 listed colors, (PR3TC5a-d), without gum as issued, nice 

margins and colors; each with hinge remnants or mounting adherences on the reverse, couple with small thins and two 
with stains on back, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $340.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
1207  P 1875, 2¢-$60 black, “Atlanta” trial color plate proof on card, (PR9TC4a-PR32TC4a), neatly hinged on homemade 

quadrille pages, each with strong color and solid margins; a few lightly toned, Very Fine overall, the lot imaged in full 
online. Scott $1,320.   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
1208  P 1875, 2¢-$60 brown, “Atlanta” trial color plate proof on card, (PR9TC4c-PR32TC4c), complete with strong color, 

fresh card, and generally ample margins, Very Fine overall. Scott $960.   Estimate $500 - 750 
 

1209  P 1875, 2¢-$60 green, “Atlanta” trial color plate proof on card, (PR9TC4d-PR32TC4d), a great-looking set in joyful 
color on fresh card, all amply to largely margined, Very Fine. Scott $960.   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
1210  P 1875, 2¢-$60 blue, “Atlanta” trial color plate proof on card, (PR9TC4e-PR32RC4e), the complete set with pulsating 

color; sound; a few lightly toned or cut close, F.-V.F., pretty nonetheless. Scott $960.   Estimate $400 - 600 

EX 1211
1211  P 1875, 2¢-$60 “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card complete, (PR9TC4-PR32TC4), pristine complete sets in each 

of the five colors; strong lines, bright colors and solidly margined; mounted on orange homemade pages, Very Fine. Scott 
$5,160.   Estimate $2,500 - 3,500 

EX 1212
1212  P 1875, 2¢-$60 “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card complete, (PR9TC4-PR32TC4),  pairs, for the true connoisseur, 

very little will beat this beautiful full five-color set in horizontal pairs, neatly presented on homemade quadrille pages; 
with wondrous color and solid margins throughout; 4¢ black rejoined, some black denominations privately perforated, 
Very Fine, the entire set is imaged online—be sure to view. Scott $10,320.   Estimate $5,000 - 7,000 
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                           1213                                           1214                                           1215                                           1216 

         
                              1217                                  EX 1218                              1219                                                  1220 

         
                         1221                                              1222                                              1223                                            1225   
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1213  P 1875, 24¢ black brown, trial color large die proof on India, (PR17TC1a var.), 98 x 128 mm, excellent color; hinge 
remnants and pencil notes on the reverse, Very Fine.   Estimate $300 - 400 
 
This color is known on trial colors of other denominations of the 1875 issue, but is unlisted on this value.  

 
1214  P 1875, 60¢ black, trial color large die proof on India, (PR20TC1ae), 88 x 112 mm, immaculate color and freshness, Very 

Fine. Scott $600.   Estimate $300 - 400  
 

1215  P 1875, 72¢ black, trial color large die proof on India, (PR21TC1ae), 88 x 111 mm, very bright and fresh; small hinge 
remnant on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $600.   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
1216  P 1875, 96¢ black, trial color large die proof on India, (PR23TC1ae), 92 x 107 mm, bright and fresh; hinge remnants on 

the reverse, Very Fine; unlisted in Scott.   Estimate $300 - 400 

1217  P 1875, $3 black, trial color large die proof on India, (PR25TC1al), a spectacularly pristine example, with flawless lines 
and immaculate impression, die sunk on 100 x 113 mm card, Extremely Fine. Scott $600.   Estimate $300 - 400 

1218  P 1875, $9 in twelve colors, trial color plate proof on India, (PR27TC3a//m), large margins, bright and fresh; hinge 
remnants on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $420.   Estimate $200 - 300 

1219  P 1875, $12 black, trial color large die proof on India, (PR28TC1ae), a real beauty with exquisite color and impression, 
fresh as the day it was pulled; sunk on 111 x 124 mm card with one small speck of toning at the very top, Very Fine+. Scott 
$600.   Estimate $300 - 400 

1220  P 1875, $12 sepia, trial color large die proof on India, (PR28TC1af), 100 x 170 mm, pristine, Very Fine to Extremely 
Fine. Scott $600.   Estimate $300 - 400 

1221  P 1875, $24 black brown, trial color large die proof on India, (PR29TC1af), pristine with warm color; penciled notation 
below stating the approved color to be dark purple; corner-mounted on homemade album page, Very Fine,  the original 
collector notes, “Only 1 known”. Scott $600.   Estimate $400 - 600 

1222  P 1875, $36 black, trial color large die proof on India, (PR30TC1af), spotless with immense color and clean India, die 
sunk on equally fresh 101 x 121 mm card, Very Fine+. Scott $600.   Estimate $300 - 400 

1223  P 1875, $48 violet brown, trial color large die proof on India, (PR31TC1ae), shading closer to an orange brown; glowing 
color on clean India die sunk on 139 x 191 mm card corner-mounted to homemade album page; card with penciled “What 
is it? - The above is the selected color”, Very Fine,  collector notes correctly that this color was not issued. Scott $600.

   Estimate $400 - 600 

1224  P 1875, $48 light blue, trial color large die proof on India, (PR31TC1a var.), 110 x 96 mm; filing stain at top, otherwise 
Very Fine,  this color is unlisted. Scott $600 as normal (photo on web site).   Estimate $200 - 300 

1225  P 1875, $48 black, trial color large die proof on India, (PR31TC1af), the print with youthfully vigorous color and 
exceptionally sharp lines; on near-pristine India die sunk on 73 x 83 mm card which is corner-mounted to homemade 
album page, Very Fine. Scott $600.   Estimate $350 - 500 

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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                         1226                                         1227                                            1228                                              1229 

         
                       1230                                           1231                                              1232                                              1233  

         
                         1234                                              1235                                             1236                                          EX 1237  
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1226  P 1875, $48 green, trial color large die proof on India, (PR31TC1ah), 110 x 168 mm, pristine, Extremely Fine. Scott 
$600.   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
1227  P 1875, $60 dark carmine, trial color large die proof on India, (PR32TC1ae), the color absolutely popping, both the 

India and its 114 x 169 mm card pristine; corner-mounted to homemade album page, Very Fine,  very rare,  a gorgeous 
item. Scott $600.   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
1228  P 1875, $60 dark carmine, trial color large die proof on India, (PR32TC1ae), 108 x 120 mm, bright and fresh; with 

extensive pencil notes on the reverse, Extremely Fine,  very rare,  ex Caspary. Scott $600.   Estimate $300 - 400 
  

1229  P 1875, $60 brown rose, trial color large die proof on India, (PR32TC1af), lovely color cleanly printed; completely fresh 
India die sunk on 114 x 169 mm card corner-mounted to homemade album page, Very Fine,  very rare. Scott $600.

   Estimate $400 - 600 
 

1230  P 1875, $60 scarlet, trial color large die proof on India, (PR32TC1ag), in bright, glowing color, on immaculate India die 
sunk on 114 x 169 mm card; corner-mounted to homemade album page, Very Fine,  very rare. Scott $600.  
   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
1231  P 1875, $60 sepia, trial color large die proof on India, (PR32TC1ah), with rich, deep color bringing out the design’s full 

detail; on India die sunk on 112 x 169 mm card; corner-mounted to homemade album page, Very Fine,  very rare. Scott 
$600.   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
1232  P 1875, $60 orange yellow, trial color large die proof on India, (PR32TC1ai), in clean color that amazingly provides solid 

detail, on India die sunk on card measuring 114 x 149 mm, corner-mounted to homemade album page; a few light specks 
on the card, clear of the India, Very Fine,  very rare. Scott $600.   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
1233  P 1875, $60 dull orange, trial color large die proof on India, (PR32TC1aj), color crisp if slightly dusky, on India die 

sunk on card measuring 114 x 169 mm, corner-mounted to homemade album page, Very Fine,  very rare. Scott $600.
   Estimate $400 - 600  

1234  P 1875, $60 green, trial color large die proof on India, (PR32TC1ak),  in sylvan color in time for spring, on India die sunk 
on 114 x 168 mm card; corner-mounted to homemade album page, Very Fine,  very rare,  a pretty Maiden. Scott $600.   
Estimate $400 - 600 

 
1235  P 1875, $60 light ultramarine, trial color large die proof on India, (PR32TC1al), with color that pops, its India and card 

nearly spotless; card measures 114 x 169 mm and is corner-mounted to homemade album page, Very Fine,  very rare. Scott 
$600.   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
1236  P 1875, $60 orange brown, trial color large die proof on India, (PR32TC1am), in alluring, if slightly oxidized, color, with 

clean detail; India die sunk on 113 x 168 mm card, corner-mounted to homemade album page, Very Fine,  very rare. Scott 
$600.   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
1237  Pa 1875, $60 brown rose, $60 scarlet and $60 green, trial color plate proofs on India, mounted on card, (PR32TC3b, c, 

g), blocks of 4, nice margins and colors; hinge remnants on the reverse, otherwise immaculate, Very Fine. Scott $420.
   Estimate $200 - 300 

Please Visit Our Website
www.kelleherauctions.com

You can view images of every lot, bid directly online and search for what you’re looking for.
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                                                        EX 1238                                         1239                                     1240 
1238  Pa 1885, 1¢, complete set of six trial color plate proofs on India, (PR81TC3a-f), blocks of 4, your chance to cross off six 

Scott numbers in one go; each absolutely pristine and with large, balanced margins all around, Very Fine,  unique as blocks 
of four,  ex Beachboard. Scott $2,880 as singles.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 

1239  P 1895, 50¢ deep carmine, trial color large die proof on India, (PR107TC1af), 120 x 158 mm, bright and fresh; hinge 
remnants and mounting adherences on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $600.   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
1240  P 1895, $2 dark scarlet, Bureau printing, trial color large die proof on India, mounted on card, (PR108TC1af), card 

measures 38 x 50 mm. Scott $600.   Estimate $250 - 350 

   
                                                                  1241                                                      1242 
1241  P 1895, $5 dark ultramarine, Bureau printing, trial color large die proof on India, die sunk on card, (PR109TC1af), 

85 x 100 mm, deep rich color; lightly hinged on the reverse, otherwise immaculate, Very Fine. Scott $600.  
   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
1242  P 1895, $50 deep rose, trial color large die proof on India, (PR112TC1af), a magnificent piece with immaculate, strong 

color on pristine India; die sunk on 115 x 153 mm card, with just a couple speckles at far left, Very Fine, one to hold your 
attention. Scott $600.   Estimate $400 - 600 
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newSPaPer StamPS ProofS 
 

      
                                                         EX 1243                      EX 1244                             EX 1245  
1243  P 1865, 10¢ green, 25¢ orange red & 5¢ blue, large die proofs, on India die sunk on card, (PR2P1-PR4P1), a gorgeous 

trio of these popular stamps, the India cut to size and affixed, in oversized sink, to card measuring approximately 86 x 146 
mm; small bump to top of 10¢ India, some light toning to 10¢ and 25¢ cards, but overall a majestically clean group, Very 
Fine, pick up your copies now.   Estimate $500 - 750

 
1244  P 1875, 2¢ to $60 complete, large die proofs, (PR9P1-PR32P1), the full set of hybrid die proofs in issued colors; printed on 

60 x 75 mm India, which is affixed to 62 x 76 mm white card; all neatly arranged on attractive homemade quadrille pages; 
colors are flawless; expect a couple toned spots or India wrinkles as befit their age, Very Fine, judge the quality yourself 
on our website. Scott $2,400.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

 
1245  P 1875, 2¢ to $60 complete, large die proofs, (PR9P1-PR32P1), popular designs printed on India, sunk on 145 x 216 mm 

gilt-edged cards; cards with varying degrees of foxing and some water staining, affecting a few of the proofs themselves, 
F.-V.F., take a look online. Scott $2,400.   Estimate $500 - 750 

   
                                                                              EX 1246                      EX 1248 
1246  P 1875, 2¢-$60 complete, small die proofs, (PR9P2-PR32P2), from the Roosevelt presentation album; all with strong 

lines and enticing color, well-margined and still affixed to original gray card; remarkably fresh, the $60 with one toned 
spot at hem of skirt, Very Fine,  only 85 albums produced,  let everyone else read all about it. Scott $1,600.  
   Estimate $800 - 1,000 

1247  P 1875, 2¢ to $60 complete, C.B.N.C. printing, plate proofs on India, (PR9P3-PR32P3), nice margins and bright fresh 
colors; a few with hinge remnants on the reverse, a Very Fine set. Scott $399. (photo on web site).   Estimate $200 - 300 

1248  Pa 1875, 2¢ to $60 complete, plate proofs on India, (PR9P3-PR32P3), blocks of 4, most all marginal, many corner or 
arrow; India generally fresh and bright, the printing flawless; several blocks with wrinkles or tears in the selvage, as often 
with this fragile paper, Very Fine nonetheless, a great addition for your Newspapers collection. Scott $1,755.  
   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 
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                                         1249                                                   EX 1250                                   EX 1251                              EX 1252 
1249  P 1885, 1¢-96¢ plate proofs on India and on card complete, (PR81P3, P4-PR89P3, P4), bright, fresh sets, Very Fine. 

Scott $360.   Estimate $200 - 300 

1250  Pa 1885, 1¢-96¢ complete, plate proofs on India, (PR81P3-PR89P3), blocks of 4, mostly nice margins and color, 12¢ is 
mounted on card; 96¢ is a bit oxidized, otherwise generally Very Fine. Scott $1,125.   Estimate $400 - 600 

1251  P 1895, 1¢ to $100 complete, large die proofs, (PR102P1-PR113P1), 14 in total (50¢ and $10 duplicated once), each proof 
and its India immaculate, most cards clean though some with staining (from album removal?) at left edge; 50¢ in two 
distinct shades, one $10 showing faint die number “73” below design; 10 with pen-signed approval by “Wesley R. Davis/
U.S. Postage Stamp Agent/per H.F.C.”, Very Fine, a gorgeous group, each on annotated album leaf. Scott $1,750.  
   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

1252  P 1895, 1¢ to $100 complete, small die proofs, (PR102P2-PR113P2), each fresh and bright (25¢ and $2 with light oxidation 
at top), still affixed to cut-outs from the original Roosevelt Album; all wonderfully margined, Very Fine. Scott $1,380.

   Estimate $600 - 800 

ParCel PoSt

1253  
1253  E 1913, 50¢ unadopted essay, in carmine, (Q10-E3), complete engraving of entire design with unadopted vignette, die on 

white wove, with the background closer than as issued; the proof immaculate, die sunk on a card (203 x 153 mm) with just 
a spot or two of toning, Very Fine, as pretty as they come. Scott $3,000.   Estimate $2,500 - 3,500 
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ParCel PoSt PoStage dUe

EX 1254
1254  E 1913, 1¢ to 25¢ complete, photo essays, (JQ1-JQ5), in black on white photo stock approximately 89 x 101 mm, with 

notations at bottom; accompanied by hinged or no gum set of issued stamps.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

offiCial Seal

      
                                               1255                                                                   1256                                                1257 
1255  P Post Office Seal, 1877, brown, large die proof, (OX1P1), a pretty print with heartwarming color and crisp detail, National 

Bank Note Co., N.Y. imprint in bottom frame of stamp; India die sunk on 211 x 145 mm card; small color void to left of 
face, tiny pinhole through India above design, otherwise Very Fine, a tough proof, priced in italics in Scott. Scott $1,750.   
Estimate $750 - 1,000

 
1256  P Post Office Seal, 1877, brown, hybrid large die proof, (OX1P1 var.), 90 x 75 mm with full die sinkage; bit of light foxing. 

Scott $1,750 for the normal large die.   Estimate $350 - 500 
 

1257  Pa Post Office Seal, 1877 & 1879, brown, plate proofs on India, (OX1P3, OX2P3), blocks of 4, both fresh and bright with 
good margins; #OX1 with a small air hole in the lower left stamp in the “s” of “Post”, both blocks with a slight India paper 
flaw at the right between the stamps, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,300.   Estimate $500 - 750 
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                                                         1258                                                         1259                                     1260 
1258  P Post Office Seal, 1879, brown, large die proof, (OX2aP1), in strong color on clean India, National Bank Note Co., N.Y. 

imprint in bottom frame of design; sunk on refreshingly clean 222 x 143 mm card, Very Fine. Scott $2,500.  
   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

 
1259  Pa Post Office Seal, 1879, brown, plate proof on India, (OX2aP3), block of 10, bright fresh color; small thins on 2 bottom 

row stamps, otherwise Very Fine,  a very scarce large multiple. Scott $1,550.   Estimate $500 - 750 
 

1260  P Post Office Seal, 1900, orange brown, hybrid large die proof, (OX11cP1H), 74 x 60 mm; proof thinned at left  prior to 
mounting, Very Fine. EXCEEDINGLY rare; with a 2007 P.F. certificate.   Estimate $300 - 400 

   
                                                                                    1261                                             1262 
1261  P Registry Seal, 1872, green, large die proof on India, (OXF1P1), a flawless proof with exquisite color and detail, affixed 

to plain 215 x 147 mm card showing just a hint of edge toning, Very Fine, uncommon. Scott $275.   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

1262  P Registry Seal, 1872, green, large die proof on wove paper, (OXF1P1a), 124 x 136 mm; hinge remnants on the reverse, 
Very Fine. Scott $950.   Estimate $500 - 750 

Carrier

EX 1263  
1263  E 1851 (1¢) Franklin essay, in 9 different colors, (LO1-E2a),  ngraved vignette only, die on proof paper (1903), sizes vary 

from 65 x 65 mm down to 47 x 45 mm, bright fresh colors; most with hinge remnants on the reverse, a few with small 
faults, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $675. Brazer LO1E-Aa.   Estimate $350 - 500
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                                  1264                                         1265                                      1266                                    EX 1267 
1264  E 1851 (1¢) Franklin essay, by Brazer (1952), in greenish blue, (LO1-E4), complete design, die on 118 x 155 mm glazed 

card, immaculate and very fresh; pencil note on the reverse, Extremely Fine. Scott $650.   Estimate $350 - 500 

1265  E 1851 (1¢) Franklin essay, by Brazer (1952), in scarlet, (LO1-E4), complete design, die on 122 x 125 mm glazed 
card, beautifully fresh; pencil and ink notes on the reverse, including “only 7 known”, Extremely Fine. Scott $650. 
   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
1266  P 1851 (1¢) Franklin, trial color plate proofs: green on India & orange on wove, (LO1TC3a, TC5a), Very Fine. Scott 

$600.   Estimate $250 - 350 

1267  P 1851 (1¢) Franklin and 1¢ Eagle, “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card complete, (LO1TC4a-LO2TC4e), set 
of ten (each design in five different colors), neatly mounted on an album page; all colors bright and clean, with margins 
ranging from close but clear to capturing three frame lines (brown Eagle), Very Fine, a rarely seen set. Scott $1,120. 
   Estimate $600 - 800 

        
                                    1268                                       EX 1269                             EX 1270                              1271 
1268  P 1851 (1¢) Franklin, large die proof, (LO1P1), a breathtaking item, with the most magnificent color you’ll hope to see; on 

India mounted on 145 x 214 mm card; card toned and water stained, some toning to India but not affecting print, otherwise 
Very Fine, a Local with global appeal. Scott $800.   Estimate $250 - 350 

1269  Pa 1851, 1¢ Eagle, deep green, trial color plate proof on India, with major double transfer at right, (LO2TC3a var), 
position 7 of the upper pane, here the top right design, the single error in a block of 4, with unused issued stamp also 
showing the error (listed, dashed, in Scott), the trial color in eye-catchingly strong color on pristine India, Very Fine, a 
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. Scott $1,250+.   Estimate $500 - 750 

  
1270  P 1851, 1¢ Eagle, complete set of all 5 “Atlanta” trial color plate proofs on card, (LO2TC4a-e), nice margins and colors; 

hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $560.   Estimate $300 - 400 
  

1271  E New York, N.Y., U.S. City Despatch Post, 1842, 3¢ composite essay, in black, large die proof on laid paper, (6LB1), 
162 x 115 mm, loosely mounted on tissue paper backing, Very Fine.   Estimate $300 - 400 
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loCal

1272  
1272  P Wells-Fargo, 1897, 10¢-$4 reprint composite proof sheet complete, (143L1P-143L9P), sheetlet (123 x 113 mm) of 20, 

with five each of the 10¢, 25¢, $1, $2 and $4 values, all in black; fresh and well-struck, the $4 values crossed with an “X”; 
pressed vertical fold through 25¢ column, couple light wrinkles in top left margin not affecting designs, Very Fine, a great 
piece for the Western enthusiast.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

 

1273  
1273  P Wells-Fargo, 1897, 10¢ & “1 Dollars” reprint composite matrix, (143L3P1 var, 143L7E), on glossy paper showing 

10¢ frame only, $1 complete design with “Dollars” (plural) error; cleanly printed with solid color, this the last state of the 
original die retouched for the reprints, showing the denomination figures separately; affixed to black cardboard piece, Very 
Fine, a grand piece, ex Hall; with 2020 P.F. certificate.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

EX 1274
1274  P Metropolitan Errand and Carrier Express Co., 1855, 1¢-20¢ trial color proofs on India or card, (107L1TC-

107L4TC), 40 different including singles, pairs (same- and mixed-values) and blocks of four, all handsomely bright with 
magnificent color and detail, Very Fine, a grand lot of this attractive design.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 
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Session 3
Sale 751

Thursday, February 18, 2021
Beginning at 10 A.M.

At our offices in Danbury, CT

Lots 1275 - 1845
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                                                         EX 1275                               1276                                  EX 1277  
1275  P American Rapid Telegraph Co., 1881, 1¢ to 50¢, “Prepaid Telegram”, plate proofs on India, (1T1P3//1T8P3),  pairs 

(all horizontal except 3¢ is vertical), missing the 10¢, large margins, clean backs and mostly good color; 25¢ is slightly 
oxidized, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $476.   Estimate $200 - 300

 
1276  E American Telegraph Typewriter Co., 1910, essay in scarlet,  o.g., hinge remnant, Very Fine, not listed in Scott because 

the stamp was never issued.   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

1277  E Baltimore & Ohio Telegraph Co., 1886, 6 different undenominated essay trial color proofs on glazed card, (3T7-E),  
averaging 50 x 50 mm, immaculate, Very Fine,  very scarce,  unlisted in Scott but listed in Kramer.   Estimate $300 - 400 

     
                                                  1278                                                                        1279 
1278  E Postal Telegraph Co., 1885, 10¢, 15¢, 25¢ and 50¢, composite trial color proof, (15T1-15T4-E),  a unique item, 

mounted on a printer’s page, F.-V.F.   Estimate $400 - 600 
 

1279  P Postal Telegraph Co., 1885, Five different trial color proofs on India, (15T1TC1ag/15T4TC3),  cut to size and affixed 
to small pieces of thin card, F.-V.F.   Estimate $200 - 300 
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                       1280                                              1281                                             1282                                              1283  
1280  P Western Union Telegraph Co., 1913, carmine, trial color large die proof on bond paper, (16T44TC1 var.), double die, 

tête-bêche, 107 x 155 mm, immaculate, Very Fine,  probably unique,  Scott unlisted.   Estimate $400 - 600 
 

1281  P Western Union Telegraph Co., 1913, green, trial color large die proof on bond paper, (16T44TC1 var.), double die, 
107 x 165 mm, immaculate, Very Fine,  probably unique,  Scott unlisted.   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
1282  P Western Union Telegraph Co., 1913, red brown, trial color large die proof on watermarked bond paper, (16T44TC1 

var.),  110 x 142 mm, immaculate, Very Fine, Scott unlisted.   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

1283  P Western Union Telegraph Co., 1913, carmine, trial color large die proof on bond paper, (16T44TC1 var.),  measuring 
110 x 156 mm, immaculate, Very Fine, Scott unlisted.   Estimate $200 - 300 

          
                                        1284                                               1285                                                     1286 
1284  P Western Union Telegraph Co., 1913, brown, trial color large die proof on creamy wove paper, die sunk on card, 

(16T44TC1 var.),  152 x 115 mm, immaculate, Very Fine, Scott unlisted.   Estimate $200 - 300 

1285  P Western Union Telegraph Co., 1913, red violet, trial color large die proof on bond paper, (16T44TC1 var.), measuring 
112 x 138 mm, immaculate, Very Fine, Scott unlisted.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
1286  P Western Union Telegraph Co., 1913, carmine, trial color large die proof on watermarked bond paper, (16T44TC1 

var.),  129 x 176 mm, immaculate, Very Fine, Scott unlisted.   Estimate $200 - 300 
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                                             EX 1287                                          EX 1288                                              1289  
1287  P Western Union Telegraph Co., 1913, 7 different trial color large die proofs on glazed card, (16T44TC1d),  margins 

vary from 122 x 153 mm down to 65 x 77 mm, the proof in black is on India, fresh colors, F.-V.F., a scarce group.  
   Estimate $350 - 500 

1288  Pa Western Union Telegraph Co., 1913, set of eight trial colors, plate on bond, (16T44TC5),  complete sheets of 16, 
comprising the six Scott-listed colors, plus a deep violet and a slate blue, all as full sheets with four imprints each; bright, 
fresh and sound across the board, Very Fine.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

 
1289  P Western Union Telegraph Co., 1913, 6 different trial color plate proofs, 4 on wove paper and 2 on bond, (16T44TC5 

vars.),  sheets of 4 with Kihn Brothers imprint, good colors; hinged on the reverse, F.-V.F., Scott unlisted.  
   Estimate $250 - 350 

Postal stationery 
stamPed enveloPes 

 

          
                            1290                                                     1291                                                                1292 
1290  E 186? Nesbitt Bulls-Eye envelope essays, group of 13 cut squares, (Undersander 29D, 30B, 31B, 33B),  nine different, 

all on dark buff, one each 24¢ & 40¢ blue with incorrect Washington portraits from stamp essays pasted in., Very Fine. 
Undersander $325+.   Estimate $200 - 300

 
1291  E) 1863-65, Nesbitt, 1¢ Franklin wrapper essay on laid paper, watermark 1, (Undersander E37Gi),  151 x 226 mm with 

intact gum, Very Fine. Undersander $300.   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

1292  P) 1864, Nesbitt, 6¢ Washington, three different trial color proofs, (Undersander E27Cb, h, n),  buff size 7 entires: 
vermilion, green & yellow brown, remarkably fresh, Very Fine, Ex-Barkhausen. Undersander $525. Scott U62TC.
   Estimate $300 - 400  
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             1293                             1294                                                 1295                                                           1296 
1293  E) N.B.N.C. 3¢ Liberty essay, embossed albino impression, (Undersander E37A var.),   on thick white wove , head only 

partially impressed, Very Fine.   Quite likely a unique stamped envelope essay similar to Undersander E37Bc.   Scott 79-
E30 var.   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
1294  E) ca. 1868, U.S. Grant Presidential Campaign seal embossed proof in red on thick wove,  68 x 112 mm; light oily stains 

at the top & bottom well clear of the impression, otherwise Very Fine.   An interesting A.B.N.Co. collectible.    
   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
1295  E) 1869, N.B.N.C. 2¢ Numeral essay, lilac on white, vignette embossed, (Undersander E36Aa),  a size 7 entire with Pirie 

& Son watermark; minor toning from corner mounts, otherwise Very Fine. Undersander $700. Scott 79-E27 var.  
   Estimate $300 - 400 

1296  E) 1869, N.B.N.C. 2¢ Numeral essay, black on white, not embossed, (Undersander E36Ab),  a size 7 entire with Pirie & Son 
watermark; bit of minor toning, mostly on the reverse, otherwise Very Fine. Undersander $700. Scott 79-E27 var.  
   Estimate $350 - 500 

          
                     1297                                                     1298                                                                         1299 
1297  E) 1869, N.B.N.C. 3¢ Numeral essay, red (deep pink) on white, (Undersander E37Ba),   trimmed die, on full end of a size 

7 envelope, bright and fresh, Extremely Fine. Undersander $700 full envelope. Scott 79-E28 var.   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

1298  E 30¢ Burgoyne essay, in carmine on canary envelope,  laid paper, 223 x 100 mm, an eye-catcher, the color strong against 
the bright paper, [Thorpe] “56d” noted in pencil on reverse; evidence of prior hinge, Very Fine. Undersander E43Am; 
$1,400.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

 
1299  E 30¢ Burgoyne essay, in orange on canary envelope,  laid paper, 223 x 100 mm, bright and clear, cleanly printed; light 

edge toning; hingeing and pencil notations (including “Thorpe #56e”) on reverse, still Very Fine. Undersander E43An; 
$1,400.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 
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1300  E) 1869, N.B.N.C., 30¢ Pictorial essay, brown on canary laid, (Undersander E43Ao),  223 x 100 mm entire, Very Fine. 
Undersander $1,400.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

 
1301  E 30¢ Burgoyne essay, in purple (violet) on canary envelope,  laid paper, 224 x 100 mm, fresh with bright color and square 

corners; hingeing and pencil notations on reverse mentioned for accuracy, Very Fine, an attractive item. Undersander 
E43Ap; $1,400.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

1302  E 1870 N.B.N.C., 3¢ Washington envelope essays, eight different, cut to shape, (Undersander E37K),  five on white 
wove, two on orange wove and one on white laid; one with a tiny abrasion, otherwise Very Fine.   Entires catalog $400 
each.     Estimate $300 - 400 

 
1303  E) 1870, N.B.N.C. 3¢ Washington essay in orange on white, (Undersander E37Kc),  120 x 660 mm entire, otherwise Very 

Fine. Undersander $400.   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

1304  E) 1870, N.B.N.C. 3¢ Washington essay in green on white, (Undersander E37Kd),  120 x 660 mm entire, bright and fresh; 
flap tear, otherwise Very Fine. Undersander $400.   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
1305  E) 1870, N.B.N.C. 3¢ Washington essay in lilac on white, (Undersander E37Ke),  120 x 660 mm entire, bright and fresh, 

otherwise Very Fine. Undersander $400.   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

1306  E) 1870, 12¢ Clay essay, purple on canary laid, (Undersander E40Ap),  223 x 100 mm entire; few tiny tone spots, still Very 
Fine. Undersander $1,000. Scott U93E.   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
1307  E) 1870, 12¢ Clay essay, orange on amber wove, (Undersander E40Ap),  223 x 100 mm entire; small faults, otherwise Very 

Fine. Undersander $1,000. Scott U93E.   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

1308  E) 1873, N.B.N.C. 1¢ Liberty envelope essay, brown on white, (Undersander E35Db),  153 x 89 mm entire; light wrinkle 
at the top, otherwise Very Fine. Undersander $200.   Estimate $150 - 200 

 
1309  E 1874 Plimpton, 12¢ Clay envelope, brown-red on white watermarked paper, (Undersander E66Af var.),  watermarked 

“...A Pr...” in double-lined letters; diagonal crease, otherwise Very Fine. Undersander $150+.   Estimate $100 - 150 
 

1310  P) 1876, 3¢ Centennial envelope, single line under “POSTAGE”, trial color in vermilion, (U218TC),  size 7 entire, Very 
Fine.   The size 7 envelope was never produced for distribution.   UPSS $750. UPSS 643A. Undersander E71Ja; $450. 
   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
1311  P) 1876, 3¢ Centennial envelope, trial color proof in purple, (U218TC),  size 7 entire, F.-V.F. Undersander $350. 

Undersander E72Ai.   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

1312  E) 1882, 5¢ Garfield essay? without value, embossed in red on thick wove, (U222E?),  48 x 60 mm, Very Fine.   An 
interesting collateral item.     Estimate $200 - 300 

 
1313  P 1886, 2¢ Grant lettersheet, large die proof on cream wove, (U293),  cut square, a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for the 

postal stationer, the original die oversigned by F. Knowland “Approved./May 22nd 1886”; on album page with enlarged 
photo and detailed analysis of changes made to earlier plates, Very Fine,  unique.     Estimate $2,500 - 3,500 

 
1314  P) 1887, 1¢ green trial color proof, (U294TC), die 85, size 10 entire with Purcell Envelope Co. return address, Very Fine.

   Estimate $150 - 200 
James Purcell produced the 1894-98 Plimpton & Morgan Issues.  

 
1315  E) 1899 Plimpton & Morgan 2¢ Envelope Essay, (U358E),  seven of eight listed colors colors, all with “Essay” printed in 

the center of the envelope, Very Fine. Undersander $875. Undersander E99Xa, b, d-h.   Estimate $350 - 500  
  

1316  E) 1907, Mercantile Corp., 2¢ brown red Washington essay, (Undersander E115Ca),  size 13 entire, Extremely Fine. 
Undersander $175. Scott U406E.   Estimate $100 - 150 
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Postal Card 
1317  E American Bank Note Co. private postcard or business mailing label with Specimen overprint,  on creamy bond, 63/4” 

x 4”, gummed (never hinged) and with two security punches, Very Fine.   An interesting A.B.N.Co. collectible.    
   Estimate $200 - 300

 
1318  E) 1871, American Post Card Co. Postal card essay in green, (UPSS S1E-Ea),  three examples, including one that is either 

under-inked or in a slightly lighter shade, all three folded but unsealed, one with reinforcement along bottom edge, Very 
Fine. UPSS $630.   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
1319  E) 1872, Lees & Skeen, 1¢ Franklin postal card essay, dark blue & deep red on thick card, (UPSS S1E-Ga),  bright and 

fresh color, Very Fine, Ex-Horton. UPSS $550.   Estimate $300 - 400 

1320  E) 1872, Lees & Skeen, 1¢ Franklin postal card essay, dark green & deep red on thin card, (UPSS S1E-Gb),  Very Fine, 
Ex-Horton. UPSS $550.   Estimate $300 - 400 

1321  E) 1872, Lees & Skeen, 1¢ Franklin postal card essay, yeliow orange & deep red on thin card, (UPSS S1E-Gb), 
extraneous ink on the reverse, Very Fine, Ex-Horton. UPSS $550.   Estimate $300 - 400 

1322  E) 1873, N.B.N.C. 1¢ Liberty unadopted design essay, black on thick wove, (UPSS S1E-Y),  typographed impression from 
an engraved steel die, reduced to an overall 30 x 35 mm, Very Fine. UPSS $750 for full size.   Estimate $200 - 300 

1323  E) 1873, N.B.N.C. 1¢ Liberty, colorless embossed head essay, purple on thick wove, (UPSS S1E-Za),  reduced slightly to 
47 x 57 mm; light diagonal crease, Very Fine appearance, Ex-Horton. UPSS $675.   Estimate $200 - 300 

1324  E) 1873, N.B.N.C. 1¢ Liberty essays, five different, (UPSS S1E-Zc,d),  gray green and dark blue green cards with one side 
rough, and deep orange-red, light yellow and violet with both sides smooth; first two toned, otherwise Very Fine. UPSS 
$1,000.   Estimate $300 - 400 

1325  E) 1875, Morgan Envelope Co. 1¢ Liberty essay, (UPSS S3E-Ea//h),   ornate “U”, open background behind head, six 
different cards in various combinations of ink and and card stock including Ea (2), Ed, Ef, Eg, and Eh; few minor flaws, 
Very Fine, Ex-Horton. UPSS $900.   Estimate $400 - 600 

1326  E) 1875, Morgan Envelope Co. 1¢ Liberty essay, (UPSS S3E-Ga//j),   plain “U”, inducia at right, six cards, all in black, 
on various cars stocks (five different); few minor flaws, Very Fine, Ex-Horton. UPSS $900.   Estimate $400 - 600 

1327  E) 1875, Morgan Envelope Co. 1¢ Liberty essay, (UPSS S3E-Ha//j),   plain “U”, indicia at left, 14 cards in various 
combinations of ink and card stock, at least 11 different; few minor flaws, Very Fine, Ex-Horton. UPSS $2,100.  
   Estimate $800 - 1,200 

1328  E) 1875, Morgan Envelope Co. 1¢ Liberty essay, (UPSS S3E-Ig//j),   fancy “U”, indicia at right, eight cards (seven 
different) in various colors on four different card stocks; few minor flaws, mostly on the reverse, Very Fine, Ex-Horton. 
UPSS $1,200.   Estimate $600 - 800 

1329  E) 1875, Morgan Envelope Co. 1¢ Liberty essay, (UPSS S3E-Jd//h),   italic “United States”, indicia at right, eight cards 
(six different) in blue, black, and violet on four different card stocks few minor faults to be expected but still Very Fine, 
an attractive group, ex-Horton (Scott UX4E; USPCC S3E-Jd/h, $1,200); couple very minor flaws, Very Fine, Ex-Horton. 
UPSS $1,200.   Estimate $600 - 800 

1330  P) 1877, 1¢ Liberty, trial color proofs, collection of 24 single color cards, (UPSS S4TC),  nearly all different in black 
and shades of blue on at least 11 different card stocks, many identified on by Ridgway color on the reverse, few minor 
faults but generally Very Fine, a rare group that would be difficult to duplicate. UPSS $4,800. Scott UX4TC.  
   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 

1331  E) 1877, Plimpton Envelope Co. 1¢ Franklin essay, typographed & embossed, in dim orange red, (UPSS S34E-Ef),   
thin “United States”, period after “CARD” ; minor mounting damage at the left, Very Fine. UPSS $300.  
   Estimate $150 - 200 
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1332  E) 1877, Plimpton Envelope Co. 1¢ Franklin essay, typographed & embossed, in “v. vivid r-v red”, (UPSS S34E-Fe),   
thick, shaded “United States”, on dismal v. pale y-g-yellow” card (pink on greenish)vertical horizontal crease at right (into 
indicia), still Very Fine, unique (Scott UX5E; USPCC S4E-Fe, $300); light vertical crease at the right, F.-V.F. UPSS $300.
   Estimate $150 - 200 

1333  P) 1902, 1¢ black on buff, the “full-face McKinley”, die proof, (UX17P),  a choice mint card imprinted “Die Proof of 
McKinley Postal Card, Issue of 1901” at the bottom, Extremely Fine.   A choice example of this rare proof.   Undersander 
$3,000. Undersander UX17Paa.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 
 
A great opportunity to fill your space for this iconic postal card, which is missing from all but the most advanced collections.  

1334  E) Postal Card, 1902, 1¢ black on buff, the “full-face McKinley” with gray black “SPECIMEN - Not good for postage” 
handstamp, (UX17S),   Additional two Line Imprint at Bottom “Die Proof of McKinley Postal Card. Issue of 1901.”, 
clean and crisp card, more detailed impression and deeper color then the issued card, rare and desirable proof/specimen, 
Very Fine to Extremely Fine.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500  

1335  P 1902, 1¢ black on buff, (UX18P),   with “Proof McKinley Postal Card.” imprint at bottom, entire, fresh and 
crisp with unmistakable vibrant proof impression, scarce and choice, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. USPCC S22P 
 Estimate $350 - 500 

1336  E 1952, 2¢ Lincoln, large die essay in black on glazed card, (UPSS S60E-A),  manuscript “June 28 - 1918” at the lower 
left and penciled “ESSAY No. 2” at the lower right with blue B.E.P. control no. 902519 on the reverse; few small abrasions, 
otherwise Very Fine. UPSS $2,000. Scott UX43E.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 
 
The only known example of this essay - illustrated in Falberg/U.P.S.S., page 255.  

1337  E) 1883-84, Williamson 2¢ Money Order Message Card Essay, (UPSS MO2),   black on thick white wove ; light soiling 
around indicia, otherwise Very Fine. UPSS $500.   Estimate $300 - 400  

Postal Card - Paid rePly 
 

          
                                         1338                                                      1339                                                       1340  
1338  E ca. 1878, Brooks Message-Reply Card Essay,  second design, fourth type, on dull very faint yellow orange card with 

backing sheet, upper stamp in dim dark blue, lower in dim dusky orange (shading to brown), Very Fine,  very scarce,  one 
of Brooks’ many attractive creations. UPSS MR1E-O; $200.   Estimate $150 - 200

 
1339  E) 1878, Brooks 2nd Patent Reply Card essay, 1¢ + 1¢ black, (UPSS MR1E-Hb),  intact double card, outer sheet separated 

on the back but tear-off strip not detached; soiled around the indicia, otherwise F.-V.F. UPSS $750.   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

1340  E) 1878, Brooks 2nd Patent Reply Card essay, 1¢ + 1¢ black, (UPSS MR1E-Hb),  the card and outer sheet separated 
without the tear-off strip, fresh and clean, Very Fine. UPSS $750.   Estimate $250 - 350 
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                                  EX 1341                                              1342                                                            1343 
1341  E ca. 1879, group of five Brooks Message-Reply Card essays, on buff,  with a variety of indicia color combinations; 

four “Patent Reply Postal Card” inscriptions, one inscribed “Write addressee...” and “Tear off communication...”; heavy 
toning, some corners rounded, Fine+, an attractive group despite the years. UPSS MR1E-M, MR1E-N vars.  
   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
1342  E) 1879, Franklin Brooks, 1¢ + 1¢ Liberty essay, proof of finished legend, (UPSS MR1E-KB),  “United States/ RETURN/ 

Postal Card” in black on white wove, 43 x 30 mm, Very Fine and unique, ex-Horton (Scott UY1E; USPCC MR1E-KB, 
$300), Very Fine.  The only recorded example.  Ex-Horton. UPSS $300.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
1343  E 1918, 2¢ Washington Message card, large die essay in black on glazed card, (UPSS MR15mE-Ac),  uninked label 

“CARD IS FOR ADDRESS” at the left with blue B.E.P. control no. 895920 on the reverse; two small abrasions above the 
indicia, otherwise Very Fine. UPSS $1,000. Scott UY8mE.   Estimate $500 - 750 
 
The only known example of this essay - illustrated in Falberg/U.P.S.S., page 350.  

revenue

               
                                          1344                         1345                              1346                                          1347 
1344  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay ($1) Foreign Exchange, in blue, (Turner 1 var.),  on brown tinted glazed paper; light creases, 

otherwise Very Fine, unlisted in Turner in exactly this form.   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

1345  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, $1 Foreign Exchange, in brown red & green, (Turner 1-Aa),  on white wove glazed paper, cut 
down, bright color; hinged on the reverse, Very Fine. Turner $55 (1974).   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
1346  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay ($1) Foreign Exchange, in dull purple, (Turner 1-B),  with engraved “Canceled”, on white 

wove glazed paper, 68 x 98 mm (full size), good color; hinged on the reverse, Very Fine. Turner $70 (1974).  
   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
1347  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay ($1) Foreign Exchange, in deep rose, (Turner 1-B),  with engraved “Canceled”, on white wove 

glazed paper, 62 x 88 mm (very slightly reduced), good color; hinge remnants on the reverse and couple tiny thins, 
otherwise F.-V.F. Turner $70 (1974).   Estimate $200 - 300 
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1348  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, $1 Foreign Exchange, in brown red & pale blue, (Turner 1-C),  on white wove paper, cut down; 
thins and creases, Very Fine appearance. Turner $100 (1974).   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
1349  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, $1 Foreign Exchange, in black, (Turner 1-Ea),  on white wove glazed paper, 65 x 76 mm (full 

size), bright and fresh; couple small mount thins, otherwise Very Fine. Turner $80 (1974).   Estimate $200 - 300 

1350  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, $1 Foreign Exchange, in dull blue, (Turner 1-Eb),  on white wove glazed paper, 55 x 80 mm (full 
size); couple shallow hinge thins, otherwise Very Fine. Turner $80 (1974).   Estimate $200 - 300 

1351  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, $1 Foreign Exchange, in brown, (Turner 1-Ed),  on buff tinted glazed paper, 57 x 78 mm; thinned 
on the reverse, otherwise Very Fine. Turner $70 (1974).   Estimate $200 - 300 

1352  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, $1 Foreign Exchange, in brown, (Turner 1-Ef),  on yellow tinted glazed paper, 30 x 61 mm; 
hinge remnants on the reverse and a crease showing on the front, otherwise Very Fine. Turner $80 (1974).  
   Estimate $150 - 200 

1353  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay ($1) Foreign Exchange, colorless impression, (Turner 1 Vignette 2a),  embossed on white glazed 
paper, 69 x 75 mm (full size), bright and fresh; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine. Turner $100 (1974).  
   Estimate $300 - 400 

1354  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay ($1) Foreign Exchange, colorless impression, (Turner 1 Vignette 2b),  embossed on white glazed 
paper, 60 x 69 mm (almost full size), bright and fresh; hinge remnants on the reverse and corner creases at bottom left, 
otherwise Very Fine. Turner $100 (1974).   Estimate $250 - 350 

1355  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay ($1) Foreign Exchange, colorless embossed Liberty Head vignette, (Turner 1 Vignette 2b),  
embossed on card surface printed in deep purple, 47 x 56 mm (full size), Very Fine. Turner $100 (1974).  
   Estimate $350 - 500 

1356  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, 25¢ Liberty Head, in black, (Turner 2a),  engraved vignette die on white glazed paper, 65 x 75 
mm, bright and fresh, Extremely Fine. Turner $40 (1974).   Estimate $200 - 300 

1357  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, 25¢ Liberty Head, in black, (Turner 2a),  engraved vignette die on white glazed paper, 64 x 68 
mm (reduced), bright color; hinged on the reverse, F.-V.F. Turner $40 (1974).   Estimate $200 - 300 

1358  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, 25¢ Liberty Head, in brown, (Turner 2a),  engraved vignette die on white glazed paper, 57 x 78 
mm (reduced), excellent color, F.-V.F. Turner $40 (1974).   Estimate $150 - 200 

1359  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, 25¢ Liberty Head, in green, (Turner 2a),  engraved vignette die on white glazed paper, 70 x 99 
mm (full size), good color, Extremely Fine. Turner $50 (1974).   Estimate $300 - 400 

1360  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, 25¢ Liberty Head, in orange, (Turner 2a),  engraved vignette die on white glazed paper, 63 x 86 
mm (almost full size), bright color; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine. Turner $50 (1974).   Estimate $200 - 300 

1361  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, 25¢ Liberty Head, in bright red, (Turner 2a),  engraved vignette die on white glazed paper, 50 x 
75 mm, bright and fresh; couple shallow mounting thins, otherwise Very Fine. Turner $35 (1974).   Estimate $150 - 200 

1362  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, 25¢ Liberty Head, in dull red, (Turner 2a),  engraved vignette die on white glazed paper, 55 x 68 
mm (reduced), bright and fresh, F.-V.F. Turner $50 (1974).   Estimate $200 - 300 

1363  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, 25¢ Liberty Head, in brown, (Turner 2b),  engraved vignette die on green surface tinted glazed 
paper, 32 x 46 mm (reduced), F.-V.F. Turner $45 (1974).   Estimate $150 - 200 

1364  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, 25¢ Liberty Head, in violet & brown, (Turner 2-Aa),  engraved vignette on surface printed frame 
with rounded corners, on dull white glazed paper, 49 x 74 mm, exceptionally fresh and clean, Extremely Fine. Turner $50 
(1974).   Estimate $250 - 350 

1365  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, 25¢ Liberty Head, in dull violet & green, (Turner 2-Ab),  engraved vignette on surface printed 
frame with rounded corners, on dull white glazed paper, fresh colors; small thin, otherwise Very Fine. Turner $35 (1974).
   Estimate $150 - 200 

1366  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, 25¢ Liberty Head, in yellow & green, (Turner 2-Ab),  engraved vignette on surface printed 
frame with rounded corners, on dull white glazed paper, bright and fresh, Extremely Fine. Turner $35 (1974).  
   Estimate $200 - 300 
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                                         EX 1372                                           1373                                 1374                            1375  

                    
                                          1376                                                       1377                                                     1378 

                 
                                             1379                            1380                                 1381                                 1384 

1367  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, 25¢ Liberty Head, in dull violet & red, (Turner 2-Ac),  engraved vignette on surface 
printed frame with rounded corners, on yellow tinted glazed paper, pristine, Extremely Fine. Turner $40 (1974).  
   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
1368  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, 25¢ Liberty Head, in violet & blue, (Turner 2-Ac),  engraved vignette on surface printed frame 

with rounded corners, on yellow tinted glazed paper, flawless, Extremely Fine. Turner $40 (1974).   Estimate $250 - 350 
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1369  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, 25¢ Liberty Head, in orange & blue, (Turner 2-B),  engraved vignette on surface printed 
rectangular frame, on white glazed paper, cut close, nice color; tiny thin, otherwise Very Fine. Turner $45 (1974).  
   Estimate $150 - 200 

 
1370  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, 25¢ Liberty Head, in red & brown, (Turner 2-B),  engraved vignette on surface printed rectangular 

frame, on white glazed paper, cut close, excellent color; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine. Turner $45 (1974). 
   Estimate $200 - 300 

1371  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay (25¢) Liberty Head, in black, (Turner 2-Da var.),  vignette with company name and “Stamp”, on 
gummed paper, large part o.g., a part perf pair, Very Fine.   Estimate $300 - 400 
 
Attention specialists - this is an interesting variety that is unlisted in Turner.  

 
1372  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay (25¢) Liberty Head, in 6 different previously unlisted colors, (Turner 2-Da var.),  vignette with 

company name and “Stamp”, on white wove paper, perf’d and ungummed, bottom margin pairs, including blue, brown, 
black brown, green, orange and dull violet, bright colors; hinge remnants on the reverse and some perf separations, Very 
Fine overall,  rare - possibly unique,  a nice lot for the specialist.   Estimate $750 - 1,000  

 
1373  Ea 1862, A.B.N.C. essay (25¢) Liberty Head, in brown red, (Turner 2-Da),  vignette with company name and “Stamp”, on 

gummed paper, block of 4, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Turner $24 (1974).   Estimate $150 - 200 
 

1374  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay (25¢) Liberty Head, in brown & brown red, (Turner 2-E), die of engraved vignette on surface 
printed frame, on white glazed paper, large die of engraved vignette on surface printed frame on white glazed paper, 40 x 
64 mm; light crease at top (into design), otherwise Very Fine. Turner $40 (1974).   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
1375  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, 5¢ Liberty Head, in 3 different colors, (Turner 2-Fb),  plate proofs of new design with “Coupon”, 

on onion skin paper, gummed (hinged), Very Fine.   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

1376  Ea 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, 5¢ Liberty Head, in blue green, (Turner 2-Fb),  plate proof of new design with “Coupon”, on 
wove paper rouletted, block of 5, o.g., hinged, excellent color; small ink note in the design (probably from the printer), Very 
Fine,  multiples are scarce.   Turner $40 (1974).   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
1377  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, 5¢ Liberty Head, in orange, (Turner 2-Fb),  plate proof of new design with “Coupon”, dies 

sunk on card, proof is 39 x 57 mm, on 65 x 74 mm card, excellent color; hinge remnant on the reverse, Extremely Fine. 
   Estimate $350 - 500 

 
1378  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, 2¢ and 5¢ Washington, compound die of frames only, in rose, (Turner 3 and 4a),  on India on 

card, Very Fine. Turner $70 (1974).   Estimate $350 - 500 
 

1379  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay (2¢) Washington, in black, (Turner 3a),  frame only, on heavy white glossy paper, 30 x 35 mm 
(reduced), very fresh; hinged on the reverse, F.-V.F. Turner $50 (1974).   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
1380  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay (2¢) Washington, frame only, in black,  on heavy white glossy paper, 30 x 35 mm, F.-V.F. Turner 

3a; $50 (1974).   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

1381  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, 2¢ Washington, in brown, (Turner 3-Aa),  engraved die on India paper on card, 36 x 38 mm (full 
size), rich bright color; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine. Turner $40 (1974).   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
1382  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, 2¢ Washington, in carmine, (Turner 3-Aa),  engraved die on India paper on card, 28 x 32 mm 

(slightly reduced); some faint toning on front and hinge remnants on the reverse, F.-V.F. Turner $40 (1974) (photo on web 
site).   Estimate $150 - 200 

 
1383  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, 2¢ Washington, in orange, (Turner 3-Aa),  engraved die on India paper, removed from card, full 

size (32 x 37 mm); the orange color is partly oxidized, otherwise Fine. Turner $40 (1974) (photo on web site).
   Estimate $150 - 200 

 
1384  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, 5¢ Washington, frame only, in black, (Turner 4b),  on heavy white glossy paper, 34 x 40 mm, Very 

Fine. Turner $60 (1974).   Estimate $250 - 350 
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            1385                      1386                       1387                      1388                       1389                    1390                       1391  

1385  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, 5¢ Washington facing left, in brown & black, (Turner 4c),  on India paper, Very Fine. Turner $25 
(1974).   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
1386  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, 5¢ Washington, in all 5 listed colors, (Turner 4-Aa),  engraved die with Washington facing right, 

on India paper, cut to shape, colors are black, brown, carmine, orange and red, Very Fine, ex-Joyce. Turner $200 (1974). 
   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

 
1387  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, 5¢ Washington, in pale blue & blue, (Turner 4-Ab),  engraved die with Washington facing right, 

on India paper, cut to shape, flawless, Extremely Fine. Turner $50 (1974).   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

1388  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, 5¢ Washington, in brown & black, (Turner 4-Ab),  engraved die with Washington facing right, on 
India paper, cut to shape, immaculate, Extremely Fine. Turner $50 (1974).   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
1389  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, 5¢ Washington, in green & dark orange, (Turner 4-Ab),  engraved die with Washington facing 

right, on India paper, cut to shape, pristine, Extremely Fine. Turner $50 (1974).   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

1390  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, 5¢ Washington, in green & violet, (Turner 4-Ab),  engraved die with Washington facing right, on 
India paper, cut to shape, bright and fresh, Very Fine. Turner $50 (1974).   Estimate $250 - 350 

1391  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, 5¢ Washington, in dark orange & green, (Turner 4-Ab),  engraved die with Washington facing 
right, on India paper, cut to shape, flawless, Extremely Fine. Turner $50 (1974).   Estimate $300 - 400 

                    
                   1392                                        1393                                      1394                                         1395                             1396  
1392  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, 10¢ Washington, in black, (Turner 5a),  engraved design on heavy glazed paper, 64 x 77 mm (full 

size), close to pristine, Extremely Fine. Turner $50 (1974).   Estimate $300 - 400 

1393  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, 10¢ Washington, in blue, (Turner 5a blu),  engraved design on heavy glazed paper, 64 x 69 mm, 
Very Fine.   Estimate $250 - 350 

1394  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, 10¢ Washington, in blackish brown, (Turner 5a),  engraved design on heavy glazed paper, about 
full size (64 x 73 mm), excellent color; hinged on the reverse, Very Fine. Turner $50 (1974).   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
1395  E 1862, A.B.N.C. essay, 10¢ Washington, in bright red, (Turner 5a),  engraved design on 64 x 72 mm heavy glazed paper, 

Very Fine.   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

1396  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, 25¢ Certificate, in green,  complete design, position 3, on India paper, large margins on 3 sides, 
Fine. Turner 6-Bd grn; $90 (1974).   Estimate $250 - 350 
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                           1397                                          1398                                     1399                                               1400 
1397  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay ($200) Eagle, central vignette only, in black, (Turner 10 var.), die on white glazed paper, 

65 x 49 mm; shallow mounting thins on the reverse, otherwise Very Fine,  a rare Turner-unlisted variety.    
   Estimate $350 - 500 

 
1398  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, $200 Eagle, in light green, (Turner 10a),  surface printed on medium wove white paper, on card, 

70 x 38 mm, Very Fine. Turner $150 (1974).   Estimate $400 - 600 
 

1399  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, $200 Eagle, in buff, (Turner 10b),  perf’d and gummed, large part o.g., Very Fine. Turner $120 
(1974).   Estimate $400 - 600 

1400  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, $200 Eagle, in dull buff, (Turner 10b),  perf’d and gummed, large part o.g., a magnificent corner 
margin single, Extremely Fine. Turner $120 (1974).   Estimate $500 - 750 

          
                                                                1401                                            1402                                 1403  
1401  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, $200 Eagle, in orange, (Turner 10b),  perf’d and gummed, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Turner $120 

(1974).   Estimate $400 - 600 
 

1402  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, $200 Eagle, in brown red, (Turner 10b),  perf’d and gummed, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Turner $120 
(1974).   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
1403  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, “US” in square, in black, (Turner 11),  engraved design of frame only, on white glazed paper, 42 

x 42 mm, Very Fine. Turner $20 (1974).   Estimate $150 - 200 

          
                                                             1404                                   1405                                    1406  
1404  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, 2¢ “US” in square, in black, (Turner 12b),  engraved die on white glazed paper, 65 x 79 mm (full 

size), pristine, Extremely Fine. Turner $60 (1974).   Estimate $350 - 500 
 

1405  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, 2¢ “US” in square, in blue, (Turner 12b),  engraved die on white glazed paper, 65 x 78 mm (full 
size); light mounting marks on the reverse, Very Fine. Turner $60 (1974).   Estimate $300 - 400 

1406  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, 2¢ “US” in square, in red, (Turner 12b),  engraved die on white glazed paper, 65 x 77 mm (full 
size), great color; hinge remnant on the reverse, Extremely Fine. Turner $60 (1974).   Estimate $300 - 400 
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                                  1407                           1408                       1409                       1410                              1411  

                  
                                1412                                1413                         1414                     1415                             1416 

                         
                           1417                             1418                              1419                             1420                                  1421 

                         
            1422                         1423                            1424                                   1425                               1426                       1427 
1407  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, 2¢ “US” in square, in green, (Turner 12c),  surface printed die on white wove paper, 58 x 70 mm, 

Very Fine. Turner $70 (1974).   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

1408  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, 2¢ “US” in square, in light brown, (Turner 12i), die on yellow wove paper, Very Fine.  
   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
1409  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, 2¢ “US” in square, in dull carmine, (Turner 12l), die overprinted with lathework on white wove 

paper, imperf, 32 x 32 mm (full size), pristine, Extremely Fine. Turner $50 (1974).   Estimate $350 - 500 
 

1410  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, “US” in square, in violet, (Turner 13a),  unfinished engraved die, surface printed on India paper, 
32 x 33 mm (reduced), fresh colors; hinge remnant on the reverse, F.-V.F. Turner $50 (1974).   Estimate $200 - 300 
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1411  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, “US” in square, in deep violet, (Turner 14a var.),  surface printed on India paper, imperf, 
measuring 69 x 65 mm, Extremely Fine.   This color unlisted by Turner.   Turner $70 (1974).   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
1412  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, Lincoln in oval, in dull violet, (Turner 15b),  engraved die on white glazed paper, 55 x 93 mm 

(full size); hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine, this color is not listed by Turner on this size (it is listed on the next 
smaller size, 15c).   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
1413  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, Lincoln in oval, in brown, (Turner 15c),  engraved die on white glazed paper, 50 x 58 mm (full 

size); hinged on the reverse, Very Fine. Turner $25 (1974).   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

1414  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, Lincoln in oval with “U.S. Internal Revenue”, in light green & bright red, (Turner 19),  
surface printed frame with engraved vignette on white glazed paper; cut to octagonal shape, F.-V.F. Turner $55 (1974). 
   Estimate $150 - 200 

 
1415  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, Lincoln in oval with “U.S. Internal Revenue”, in dull orange & dark blue, (Turner 19),  

surface printed frame with engraved vignette on white glazed paper, 41 x 49 mm, Very Fine. Turner $70 (1974). 
   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
1416  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, $1 Lincoln in oval with “U.S. Internal Revenue”, in black, (Turner 20a),  vignette on plain 

background, on white glazed paper, 66 x 75 mm (full size), bright and fresh; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine. 
Turner $50 (1974).   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
1417  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, $1 Lincoln in oval with “U.S. Internal Revenue”, in dark brown, (Turner 20a),  

vignette on plain background, on white glazed paper, 54 x 70 mm (almost full size), Very Fine. Turner $60 (1974). 
   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
1418  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, $1 Lincoln in oval with “U.S. Internal Revenue”, in green, (Turner 20a),  vignette on plain 

background, on white glazed paper, 57 x 72 mm (full size), Very Fine. Turner $60 (1974).   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

1419  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, $1 Lincoln in oval with “U.S. Internal Revenue”, in green, (Turner 20a),  vignette on 
plain background, on white glazed paper, 54 x 71 mm (about full size); hinged on card, F.-V.F. Turner $60 (1974). 
   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
1420  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, $1 Lincoln in oval with “U.S. Internal Revenue”, in red, (Turner 20a),  vignette on plain 

background, on white glazed paper, 54 x 74 mm (full size); tear at bottom (into design), otherwise Very Fine. Turner $60 
(1974).   Estimate $150 - 200 

 
1421  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, $1 Lincoln in oval, in brown, (Turner 20b),  engraved die and “Internal Revenue”, on yellow 

surface glazed paper, 65 x 78 mm (full size), Very Fine. Turner $70 (1974).   Estimate $350 - 500 
 

1422  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, $1 Lincoln in oval with “U.S. Internal Revenue”, in blue & dull orange, (Turner 21a),  framed 
vignette on lathework background, on medium white paper, 46 x 60 mm (full size); hinge remnants and small thin on the 
reverse, otherwise Very Fine. Turner $140 (1974).   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
1423  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, $1 Lincoln in oval with “U.S. Internal Revenue”, in light green & red, (Turner 21a),  framed 

vignette on lathework background, on medium white paper, mounted on card; some faults including blue ink spots, 
otherwise Very Fine. Turner $140 (1974).   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
1424  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, 5¢ Washington, in dull buff & black, (Turner 22),  engraved design on white paper, 34 x 40 mm 

(full size), Very Fine, ex-Joyce. Turner $70 (1974).   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

1425  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, 5¢ Washington, in black, (Turner 23a),  frame only, on white glazed paper, Very Fine. Turner $80 
(1974).   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
1426  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, 5¢ Washington, in buff & black, (Turner 24),  engraved design with surface printed vignette, on 

white paper, 27 x 31 mm (full size), pristine, Extremely Fine. Turner $80 (1974).   Estimate $400 - 600 
 

1427  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, 5¢ Washington, in carmine & black, (Turner 24),  engraved design with surface printed vignette, 
on white paper, brilliant color; hinge remnant on the reverse, Very Fine. Turner $80 (1974).   Estimate $400 - 600 
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                    1428                                               1429                                               1430                                                 1431 
1428  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, $2 Washington, in black, (Turner 25-Cb),  surface printed on heavy white paper, 65 x 77 mm (full 

size), F.-V.F. Turner $60 (1974).   Estimate $250 - 350 

1429  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, $2 Washington, in black, (Turner 25-G),  altered die, on heavy glossy paper, 64 x 76 mm (full 
size), Very Fine. Turner $40 (1974).   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
1430  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, $2 Washington, in blue, (Turner 25-G),  altered die, on heavy glossy paper, 65 x 77 mm, pristine, 

Extremely Fine. Turner $40 (1974).   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

1431  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, $2 Washington, in red, (Turner 25-G),  altered die, on heavy glossy paper, 65 x 77 mm (full size); 
faint mounting marks on the reverse, Very Fine. Turner $40 (1974).   Estimate $200 - 300 

                         
                   1432                            1433                            1434                        1435                        1436                           1437 
1432  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, $2 Washington, in yellow & lilac, (Turner 25-Ha), die with rectangular overprint added, on India 

on cardboard, 36 x 57 mm (full size); hinged and with shallow thin on the reverse, otherwise Very Fine. Turner $30 (1974).
   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
1433  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, $2 Washington, in black & blue, (Turner 25-Ia), die with “Fractional Currency” overprint 

added, on India, 31 x 60 mm (reduced at right) and removed from card, F.-V.F., ex-Joyce. Turner $30 (1974).  
   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
1434  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, $2 Washington, in red & blue, (Turner 25-Ia), die with “Fractional Currency” overprint added, on 

India on cardboard, 34 x 57 mm (full size), handsome, Very Fine, ex-Joyce. Turner $30 (1974).   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

1435  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, $2 Washington, in blue & brown, (Turner 25-Ib), die with “Fractional Currency” overprint added, 
on India, immaculate, Extremely Fine, ex-Joyce. Turner $30 (1974).   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
1436  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, $1 Washington, in blue green, (Turner 26a),  frame only, surface printed on white wove paper, 

imperf, 45 x 80 mm (slightly trimmed), F.-V.F. Turner $40 (1974).   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

1437  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, $1 Washington, in orange, (Turner 26a),  frame only, surface printed on white wove paper, 
imperf, 47 x 64 mm; light crease and the orange color is slightly oxidized (as often), otherwise F.-V.F. Turner $25 (1974). 
   Estimate $200 - 300 
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                                                1438                                 1439                               1440                            1441 
1438  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, $1 Washington, in black, (Turner 26-B),  intaglio impression of frame only, on heavy white glazed 

paper, 67 x 77 mm (full size), pristine, Extremely Fine,  very scarce.   Turner $100 (1974).   Estimate $400 - 600 

1439  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay ($1) Washington, in black, (Turner 28a),  engraved vignette without denomination, on 
white wove glazed paper, 57 x 65 mm (slightly reduced); hinged on the reverse, F.-V.F. Turner $35 (1974).  
   Estimate $250 - 350 

1440  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay ($1) Washington, in blue, (Turner 28a),  engraved vignette without denomination, on white wove 
glazed paper, 65 x 77 mm (full size); small thins on the reverse, otherwise Very Fine. Turner $35 (1974).  
   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
1441  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay ($1) Washington, in green, (Turner 28a),  engraved vignette without denomination, on white wove 

glazed paper, 51 x 54 mm (slightly reduced); heavy hinge remnant on the reverse, F.-V.F. Turner $35 (1974).  
   Estimate $250 - 350 

                    
                   1442                                  1443                                      1444                                  1445                                1446 
1442  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay ($1) Washington, in black, (Turner 28b),  engraved vignette without denomination, on white 

wove glazed paper, 43 x 44 mm (slightly reduced); lightly hinged on the reverse, F.-V.F. Turner $25 (1974).  
   Estimate $150 - 200 

 
1443  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, 3¢ Washington facing left, in red, (Turner 31a),  engraved design by David Packard, on heavy 

white glazed paper, 65 x 76 mm (full size); hinge remnant and small thin on the reverse, otherwise Very Fine. Turner $100 
(1974).   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
1444  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, blank oval, in black, (Turner 32 var.),  large die proof on card, 150 x 227 mm, Very Fine, an earlier 

stage of Turner’s listed design, this is missing the frame. Possibly unique, ex-Joyce.   Estimate $400 - 600 
 

1445  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, Square frame and blank oval, in black, (Turner 32-Aa),  with lined central oval, on white wove; 
hinged on the reverse, Very Fine. Turner $100 (1974).   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
1446  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, 3¢ Washington facing left, in dull purple & brown, (Turner 33),  surface printed oval frame and 

engraved vignette, on India on card, 60 x 67 mm (full size), lovely fresh colors; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine, 
ex-Joyce. Turner $80 (1974).   Estimate $500 - 750 
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           1447                          1448                            1449                             1450                                      1451                         1452  
1447  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, 3¢ Washington facing left, in brown & violet, (Turner 34),  surface printed square frame and 

engraved vignette, on white wove paper, cut to shape, Very Fine. Turner $50 (1974).   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

1448  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, 3¢ Washington facing left, in gray brown & blue, (Turner 34),  surface printed square frame 
and engraved vignette, on India on card, 28 x 31 mm (full size), pristine, Extremely Fine. Turner $50 (1974).  
   Estimate $350 - 500 

 
1449  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, 3¢ Washington facing left, in gray brown & green, (Turner 34),  surface printed square frame and 

engraved vignette, on white wove paper, cut to shape, 28 x 31 mm (full size), pristine, Extremely Fine, ex-Joyce. Turner 
$50 (1974).   Estimate $350 - 500 

 
1450  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, 3¢ Washington facing left, in black, (Turner 35),  surface printed oval, on 45 x 47 mm (slightly 

reduced) white glazed paper, Very Fine. Turner $70 (1974).   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

1451  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, $2 Washington facing left, in black, (Turner 36-Ba),  complete die, on 58 x 75 mm (nearly full 
size) heavy white paper, Very Fine. Turner $60 (1974).   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
1452  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, $2 Washington facing left, in red, (Turner 36-Bc),  complete die, on thin white paper, imperforate, 

36 x 54 mm (full size); hinged on the reverse, Very Fine. Turner $20.   Estimate $300 - 400 

                    
                              1453                                 1454                                    1455                         EX 1456                   1457  
1453  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, $2 Franklin, in black, (Turner 37b), die on white glazed paper, 50 x 76 mm (full size), bright and 

fresh; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine, ex-Joyce. Turner $50 (1974).   Estimate $350 - 500 
 

1454  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, $2 Franklin, in olive on brown, (Turner 37c), die with surface printed overprint of white dots, on 
white glazed paper, 55 x 75 mm, Very Fine. Turner $60 (1974).   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
1455  E 1862, N.B.N.C. essay, $2 Franklin, in olive on brown, (Turner 37c), die with surface printed overprint of white dots, 

on white glazed paper; torn and rejoined, with a couple creases, V.G.,  but very rare.   Turner $60 (1974).  
   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
1456  E 1875, American Phototype Co. essays, 1¢ to 5¢ Proprietary, 10 different values, (Turner 38),  surface printed design, 

on heavy white paper, F.-V.F.,  a scarce group.   Turner $500 (1974).   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 
 

1457  E 1875, American Phototype Co. essay, 2¢ Lincoln, in carmine & black, (Turner 39),  engraved design, on white paper, 
Very Fine. Turner $75 (1974).   Estimate $300 - 400 
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              1458                   1459                                      1460                                           1461                                         1462 
1458  E 1862, National Currency Bureau essay, 1¢ Hugh McCullough, in black, (Turner 41-A),  plate on white wove paper, 

with percussion cap on the reverse (showing on face), large margins, Very Fine. Turner $35 (1974).   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

1459  E 1862, National Currency Bureau essay, 1¢ Hugh McCullough, in blue, (Turner 41-A),  plate on white wove paper, with 
percussion cap on the reverse, large margins, Very Fine. Turner $20 (1974).   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
1460  E 1862, National Currency Bureau essay, 1¢ Hugh McCullough, in blue, (Turner 41-A),  plate on white wove paper, 

with percussion cap on the reverse, bottom margin pair, the cap has exploded on each stamp (as designed), leaving 
holes, large margins, Very Fine,  one of the more unusual attempts at reuse prevention.   Turner $50 (1974).  
   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
1461  E 1862, Lowenberg Decalcomania essay, 2¢ Bank Check, in red, (Turner 42a var.),  on white laid paper (similar to Turner 

42-A but with full design), 42 x 54 mm mm, signed D H Craig; hinged on the reverse, Very Fine, a most interesting variety 
for the specialist.   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
1462  E 1862, Lowenberg Decalcomania essay, 2¢ Proprietary, in green and in red, (Turner 43),  plate proofs on goldbeater’s 

skin, rouletted 6, 4 of each color, Very Fine, ex-Joyce. Turner $90 (1974).   Estimate $500 - 750 

          
                                                                  1463                                 1464                             1465  
1463  E 1862, Unknown Origin essay, 2¢ “US” and typeset numeral, in blue, (Turner 45),  folded design intended to prevent 

reuse, on gilded white wove paper; separated horizontally (hardly surprising, since the issue was designed to do that) and 
hinged back together, Fine for the issue. Turner $80 (1974).   Estimate $600 - 800 

 
1464  E 1862, Unknown Origin essay, 5¢ Numeral, in brown, (Turner 48a),  on heavy white safety paper, imperf, 40 x 60 mm 

(full size). Turner $80 (1974).   Estimate $500 - 750 
 
A choice example of this scarce “reuse prevention” design - if you look closely you will see the grid of background squares 
which cause the ink to disappear when used.  

 
1465  E 1862, Unknown Origin essay, 5¢ Numeral, in black,  on heavy white safety paper, perf’d and gummed, in crisp color 

with clean lines, all on fresh paper; perf 12, with diamond-shaped security punch outlines lightly visible; slight gum loss 
from hinge removal, but no thin, F.-V.F. Turner 48b.   Estimate $250 - 350  
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                                             1466                            1467                             1468                               1469  
1466  E 1862, Unknown Origin essay, 5¢ Numeral, in red, (Turner 48b),  on heavy white safety paper, perf’d and gummed, o.g., 

lightly hinged, an especially choice example, Extremely Fine. Turner $70 (1974).   Estimate $400 - 600 

1467  E 1862, Unknown Origin essay, Lincoln and “CENTS”, in slate blue, (Turner 52d),  surface printed design without 
denomination, on thin wove paper with right angles outside the design; hinge remnant on the reverse, Very Fine. Turner 
$30 (1974).   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
1468  E 1862, Unknown Origin essay, Lincoln and “CENTS”, in light carmine, (Turner 52d),  surface printed design 

without denomination, on thin wove paper with right angles outside the design, Very Fine. Turner $30 (1974). 
   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
1469  E 1862, Unknown Origin essay, Lincoln and “CENTS”, in very pale purple, (Turner 52d),  surface printed design 

without denomination, on thin wove paper with right angles outside the design, large margins and quite fresh; clean back, 
with a tiny thin, Very Fine appearance. Turner $30 (1974).   Estimate $200 - 300 

                    
                             1470                                           1471                          1472                     EX  1473                             1474 
1470  Ea 1862, First Issue essay, 2¢ U.S. Internal Revenue, in brown, (Turner 57-A),  plate on medium white wove paper, block 

of 6, testing stains, as often; creased, one stamp missing some margin, otherwise Very Fine,  very rare.   Turner $140 
(1974).   Estimate $300 - 400 
 
Turner notes: “usually portions of these sheets show stains caused by chemicals to test sample inks, paper or special 
treatments, such often affect the colors” (chemistry in action again).  

 
1471  E 1862, First Issue essay, 2¢ U.S. Internal Revenue, in black brown, (Turner 57-A),  plate on thin white wove paper, 

corner margin single showing dry print; minor testing stains (as typical), Extremely Fine. Turner $20 (1974).  
   Estimate $200 - 300  

 
1472  E 1862, First Issue essay, 10¢ design without title, in blue, (Turner 58),  plate proof on heavy white bond, nice margins all 

around, Very Fine. Turner $200 (1974).   Estimate $150 - 200 
 

1473  E 1862, First Issue essay, 10¢ design without title, in green, (Turner 58),  plate proof on heavy white bond, nice margins 
all around, Very Fine. Turner $200 (1974).   Estimate $150 - 200 

 
1474  Ea 1862, First Issue essay, 10¢ design without title, in orange, (Turner 58),  plate proof on heavy white bond, block of 4, 

bright and fresh, three large margins; just touching at the top, Very Fine. Turner $50 (1974).   Estimate $400 - 600 
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                      1475                                                                  EX 1476                                                    EX 1477                 EX 1478  
1475  Ea 1862, First Issue essay, 2¢ U.S. Internal Revenue, in brown, (Turner 57-A),  plate on medium white wove paper, block 

of 4, Extremely Fine. Turner 59-A; $75 (1974).   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

1476  E 1862, First Issue essay, 10¢ design without title, complete set of 7, (Turner 59-A&B),  plate proofs on white or buff 
wove paper, large margined horizontal pairs; the last with a small stain in the center, the ultramarine has changed to a slate 
gray as usual, otherwise Very Fine. Turner $105 (1974).   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
1477  E 1862, First Issue essay, 10¢ design without title, complete set of 7, (Turner 59-A, 59-B),  plate proofs on white or buff 

wove paper, all bright and fresh with mostly large margins (the ultramarine has changed to a slate gray as usual), Very Fine. 
Turner $105 (1974).   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
1478  E 1862, First Issue essay, 10¢ design without title, in all 5 listed colors, (Turner 59-A),  plate proofs on white wove paper, 

large margins, brilliant colors, pristine, Extremely Fine. Turner $75 (1974).   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

EX 1479 
1479  E 1862, First Issue essay, 10¢ design without title, in all 5 listed colors, (Turner 59-A),  plate proofs on white wove paper, 

large margins and brilliant colors; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine. Turner $75 (1974).   Estimate $250 - 350 

1480  
1480  E 1862, First Issue essay, $50 U.S. Internal Revenue, in green & black, (Turner 68 var.), die on bond paper, central 

vignette has been pasted in; hinge remnant on the reverse and some minor stains, otherwise F.-V.F.,  rare.   Turner $600. 
   Estimate $500 - 750 
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           1481                      EX 1482                EX 1483                          EX 1484                                                EX 1485  
1481  E 1862, First Issue essay, $3.50 Rhode Island State Coat of Arms, in black, (Turner 76), die on India paper, 39 x 64 mm, 

bright and fresh, Very Fine,  very scarce.   Turner $150 (1974).   Estimate $500 - 750 
 

1482  E 1862, First Issue essay, $3.50 Rhode Island State Coat of Arms, group of 6, (Turner 76, 76-A), die proof on India in 
black, plus plate proofs on card in all five colors; die proof cut to size with a large, inconspicuous sealed tear, otherwise 
Very Fine. Turner $255 (1974).   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
1483  E 1862, First Issue essay, $3.50 Rhode Island State Coat of Arms, in all 5 listed colors, (Turner 76-A),  plate proofs on 

card, Very Fine. Turner $105 (1974).   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

1484  E 1862, First Issue essay, $3.50 Rhode Island State Coat of Arms, in all 5 listed colors, (Turner 76-A),  plate proofs on 
card, bottom margin imprint pairs, large margins and good colors; numbered in red on the reverse, Extremely Fine. Turner 
$210 (1974).   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

 
1485  Ea 1862, First Issue essay, $3.50 Rhode Island State Coat of Arms, in all 5 listed colors, (Turner 76-A),  plate proofs on 

card, full sheets of 8 with imprint, fresh bright colors; numbered in ink and hinged on the reverse, Very Fine,  a possibly 
unique complete set.   Turner $840 (1974).   Estimate $2,500 - 3,500 

               
                                                         1486                                              1487                     1488                    EX 1489  
1486  Ea 1862, First Issue essay, $3.50 Rhode Island State Coat of Arms, in brown, (Turner 76-A),  plate proof on card, full 

sheet of 8 with imprint, rich color; numbered in ink and with hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine. Turner $200 
(1974).   Estimate $600 - 800 

 
1487  E 1862, First Issue essay, $5 Delaware State Coat of Arms, in black, (Turner 77), die on India, 30 x 63 mm, nice color, 

F.-V.F.,  scarce.   Turner $150 (1974).   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

1488  E 1862, First Issue essay, $5 Delaware State Coat of Arms, in green, (Turner 77), die on India, 28 x 66 mm, bright fresh 
color; tiny stain on the reverse, otherwise F.-V.F. Turner $150 (1974).   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
1489  E 1862, First Issue essay, $5 Delaware State Coat of Arms, in all 5 listed colors, (Turner 77-A),  plate proofs on card, 

Very Fine. Turner $105 (1974).   Estimate $350 - 500 
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                                       1490                                                           1491                                                          1492 
1490  Ea 1862, First Issue essay, $5 Delaware State Coat of Arms, in black, (Turner 77-A),  plate proof on card, complete sheet 

of 8, with printer’s cancellation bars, Very Fine, this color is unlisted in Turner and the sheet may well be unique.  
   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000 

 
1491  Ea 1862, First Issue essay, $5 Delaware State Coat of Arms, in blue, (Turner 77-A),  plate proof on card, full sheet of 

8, without imprint, good color; numbered in ink and hinged on the reverse, Very Fine. Turner $120 (1974).  
   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
1492  Ea 1862, First Issue essay, $5 Delaware State Coat of Arms, in dark blue, (Turner 77-A),  plate proof on card, full sheet 

of 8, without imprint, deep rich color; numbered in ink and hinged on the reverse, Very Fine. Turner $120 (1974).  
   Estimate $300 - 400 

          
                                        1493                                                          1494                                                      1495  
1493  Ea 1862, First Issue essay, $5 Delaware State Coat of Arms, in brown, (Turner 77-A),  plate proof on card, full sheet of 8, 

without imprint, deep rich color; numbered in ink and with hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine. Turner $200 (1974).
   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
1494  Ea 1862, First Issue essay, $5 Delaware State Coat of Arms, in green, (Turner 77-A),  plate proof on card, full sheet of 8, 

without imprint, deep rich color; numbered in ink and with hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine. Turner $200 (1974).
   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
1495  Ea 1862, First Issue essay, $5 Delaware State Coat of Arms, in plum, (Turner 77-A),  plate proof on card, full sheet of 8, 

without imprint, deep rich color; numbered in ink and with hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine. Turner $200 (1974).
   Estimate $500 - 750 
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                         1496                                                      1497                                                     1498                          EX 1499   
1496  E 1862, First Issue essay, $25 Maryland State Coat of Arms, in black, die on India, mounted on card, 48 x 87 mm, 

flawless, Very Fine. Turner 78; $150 (1974).   Estimate $400 - 600 
 

1497  Ea 1862, First Issue essay, $25 Maryland State Coat of Arms, in black, (Turner 78), die on India, mounted on card, full 
sheet of 8 with imprint, vertical penstrokes, fresh; without numbers on the reverse, Very Fine,  very rare.   Turner $1,000 
(1974).   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000 

  
1498  E 1862, First Issue essay, $25 Maryland State Coat of Arms, in orange red, (Turner 78), die on India, 44 x 90 mm; hinge 

remnant and small thin on the reverse, otherwise Very Fine. Turner $150 (1974).   Estimate $400 - 600 

1499  E 1862, First Issue essay, $25 Maryland State Coat of Arms, in all 5 listed colors, (Turner 78-A),  plate proofs on card, 
nice margins and color, 2 with imprint at bottom; numbered in ink on the reverse, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Turner 
$105 (1974).   Estimate $300 - 400 

     
                                                        1500                                                              1501  
1500  Ea 1862, First Issue essay, $25 Maryland State Coat of Arms, in blue, (Turner 78-A),  plate proof on card, block of 4; 

hinge remnants on the reverse otherwise immaculate, Very Fine. Turner $60 (1974).   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

1501  Ea 1862, First Issue essay, $25 Maryland State Coat of Arms, in blue, (Turner 78-A),  plate proof on card, full sheet of 8, 
without imprint, rich color; numbered in ink on the reverse, Very Fine. Turner $120 (1974).   Estimate $400 - 600 
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                                     1502                                                           1503                                                           1504  
1502  Ea 1862, First Issue essay, $25 Maryland State Coat of Arms, in dark blue, (Turner 78-A),  plate proof on card, full 

sheet of 8, without imprint, bright and fresh; numbered in ink and hinged on the reverse, Very Fine. Turner $200 (1974). 
   Estimate $600 - 800

1503  Ea 1862, First Issue essay, $25 Maryland State Coat of Arms, in brown, (Turner 78-A),  plate proof on card, full sheet of 
8, without imprint, bright and fresh, Very Fine. Turner $200 (1974).   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
1504  Ea 1862, First Issue essay, $25 Maryland State Coat of Arms, in green, (Turner 78-A),  plate proof on card, full sheet of 

8, without imprint, strong color; numbered in ink and with hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine. Turner $200 (1974).
   Estimate $600 - 800 

          
                                                                1505                               1506                                1507 
1505  E 1862, First Issue essay, $25 Maryland State Coat of Arms, in violet blue & orange red, (Turner 78-B),  plate 

proof on India paper, bright and fresh; small hinge remnant on the reverse, Very Fine. Turner $100 (1974).  
   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
1506  Ea 1862, First Issue essay, $25 Maryland State Coat of Arms, in violet blue & orange red, (Turner 78-B),  

plate proof on India paper, block of 4, nice margins, immaculate, Extremely Fine,  rare.   Turner $400 (1974).  
   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 

 
1507  E 1862, First Issue essay, $25 Maryland State Coat of Arms, in green & orange, (Turner 78-B),  plate proof on India 

paper, bright and fresh; small hinge remnant on the reverse, Very Fine. Turner $100 (1974).   Estimate $300 - 400 
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                                                                          1508                                    1509                   1510 
1508  Ea 1862, First Issue essay, $25 Maryland State Coat of Arms, in green & orange, (Turner 78-B),  plate proof on India 

paper, a spectacular left half sheet of 4 with full margins, excellent color, Extremely Fine,  very rare.   Turner $400 (1974).
   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 

 
1509  E 1862, First Issue essay, $25 Maryland State Coat of Arms, in orange & green, (Turner 78-B),  plate proof on India 

paper, immaculate, Very Fine. Turner $100 (1974).   Estimate $300 - 400 
  

1510  E 1862, First Issue essay, $25 Maryland State Coat of Arms, in red & blue, (Turner 78-B),  plate proof on India paper, 
immaculate, Very Fine. Turner $100 (1974).   Estimate $300 - 400 

          
                                           EX 1511                                           EX 1512                                         EX 1513 
1511  E 1862-71, Washington Head vignette essay, in 9 different colors, (Turner 122-B), die of masked impression on India 

paper, about 45 x 55 mm (reduced), bright fresh colors, F.-V.F. Turner $180 (1974).   Estimate $500 - 750 
 

1512  E 1862-71, Washington Head vignette essay, in 4 different colors, (Turner 122-C), die of unmasked impression on tinted 
glazed card, all but one are full size (90 x 66mm), fresh colors; hinge remnants on the reverse, mostly Very Fine. Turner 
$80 (1974).   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
1513  E 1862-71, Washington Head vignette essay, in 9 different colors, (Turner 124 Stage II-C),  Stage II, masked impression 

on India paper, generally 64 x 108 mm, bright colors; small hinge remnants on the reverse otherwise immaculate, Very 
Fine. Turner $270 (1974).   Estimate $750 - 1,000 
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                                   1514                            EX 1515                                       1516                                      1517  
1514  E 1862-71, Washington Head vignette essay, in black,  compound die on heavy wove paper, 47 x 145 mm, pristine, Very 

Fine. Turner 126; $100 (1974).   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

1515  E c. 1862-72, Washington Head vignette essay, floral design surrounding the ellipse, in 6 different colors, (Turner 126-
B),  large die proofs on tinted glazed card, Very Fine. Turner $240 (1974).   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
1516  E 1862-71, Washington Head vignette essay, in black on white, (Turner 126-B),  compound die on tinted glazed card, 78 

x 182 mm, pristine, Extremely Fine. Turner $40 (1974).   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

1517  E c. 1862-72, Washington Head vignette essay, single line surrounding the ellipse, in black, (Turner 127),  large die 
proofs on bond paper, 3 examples on slightly different papers, F.-V.F. Turner $90 (1974).   Estimate $250 - 350 

     
                                                                           1518                                             1519 
1518  E c. 1862-72, Washington Head vignette essay, single line surrounding the ellipse, in green, (Turner 127),  large die 

proof on bond paper, 75 x 96 mm (reduced); mounting adherences on the reverse just showing through on front at top, 
F.-V.F. Turner $40.   Estimate $150 - 200 

 
1519  E c. 1862-72, Washington Head vignette essay, in black, (Turner 128),  large die proof on celluloid, 74 x 95 mm (full size), 

Very Fine. Turner $100 (1974).   Estimate $300 - 400 
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      1520                             1521                                           1522                                       EX 1523                                   1525 
1520  E 1862-71, Washington Head vignette essay, in black, (Turner 128 var.), die on thick glossy yellow-brown card, 37 x 55 

mm, Very Fine; with 1990 P.F. certificate.   Estimate $250 - 350 
  

1521  E 1862-71, Washington Head vignette essay, in black, (Turner 128 var.), die on thick card, 81 x 105 mm, similar to 
Turner’s listed design but the die is much smaller, Very Fine.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
1522  P 1862, First Issue, 1¢ Express, black trial color and issued red plate proofs on India, hybrid combination proof, 

(R1TC3, R1P3),  each cut to size, the two mounted together on a 45 x 75 mm card, Extremely Fine.   Quite possibly 
unique.     Estimate $350 - 500 

 
1523  Pa 1862, First Issue, 1¢ Express, Playing Cards, Proprietary and Telegraph, 4 different plates proof on card, (R1P4-

R4P4),  blocks of 4, large margins, bright fresh color and clean backs, Very Fine. Scott $875.   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

1524  P 1862-63, First Issue, selection of 79 different plate proofs on card, (R1P4//R101P4),  an enticing set, each with glowing 
color and well-margined; 25¢ Bond and 50¢ Lease stained, 70¢ Foreign Exchange with horizontal crease, otherwise Very 
Fine, a great opportunity to knock off the majority of this First Issue; see them all online. Scott $7,005 (Owner’s) (photo 
on web site).   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000 

 
1525  P 1862, First Issue, 1¢ Proprietary, black and red, compound hybrid plate on India paper, (R3TC1ae, R3P3),  crisp 

and bright, trimmed to design and mounted on 46 x 71 mm card, Very Fine. Scott $1,030.   Estimate $350 - 500 

          
                                                    1526                                                  1527                                          EX 1528 
1526  P 1862, First Issue, 1¢ Proprietary, dull red, trial color plate proof on bond, (R3TC5a),  bottom margin horizontal pair, 

unusually weak impression, F.-V.F. Scott $250.   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

1527  Pa 1862, First Issue, 1¢ Proprietary, blue, trial color plate proof on bond, (R3TC5g),  block of 4, o.g., hinged, nicely 
centered and with bright color, Very Fine. Scott $500.   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
1528  Pa 1862, First Issue, 2¢ Bank Check, Certificate, Express, Playing Card and Proprietary, 5 different blue plate proofs 

on card, (R5P4//R13P4),  blocks of 4, large margins, bright fresh color and clean backs, Very Fine. Scott $675.  
   Estimate $200 - 300 
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                                                1529                                                                  1530                                                 1531 
1529  Pa 1862, First Issue, 2¢ Certificate, ultramarine, trial color plate proof on card, (R7TC4a),  block of 24, large margins 

all around, bright and fresh, though color has changed to gray, as usual. Scott $1,560 as singles.   Estimate $350 - 500 

1530  P 1862, First Issue, 2¢ Proprietary, black and blue, compound hybrid proof on India paper, (R13TC1ae, R13P2),  
bright and sharp, plates trimmed to design and mounted on 46 x 71 mm card, Very Fine,  unlisted as such in Scott.   Scott 
$1,050.   Estimate $350 - 500 

 
1531  Pa 1862, First Issue, 2¢ Proprietary, black, trial color plate proof on India, (R13TC3a),  top margin block of 16, large 

margins, fresh, Very Fine,  rare - if not unique- as such a large multiple.   Scott $1,200 as singles.   Estimate $400 - 600 

               
                               1532                                    1533                                      1534                                           1535 
1532  P 1862, First Issue, 3¢ Foreign Exchange, black and green, compound hybrid plate on India paper, (R16TC5, R16P1),  

proofs trimmed to design and mounted on 46 x 71 mm card; Post Office fresh in all respects, Very Fine,  unlisted.   Scott 
$740.   Estimate $350 - 500 

 
1533  P 1862, First Issue, 3¢ Proprietary, black and green, compound hybrid plate on India paper, (R18TC1ae, R18P3),  

sharp and attractive, trimmed to design and mounted on 46 x 71 mm card, Very Fine,  an unlisted combination.    
   Estimate $350 - 500 

 
1534  P 1863, First Issue, 4¢ Inland Exchange, black and brown, compound hybrid plate on India paper, (R20TC1ae, 

R20P4),  trimmed to design on 46 x 71 mm card; pristine, Very Fine,  unlisted.     Estimate $350 - 500 
  

1535  Pa 1862, First Issue, 4¢ Proprietary, plate proof on India, (R22P3),  block of 4, bright and fresh, Very Fine. Scott $475.
   Estimate $200 - 300  
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                                           1536                                 1537                                 1538                                  1539   
1536  P 1862, First Issue, 4¢ Proprietary, black and violet, compound hybrid plate on India paper, (R22TC1ae, R22P1),  

fresh and alluring, trimmed to design and mounted on 46 x 71 mm card, Very Fine,  an unlisted compound.   Scott $950. 
   Estimate $350 - 500 

 
1537  P 1862, First Issue, 5¢ Agreement, black and red, compound hybrid plate on India paper, (R23TC1ae, R23P4),  a 

compelling compound with rock-solid printing and exuberant color; trimmed to design size and mounted on 46 x 71 mm 
card, Very Fine,  not listed in Scott,  the only fight you’ll have for this is with your fellow bidders.   Estimate $350 - 500 

 
1538  P 1862, First Issue, 5¢ Certificate, black trial color and issued red plate proofs on India, hybrid combination proof, 

(R23TC3, R24P3),  each cut to size, the two mounted together on a 46 x 75 mm card, Extremely Fine.   Quite possibly 
unique.     Estimate $300 - 400 

 
1539  P 1862, First Issue, 5¢ Express, black trial color and issued red plate proofs on India, hybrid combination proof, 

(R25TC3, R25P3),  each cut to size, the two mounted together on a 46 x 75 mm card, Extremely Fine.   Quite possibly 
unique.     Estimate $350 - 500 

               
                     1540                                                      1541                                                      1542                                 1543 
1540  P 1862, First Issue, 5¢ Foreign Exchange, black and red, compound hybrid plate on India paper, (R26TC3, R26P4),  

exquisitely executed, trimmed to design size and mounted on 46 x 71 mm card, Very Fine,  unlisted as such.   Scott $410.
   Estimate $350 - 500 

 
1541  Pa 1862, First Issue, 5¢ Foreign Exchange, plate proof on card, (R26P4),  block of 24, a sensational large multiple in 

glowing color on fresh card flawlessly margined, Very Fine. Scott $7,200 as singles.   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000 
 

1542  P 1862, First Issue, 5¢ Inland Exchange, black and red, compound hybrid plate on India paper, (R27TC1ae, R27P4),  
fresh and clean, the red in eye-popping intensity; plate trimmed to design and mounted on 46 x 71 mm card, Very Fine,  an 
unlisted compound.     Estimate $350 - 500 

 
1543  P 1864, First Issue, 5¢ Proprietary, black and red, compound hybrid plate on India paper, (R29TC1ae, R29P3),  

wonderfully clean and bright, trimmed to design and mounted on approximately 46 x 71 mm card, Very Fine,  unlisted duo.  
   Estimate $350 - 500 
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                                           1544                                 1545                                  1546                                 1547 
1544  P 1863, First Issue, 6¢ Inland Exchange, black and orange, compound hybrid plate on India paper, (R30TC1ae, 

R30P4),  an attractive duo, trimmed to design and mounted on 46 x 71 mm card; orange frame oxidized, face still glowing 
bright, Very Fine,  unlisted in Scott.     Estimate $350 - 500 

 
1545  P 1862, First Issue, 10¢ Certificate, black trial color and issued blue plate proofs on India, hybrid combination proof, 

(R33TC3, R33P3),  each cut to size, the two mounted together on a 46 x 75 mm card, Extremely Fine.   Quite possibly 
unique.     Estimate $350 - 500 

1546  P 1862, First Issue, 10¢ Contract, black trial color and issued blue plate proofs on India, hybrid combination proof, 
(R34TC3, R34P3),  each cut to size, the two mounted together on a 46 x 75 mm card, Extremely Fine.   Quite possibly 
unique.     Estimate $350 - 500 

1547  P 1862, First Issue, 10¢ Inland Exchange, black and blue, compound hybrid plate on India paper, (R36TC1ae, R36P3),  
each proof in deep color and pristine detail, trimmed to size and mounted on 46 x 71 mm card, Very Fine,  unlisted in Scott,  
a pretty pair.   Estimate $350 - 500 

               
                 1548                                   1549                                       1550                                                             1551  
1548  P 1864, First Issue, 10¢ Proprietary, black and blue, compound hybrid plate on India paper, (R38TC1ae, R38P3),  

each with deep color and clean lines; trimmed to size and mounted on 46 x 71 mm card, Very Fine,  not listed as a 
combination in Scott.   Scott $420.   Estimate $350 - 500 

1549  P 1863, First Issue, 15¢ Foreign Exchange, black and brown, compound hybrid plate on India paper, (R39TC1ae, 
R39P3),  crisp, clean and sound; plate trimmed to design and mounted on 46 x 71 mm card, Very Fine,  unlisted as such 
in Scott.     Estimate $350 - 500 

 
1550  P 1863, First Issue, 15¢ Foreign Exchange, plate proof on card, (R39P4),  horizontal pair, bright color and large margins 

all around, Extremely Fine. Scott $650.   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

1551  Pa 1863, First Issue, 15¢ Foreign Exchange, plate proof on card, (R39P4),  block of 24, an attention-holder for 
sure, in rich color with sharp detail; card fresh and fully, evenly margined, Very Fine. Scott $9,600 as blocks of four. 
   Estimate $2,500 - 3,500 
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                                           1552                                 1553                                  1554                            EX 1555  
1552  P 1862, First Issue, 15¢ Inland Exchange, black and brown, compound hybrid plate on India paper, (R40TC1ae, 

R40P3),  an attractive pairing, trimmed to design and mounted on 46 x 71 mm card, Very Fine,  Scott-unlisted.    
   Estimate $350 - 500 

 
1553  P 1862, First Issue, 20¢ Foreign Exchange, black and red, compound hybrid plate on India paper, (R41TC1ae, R41P3),  

let’s be franc: this compound is marked for a collection of distinction, with its pounding color and crowning detail; plate 
trimmed to design size and mounted on 46 x 71 mm card, Very Fine,  unlisted in Scott,  we expect bidding will be at a brisk 
peso.   Estimate $350 - 500 

 
1554  P 1862, First Issue, 20¢ Inland Exchange, black and red, compound hybrid plate on India paper, (R42TC1ae, R42P4),  

eye-catchingly fresh, the plates trimmed to design size and mounted on 46 x 71 mm card, Very Fine,  an enticing unlisted 
item for the Revenuer.     Estimate $350 - 500 

 
1555  P 1862, First Issue, 25¢ Bond to 25¢ Insurance, plate proofs on India, (R43P1-R46P1),  each in solid red and accompanied 

by Joyce’s own description; each fresh on India cut to design size and mounted on white card, Very Fine, ex Joyce on his 
own page.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 

          
                                           1556                                                             1557                                                      1558  
1556  Pa 1862, First Issue, 25¢ Bond, plate proof on card, (R43P4),  block of 12, pristine in deep color on fresh card, evenly 

margined all around, Very Fine,  a rarely seen large multiple.   Scott $7,500 as blocks of four.   Estimate $2,500 - 3,500 
 

1557  P 1862, First Issue, 25¢ Entry of Goods, black hybrid die on India, (R45TC1ae),  flawlessly printed with rich color, 
trimmed to size and affixed to approximately 46 x 72 mm card, Very Fine, a scarce item.   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
1558  Pa 1862, First Issue, 25¢ Entry of Goods, plate proof on card, (R45P4),  block of 10, in cool, clear color on immaculate 

card, the whole with full, even margins, Very Fine,  rarely encountered as a multiple; Scott only lists as singles.   Scott 
$5,500 as singles.   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000 
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              EX 1559                             EX 1560                              EX 1561                              EX 1562                         EX 1563 
1559  P 1862, First Issue, 60¢ Inland Exchange & 70¢ Foreign Exchange, plate proofs on India, (R64P3, R65P3),  each proof 

fresh as the day it was pulled, the India cut to design and mounted on fresh white card, Very Fine, ex Joyce, and mounted 
on his signature page.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

 
1560  P 1862, First Issue, $1 Conveyance to Inland Exchange, die proofs in red on India, (R66P1-R69P1),  as described by 

Joyce; each in scintillating color, the India cut to design and mounted on white card with pinholes to guide location of 
proof, Very Fine, ex Joyce on his original page.   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000 

 
1561  P 1862, First Issue, $1 Lease to $1 Manifest, plate proofs on India, (R70P1-R72P1),  on an original Joyce page with his 

descriptions; flawlessly printed in red, the India cut to size and affixed to white card, each with pinholes to note corner 
placement of proofs, Very Fine, ex Joyce.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 

 
1562  P 1862, First Issue, $1 Mortgage to Probate of Will, plate proofs on India, (R73P1-R76P1),  each in red that practically 

glows; fresh and sound, the India cut to design and mounted on pin-pricked card, Very Fine, ex Joyce on his own page with 
annotations.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 

  
1563  P 1863, First Issue, $1.30-$1.90 Foreign Exchange, plate proofs on India, (R77P1-R80P1),  a lovely quartet gathered by 

Joyce, the values in orange, blue, green and violet respectively, all on India cut to design size and mounted on white card, 
Very Fine, ex Joyce on his own page.   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000 

1564  
1564  Pa 1863, First Issue, $2 Probate of Will, plate proof on card, (R83P4),  vertical block of 15, with meticulous impression in 

strong, bright red; card fresh and sound, the block fully and evenly margined, Very Fine. Scott $1,650 as singles.  
   Estimate $750 - 1,000 
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                                   EX 1565                                1566                                  EX 1567                            EX 1568  
1565  P 1863, First Issue, $2.50 Inland Exchange to $3.50 Inland Exchange, plate proofs on India, (R84P1-R87P1),  fabulous 

foursome assembled by Joyce with his notes; $2.50 Inland Exchange in violet, $3 Charter Party and Manifest each in 
green, $3.50 Inland Exchange in blue; all fresh and bright, their India cut to design and mounted on white card, Very Fine, 
ex Joyce on his signature page.   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000 

 
1566  Pa 1863, First Issue, $2.50 Inland Exchange, plate proof on card, (R84P4),  vertical block of 15, in violet (appearing 

almost a soft black), with clear print on white card; margins close at left (position 10) to full otherwise; light spotting in 
red brown down central and right columns, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $3,750 as singles.   Estimate $1,200 - 1,800 

1567  P 1862, First Issue, $5 Charter Party to $5 Probate of Will, plate proofs on India, (R88P1-R92P1),  each in red and 
described by Joyce; in clear, glowing color on India cut to design’s outer frame line and attached to white card, Very Fine, 
ex Joyce on his unmistakable page.   Estimate $2,000 - 3,000 

 
1568  P 1862, First Issue, $15 Mortgage, dark blue, plate proof on India, (R97P1),  in clean, strong color on fresh India cut to 

design and mounted to white card; on Joyce page with his description, Very Fine, ex Joyce.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

1569  
1569  Pa 1862, First Issue, $15 Mortgage, dark blue, plate proof on card, (R97P4),  horizontal block of 12, an attention-grabber 

with simply spectacular color on fresh card, totally fresh and sound; light plate scratches (or incomplete wiping) visible in 
horizontal selvage in rightmost block of four, Very Fine. Scott $2,400 as blocks of four.   Estimate $800 - 1,200 
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                 EX 1570                                                                          1571                                                                        EX 1572  
1570  P 1862, First Issue, $20 Conveyance & $20 Probate of Will, plate proofs on India, (R98P1, R99P1),  as described by 

Joyce, each in orange on India cut to size of design and then mounted on white card; each with a slight hint of oxidation, 
but Very Fine nonetheless, ex Joyce on his annotated page.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 

 
1571  Pa 1862, First Issue, $20 Probate of Will, plate proof on card, (R99P4),  horizontal block of 12, fresh as the day it was 

pulled with lively color, clean card and nary a fault to be seen, Very Fine, a scarce multiple; Scott lists but does not price 
blocks of four. Scott $2,640 as singles.   Estimate $800 - 1,200 

  
1572  P 1863, First Issue, $25 Mortgage & $50 U.S.I.R., plate proofs on India, (R100P1, R101P1),  as described by Joyce; the 

Mortgage in red, the U.S.I.R. in green, both fresh with strong color on India cut to size and mounted on white card, Very 
Fine, ex Joyce on his own page.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 

          
                                 1573                                                            1574                                                             EX 1575 
1573  E 1864, First Issue, $200 U.S. Internal Revenue, gray brown & red, work-up model, (R102),  in colors of the trial color 

plate proof on bond (#R102TC5a), with vignette perfectly placed; in sensational colors and clean detail, with clear to full 
margins surrounding; fresh and sound, Very Fine,  possibly unique—but certainly one-of-a-kind.     Estimate $2,500 - 3,500  
 
Photo on the front cover. 

 
1574  P 1864, First Issue, $200 U.S. Internal Revenue, plate proof on India, (R102P3b),  on card, the India paper cut short at 

the lower right right with a bit of the frame line drawn in on the card, Very Fine appearance. Scott $2,000.  
   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

 
1575  P 1864, First Issue, $200 U.S. Internal Revenue, plate proof on India, (R102P1),  as described by Joyce; in issued colors, 

a gorgeous example on India cut to design size and mounted on white card, Very Fine, a stunning and possibly one-of-a-
kind addition to your “Persian Rug” collection, ex Joyce on his page.   Estimate $1,200 - 1,800  
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revenue - doCumentary

                    
                                      1576                      1577                      1578                     1579                           1580 
1576  E Documentary, 1871, Second Issue essay, $3.50 blue & black, (Turner 102-B),  impression of frame with vignette 

pasted on, on bond paper, excellent color; hinge remnant on the reverse, Fine. Turner $100. Scott R126-E.  
   Estimate $250 - 350

 
1577  E Documentary, 1871, Second Issue essay, $3.50 orange & black, (Turner 102-B),  impression of frame with vignette 

pasted on, on bond paper; hinge remnants on the reverse, Fine. Turner $100. Scott R126-E.   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

1578  E Documentary, 1871, Second Issue essay, $3.50 carmine & black, (Turner 102-B),  impression of frame with vignette 
pasted on, on bond paper, a lovely example of the rare essay; hinge remnant on the reverse, F.-V.F. Turner $100. Scott 
R126-E.   Estimate $300 - 400 

1579  E Documentary, 1871, Second Issue essay, $3.50 green & black, (Turner 102-B),  impression of frame with vignette 
pasted on, on bond paper, nice color and clean back, Fine. Turner $100. Scott R126-E.   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
1580  E Documentary, 1871, Second Issue essay, $5 blue & black, (Turner 103-B),  impression of frame with vignette pasted 

on, on bond paper, pair, margins large to just touching; hinge remnant on the reverse, Fine. Turner $200. Scott R127-E. 
   Estimate $500 - 750 

                    
                               1581              1582                1583                            1584                                          1585 
1581  E Documentary, 1871, Second Issue essay, $5 carmine & black, (Turner 103-B),  impression of frame with vignette 

pasted on, on bond paper, bright color, Fine. Turner $100. Scott R127-E.   Estimate $250 - 350 

1582  E Documentary, 1871, Second Issue essay, $5 green & black, (Turner 103-B),  impression of frame with vignette pasted 
on, on bond paper, good color; hinge remnant on the reverse, Fine. Turner $100. Scott R127-E.   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
1583  E Documentary, 1871, Second Issue essay, $5 orange & black, (Turner 103-B),  impression of frame with vignette pasted 

on, on bond paper, an attractive example with good color; hinge remnant on the reverse, Fine. Turner $100. Scott R127-E.
   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
1584  E Documentary, 1871, Second Issue essay, $25 carmine, (Turner 106-A),  impression of frame with albino vignette, on 

heavy bond paper, bottom margin imprint pair, a gorgeous example, Very Fine. Turner $100. Scott R130-E.  
   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
1585  E Documentary, 1871, Second Issue essay, $25 carmine & black, (Turner 106-B),  pair, one with albino vignette, other 

with vignette pasted on, on heavy bond paper, handsome, Very Fine. Turner $75. Scott R130-E.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 
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                 1586                                                       1587                                                                               1588   
1586  E Documentary, 1871, Second Issue essay, $25 green & black, (Turner 106-C),  impression of frame with vignette pasted 

on, on heavy bond paper, Very Fine. Turner $50. Scott R130-E.   Estimate $350 - 500 
 

1587  P Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, $1.30 blue & black, plate proof on India, (R119P3),  plate number and imprint strip 
of 4, immaculate, Very Fine. Scott $200 ++.   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
1588  Pa Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, $1.50 blue & black, plate proof on card, (R120P4),  full bottom margin plate block 

number  27   27  of 10, a beautiful bi-color with perfect registration, on fresh card with mathematical margins; dual plate 
numbers with Jos. R. Carpenter company and patent imprint at bottom; just a hint of toning at bottom edge of card, Very 
Fine, a scarce item. Scott $244 as blocks and singles.   Estimate $500 - 750 

               
                                      1589                                                         1590                                             1591                        EX 1592  
1589  P Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, $1.60 blue & black, plate proof on India, (R121P3),  bottom margin imprint & plate 

no. 24 strip of 3. Scott $180 ++.   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

1590  Pa Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, $3.50 blue & black, plate proof on card, (R126P4),  bottom plate number and 
imprint block of 12, Very Fine. Scott $1,250+.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

  
1591  Pa Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, $50 blue & black, plate proof on India, (R131P3),  left imprint & plate no. 32 

block of 4, fresh and bright with nice margins except barely shaved at the upper left; small sealed tear in selvage, F.-V.F.   
Exceedingly rare and not even listed by Scott; a plate block of the card proof is listed but not priced.   Scott $700 +++. 
   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

 
1592  P Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, 3¢ to $50 complete, plate proofs on card, (R105P4-R131P4),  a handsome set, most 

with large margins and bright color, Very Fine. Scott $593.   Estimate $250 - 350 
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                                                                    1593                         EX 1594                        EX 1595 
1593  P Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, $500 violet, orange & black, trial color large die proof on bond, (R133TC1b 

var),  a jaw-dropper of a Persian Rug, with crisp detail and cool colors, flawless registration, and four gargantuan margins; 
“HP” punch in Washington’s wig, top panel and rectangle at left of “500” excised, the entry cuts sealed on reverse, but still 
Extremely Fine appearance,  actual essays in many cases, were built up by using portions cut-out of single color printings 
from the complete die, resulting in various stages of completion,  a true stunner.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 

1594  P Documentary, 1871-72, Third Issue, 1¢-$20 complete, plate proofs on card, (R134P4-R150P4),  mostly nice margins 
and good colors; $2 with tiny stain, several with hinge remnants on the reverse, generally F.-V.F. or better. Scott $727. 
   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
1595  Pa Documentary, Third Issue, 1¢-$20 complete, plate proofs on card, (R134P4-R150P4),  blocks of 4, bright and fresh, 

with several sporting sheet or corner margins; all but $10 show signs of previous hingeing, Very Fine, a pretty set of 
bicolor Revenues. Scott $3,180.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 

          
                                  1596                         1597                                                              1598  
1596  P Documentary, 1872, Third Issue, 1¢ claret & black, plate proof on card, (R134P4),  right margin imprint strip of 5, 

on fresh card with bold colors (the claret slightly darkened), with Wilcox’s Chameleon Paper two-line imprint not fully 
printed, Very Fine. Scott $75 as singles.   Estimate $150 - 200 

 
1597  Pa Documentary, 1872, Third Issue, 1¢ claret & black, plate proof on card, (R134P4),  plate block of 10, flawless, Very 

Fine,  scarce,  listed but unpriced in Scott as a plate block. Scott $150 as singles.   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

1598  Pa Documentary, 1872, Third Issue, 4¢ brown & black, plate proof on India, (R136P3),  bottom margin imprint & plate 
no. 13 block of 10, large margins and British Columbia; but light staining and minor wrinkles, otherwise Very Fine,  and 
exceedingly rare.   Scott $350 +++.   Estimate $300 - 400 
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                                   1599                                                                        1600                                                                   1601  
1599  P Documentary, 1872, Third Issue, 60¢ orange & black, plate proof on card, (R142P4),  plate number and imprint strip 

of 5, pristine, Very Fine. Scott $250+.   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

1600  P Documentary, 1872, Third Issue, $2 vermilion & black, plate proof on card, (R145P4),  top margin imprint strip of 3, 
day-one fresh with great colors and flawless registration; Wilcox’s Chameleon Paper imprint inverted at top; wonderfully 
margined, Very Fine. Scott $315 as singles.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
1601  Pa 8Documentary, 1872, Third Issue, $20 orange & black, plate proof on card, (R150P4),  left margin plate block of 4, 

a rarely seen plate, in bright color on clean card, Carpenter imprint with black and orange “33” plate numbers in selvage, 
Very Fine,  listed but unpriced (dashed) in Scott.   Scott $635 as normal block of four.   Estimate $500 - 750 

          
                                                         1602                                                1603                                      1604  
1602  P Documentary, 1875, Fifth Issue, 2¢ black, trial color large die proof on India, (R152TC1ag),  150 x 225 mm; tone 

spots on front, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $600.   Estimate $150 - 200 
  

1603  P Documentary, 1875, Fifth Issue, 2¢ blue, large die proof on India, (R152P1),  15s x 227 mm (full size); mounting 
adherences otherwise pristine, Very Fine. Scott $450.   Estimate $200 - 300 

  
1604  E Documentary, 1898, $50 on india (from large die) in black, (R178P1 var),  53 x 59 mm; small thin at the top, otherwise 

Very Fine.   Unlisted.     Estimate $300 - 400 
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                             1605                                                                1606                                                                1607 
1605  E Documentary, 1917, $30, incomplete design essay in black, (R246),  a real stunner, the print and India immaculate; 

design as issued but with blank value tablets; albino intaglio “$30.00” reading up at lower left of India, which is die sunk 
on 151 x 202 mm card; reverse bears blue handstamped control number 849798 and “JUL 25 1917”, plus penciled “Mr. 
Schofield”, Very Fine, an item rarely if ever encountered.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

 
1606  E Documentary, 1917, $30 Grant, vignette-only die essay in black, (R246),  an  early state  small-format portrait of 

Grant, lightly engraved and without background shading, in single-oval frame; on clean India, die sunk on 152 x 201 
mm card with control number 842789 and “JUN 22 1917” handstamped on reverse in blue, along with penciled “Mr. 
Schofield”; a few tiny flecks of spotting to the card, well clear of the India, otherwise Very Fine,  an unlisted trial die, even 
under the regular issues listings in Scott.     Estimate $500 - 750 

 
1607  E Documentary, 1917, $30 Grant, vignette-only essay in black, (R246),  small-format portrait of Grant in double-oval 

frame, crisply printed on fresh India, die sunk on 152 x 203 mm card; reverse with control number 845734 and “JUL -6 
1917” handstamped in blue; card with light spotting and a heavy diagonal crease in top panel, otherwise Very Fine,  an 
unlisted trial die, even under the regular issues listings in Scott.     Estimate $750 - 1,000 

revenue - ProPrietary

     
                                                                         1608                                                  1609 
1608  E Proprietary, 1871, 1¢ red orange, trial color die essay on India paper, (RB1-E var.),  45 x 47 mm; light crease at 

bottom (outside design) and thinned at top, otherwise Very Fine. Turner 112-A.   Estimate $250 - 350

  
1609  E Proprietary, 1871, 1¢ black, trial color die essay on India paper, (RB1-E),  45 x 41 mm. Turner 112-A.  

   Estimate $300 - 400 
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                  1610                                          1611                                                 1613                                                     1614  
1610  Pa Proprietary, 1871, 1¢ green & black, plate proof on card, (RB1P4),  plate block of 10, showing an interesting downward 

shift of the central vignette, nice margins and fresh colors; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $250.  
   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
1611  Pa Proprietary, 1871, 3¢ blue & black, plate proof on wove, (RB3TC6a),   gummed, right sheet margin block of 4, o.g.,  

never hinged, bright and fresh, Extremely Fine.   Listed but not price by Scott.     Estimate $300 - 400 

1612  Pa Proprietary, 1871, 3¢-10¢ green & black, plate proof on India, (RB3P3-RB7P3),  blocks of 4 (10¢ with bottom 
sheet margin), fresh and bright except 3¢ block lightly stained, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $500 (photo on web site). 
   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
1613  P Proprietary, 1875, 1¢-6¢ trial color large die proofs, ten different, (RB11TC1//RB17TC1 RB16P1-18P1),   India 

on card, approximately 70 x 85 mm with full die sinkage, comprises 1¢ red brown, 2¢ black, 3¢ black (unlisted), brown, 
green (removed from card), 4¢ green & dark brown, 5¢ green and 6¢ green (unlisted) & black; few very minor tone spots, 
otherwise fresh and Very Fine, Ex-Curtis. Scott $4,850.   Estimate $2,500 - 3,500 

 
1614  P Proprietary, 1875, 1¢-6¢ large die proofs, complete less the 5¢ red, (RB11P1-14P1, RB16P1-18P1),   India on card, 

all somewhat reduced but all with full die sinkage, five are 88 x 100 mm, one is a little larger, one a little smaller, bright 
and fresh, Very Fine, Ex-Curtis. Scott $3,500.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 

1615  
1615  P Proprietary, 1875, 1¢ green to 6¢ violet blue, (RB11-14P3, RB16-17P3), 4¢ small thin, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $390.

   Estimate $250 - 350 
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                         1616                                            1617                                                1618                                      1619  
1616  P Proprietary, 1875, 4¢ black, trial color large die proof on India, (RB14TC1af),  44 x 50 mm; faults including light 

creases and stains, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $450.   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

1617  P Proprietary, 1875, 4¢ red brown, large die proof on India, (RB14P1),  78 x 88 mm, fresh color; hinge remnants on the 
reverse, Very Fine. Scott $500.   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
1618  E Proprietary, 1871, 1¢ blue, trial color die essay on India paper, (Turner 112-A),  44 x 42 mm, excellent color, Very 

Fine. Scott RB1-E.   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

1619  E Proprietary, 1871, 1¢ orange brown, trial color die essay on India paper, (Turner 112-A),  35 x 40 mm, rich bright 
color, clean back, Very Fine. Scott RB1-E.   Estimate $300 - 400 

               
                               1620                                          1621                                            1622                                           1623   
1620  E Proprietary, 1871, 1¢ orange, trial color die essay on India paper, (Turner 112-A),  44 x 37 mm, good color and clean 

back, Very Fine. Scott RB1-E.   Estimate $300 - 400 

1621  E Proprietary, 1871, 1¢ red, trial color die essay on India paper, (Turner 112-A),  45 x 4 mm, bright and fresh; small 
hinge remnant on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott RB1-E.   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
1622  Ea Proprietary, 1871, 4¢ green, essay of frame only, plate proof on card, (Turner 115-A),  top right corner margin block 

of 12, excellent color; mounting tape on the reverse, Very Fine,  a rare and possibly unique large multiple.   Turner $60 
(1974). Scott RB4-E.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

 
1623  E Proprietary, 1873, $1 green & dark carmine, trial color plate essay on India paper, (Turner 120-B),  47 x 89 mm 

(full size), excellent color; torn in half and carefully glued back together (India paper is  so  fragile!), Extremely Fine 
appearance,  and yes - it is really really rare.   Turner $150 (1974). Scott RB9-E.   Estimate $300 - 400 
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revenue - stoCk transfer

          
                                              1624                                                  1625                                                 1626 
1624  P Stock Transfer, 1918, $50 blue, large die proof on India, (RD20TC1af),  the design as issued but in blue, in magisterial 

color on grayish India with albino intaglio “$50.” reading up at lower left corner of sinkage and through the India; mounted 
on 149 x 197 mm card; reverse bears “Mr. Smillie” in pencil, plus handstamped control number 871812 and “JAN 5- 
1918”, both in blue, Very Fine, a handsome item. Scott $2,250.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000  
 
Photo on the back cover.

 
1625  P Stock Transfer, 1918, $50 black frame-only proof on India, (RD20),  Turner Essay #165, a “progress proof ” of the frame 

only, without vignette or value, on India die sunk on 150 x 220 mm card, albino intaglio “$50.” reading up at lower left of 
India; handstamped on reverse in blue with control number 868961 and “DEC 15 1917”; spotless, Very Fine.  
   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500  

 
1626  P Stock Transfer, 1918, $50 black frame-and-vignette proof on India, (RD20),  Turner Essay #165-A, a “progress proof ” 

of the issue, now with vignette added (without background shading); on India die sunk on 151 x 202 mm card, albino 
intaglio “$50.” reading up at lower left of India; handstamped on reverse in blue with control number 869939 and “DEC 
20 1917”; pristine, Very Fine.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

revenue - Playing Cards

1627  
1627  P Playing Cards, 1922 (8¢) blue, large die proof on card, (RF17P1),  67 x 67 mm, Extremely Fine.   Unlisted.   

   Estimate $250 - 350
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                                                 1628                                            1629                                               1630  
1628  E Playing Cards, ca. 1924, 7¢ blue essay, large die proof on card,  in the same design as the 10¢ 1924 (RF19/20), 68 x 69 

mm, Extremely Fine.   Unlisted.     Estimate $300 - 400 
 

1629  P Playing Cards, 1929, 10¢ light blue, large die proof on card, (RF23P1),  70 x 74 mm, Extremely Fine.   Unlisted.   
   Estimate $250 - 350 

  
1630  P Playing Cards, 1940, blue, large die proof on card, (RF27P1),  72 x 62 mm, Extremely Fine.   Unlisted.   

   Estimate $250 - 350 

revenue - Customs fee

     
                                                                                 1631                                    1632  
1631  P Customs Fee, 1887, 20¢ & 90¢ composite die proof on India in black, (RL1TC1/RL8P1),  65 x 92 mm, fresh and 

choice, Extremely Fine and rare.   Estimate $750 - 1,000

1632  P Customs Fee, 1887, 60¢ & 70¢ composite die proof on India in orange, (RL5TC1/RL6TC1),  fresh and clean, Very 
Fine.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

revenue - revenue stamPed PaPer (CheCks)

1633  
1633  E Revenue Stamped Paper, 2¢ Washington type C, in orange, legend at bottom left, (RN-C16),  clean and attractive, 

Very Fine. Scott $350.   Estimate $250 - 350
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             1634                              1635                                      1636                                                                1637 
1634  E Revenue Stamped Paper, 1866-75, Eagle Type H, 2¢ red, essay on India paper, (RN-H3-E),  40 x 55 mm, Very Fine. 

Turner Essay Type H-Aa; $100 (1974).   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

1635  P Revenue Stamped Paper, 10¢ Washington type S, trial color plate proof on card, in green, (RN-S1), cut to shape, 
mounting adherences on the reverse, about Fine,  rare.     Estimate $350 - 500 

 
1636  P Revenue Stamped Paper, 1866-75, Eagle Type H, 2¢ orange, proof, (RN-H3-E),  impression from engraved die, on 

India, 55 x 74 mm, Very Fine. Turner Proof Type H; $75 (1974).   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

1637  P Revenue Stamped Paper, 2¢ Washington type K, in orange, proof on thick wove paper, (RN-K6),  111 x 52 mm, Very 
Fine.   Estimate $200 - 300 

     
                                                                    1638                                                         1639 
1638  P Revenue Stamped Paper, 2¢ Liberty type G, in orange, proof on wove paper, (RN-G1),  70 x 85 mm; tiny natural paper 

inclusion otherwise flawless, Very Fine.   Estimate $200 - 300 
  

1639  P Revenue Stamped Paper, 2¢ Liberty type G, in orange, proof on card, (RN-G3),  114 x 69 mm; notes and adherences 
on the reverse, Very Fine,  possibly unique.     Estimate $200 - 300 

1640  P Revenue Stamped Paper, $1 Washington, die proof on wove on orange, (RN-W2 P),  bright and fresh; tiny natural 
paper inclusion, Very Fine. Turner Wb (photo on web site).   Estimate $150 - 200 

1641  
1641  P Revenue Stamped Paper, Washington type C, large die proof on wove, in red, (Turner Proof Type C),  116 x 64 mm, 

pristine, Extremely Fine. Turner $35 (1974). Scott RN-C-E.   Estimate $200 - 300 
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                          1642                                                               1643                                                                    1644 
1642  P Revenue Stamped Paper, Washington type J-A, large die proof on wove, in brown, perf’d, (Turner Proof Type J-A),  

105 x 50 mm; faint crease, otherwise Very Fine. Turner $75 (1974). Scott RN-J4-E.   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

1643  P Revenue Stamped Paper, c. 1865, Washington essay, 2¢ pale brown, engraved die proof on wove paper, (RN-K-E),  
155 x 95 mm, mounting adherences on the reverse and some soiling / oxidation on the front, F.-V.F. Turner 233a; $50 
(1974).   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
1644  P Revenue Stamped Paper, 2¢ Washington essay, engraved die proof on heavy card, with imprint, in red, (Turner 

233b),  173 x 88 mm (full size); hinge remnants on the reverse, otherwise pristine, Very Fine. Turner $50 (1974).  
   Estimate $200 - 300 

               
                  1645                                                        1646                                             1647                                         1648 
1645  P Revenue Stamped Paper, 1865-75, Franklin Type F, 2¢ orange on lavender, proof, (RN-F1-TC),  78 x 52 mm, Very 

Fine.   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

1646  P Revenue Stamped Paper, c. 1865, Washington essay, 2¢ rose, engraved die proof on wove paper, (RN-K-E), measuring 
168 x 87 mm; hinge remnants on the reverse and tiny corner crease at top right, otherwise Very Fine. Turner 233a; $50 (1974). 
   Estimate $250 - 350 

  
1647  P Revenue Stamped Paper, 1865-75, Madison Type Q, 5¢ red, trial color plate proof on card, (RN-Q1-TC), cut close, 

Fine. Turner $35 (1974).   Estimate $250 - 350 
  

1648  P Revenue Stamped Paper, 2¢ Washington essay, engraved die proof on heavy card, in all 5 listed colors, (Turner 232),  
each numbered on the reverse, good colors; hinge remnants on the back otherwise pristine, Very Fine,  only 50 complete 
sets were reported printed.   Turner $95 (1974).   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
1649  P Revenue Stamped Paper, 2¢ Washington essay, engraved die proof on heavy card, in all 5 listed colors, (Turner 232),  

collection of 21 (including 13 of the blue), each numbered on the reverse, measuring approximately 127 x 50 mm (full 
size), pristine, Very Fine,  rare - quantities reported printed range from 250 for the blue to 50 each for the other colors.   
Turner $355 (1974) (photo on web site).   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 
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revenue - Private die matCh

          
                                    1650                                              1651                                                          1652  
1650  P Allen’s Sons, 1¢ blue, large die proof, (RO4P1),  150 x 225 mm, immaculate, Extremely Fine. Scott $600.  

   Estimate $300 - 400
  
1651  P Allen, Thos., 1¢ blue, trial color large die proof on India paper, (RO5TC1af),  48 x 45 mm, immaculate, Very Fine. 

Scott $600.   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

1652  E American Match Co., 3¢ essay, large die proof on wove paper, in black, (RO11-E),  155 x 35 mm, pristine, Extremely 
Fine. Turner $75 (1974).   Estimate $250 - 350 

          
                                                   EX 1653                                                                  1654                                        1655 
1653  P Barber Match Co., 1¢+3¢ blue, composite large die proof, (RO17P1a),  combining #RO17P1 and RO19TC1e, printed 

in tandem on fresh India, die sunk on 228 x 151 mm card, Very Fine, ex Joyce, the whole mounted on one of his signature 
pages with further details on the engravings. Scott $1,200.   Estimate $600 - 800 

 
1654  P Barber & Peckham, 1¢ green, trial color large die proof, (RO20TC1af),  75 x 110 mm; hinge remnants on the reverse 

and there is a faint hint of aging on front at top, otherwise Very Fine, ex-Joyce. Scott $600.   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

1655  P Barber & Peckham, 3¢ black, large die proof, (RO21P1),  36 x 49 mm, Very Fine. Scott $200.   Estimate $150 - 200 
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                                1656                                                   1657                                         1658                                      1659 
1656  P Bendel & Co., 12¢ black, trial color large die proof on India paper, (RO25TC1ae),  80 x 50 mm, flawless, Very Fine. 

Scott $475.   Estimate $200 - 300 
  

1657  E Barber, Jones & Co., 1¢, black trial color essay on thin wove, (RO30),  a handsome design in clean color; full to large 
margins all around; top margin slightly toned and thinned from previous hingeing, otherwise Very Fine, a pretty piece not 
often found.   Estimate $400 - 600 

  
1658  E Barber, Jones & Co., 1¢, trial color essay in light red on wove, (RO30), design matching the issued stamp, here 

imperforate on wove paper; sharp printing and massive margins; pinhole thin in top margin above “N” of “Jones”, 
otherwise Very Fine.   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
1659  P Barber, Jones & Co., 1¢ black, trial color large die proof on India, mounted on card, (RO30TC1ae),  34 x 37 mm, 

Very Fine. Scott $210.   Estimate $150 - 200 

                
                       1660                                                 1661                                          1662                                            1663  
1660  P Brocket & Newton, 1¢ black, die II, trial color large die proof, (RO42TC1ae),  152 x 228 mm, bright fresh color; some 

faint mounting marks on the reverse otherwise pristine, Very Fine. Scott $360.   Estimate $150 - 200 

1661  P Brown & Durling, 1¢ green, large die proof, (RO44P1),  50 x 53 mm. Scott $270.   Estimate $150 - 200 

1662  P Byam, Carlton & Co., 1¢ red brown, trial color large die proof on India, mounted on card, (RO49TC1aj),  measures 
48 x 59 mm, fresh color; hinge remnant on the reverse, F.-V.F. Scott $600.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
1663  P Byam, Carlton & Co., 1¢ black wrapper, large die proof, (RO55P1),  simply striking with full die printed directly on 

card; design as issued, except the “For enquiries...” text tablet at left has been excised; heavy horizontal crease below 
design, some other minor tears or stains at edges of card, F.-V.F., a matchless piece. Scott $300.   Estimate $300 - 400 
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                                  1664                                      1665                              1666                                            1667  
1664  P Dunham, E.P., 1¢ green, large die proof, (RO72P1),  150 x 228 mm; some tone spots on front, otherwise Very Fine. Scott 

$600.   Estimate $250 - 350 

1665  E Eichele, P., 1¢ black essay on India, (RO77),  an outstanding example with immaculate detail, strong color and 
absolutely pristine India measuring 33 x 38 mm, Extremely Fine, an incredibly tough item, especially this nice.  
   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
1666  E Electric Match Co., 1¢ black, unlisted die essay on India,  Post Office fresh and sharp, nicely framed on 46 x 60 mm 

India; small inclusion in upper left margin noted for accuracy, Very Fine.   Estimate $500 - 750 
  

1667  P Gardner, Beer & Co., 1¢ black, large die proof, (RO86P1),  151 x 226 mm, fresh, Very Fine, ex-Joyce. Scott $300. 
   Estimate $200 - 300 

1668  
1668  Pa Gates, Wm., 3¢ black, plate proof on India, (RO91P3),  left margin block of 16 with imprint, mounted on card cut to 

exact size; fresh as the day it was produced, with full National Bank Note Co., N.Y. imprint in left margin, Very Fine, an 
uncommon multiple, especially as a position piece. Scott $2,000 as singles.   Estimate $500 - 750 

1669  
1669  P Greenleaf & Co., 3¢ blue, trial color large die proof on India, (RO101TC1a var.),  27 x 30 mm, good color; thins, F.-

V.F. appearance.The color is unlisted as a trial color large die proof. It may well be a previously unlisted trial color India 
proof.   Estimate $200 - 300 
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                                                                          1670                                                  1671  
1670  P Howard, B. & H.D., 1¢ black, trial color large die proof, (RO111TC1),  115 x 150 mm; hinge remnants on the reverse 

otherwise nearly pristine, Very Fine, unlisted, ex-Joyce.   Estimate $250 - 350 
  

1671  P Hunt, L.G., 1¢ green, trial color large die proof, (RO113TC1af),  151 x 230 mm, fresh and almost pristine, Very Fine, 
ex-Joyce. Scott $600.   Estimate $300 - 400 

EX 1672  
1672  P Ives, P.T., 8¢ blue, large die proof, plus two vignette-only essays, (RO118P1, RO118-E),  pretty trio, the full item on 

India affixed to card; vignettes in black on India and in orange (slightly larger size) on proof paper; all presented on a 
homemade album page, Very Fine. Scott $600 for die proof.   Estimate $500 - 750 

1673  
1673  E E.W. King Matches, 1¢ die proof in black on India,  using the general design of a stag and pine (used by other match 

manufacturers as well), and substituting King’s name and “St. Paul, Minn.” in bottom ribbon; fresh and alluring, the India 
in an oversized sink on 151 x 228 mm card; card toned, light horizontal crease at very top, still a Very Fine and attractive 
essay.   Estimate $500 - 750 
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                                                                              1674                                               1675  
1674  P Leeds, Robinson & Co., 1¢ green, large die proof, (RO124P1),  a grand little proof, flawless in all respects, the India die 

sunk on 148 x 222 card, Very Fine, ex Joyce, mounted on his unmistakable page. Scott $900.   Estimate $500 - 750 
 

1675  P Newton, F.P., 1¢ rose, trial color large die proof, (RO135TC1ah),  150 x 227 mm, pristine, Extremely Fine, ex-Joyce. 
Scott $270.   Estimate $200 - 300 

EX 1676 
1676  E Richardson, D.M., 3¢, set of seven different color essays on card, (RO156),  including bright and dark brown, dark 

green, and several gray/blue mixtures; each crisply printed with clear to full margins all around; some light overall toning, 
still Very Fine, an uncommon offering.   Estimate $400 - 600 

EX 1677
1677  E Richardson, D.M., 3¢ essay, die proof on card, 3 different, in brown, plum and green, (RO156-E),  includes 2 of the 

plum color, each approximately 190 x 30 mm, numbered in pen on the reverse; hinge remnants, Very Fine,  only 50 each 
reported printed.   Turner $60 (1974).   Estimate $300 - 400 

1678  
1678  P Swift, Courtney & Beecher Co., 1¢ red, trial color large die proof, (RO175TC1ag),  52 x 49 mm, immaculate, Very 

Fine,  red is the scarcest listed color.   Scott $600.   Estimate $300 - 400 
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                             EX 1679                                        EX 1680                                                            1681 
1679  E Underwood & Co., 1¢ essay in black on India, die sunk on card, (RO178),  a clean pull on small-sized India, in 

full die sink on 151 x 227 mm card; horizontal plate scratch at top left edge of design, Very Fine, ex Joyce.  
   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
1680  P Underwood & Co., 1¢ green, large die proof, (RO178P1),  fresh with deep color on India larger than its backing card’s 

die sinkage, Very Fine, ex Joyce, who notes “light pink fluorescence” (!). Scott $600.   Estimate $500 - 750 
 

1681  Pa Union Match Co., 1¢ black, plate proof on card, (RO179P4),  bottom margin block of 10, with original Bureau date 
marking in crayon, Very Fine. Scott $750.   Estimate $250 - 350 

revenue - Private die Canned fruit

1682  
1682  P Kensett & Co., 1¢ black, trial color large die proof, (RP1TC1ae),  150 x 113 mm, brilliantly fresh color; hinge remnants 

on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott $475.   Estimate $400 - 600 

revenue - Private die mediCine

1683  
1683  P Barham Pile Cure Co., 4¢ black, trial color large die proof, (RS14TC1ae),  151 x 88 mm, fresh and choice, Extremely 

Fine. Scott $360.   Estimate $500 - 750
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                                                            1684                                                                                1685 
1684  E Demas Barnes, 6¢ black, unlisted die essay on wove,  for use on containers of Drake’s Plantation Bitters and Marchisi’s 

Catholicon; Post Office fresh on glowing paper; horizontal scissors cut at right just to outer frame line, otherwise Extremely 
Fine.   Estimate $350 - 500 

 
1685  Ea Bazin, N., 1¢ red, large die essay on card,  block of 4, Very Fine,  no stamps were ever actually issued for Bazin.   

   Estimate $500 - 750 

          
                                                  1686                                           1687                                              1688  
1686  P Brandreth, B., 1¢ green, trial color large die proof, (RS33TC1af),  66 x 84 mm; couple small faults, otherwise Very 

Fine; with 2008 P.F. certificate, which notes “horizontally broken die, Turner Die III”.   Estimate $350 - 500 
  

1687  P Brandreth, B., 1¢ black, large die proof, (RS34P1),  150 x 230 mm, close to pristine, Extremely Fine, ex-Joyce. Scott 
$270.   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
1688  P Brandreth, B., 1¢ black, large die proof, (RS35P1),  151 x 230 mm, bright and fresh; a few mounting marks on the 

reverse otherwise pristine, Very Fine. Scott $210.   Estimate $150 - 200 

1689  
1689  E Chase, Son & Co., 1¢ black, vignette-only essay, (RS53),  providing a clear-eyed look at the old boy, the impression 

crisp on India, die sunk on 178 x 118 mm card; penciled “Engraved By M W. Baldwin No 7” at lower right of card, with 
Baldwin’s handstamped address on reverse; card heavily foxed, with spots creeping onto the outer edges of the India, F.-
V.F.   Estimate $400 - 600 
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1690  
1690  P Cook & Bernheimer, 4¢ blue, large die proof, (RS61P1),  135 x 37 mm, fresh; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine, 

ex-Joyce. Scott $600.   Estimate $300 - 400 

     
                                                     1691                                                                                        1692  
1691  P Dalley’s Galvanic Horse Salve, 2¢ black, trial color large die proof, (RS73TC1ae),  a beautiful engraving flawlessly 

pulled, on immaculate India die sunk on 235 x 147 mm card; light toning to card, Very Fine, ex Joyce, and presented with 
portions of his album page. Scott $600.   Estimate $400 - 600 

 
1692  P Dalley’s Galvanic Horse Salve, 2¢ black, trial color large die proof on India paper, (RS73TC1ae),  84 x 45 mm, a 

beautiful example of this iconic design, Very Fine. Scott $600.   Estimate $300 - 400 

          
                               1693                                                1694                                                              1695 
1693  P Davis & Son, 2¢ slate, large die proof, (RS78AP1),  150 x 228 mm, fresh and nearly pristine, Extremely Fine, unlisted. 

   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

1694  P Davis & Son, 4¢ brown, large die proof, (RS81P1),  150 x 230 mm, pristine, Extremely Fine, ex-Joyce. Scott $270.
   Estimate $150 - 200 

 
1695  E C.M. Evans, 4¢ black, large die proof on India, die sunk on card, of an unadopted design,  145 x 110 mm; tiny hinge 

remnant on the reverse otherwise immaculate, Extremely Fine. Turner $75 (1974).   Estimate $500 - 750 
 
No Revenue stamp was ever actually issued for C.M. Evans.  
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                         1696                                             1697                                                     1698                                                  1699  
1696  E C.M. Evans, 4¢ black, unlisted die essay on India,  for “Dr. Hoofland’s German Bitters”, C.M. Evans, Philadelphia, 

Proprietor; fresh and sound with margins close but clear all around, Very Fine, a sweet stamp.   Estimate $300 - 400  
  

1697  E C.M. Evans, 4¢ black, proof on India paper, (RS83 var.),  an interesting essay for an unlisted company, Very Fine. 
   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
1698  E Evans, C.M., 4¢ black, large die essay on India, die sunk on card,  152 x 95 mm, bright, fresh and clean, Extremely 

Fine. Turner $75 (1974).   Estimate $350 - 500 
 

1699  E E.J. Gounod & Co., 4¢ essay, in black on card,  Very Fine, unlisted.   Estimate $250 - 350 

     
EX 1700                                                             EX 1701  

1700  E Helmbold’s, 6¢ essay, large die proof on card, in 5 different colors, (RS109-E),  each approximately 93 x 30 mm and 
numbered in pen on the reverse; mounting adherences on the backs, Very Fine,  only 50 each of the brown, green and plum 
colors reported printed.   Turner $130 (1974).   Estimate $350 - 500 

 
1701  E Helmbold’s, 6¢ essay, large die proof on card, 4 different, in blue, brown, green and plum, (RS109-E),  plus 1 extra 

in green and 2 extra in blue, each approximately 93 x 30 mm and numbered in pen on the reverse; mounting adherences 
on the backs, Very Fine,  only 50 each of the brown, green and plum colors reported printed.   Turner $110 (1974). 
   Estimate $300 - 400 

EX 1702
1702  P Hetherington, J.E., 3¢ black, three-page trial color and die proof study, (RS121TC1ae-af, RS121P1),  comprising a 

die proof on India sunk on card, trial colors in blue and green, two die proofs on India (one with die number C-319 above 
design), plus three die proofs on cardboard (single plus vertical pair; unlisted in Scott); all fresh with full margins, Very 
Fine, ex Joyce on his annotated pages; see the lot in its entirety online. Scott $1,835+.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 
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                                     1703                                                              1704                                                              1705  
1703  E Holloway & Co., 1¢ black, die essay on India,  fresh with clean color and detail, with massive borders; “344” penciled 

twice in margins, small scuff in left margin, Very Fine,  not listed in Scott,  a rare item.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

1704  E Holloway & Co., 1¢ black, essay on India,  fresh with deep color, the India bright with clear to full margins; few tiny 
thins, adherence to lower right corner, F.-V.F.,  unlisted in Scott.     Estimate $300 - 400 

1705  E Holloway’s Pills & Ointment, 1¢ essay, large die proof on India, die sunk on card, in black, (RS124-E), on full-sized 
152 x 228 mm card, pencil notes in a few places, otherwise close to pristine, Very Fine. Turner $75 (1974).  
   Estimate $500 - 750 

EX 1706
1706  P Home Bitters Co., 2¢, all three trial color printings, (RS128TC1ae-RS128TC1ag),  in black, green and light blue; 

each on snow-white India and perfectly printed; fully margined with no trace of damage, Very Fine, a lovely couple of this 
handsome design, ex Joyce, presented on two of his signature pages. Scott $1,800.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

     
                                                       EX 1707                                                                       1708  
1707  P Hop Bitters Co., 4¢, 4 different trial color large die proofs in blue, brown, green and orange,  (RS131TC1ae,f,g,h), 

mostly 130 x 70 mm, mostly fresh; hinged or hinge remnants on the reverse, orange with a small stain, otherwise Very 
Fine, the key value is the one in brown and it is nice. Scott $1,590.   Estimate $600 - 800 

 
1708  P Kerr, Dr. J.C., 4¢ green, trial color large die proof, (RS159TC1 var.),  187 x 75 mm; hinge remnants on the reverse and 

a few pencil notes, Very Fine, unlisted color.   Estimate $200 - 300 
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                                                        1709                                                             1710  
1709  E Geo. W. Laird, 3¢ essay, in black on rose, on thin transparent paper,  77 x 120 mm, Very Fine, unlisted.  

   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

1710  P Lippman & Bro., 4¢ black trial color proof on India, (RS163TC1ae),  with full die sinkage on 228 x 150 mm card, the 
black print bringing out all the design’s intricate details; just the slightest hint of toning at card edges, Very Fine, a sweet 
proof. Scott $210.   Estimate $250 - 350 

          
                                         1711                                                          1712                                                       1713  
1711  E Lyon Mfg. Co., 1¢ & 2¢ black se-tenant essay on India, (RS167-RS168),  a gorgeous two-value pair, fresh and bright 

with gargantuan margins; small smudge of ink at left of “N” on 1¢ value (not damage to the paper), Very Fine, a seldom-
seen composite.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

  
1712  E Lyon Mfg. Co., 1¢ black, essay on India, (RS167),  in luxuriant color on immaculate paper with perfectly balanced 

margins; pinhole at foot of “K” in “New York”, Very Fine, a scarce item.   Estimate $350 - 500 
 

1713  P Lyon Mfg. Co., 1¢ blue trial color, (RS167),  fresh with sharp detail, immaculate India paper and large, balanced margins, 
Very Fine, seldom seen.   Estimate $350 - 500 

1714  
1714  P Marsden, T.W., 2¢ black, trial color large die proof, (RS175TC1ae),  151 x 227 mm, just about pristine, Extremely 

Fine. Scott $300.   Estimate $200 - 300 
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                                1715                                                                  1716                                                                1717 
1715  P Marsden, T.W., 4¢ black, large die proof, (RS176P1),  150 x 228 mm, close to pristine, Extremely Fine. Scott $300. 

   Estimate $200 - 300 
 

1716  E N.Y. Pharmacal Assoc., 4¢ black, vignette-only large die essay, (RS187),  stirring the pot to stay out of it, this pig is 
perfectly printed on like-new India, in full-die sinkage on 215 x 136 mm card; penciled “Engraver/Marcus Baldwin” at 
lower right corner of card; card with light markings around edges, still Very Fine, a fun design.   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
1717  E N.Y. Pharmacal Assoc., 4¢ black, vignette essay, (RS187E),  as issued; on die-sunk card with outstanding detail; light 

foxing, otherwise Very Fine.   Estimate $500 - 750 

          
                                 1718                                                                1719                                                                    1720  
1718  P Perl & Co., 6¢ black, large die proof, (RS188P1),  163 x 48 mm, Very Fine. Scott $360.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
1719  P Pieters & Co., 4¢ green, trial color large die proof on India, (RS191TC1af),  188 x 75 mm, excellent color; 2 tiny thins, 

otherwise Very Fine. Scott $475.   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

1720  P Schenck’s Mandrake Pills, 1¢ black, trial color large die proof, (RS212TC1ae),  228 x 150 mm, immaculate, Extremely 
Fine. Scott $270.   Estimate $200 - 300 

1721  
1721  P Simmons, Dr. M.A., St. Louis, 1¢ green, trial color large die proof, (RS224TC1ag),  75 x 112 mm, bright and fresh; 

hinge remnants on the reverse otherwise pristine, Very Fine, ex-Joyce. Scott $270.   Estimate $200 - 300 
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                            1722                                              1723                                                1724                                       1725 
1722  P Soule & Co., New York, 1¢ blue, large die proof on India, die sunk on card, (RS226P1),  117 x 111 mm (reduced at 

left); a bit stained at top right (perhaps a spill of the doctor’s “sugar-coated sovereign balm”?), otherwise F.-V.F., unlisted 
as a large die - this could be a discovery copy.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
1723  P Stevens, H.R., 1¢ black, trial color large die proof, (RS228TC1ae),  150 x 228 mm, bright and fresh; hinge remnants on 

the reverse otherwise pristine, Very Fine, ex-Joyce. Scott $210.   Estimate $150 - 200 
  

1724  P Stevens, H.R., 6¢ trial color large die proofs in 3 different colors, plus large die proof, (RS230TC1af,g,h,P1),  cut 
down, F.-V.F., ex-Joyce. Scott $1,020.   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
1725  P Stevens, H.R., 6¢ black, plate proof on India, (RS230P3),  vertical pair, immaculate, Extremely Fine, listed but unpriced 

in Scott, a gem from the Joyce collection.   Estimate $300 - 400 

1726  
1726  Pa Tallcot, George, 4¢ black, plate proof on India, (RS240P3),  block of 6, pristine, Extremely Fine. Scott $600. 

   Estimate $200 - 300 

     
                                                                                1727                                   1728  
1727  E University Medicines, 4¢ black, unlisted die essay on India,  crisp and sharp on approximately 51 x 56 mm India; clean 

and sound, Very Fine, a rarely seen item.   Estimate $500 - 750 
 

1728  P Vogeler, Meyer & Co., 1¢ black, trial color large die proof, (RS252TC1ae),  151 x 227 mm, bright and fresh; hinge 
remnants on the reverse otherwise pristine, Very Fine, ex-Joyce. Scott $270.   Estimate $200 - 300 
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1729                                                          1730 

1729  P Vogeler, Meyer & Co., 1¢ rose, trial color large die proof, (RS252TC1ak),  112 x 147 mm, bright and fresh; hinge 
remnants on the reverse otherwise pristine, Very Fine, ex-Joyce. Scott $270.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
1730  P Vogeler, Meyer & Co., 1¢ rose, trial color large die proof, (RS252TC1ak),  150 x 227 mm, excellent color, Extremely 

Fine. Scott $270.   Estimate $150 - 200 

     
                                                                  EX  1731                                                      1733 
1731  P Warner & Co., 1¢ brown, large die proof on India, (RS254),  in issued color, perfectly preserved; India in full sinkage 

on 149 x 222 mm card, itself surprisingly fresh (we guess the remedies worked), Very Fine,  unlisted in Scott,  ex Joyce, 
and on his unmistakable page.   Estimate $500 - 750 

1732  P Weeks & Potter, 2¢ rose, trial color large die proof, (RS260TC1aj),  152 x 225 mm, pretty color and pretty close to 
pristine, Extremely Fine, ex-Joyce. Scott $270. (photo on web site).   Estimate $150 - 200 

 
1733  P Weeks & Potter, 2¢ vermilion, trial color large die proof, (RS260TC1ak),  152 x 226 mm, fresh color; hinge remnants 

on the reverse otherwise pristine, Very Fine, ex-Joyce. Scott $270.   Estimate $150 - 200 
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EX 1734
1734  Pa Wright’s Indian Vegetable Pills, 1¢ green, plate proofs on India and card, (RS274P3, RS274P4),  attractive trio of 

blocks, comprising blocks of four of each on India and on card, plus a bottom margin imprint block of 12 on card; imprint 
block like new, smaller blocks (especially card) showing light toning, Very Fine overall, though, ex Joyce on a simplified 
page. Scott $1,220 as singles.   Estimate $500 - 750 

revenue - Private die Perfume

     
                                                      EX 1735                                                                                EX 1736  
1735  E Bazin, X., 1¢ brown red and 3¢ green essays, (RT1),  pretty trio, with one 1¢ essay on India, the other and 

the 3¢ each on card; all fresh and clean with crisp detail, Very Fine, a lovely group for a stamp never put into use. 
   Estimate $350 - 500

  
1736  E Bazin, X., 1¢ red, plate proof on India and also on card, plus 3¢ green, plate proof on card, (RT1 vars.),  vertical pairs, 

nice margins and color, Very Fine.   Estimate $600 - 800 
 
Unlisted in Scott. Turner notes the 1¢ and 3¢ values were never issued, so these must be considered essays. A great lot for 
the specialist.  

     
                                                         1737                                                                                            EX 1738 
1737  Ea Bazin, X., 2¢ blue, essay in red on card, (RT1E),  block of 4, Post Office fresh with razor-sharp detail, Very Fine, an 

uncommon Private Die trial color; unlisted in Scott.   Estimate $500 - 750  
 

1738  P Bazin, X., 1¢, 2¢ & 3¢ black, plate proofs on India, (RT1P3 var),  group of four different, one each 2¢ and 3¢, two 1¢ 
proofs at different stages of completion; each on India on card that has been cut down to sinkage; strong lines and clean 
color throughout, Very Fine,  Scott notes this stamp was never put into use and its pricing is absurdly low,  a pretty group; 
see them all online. Scott $500+.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 
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                                             1739                                                                            1740 
1739  P Corning & Tappan, 1¢ black, large die proof, (RT2P1),  76 x 127 mm, fresh color; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very 

Fine, ex-Joyce. Scott $270.   Estimate $150 - 200 
 

1740  Pa Corning & Tappan, 1¢ black, plate proof on India, (RT2P3),  top margin plate number 100 block of 18 with imprint, in 
clear color on pristine India; die sunk on card that has been cut to block at sides and bottom; some light toning and spots 
at top, Very Fine, an exceptionally scarce position piece. Scott $1,710 as singles.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

     
                                                                            1741                                           1742 
1741  P Corning & Tappan, 1¢ blue, large die proof, (RT4P1),  77 x 128 mm, beautifully fresh; hinge remnants on the reverse, 

Very Fine, ex-Joyce. Scott $270.   Estimate $150 - 200 

1742  P Hoyt & Co., 1¢ blue, trial color large die proof, (RT6TC1ae),  130 x 75 mm, good color; mounting marks on the reverse, 
Very Fine. Scott $450.   Estimate $200 - 300 

1743  
1743  Pa Hoyt & Co., 1¢ black, plate proof on India, (RT6P3),  block of 4, an attractive diamond, absolutely fresh and sound with 

clean printing and sharp lines, Very Fine. Scott $600 as singles.   Estimate $200 - 300 
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1744  
1744  Pa Kidder & Laird, 2¢ black, trial color plate proof on India, (RT13TC3a),  top margin plate number 128 block of 14 with 

imprint, a handsome belted star-and-crescent design, flawlessly executed in black on day-one fresh India; sunk on card that 
has been cut to block size at sides and bottom, sinkage present at top, Very Fine, an eye-catching, and certainly difficult, 
position piece. Scott $1,050 as singles.   Estimate $500 - 750 

          
                          EX 1745                                                            1746                                                                   1747 
1745  P Laird, George W., 3¢ black, large die proof, (RT14P1),  a lordly Laird, immaculate and fresh, the India in full die sink 

on 152 x 228 mm card; lightest start of edge toning to card, Very Fine, as pretty as they come, ex Joyce on his signature 
page. Scott $600.   Estimate $400 - 600 

  
1746  P Lanman & Kemp, 3¢ green, large die proof, (RT18P1),  148 x 210 mm, bright color; hinge remnants on the reverse 

otherwise pristine, Very Fine. Scott $210.   Estimate $150 - 200 
  

1747  P Tetlow’s Perfumery, 1¢ vermilion, large die proof, (RT19P1),  150 x 228 mm, pristine, Extremely Fine, ex-Joyce. Scott 
$600.   Estimate $300 - 400 
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                             EX 1748                                                   1749                                                                1750 
1748  P Woodworth & Son, 2¢, trial color and large die proofs, (RT21TC1ae-1af, RT21P1),  comprising both black and green 

trial colors, plus two blue large die proofs, all on India; one blue with die number 4781 below, noted to have “medium pink 
fluorescence”; fresh, Very Fine, ex Joyce on his fully annotated original page. Scott $1,620.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

 
1749  P Wright, R. & G.A., 3¢ green, trial color large die proof, (RT24TC1ag),  110 x 75 mm, bright color; hinge remnants on 

the reverse, Very Fine, ex Joyce. Scott $350.   Estimate $250 - 350 
 

1750  P Young, Ladd & Coffin, 1¢ black, trial color large die proof, (RT26TC1ae),  112 x 147 mm, fresh; hinge remnants on 
the reverse otherwise pristine, Very Fine, ex-Joyce. Scott $210.   Estimate $150 - 200 

revenue - tax Paid

1751  
1751  E Tax Paid Alcohol - Imported Spirits, series of 1879, partial set of 7 plate proofs on wove paper, (Turner A-137 to 

A-143),  approximately 300 x 120 mm; some toning, otherwise Very Fine.   Estimate $400 - 600

 
1752  E Tax Paid Tobacco, 4 different essays on India paper,  including Turner T-13, T-28, T-30 and T-32; faults minor to major, 

V.G.-Fine,  scarce  (photo on web site).   Estimate $300 - 400 

1753  
1753  P Tax Paid Cigars, Cable Cigar Mfg., die proof on wove, in brown, light crease at bottom, otherwise Very Fine.  

   Estimate $250 - 350 
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revenue - manufaCtured tobaCCo

          
                                     1754                                                         1755                                                               1756 
1754  E Manufactured Tobacco, 32¢/1/2oz., engraved die essay in black on India, (Turner Essay T-1 var.),  similar to Turner T-1 

which is surface printed with hand-colored outer oval, adhered to a yellow bond backing paper, Very Fine.   Undoubtedly 
a unique unlisted essay.     Estimate $500 - 750

 
1755  E Manufactured Tobacco, 1868, Class 16¢ / 2 ounces, in black, (Turner T-11),  engraved die essay without vignette, on 

India on card, 152 x 240 mm, with blue C.B.N.C. Dec 30, 1869 handstamp at top right, fresh; mounting adherences on 
front and on the reverse, otherwise Very Fine, the color is unlisted in Turner. Turner $75 (1974).   Estimate $600 - 800 

  
1756  E Manufactured Tobacco, 1868, Class 32¢ / 2 ounces, in black, (Turner T-12-A),  engraved die with Indian head vignette 

and C.B.N.C. imprint, on India on card, 150 x 204 mm; mounting adherences on front and on the reverse, otherwise Very 
Fine. Turner $75 (1974).   Estimate $500 - 750 

               
                     1757                                                1758                                                1759                                             1760  
1757  P Tax Paid Tobacco, 3 pounds / 32 cents, plate proof on India paper, in black, (Turner T-39),  77 x 52 mm, Very Fine. 

   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

1758  P Tax Paid Tobacco, 20 pounds / 32 cents, plate proof on bond paper, in green, (Turner T-42),  78 x 52 mm, Very Fine 
.   Estimate $300 - 400 

 
1759  P Tax Paid Tobacco, 21 pounds / 32 cents, plate proof on India paper, in black, (Turner T-43),  71 x 50 mm, Very Fine.

   Estimate $300 - 400 
 

1760  P Tax Paid Tobacco, 60 pounds / 32 cents, plate proof on proof paper, in black, (Turner T-46),  75 x 47 mm, Very Fine.
   Estimate $300 - 400 
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                                                                            1761                                               1762  
1761  E Manufactured Tobacco, 1868, Class 32¢ / 20 pounds, in black, (Turner T-48-A),  vignette of tobacco plant, large die on 

India, die sunk on card, with N.B.N.C. imprint, 154 x 210 mm, pristine, Extremely Fine. Turner $20 (1974).  
   Estimate $150 - 200 

 
1762  E Snuff, 1870, Lincoln essay, engraved large die proof on India, die sunk on card, in black, (Turner S-2-A var.),  217 x 

280 mm, close to pristine, Very Fine, not listed in Turner in this format and in this color.   Estimate $300 - 400 

Postal savings

1763  
1763  P 1911, 10¢ orange, imprinted on deposit card, die proof, (PS2P),  one you never expected to see; crisp and sound with 

strong color and minimal toning; control number 451068 on reverse, Very Fine, there surely can’t be many of these out 
there—grab this one while you can; with 1989 P.F. certificate.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 

sanitary fair

EX 1764  
1764  E Sanitary Fair, Philadelphia, Pa., 1864, 10¢ to 30¢, group of five 1903 Schernikow reprint die proofs, (WV11E//

W13E),  comprises 10¢ & 30¢ compound die on India, vermilion vertical pair on proof paper, 20¢ ultramarine on blue 
glazed card, 20¢ claret on green bond, 20¢ green on India and  without value  in green on India; a fresh, Very Fine group. 
Also includes a 5¢ Liberty essay (73-E5a), red on white wove, soiled.   Estimate $300 - 400
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            EX 1765                                                  EX 1766                                                    EX 1767                                 EX 1768  
1765  E Sanitary Fair, Philadelphia, Pa., 1864, 15 different Schernikow reprints, (WV11),  a lovely array of colors, all printed 

on India, the issued design complete less the value tablets; example in dull red with horizontal tear at left not affecting the 
design, Very Fine overall, an attractive group.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

1766  P Sanitary Fair, Philadelphia, Pa., 1864, 10¢ to 30¢ complete, group of 14 plate proofs, (WV11-WV13),  alluring set of 
six singles and eight blocks of four, all in different colors or shades; majority are of the 20¢ value, all on India except 30¢ 
black block of four on card; several blocks marginal; all fresh and clean, most with ample to large margins, Very Fine, see 
the entire lot online.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

 
1767  E Sanitary Fair, Philadelphia, Pa., 1864, 20¢, quartet of Schernikow reprints on glazed card, (WV12),  comprising 

black on white, deep violet on light violet, brown on deep cream and deep blue on light blue card; one spot of toning at top 
of brown, otherwise all fresh and sound, Very Fine, a fab four.   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
1768  Pa Sanitary Fair, Philadelphia, Pa., 1864, 20¢ trial color plate proofs on wove, imperf, in 5 different colors, (WV12TC5a//

WV12TC5j),  blocks of 4, in vermilion, brown-orange, black-brown, bright blue & gray-black, Very Fine to Extremely 
Fine. Scott $875.   Estimate $400 - 600 

Christmas seal

          
                                          1769                                                                      1770                                                     1771 
1769  P 1933, Figures with Sled, proof, (WX68),  o.g., previously hinged, fresh and as issued, on gummed proof paper 

measuring 126 x 73 mm; penciled note on gum reads “Neg. Make Single Die Proof/G-86p97/#33UKP2.1”, Very Fine. 
   Estimate $250 - 350

  
1770  P 1935, Girl at Letter Box, proof, (WX76),  as issued, with red slightly out of alignment; crisply printed on ungummed 

paper 123 x 114 mm; “Bird in letter box” penciled at top left front; one small toned spot at lower right, Very Fine.  
   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
1771  P 1937. Bell-ringer with Lantern, proof, (WX88),  the final design, fresh and clean, the border blue printed as perforations, 

on 76 x 102 mm portion of never hinged gummed proof paper (blue printer’s dot partially visible at right); “P5” penciled 
in lower left corner, Very Fine.   Estimate $250 - 350 
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                              1772                                                   1773                                                                        1774 
1772  P 1937. Bell-ringer with Lantern, proof, (WX88),  o.g., never hinged, the final design printed with simulated perforations, 

surrounded by registration marks and four hole punches on never hinged gummed 112 x 88 mm proof paper; “OK 
Newcomb 10/21” and “P6” penciled on gum, Very Fine, nice approval copy.   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
1773  P 1937, “Preventable” slogan seal, proof, (WX88),  position 73 in the sheet, an immaculate proof with eye-popping 

color and clean lines, printed with simulated perforation on 76 x 102 mm gummed proof stock, Very Fine.  
   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
1774  E Christmas Seal, 1938, composite proof of 7 different designs, (WX92),  255 x 145 mm, Very Fine.  

   Estimate $500 - 750 

     
                                                                  1775                                                             1776 
1775  Ea 1938, Family Lighting Candle in Window, design essay in black, (WX92),  blocks of 4, o.g. or without gum, all 

with hinge remnants, the design nearly as issued (differences in shading around figures and curtains) within 
printed perforations, on clean white calendered stock measuring 133 x 197 mm; fresh and sound, Very Fine. 
   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
1776  P 1938, Family Lighting Candle in Window, die proof, (WX92),  o.g., lightly hinged, as issued, the red surround 

with simulated perforations, centered neatly on gummed proof paper measuring 110 x 123 mm; pristine, Very Fine. 
   Estimate $250 - 350 
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           EX 1777                           EX 1778                         EX 1779                                                              1780  
1777  Pa 1938, Family Lighting Candle in Window, Einer Holbøll corner seal, color separation proofs, (WX92),  blocks of 4, 

group of six, comprising single-color black, green, red and brownish red, black & green combined, plus final full-color 
design as issued; each imperforate, all on gummed stamp paper except the red- and brownish red-only runs, which are on 
glossy proof stock; fresh and bright throughout, o.g. or without gum, all with hinge remnants, Very Fine.  
   Estimate $200 - 300 

1778  Pa 1938, Family Lighting Candle in Window, Rene Laennec corner seal, color separation proofs, (WX92),  blocks of 4, 
group of six, comprising single-color black, green, red and brownish red, black & green combined, plus final full-color 
design as issued; each imperforate, all on gummed stamp paper except the red- and brownish red-only runs, which are 
on glossy proof stock; all sound, the green-only with a spot of soiling, o.g. or without gum, all with hinge remnants, Very 
Fine.   Estimate $200 - 300 

  
1779  Pa 1938, Family Lighting Candle in Window, Robert Koch corner seal, color separation proofs, (WX92),  blocks of 4, 

group of six, comprising single-color black, green, red and brownish red, black & green combined, plus final full-color 
design as issued; each imperforate, all on gummed stamp paper except the red- and brownish red-only runs, which are on 
glossy proof stock; clean, o.g. or without gum, all with hinge remnants, Very Fine.   Estimate $200 - 300 

 
1780  E Christmas Seal, 1942, photo essay, (WX108),  190 x 150 mm, signed by the designer, Very Fine.   Estimate $300 - 400 

1781  
1781  E 1942, Farm & Sled, design essay in black, (WX108),  in issued size surrounded by bounding lines, with screen lines 

visible in design; on coated proof stock measuring217 x 94 mm; penciled “Jan 22-1942” on front, “Unlisted proof for 
letter heads.” on reverse, Very Fine.   Estimate $250 - 350 
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                                                                   1782                                                                          1783  
1782  P 1942, Farm & Sled, proof, (WX108),  printed on irregular approximately 158 x 127 mm paper, the design surrounded by 

individual color mats; stamp printed with simulated perforations, Very Fine, an uncommon, and rather attractive, offering.
   Estimate $200 - 300 

  
1783  P 1943, Girl at Window and Santa’s Sled, die proof, (WX112),  single with border colors in near-perfect registration, on 

ungummed proof paper measuring 114 x 151 mm; light overall toning, but Very Fine nevertheless, a most striking Seal 
from the heart of WWII.   Estimate $200 - 300 

          
                                                1784                                                               1785                                                1786 
1784  Pa 1943, Girl at Window and Santa’s Sled, proof, (WX112),  block of 4, the creative design as issued, the frame colors 

slightly out of alignment; printed with registration marks surrounding and plate “names” below, on proof stock measuring 
approximately 222 x 175 mm; penciled “N.M. proof 1 11/24/42” at lower left; corner crease lower left, stains on 
reverse showing to front at left of sheet, position 3 with spot of color missing, otherwise Very Fine, an attractive piece. 
   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
1785  P 1947, Oxen Pulling Tree, proof, (WX135),  a crisp final design, red border solid surrounded by registration marks and 

color blocks, on 76 mm-square ungummed proof paper, Very Fine.   Estimate $200 - 300 
  

1786  P 1948, Child before Fireplace, proof, (WX140),  on ungummed proof paper measuring 82 x 88 mm; as issued, though 
corner marks set in further than issued stamp’s perforations and in lighter color, with color blocks below; paper with small 
inclusions not affecting print, Very Fine.   Estimate $200 - 300 
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                                            1787                                                                                 EX 1788  
1787  P 1950, Angels Singing, die proof, (WX150),  a jazzy little number as issued, on ungummed proof paper, 110 x 163 mm, 

printer’s marks and color blocks surrounding; a few odd stains, otherwise Very Fine.   Estimate $150 - 200 
 

1788  P Christmas Seal, 1952, set of 7 progressive trial color proofs and 1 final proof, (WX159), 270 x 180 mm each 
(approximately), Very Fine,  rare.     Estimate $500 - 750 

1789  
1789  P 1954, Christmas Tree & Hand-holders, proof, (WX168),  block of four as issued, printed imperforate on lightly coated 

paper measuring 151 x 193 mm; registration marks surrounding block, solid color bars below, Very Fine, bright as the 
season.   Estimate $200 - 300 
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                                   1790                                                               1791                                                                1792 
1790  E Christmas Seal, 1955, set of 8 progressive trial color proofs and 1 final proof, (WX173),  245 x 190 mm approximately, 

Very Fine,  rare.     Estimate $750 - 1,000 

1791  E Christmas Seal, 1955, set of 8 progressive trial color proofs and 1 final proof, (WX173),  245 x 190 mm approximately, 
Very Fine,  rare.     Estimate $750 - 1,000 

 
1792  P Christmas Seal, 1956, set of 9 progressive essay trial color proofs and 1 final proof, (WX178),  175 x 245 mm 

approximately, Very Fine,  rare.     Estimate $500 - 750 

          
                                     1793                                                           1794                                                                  1795 
1793  Pa 1956, Children Carrying Double-barred Cross, proof, (WX178),  block of 4, on 218 x 177 mm ungummed proof paper; the 

design as issued, registration marks surrounding with color blocks at left; fresh and sound, otherwise Very Fine.  
   Estimate $250 - 350 

 
1794  P 1958, Children & “Christmas Greetings”, die proof, (WX191),  pair, as issued, with registration marks surrounding 

and solid color bars stacked below, on ungummed proof paper measuring 113 x 82 mm; fresh, Very Fine.  
   Estimate $250 - 350 

  
1795  Pa 1965, Birds with Girl and Christmas Tree, proof, (WX222),  block of 4, o.g., never hinged, the block as issued, on 

gummed proof paper measuring 96 x 81 mm, registration, plate “names” and two “TOP” markings surrounding, Very Fine.
   Estimate $200 - 300 

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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misC. baCk-of-the-book

          
                                           1796                                                             1797                                                  1798   
1796  E “Tickets for Electric Railway Companies” advertising card,  picturing 21 imperforate tickets (eight different trolley 

companies), on single sheet soliciting “an opportunity to quote” by the Security Bank Note Company of Philadelphia; 
printed on glazed paper affixed to backing, each ticket overprinted “Cancelled” in red open-face type; penned “Vault 
A/Bin 69/P.No. 5” at right center; multiple tears and creases, F.-V.F., hop on and bid for this one-of-a-kind card. 
   Estimate $300 - 400

  
1797  E 1944, Proposed U.S. Armed Forces Free-Frank label, die essay in deep red and dark blue, (Brazer O122E1),  on 

India, die-sunk on 51/2” x 7” card, signed in pencil “E.R. Grove ‘44” (engraver); card with creases, proof Very Fine.   
Believed to be one of only two in existence (Essay-Proof Journal, October 1949).     Estimate $350 - 500 

 
1798  P 1954 Postage Stamp Design Exhibition, separate large die proofs of the four scenes, (SC1P1a-d),  each on proof 

paper die-sunk on a 6” x 8” card, and in the color used on one of the two versions of the issued card, Very Fine.
   Estimate $750 - 1,000 
 
This card was originally printed in 1946 as part of a booklet for the 54th convention of the International Plate Printers, Die 
Stampers & Engravers Union. It was “reissued by popular request” in 1954 in two different color combinations, a fact that 
is not noted in the Scott catalogue; clockwise from the upper left: violet, green, greenish black & deep red (the same as the 
1946 version—and these proofs—which bore a different imprint), and carmine, blue, dark green & brown-orange. These 
proof could, in fact, have been made in 1946.  

u.s. Possessions 
Canal Zone 

1799  
1799  E 1961, 15¢ U.S. Army Caribbean School, original artwork, (C32),  an early iteration of the design, plastic-coated and 

mounted on 8.5 x 6.75 inch card; manuscript notation at lower right “Designed by/Franklin Kwai Ben/1” with handstamped 
“Engineering Division/Architectural Branch/Balboa Heights, C. Z.” below; absolutely pristine, Very Fine, a possibly 
unique Canal Zone collateral item.   Estimate $500 - 750  
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Cuba 

     
                                                                   1800                                                                                       EX 1801  
1800  P 1c-10c Pictorials & 10c Special Delivery complete, small die proofs, (227P2-231P2, E3P2),  a flawless set, bright and 

clean, the Special Delivery the redesigned issue; all affixed to Roosevelt presentation book page; penciled notations on 
reverse noted for accuracy, Very Fine. Scott $1,250.   Estimate $750 - 1,000 

1801  P 1c-10c Pictorials complete, large die proofs, (227P1-231P1),  on India sunk on card, each fresh as the day it was pulled, 
2c and 3c cards show just light edge-toning, otherwise an immaculate set, Very Fine, tough to find this nice. Scott $875 
.   Estimate $500 - 750 

          
                                                1802                                                1803                                                 1804  
1802  P 1899, 2c carmine, large die proof, (228P1),  in blazing color on immaculate India, die sunk on 152 x 202 mm card; offset 

from handstamp stains card’s upper panel, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $175.   Estimate $150 - 200 

1803  P 1899, 10c black, trial color large die proof, (231TC1),  with crisp impression on pristine India, die sunk on card; 
penciled “May 27/99” notation at lower right; card with light foxing, otherwise Very Fine, not often offered. Scott $650.

   Estimate $300 - 400 

1804  P 1899, 10c blue, large die on India, die sunk on card, (E2TC1a),  an immaculate print on pristine India, die sunk 
on 201 x 153 mm card with just one spot of adhesive at the bottom, Very Fine, a great-looking piece. Scott $3,750. 
   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 
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hawaii 

     
                                                                               1805                                                   1806 
1805  P 1871-88, 14 different, plate proofs on India, mounted on card, (30P3//48P3),  all affixed to sheet, otherwise Very Fine, 

ex-Green. Scott $5,600.   Estimate $1,500 - 2,000 
 

1806  E 1866, 5¢ Kamehameha V, large die proof of vignette only, in black, (32-E),   India on card, 53 x 68 mm, Very Fine. 
   Estimate $300 - 400 

1807  E 1871, 18¢ Mataio Kekuanaoa, large die proof of vignette only, in black, (34-E),   India on card, removed from card, 60 
x 68 mm; repair in upper right margin, otherwise Very Fine (photo on web site).   Estimate $250 - 350 

Postal stationery 

         
                    1808                                                  1809                                            1810                                               1811 
1808  P) 1884, 1¢ black, trial color large die proof, (U1TC1ae),  with die number “C — 111”, mounted on a card measuring 

approximately 135 x 95 mm; card with small, light corner bend at the upper left, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $750.
   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
1809  P) 1884, 2¢ black, trial color large die proof, (U2TC1ae),  with die number “C112”, mounted on a cnrd measuring 

approximately 140 x 100 mm card, Very Fine. Scott $750.   Estimate $500 - 750 
  

1810  P) 1884, 4¢ black, trial color large die proof, (U3TC1ae),  with die number “C — 113”, mounted on a card (approximately 
140 x 100 mm), Very Fine. Scott $750.   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
1811  P) 1884, 5¢ blue, large die proof, (U4P1),  with die number “C — 114”, mounted on an approximately 140 x 100 mm card, 

Very Fine. Scott $1,000.   Estimate $500 - 750 
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1812  P 1877, 25¢ blue green, trial color large die proof, (R1TC1ae),  rich bright color; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very 
Fine. Scott $1,150.   Estimate $500 - 750

 
1813  P 1877, 25¢ brown red, trial color large die proof, (R1TC1ag),  bright and fresh; mounting adherences on the reverse, 

Very Fine. Scott $1,150.   Estimate $500 - 750 
 

1814  P 1877, 25¢ brown, trial color large die proof, (R1TC1ah),  fresh; mounting adherences on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott 
$1,150.   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
1815  P 1877, 25¢ grayish blue, trial color large die proof, (R1TC1ai),  excellent color; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very 

Fine. Scott $1,150.   Estimate $500 - 750 
 

1816  P 1877, 25¢ grayish blue, trial color large die proof, (R1TC1ai),  bright and fresh; mounting adherences on the reverse, 
Very Fine. Scott $1,150.   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
1817  P 1877, 50¢ blue green, trial color large die proof, (R2TC1ae),  fresh color; mounting adherences on the reverse, Very 

Fine. Scott $1,150.   Estimate $500 - 750 
 

1818  P 1877, 50¢ black, trial color large die proof, (R2TC1af),  bright and fresh; mounting adherences on the reverse, Very 
Fine. Scott $1,150.   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
1819  P 1877, 50¢ brown red, trial color large die proof, (R2TC1ag),  fresh; mounting adherences on the reverse, Very Fine. 

Scott $1,150.   Estimate $500 - 750 
 

1820  P 1877, 50¢ brown, trial color large die proof, (R2TC1ah),  bright and fresh; mounting adherences on the reverse, Very 
Fine. Scott $1,150.   Estimate $500 - 750 

 
1821  P 1877, 50¢ grayish blue, trial color large die proof, (R2TC1ai),  bright and fresh; mounting adherences on the reverse, 

Very Fine. Scott $1,150.   Estimate $500 - 750 
 

1822  P 1877, $1 blue green, trial color large die proof, (R3TC1ae),  nice color; mounting adherences on the reverse, Very Fine. 
Scott $1,150.   Estimate $600 - 800 

 
1823  P 1877, $1 brown red, trial color large die proof, (R3TC1af),  good color; mounting adherences on the reverse, Very Fine. 

Scott $1,150.   Estimate $600 - 800 
 

1824  P 1877, $1 brown, trial color large die proof, (R3TC1ag),  excellent color; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott 
$1,150.   Estimate $600 - 800 

 
1825  P 1877, $1 grayish blue, trial color large die proof, (R3TC1ah),  very bright and fresh; hinge remnants on the reverse, 

Very Fine. Scott $1,150.   Estimate $600 - 800 
  

1826  P 1877, $1 black, large die proof, (R3P1),  42 x 55 mm, bright and fresh; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine. Scott 
$1,150.   Estimate $600 - 800 

 
1827  E 1877 ($5) frame essay, large die proof, in grayish blue, (R4-E),  bright and fresh; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very 

Fine,  rare.     Estimate $500 - 750 
  

1828  E 1877 ($5) frame essay, large die proof, in green, (R4-E),  bright fresh color; mounting adherences on the reverse, Very 
Fine,  rare.     Estimate $500 - 750 

 
1829  E 1877 ($5) frame essay, large die proof, in black, (R4-E),  bright fresh color; hinge remnants on the reverse, Very Fine,  

rare.     Estimate $500 - 750 

1830  E 1877 ($5) frame essay, large die proof, in grayish blue, (R4-E),  bright fresh color; mounting adherences on the reverse, 
Very Fine,  rare.     Estimate $500 - 750 

 
1831  E 1877 ($5) frame essay, large die proof, in dark green, (R4-E),  bright fresh color; mounting adherences on the reverse, 

Very Fine,  rare.     Estimate $500 - 750 
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1832  E 1877 ($5) frame essay, large die proof, in black, (R4-E),  very bright and fresh; mounting adherences on the reverse, Very 
Fine,  rare.     Estimate $500 - 750 

 
1833  E 1877 ($5) frame essay, large die proof, in brown red, (R4-E),  bright rich color; hinge remnant and mounting adherences 

on the reverse, Very Fine,  rare.     Estimate $500 - 750 
 

1834  E 1877 ($5) frame essay, large die proof, in brown, (R4-E),  rich color; hinge remnants on the reverse and a minor tone 
spot on the front, F.-V.F.,  rare.     Estimate $400 - 600 

 
1835  E 1877 ($5) frame essay, large die proof, in dark brown, (R4-E), deep rich color; mounting adherences on the reverse and 

some faint stains on the front, F.-V.F.,  rare.     Estimate $400 - 600 
 

1836  E 1877 ($5) frame essay, large die proof, in brown red, (R4-E),  rich color; hinge remnants on the reverse and some tone 
spots on the front, F.-V.F.,  rare.     Estimate $350 - 500 

 
1837  E 1877 ($50) frame essay, large die proof, in black, (R6-E),  bright and fresh; mounting adherences and hinge remnant on 

the reverse, Very Fine,  rare.     Estimate $600 - 800 
 

1838  E 1877 ($50) frame essay, large die proof, in bluish green, (R6-E),  bright and fresh; hinge remnant on the reverse and the 
proof has been a bit trimmed at top, F.-V.F.,  rare.     Estimate $500 - 750 

 
1839  E 1877 ($50) frame essay, large die proof, in grayish blue, (R6-E),  bright and fresh; mounting adherences and hinge 

remnant on the reverse, and the proof has been a bit trimmed at top, F.-V.F.,  rare.     Estimate $500 - 750 
 

1840  E 1877 ($50) frame essay, large die proof, in brown red, (R6-E),  bright and fresh; mounting adherences and hinge 
remnant on the reverse, and the proof has been a bit trimmed at top, F.-V.F.,  rare.     Estimate $500 - 750 

 
1841  E 1877 ($50) frame essay, large die proof, in dark brown, (R6-E),  rich color; card reverse has been torn and rejoined and 

there are extensive mounting adherences, also some faint stains on the front, otherwise F.-V.F.,  rare.  
   Estimate $300 - 400 

1842  
1842  P 1877, $50 violet, trial color large die proof on India, (R6),  removed from card and showing a strong “dry print”; reverse 

is stained (as it would be if it was originally a part of a large die proof on India, die sunk on card), Very Fine overall,  
extremely rare and probably unique.     Estimate $600 - 800 

1843  
1843  P Revenue, 1877-97, 4 different, plate proofs on card, (R1P4-R3P4, R11P4),  stuck down, otherwise Very Fine. Scott 

$2,500.   Estimate $1,000 - 1,500 
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kahului railroad

1844  
1844  P Kahului Railroad, 1894, 5¢ to $1, engraved plate proofs in black complete, a stunning group of all six values plus a 

die proof of the master die without figures of value in corners or center; each on India cut close at top and sides, but left 
full at bottom to include the original die number, crossed by an engraved line with the resultant plate number below, and 
all but 5¢ and 6¢ with full American Bank Note Company imprints; 18¢ and 50¢ values  printed together  (two different 
C-numbers, one replacement number); each item mounted on small buff card, most with slight staining from the adhesive, 
but a Very Fine and very rare assemblage, a one-time opportunity, and a centerpiece for any Hawaii exhibit, ex American 
Bank Note Company Archives. Meyer-Harris 151.8462, 151.9001-156.9001 vars.   Estimate $7,500 - 10,000 

united nations 

1845  
1845  P 1958, 4¢ Economic and Social Council, trial color large die proof on wove, in black, (65TC1),  75 x 77 mm; mounting 

adherences on the reverse and a tiny spot on the front, otherwise Very Fine.   Estimate $300 - 400 
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Live Bidding - at Home From Your Computer!

The #1 Resource for Stamp Auctions on the Internet! 

Participate comfortably in Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions from your home or office - Live on the Internet. 
You hear the auctioneer, you see the current lots, you can bid in real time; it is fast, easy and comfortable. 

What do I need to do to be able to bid in this sale LIVE at StampAuctionNetwork?

If you are already a StampAuctionNetwork bidder or account holder:

1. Log into StampAuctionNetwork http://stampauctionnetwork.com/LoginNew.cfm
2. If you have already been approved by Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions at  
 StampAuctionNetwork (not at the Daniel F. Kelleher website) you are ready to go.
3. If you have not added Daniel F. Kelleher to your list of companies to bid with you will  
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 and you will need to wait till they approve your request before you can bid so do not wait  
 till the day of the auction.
2. If you press the Submit Registration button before selecting Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions  
 simply follow the path in steps 1-3 above since now you have an account an login.

Kelleher     Auctions
Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions, LLC
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with Booth in the Lincoln 

Assassination? Page 18.

Three brand new and Major Civil War 

articles by Trish Kaufmann, Tom Lera & 

Kevin Lowther..and much more!

Was Robert E. Lee's

Secret Agent a Co-Conspirator

with Booth in the Lincoln 

Assassination? Page 18.

Honoring the Civil War Symposium at the American Philatelic Research Library

Studying & Enjoying Your Collection?

Bid Sheet - Sale 751
February 16-18, 2021

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions, LLC
P. O. Box 220
Bethel, CT 06801 USA
Phone: 203-830-2500 • Toll Free: 800-212-2830 • Fax: 203-297-6059
www.kelleherauctions.com • Email: info@kelleherauctions.com
Address Information
    Name   ______________________________________________email_____________________________________

     Address   _____________________________________________________________________________________

     City  __________________________________State_________________ZIP_________________Country______

 Phone  (Day) _______________________(Evening)_________________________Fax_______________________

� Please check box if this is a new address and indicate old ZIP (postal) code ________________________

References
     FIRM ______________________________________________TELEPHONE_________________________________________

     FIRM ______________________________________________TELEPHONE_________________________________________

Bid Information
Please purchase on my behalf, the following lots in your auction sale, February 16-18, 2021 in Danbury, CT. I annex the highest price
 I will pay for each lot, it being understood that you will buy for me as much below such limit as possible.  
Please note that a premium of 20%* will be added to the hammer price as part of the total purchase price. 
Your signature below indicates acceptance of all terms and conditions of this sale listed in this catalogue.
* Prompt Payment Discount - Successful bidders whose payment is received within 15 calendar days from the date of the auction,
shall be entitled to a 2% prompt payment discount of the hammer price of each lot, regardless of the method of payment.

SIGNATURE _____________________________________________DATE______________________________________
The amount of your bids does not include a 20% premium to be added to the hammer price

Lot Bid Lot Bid Lot Bid Lot Bid Lot Bid

Please limit my total purchases to:

$_________________
(not including Buyer’s Premium)

NOTE: Limits of less than $200 are 
respectfully declined

You may increase my bids by the following 
percentage

if necessary to win the lot (circle one)
10%                    20%                     30% 

 I understand that bids so increased will be reduced to con-
form to normal bidding intervals and that a Buyer’s Premi-

um of 20%  will be added to the total of all purchases.



Lot Bid Lot Bid Lot Bid Lot Bid Lot Bid

FAX: 203-297-6059 A Buyer’s Premium of 20% will be added to 
the hammer price of each lot

REMOVE OR PHOTOCOPY FOR ADDITIONAL BIDS



spine width TBD

CONDITIONS OF SALE - Public Auction
THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE BETWEEN BIDDER AND DANIEL F. KELLEHER AUCTIONS, LLC (“KELLEHER”)

BIDDING
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in the 
printed Catalogue. Kelleher, as agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding 
and shall determine the manner in which the bidding shall be conducted. Kelleher reserves 
the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser or 
agent), to re-offer any withdrawn lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more lots belonging 
to the same consignor or vendor, and to refuse any bid believed not made in good faith. 
Estimates of sales prices contained in the printed Catalogue reflect the best judgment of 
Kelleher and are not minimum or upset prices.
2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page (ii). (b) The highest bid 
acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a dispute arise between bidders (in-
cluding a dispute between a floor or internet bidder and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a 
mail bidder, consignor or vendor), the auctioneer alone shall determine who the successful 
bidder is and whether to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after the sale, the 
auctioneer’s sale records shall be conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission of 20% * on 
the hammer price is payable by the buyer to the auctioneer together with any sales and use 
tax or customs duties.
3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or ven-
dors) but shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to bid, how-
ever received, and whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder or agent or those 
of the auctioneer. 
(b) Lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer will implement such reserve 
price by bidding on behalf of the consignor vendor. (c) It may also be assumed that all 
consignors have been advanced monies against the sale of their consigned material and 
Kelleher therefore has a security interest in the consigned material over and above the 
normal auction commission.
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be consid-
ered as a sale subject to commissions and sales tax as applicable.
(e) Agents are responsible for the payment of the purchase price for all purchases made on 
behalf of their clients, unless other arrangements with the auctioneer have been confirmed 
in writing prior to the auction.
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
4. (a) Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Condition of Sale), 
shall be as follows:
(b) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part there of as Kelleher  shall 
require, shall be made by the purchaser in cash or bank or certified check or in such other 
manner as Kelleher may determine. The name and address of the purchaser of each lot shall 
be given to the auctioneer immediately following the sale of such lot.
(c) Mail Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased. Before Kelle-
her will send such lots, payment in full must be received by Kelleher within three (3) busi-
ness days of receipt of the aforesaid notification by the mail bidder. However, a purchaser 
known to Kelleher at its option may have purchases delivered or forwarded for immediate 
payment (by a dollar draft on a U.S. bank in the case of overseas purchasers). Mailed 
delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Kelleher of receipt of a send-
ing at the advised address shall constitute delivery. All charges for handling, delivery and 
insurance obtained by Kelleher on behalf of the purchaser shall be added to the purchase 
price; a minimum charge of $20.00 will be made.
(d) Prompt Payment Discount - Successful bidders whose payment is received within 
15 calendar days from the date of the auction, shall be entitled to a 2% prompt payment 
discount of the hammer price of each lot, regardless of the method of payment.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by Kelleher as 
agents for the consignor or vendor.
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the same 
may be modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late payment charge 
of 2% per month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not made in accordance 
with the aforesaid conditions.
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale (“Non-Com-
plying Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure to comply occurs, 
Kelleher, may, in its sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same auction or at an auc-
tion at a later time, or by private treaty at such time as Kelleher Auctions, in its sole discre-
tion, deems appropriate and the Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable for the deficiency, 
if any, between the hammer price and the net proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, 
whether at auction or by private treaty, as well as for all costs and expenses of both sales, 
all other charges due thereunder, including commissions with respect to both sales, wheth-
er payable to Kelleher or to a third party and all incidental damages. It shall be in Kellehers’ 
sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer the lot theretofore hammered-down to a 
Non-Complying Bidder at the same auction, or by private treaty in due course, or at a sub-
sequent auction conducted by Kelleher. In no event shall any surplus arising from the sale 
of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
(c) A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted Kelleher a security interest in 
property in Kellehers possession owned by such purchaser. Kelleher shall have all of the 
rights afforded a purchase money secured party under the Connecticut or Massachusetts 
Uniform Commercial Code with respect to such property and may apply against such 
obligations all monies held or received by it for the account of, or due from Kelleher to 
such purchaser. Kelleher is authorized to file a Financing Statement in order to perfect its 
rights as a secured party.
(d) If Kelleher takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the de-
faulting purchaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by Kelleher to 
secure such payment, including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’ 
fees. For purposes of this paragraph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to include any 
and all consultation by Kelleher with its attorneys with respect to all matters arising out of 
a delinquent account.
(e) Unless otherwise acceptable to Kelleher, payment is to be made only in the form of 
cash, bank check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to delivery of 
lots), credit card (AMEX, Visa, MasterCard and Discover), PayPal or a bank wire transfer. 
Payments made by credit card are accepted as a courtesy without surcharge, if paid within 
15 days of sale date. 

WIRING INSTRUCTIONS:
Please contact us for our wiring instructions.
EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITY AND AUTHENTICITY
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing. Ample opportunity is given for on 
premises inspection prior to the auction date, and, upon written request and at Kelleher 
discretion.  Live video viewing is also available, please contact our offices to arrange 
same.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description 
as modified by any specific notations in this Catalogue.
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described may be 
returned to Kelleher within two weeks of its receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Pur-
chaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by Kelleher within four weeks 
of the date of the auction; however, Kelleher may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance of 
such returned lot. If an opinion of a mutually acceptable authority is desired, the period 
of time within which a lot must be received by Kelleher will be extended in accordance 
with Condition of Sale 7(g). In the event that a dispute cannot be resolved by reference 
to a mutually acceptable authority, and Kelleher thereupon undertakes to re-offer the lot 
with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning Purchaser shall be 
liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the Returning Pur-
chaser and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well as for all costs and 
expenses of the re-sale, including commission, and all incidental damages. Any lot, the 
description of which is disputed, must be returned intact and in the original packaging 
and in the condition received (unaltered) by the purchaser. The following lots are not 
returnable except at the discretion of Kelleher: (i) lots from purchasers who attended 
the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewers; (iii) lots on account of 
their appearance, if they are illustrated in this Catalogue or online; or (iv) lots described 
as having repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v) lots containing more than ten (10) 
items. (d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared otherwise than genuine by a mutually 
recognized authority is returnable, provided such lot is received by Kelleher within four 
weeks of the date of the auction. Proof that a mutually acceptable authority declines to 
express an opinion is not grounds for the return of a lot.
(e) Expenses incurred a purchaser in the submission and the return of a lot under Con-
ditions of Sale 7 is not subject to refund.
(f) Numerical grading is subjective and is based upon the condition of each issue.  Lots 
may not be returned if a third party grades a stamp at lower than our grade.
(g) Lots with existing certificates from the Philatelic Foundation (PF) or Professional 
Stamp Experts (PSE), British Philatelic Association (BPA), Royal Philatelic Society 
(London (RPSL) and Australia (RPSA), Vincent Graves Greene Foundation (VGG) or 
any other expertizing authority as recognized by the International Association of Phila-
telic Experts (AIEP), for items within their specialty and dated within the last seven (7) 
years from the date of sale, will be offered and sold on an “as-is” basis and as so stated 
on the certificate. Such lots may not be returned for any reason, including but not limited 
to a contrary verbal or written opinion or certificate. 
SALES TAX/CUSTOMS DUTIES
8. Unless presentation of satisfactory proof that it is exempted by law, a purchaser shall 
pay to Kelleher the Connecticut, Massachusetts or any compensating use taxes of any 
other State claiming jurisdiction. Buyers outside the U.S. are responsible for all cus-
toms duties. A purchaser shall indemnify Kelleher and hold it harmless of and from 
any claims of any jurisdiction for sales taxes relating to the purchase of articles at the 
auction, whenever the same may arise. 
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
9. All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws
of the State of Connecticut without giving effect to the choice of law principles thereof. 
ARBITRATION
10. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be settled 
by arbitration in the City of New York, State of New York in accordance with the Rules 
of the American Arbitration Association and judgment upon the award rendered by the 
Arbitrator or Arbitrators may be entered in any Court having jurisdiction.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF ACTIONS
11. The purchaser at this auction (a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of the 
Courts of the State of Connecticut and of the Courts of the United States for a judicial 
district within the territorial limits of the State of Connecticut for all matters arising out 
of this auction sale, including, without limitation, any action or proceeding instituted 
for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation and liability arising under or by 
reason thereof; and (b) consents and submits to the venue of such action or proceeding 
in the City of Danbury, County of Fairfield, State of Connecticut (or such judicial dis-
trict of a Court of the United States as shall include the same, and (c) further consents 
that service of process in any action relating thereto may be effected by registered mail, 
return receipt requested address to the purchase at the address given to the auctioneer 
at the time of the sale.
BIDDING STEPS
12. Bidding Steps are as published on page (ii); bids made out of increment will be 
reduced to the next increment.  Example: $603 bid will be reduced to $600, etc.
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer.
(b) Any errors are the responsibility of the bidder.
(c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
BIDS BY FAX OR EMAIL
Bids must be received 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
FAX: (203) 297-6059 or EMAIL: bids@kelleherauctions.com 
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
Phone bidding space is limited and available on a first come, first served basis. The 
importance of reserving early cannot be overstated!
Please call us at (203) 830.2500 to reserve your phone bidding space
STAMP AUCTION NETWORK (SAN) Live internet bidding.  To bid, you must be 
registered and be approved  by both Stamp Auction Network and Kelleher. Please con-
tact us for further instructions or go to www.stampauctionnetwork.com and find the 
Kelleher link.www.kelleherauctions.com

America’s Oldest Philatelic Auction House • Established 1885

Email: info@kelleherauctions.com  

22 Shelter Rock Lane • Unit 53 • Danbury, CT 06810 
Phone: Toll Free 800.212.2830 •  Offices: 203.830.2500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions

Lot 773  1887, 3¢ vermillion  (214), a well-centered example tied by a Very Fine, 
nearly full strike of a “LA.SAL(LE) & DENVER R.P.O.” duplex cancel clearly dated 
Sep 5, 1887, preceding by 18 days the previous earliest documented use; on a cover 
to Fort Collins, Colo. and backstamped there the next day (also showing an 1887 year 
date); small opening tear at the top and reduced slightly at the left, otherwise Very 
Fine. A spectacular new EDU.

Additional RPO Lots From This Collection
Are In Our Weekly Online Auction 

 Online Sale Opens 9:00 pm EDT  Sunday March 29th 
Closing Sunday 9:00 pm EDT, April 5th

And In Our Huge Flagship Sale...
Following the Sale of the Daniel Seigle RPOs Collection
This Spectacular Earliest Known Usage and RPO!

Kelleher’s World Renowned Public Auctions Since 1885    •    Online Auctions    •    Many Personalized Services

www.kelleherauctions.com

America’s Oldest Philatelic Auction House • Established 1885

Email: info@kelleherauctions.com  

22 Shelter Rock Lane • Unit 53 • Danbury, CT 06810 
Phone: Toll Free 800.212.2830 •  Offices: 203.830.2500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions
David Coogle 
Co-Chairman

Laurence Gibson 
Co-Chairman

Seeking, Selling or Enjoying—
We are your Best Choice.

Seeking New Stamps or Covers?
Frequent Major Public Auction 
Sales including Specialty Sales, 
plus Weekly Internet Sales.
Also, Look for our eBay offerings 
and Store Kelleher Online

Selling Your Collection?
• Consign or sell—Receive the market price Now!
• Outright purchase for Immediate Payment
• Auction Consignment • Cash Advances
• Ask about our Guaranteed Value Program
• Private Treaty

Receive our outstanding magazine— 
Stamp Collectors Quarterly—Receive the next issue FREE!
Have your article published —Share your story or passion!

Job opportunities at Kelleher—
Philatelists enquire, both full and part time needed

Our Passionate 
About Philately 
Team includes...

Max Wender
VP & Director
of Operations 
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Who are these serious philatelists 

who got themselves featured

on a postage stamp? See inside.

Enjoying Your Collection?
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Essays, Trial Colors and Proofs of United States 
& Possessions including Revenues
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